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A note on the Translations
Most quotations in this study are texts translated from the Japanese. With a
few exceptions these translations are all my own. The poems in English may
look a little unfamiliar; haiku and haiku-related poetry are usually translated
as poems in three lines, but here I have adopted the ordinary Japanese way of
writing in one line. Breaks and pauses in the prosody are marked with commas, semi-colons, and hyphens, and not with the forward slash commonly
used for Western poetry when written in one line. To my mind, this forward
slash would be totally anachronistic when used in a poem which in the first
place was written as a one-liner.
I do not really object to the three-line haiku, but the subject of this study
is poetry in which such short poems are combined into long sequences, and a
disposition with reoccurring line-breaks would make them far too heavy.
(My procedure here is not without precedent; in Edward Seidensticker’s
translation of the Tale of Genji, waka poems are rendered in the same manner, as short two-liners, instead of the common five-line poems they often
become in translation.)
All poems are accompanied by the original Japanese in romanization, following the common Hepburn system, but I have not used any archaic forms;
kwa and wo, for instance, are always rendered as ka and o. Long vowels are
marked with macrons. A few Chinese names are transcribed according to the
pin-yin system.
Romanized Japanese words are generally written in cursive script. A few
exceptions are a small number of words used in poetics, which have more or
less become incorporated in the English language. It is words like waka,
haiku, hokku, haikai and renku.
The original Japanese of all quotations from premodern sources is appended separately; this includes the full text of the Tsukeai tebikizuru, and
all shorter quotations, which are numbered according to their order of occurrence in the text.

Introduction and Background

I. Preamble

The reasonable man adapts himself to the world: the unreasonable one persists in trying to adapt the world to
himself. Therefore all progress depends on the unreasonable man.
Bernard Shaw. Man and Superman, 1903

In science it is sometime necessary to turn away from the general consensus,
from established views and agreed-upon theories. Where there is a long and
respected history of previous scholarship a deliberate search for new perspectives will often be the only way to move forwards, to challenge dogmas,
to discover fallacies. The aim of this study is, in general, to take such an odd
stance, to be “unreasonable” and question what are regarded as undisputable
truths, to tear down fixed constructs and search for alternative possibilities.
Within the field of haikai research there is, today at least, a strong tendency towards conformism. Critical investigation is often replaced by reference to authorities, and although some innovative studies exist, there are
many doubtful theories that have had remarkable persistence. This is indeed
frustrating for the creative researcher and also hampering for development in
the field. That is why a basically disrespectful approach will be used in the
present study.1 This will not be done at random, however. My study deals
with poetics mainly written in the eighteenth century, and at an early stage of
my research I realised that there was often a great discrepancy between early
theory and critique, and modern scholarship. My strategy will therefore in
the first place be to turn to the historical sources, present a serious critical
1

Perhaps this will upset some readers, but my aim is not to be rude or impolite; my approach
is mainly a matter of method (or perhaps anti-method). There is, in fact, a long and venerable
tradition of haikai-criticism which uses very drastic and disrespectful language, and although I
have tried to avoid the use of too harsh expressions, I still hope that this work will be felt as
written in the spirit of many of my predecessors.
13

discussion of these, and let this discussion challenge modern theory and
scholarship. Modern scholarship will, of course, be used and referred to, but
I will never use it in a passive and obedient manner; I will always look for
alternatives, always search for different opinions, and not just follow in the
footsteps of respected authorities.
This approach may perhaps sound somewhat historicist, but my reason for
turning to the original sources is not a desire to search for some sort of original truth; my aim is to bring fresh air into the discussion. It is important not
to misunderstand this point; to tear a long tradition of commentary and criticism to pieces is not to search for an ultimate meaning hidden somewhere in
the past; it is just an act of looking for new and more fruitful possibilities in
the source material.

I.I. The Layout of this Dissertation
The following dissertation consists of three main parts, all of which are related to the renku-poetry of the Japanese haikai-poet Yosa Buson (17161783) and his group.
The first part is a study of more general theories, which are not specifically concerned with renku, but with haikai, the whole complex of different
genres, of which renku is one part. Here I will discuss theories of aesthetics,
theories of creativity, and a few questions related to the interpretation of this
kind of poetry. This discussion will focus on those questions that are central
in Buson’s own writing on poetics, but also put them into a broader context.
The second part is concerned with practical poetics, with different theories of composing renku. An introductory chapter will make a survey of the
terms and concepts which began to be used in renku theory in the late seventeenth century, thereby giving a historical background to many concepts
used in Buson’s age. This will be followed by a full translation and critical
study of a renku-treatise written by Buson’s disciple Takai Kit , the most
prolific writer of theory among Buson’s followers.
The last part is an investigation of modern criticism written on Buson’s
renku. There exist only a small number of full-length studies of these poems,
and this makes it possible to gain a comprehensive picture of modern scholarship on this subject. The absence of a long critical tradition concerning
Buson’s renku has also, in many cases, prevented the formation of established interpretations, and one often finds great discrepancies between the
different commentaries. This is ideal for a comparative study, as it will give
diversified and rich results, and it will also help us to avoid some of the conformism referred to above.

14

I.II. Previous Research
Research in haikai theory has mostly been directed towards the teachings of
the great seventeenth-century master Matsuo Bash (1644-1694). The present study, too, will repeatedly refer back to the heritage from Bash , since
Buson, in his own way, adhered to many of the ideas developed a century
earlier. There is, however, not much written about Buson’s theoretical
works. The main part of the scholarship concerned with Buson consists of
editions of his works, commentaries on his haiku and some biographical
research, but his quite extensive theoretical writing has usually not been
investigated in greater detail. Only a few attempts have been made to deepen
the discussion of Buson’s arguments and analyse them into their context;
there is one article by Takahashi Sh ji, “Buson’s Poetics” (Buson no shiron),
which gives a very limited account, there is an early work by Shimizu Takayuki, “Buson’s Art” (Buson no geijutsu), probably the only attempt to put
together Buson’s theories into a coherent whole, and there is the extensive
study of the theoretical writing in Buson'
s age by Tanaka Michio, “Buson
and the Bash revival” (Sh f fukk und to Buson), in which the focus is
not on Buson, but it still helps to clarify the context where his ideas developed. In addition there also exist a small number of articles that to some
extent discuss single aspects of Buson’s poetics.
One problem that encounters the researcher dealing with Buson’s theory
of haikai is that this theory has been used repeatedly in a modern debate of
haiku poetics. A movement within modern criticism, striving at a revaluation
of Buson’s work, and which is largely based on critical statements found in
his writing, is closely associated with this debate. Since this revaluation has
been justified by the claim that it is in concordance with Buson’s own aesthetics, a thorough investigation of it will be necessary in this context.
Research into the practice of renku-composing has not yet gained importance in haikai scholarship. Although interest in renku has been gradually
increasing in recent years, this has mainly showed itself in the form of commentaries on poems, and very little has been written about actual theories of
composing. There are also two widely different perspectives that may be
taken here. One part of renku theory deals with a set of rules regulating the
use of words and themes in the verses of a renku, another part with what
may be called verse-linking. The rules are actually inherited from an older
form of poetry, renga, and there is some evidence that their importance declined after Bash . I will present a short survey of these rules later in this
introduction, but my main object of study will be the unique theories of
verse-linking which developed within the later renku tradition and which are
the subject of Kit ’s renku treatise. A renku consists of a long chain of
verses, and the main challenge of a poet is the linking and joining of these
verses. It is therefore surprising that so little research has been done on this
subject. Verse-linking is a part of general haikai theory, and in such a con15

text one finds some writing about it, but more focused studies are rare. There
is one article by Miyamoto Sabur that discusses the linking theories of Kagami Shik (one of Bash ’s disciples). A very creative and thorough study is
the work “Haikai-style Renga; in the Space between Research and Creativity” (Haikai no renga; kenky to s saku no aida) by hata Kenji, which is
mainly concerned with the poetry of Bash , and there is also the “Renku
Dictionary” (Renku jiten) edited by, among others, the same hata, which as
well as being a conventional dictionary contains several detailed descriptions
of various concepts of verse-linking. An older work giving a general survey
of linking theories among Bash ’s followers is found in Ebara Taiz ’s
“Renku Theory of the Bash School” (Sh f no renkuron) and “A Theory of
Renku” (Renku gaisetsu). Mention should also be made here of the first
chapter of Horikiri Minoru’s “Haikai as Expression” (Hy gen to shite no
haikai) which gives an original account, largely based on modern theory, of
Bash ’s renku.
There are also two studies of classical renku-commentaries. They are both
concerned with Bash ’s works, one dealing with renku from the “Monkey’s
Raincoat” anthology, and the other dealing with renku from the “Charcoal
Sack” anthology. Both are comparative studies made in a positivist manner:
the original texts of the commentaries are just presented side by side. One is
by Kumohide Matsuo: “Collection of Old Commentaries to Bash ’s Renku;
‘The Monkey’s Raincoat’” (Bash renku koch sh ; Sarumino-hen); the
other by Takeuchi Chiyoko: “Collection of Old Renku-Commentaries; ‘The
Charcoal Sack’” (Sumidawara; renku koch sh ).
Other works like “The Flow of Renku Literature” (Renkubungei no nagare) by Sakurai Takejir , “An Introduction to Renku” (Renku e no sh tai)
by Inui Hiroyuki and Shiraishi Teiz , “Haikai History” (Haikai-shi) by Kuriyama Riichi, and the early “A Historical Discussion of Renga and Haikai”
(Renpai shiron) by Sassa Seiichi, deal mostly with the history of renku and
do not discuss verse-linking in any detail.
These are all works that understand renku to be synonymous with the
renku of Bash . Studies of linking theories of later ages are virtually nonexistent. Scholarship concerned with Buson’s renku mainly exists in the
form of commentaries on the poems. A few articles have been written in
which the specific style of these poems are discussed from a thematic point
of view. Very slight attempts at saying something about verse-linking are
found in some of the commentaries. In the preface of Ishikawa Shink ’s
collection of commentaries there is a discussion of the difference in linking
between Bash and Buson, and throughout the commentaries of Nakamura
Sachihiko there are, now and then, slight references to different theories of
linking, but this is done in an unsystematic and speculative manner, and does
not give more than loose and untested hypotheses. Any commentary is, of
course, based on some implicit view of verse-linking, but the very fact that it
mostly remains implicit, makes it difficult to discuss it critically.
16

The linking treatise by Kit , which will be my main source for understanding the theories of verse-linking of the Buson group, has been published in a few modern editions, but very little research has been done on it.
One part of this treatise consists of commentaries on different verse-links,
and some of these have been used and quoted in modern commentaries on
the very same verse-links. I have not, however, found any attempt to discuss
this treatise critically in such modern commentaries; Kit ’s words are just
given as plain quotations.
There are only two investigations directly dealing with this treatise, but
neither of them is concerned with the contents of the theories expounded.
One consists of a few explanatory comments on this work by Shimizu in one
of the editions of it, and this is nothing more than a few short footnotes. The
other is a short study by Chino K ichi in which possible sources of some of
the terms used in the first part of the treatise are discussed.
In spite of the fact that the bulk of the scholarship dealing with haikai is
made up of commentaries on the poems, almost no comparative, or metacritical, research has been carried out in the field. In the case of Buson slight
attempts to do so may be discernible in the modern debate on how his poems
should be read, but this is a debate that mainly deals with haiku. In the field
of renku criticism there is no deliberate meta-critical discussion. It is, of
course, common for critics to refer to some earlier commentary in their interpretations, especially when they find it incorrect, but this is only done
occasionally and does not result in a critical inquiry into previous research.
There is, however, a special genre of Japanese criticism, often called
zadankai
in which a discussion of several scholars is recorded and
published. Sometimes such discussions reach an agreement and end up with
a definite statement, and then they do not differ very much from ordinary
commentaries by one single scholar, but they may also show the reader various options, and leave the final reading open. One of the earliest investigations of Buson’s renku, made by the Buson renku kenky kai (The Buson
Renku Research Society), belongs to this category. The discussions found
there are often very sketchy, and they do not really strive to clarify the different standpoints of the discussants, but to some extent this Buson renku
kenky kai may still be seen as a precedent for my own investigation in the
third part of this study.



I.III. Aims of this Study
As may have become clear from the previous section, there is still much to
be done in the field of haikai research, and this gives us the more specific
aims of this study, aims which roughly correspond to its three parts.
In the part focusing on theories of creativity and aesthetics, the aim will
be to deepen and challenge the discussion found in earlier scholarship, especially to make a close reading of Buson’s theoretical arguments and to show
17

how these are related to each other and to the larger theoretical discussion
which had evolved since Bash ’s days. The debate related to the modern
revaluation of Buson, and which basically is a debate around Buson’s aesthetics, will be challenged in an introductory chapter. The aim here will be to
find a more fruitful way to deal with the questions that lie behind this debate.
The aim of the second part will be to make an inquiry into the concept of
verse-linking, especially as it is introduced in Kit ’s treatise. A thorough
study of this treatise will be made, which also aims at grasping some of the
ideology expressed by its theories. This is yet to be done, and will hopefully
be accomplished here. A background will also be given to many of the concepts used here, with a short survey of how they have been used from the
end of the seventeenth century, the age of Bash and his disciples.
The third part is concerned with modern criticism, and the aim here,
through a comparison of several commentaries, is to identify the different
strategies followed by different scholars. There are several reasons for making a comparative investigation of this kind. Since my general aim here is to
study how renku of the Buson-group have been read and discussed in various contexts, such a comparison is essential for understanding modern renku
criticism. A comparison will help to make implicit theoretical stances explicit and will also show different possibilities of understanding. Especially
for a non-Japanese like myself, a study of several different interpretations is
important to show that Japanese scholarship as such is not faultless, an opinion which seems to be common enough among scholars outside Japan. In
fact, most of the few commentaries on Buson’s renku that exist in English
follow this or that Japanese commented edition very obediently, as if they
were statements of a final truth. In a way, we may understand this as an expression of great respect towards Japanese authority, but in another way, we
may see it as an act of degrading the Japanese scholar to some sort of raw
material. If this Japanese scholarship is to be taken seriously, it must be allowed to challenge and falsify it in the same way as any other scholarship.
And once we realise that an authoritative commentary is often nothing more
than a hypothetical suggestion, we will be able to discuss these poems in a
freer manner. Seeing the merits and shortcomings of earlier scholarship is
the only way to make a critical discussion move forwards.

I. IV. A Few Prerequisites
I. IV. I. About Understanding

The question has been raised if it is at all possible to carry out an investigation of this kind. My object here is to understand theories and ideas from a
different culture, and in addition, from a different age, and to some people
this seems a hopelessly futile approach. As an example of such a view, I will
discuss here an argument by Harry Harootunian that clearly illustrates some
18

of the inherent problems of this view. This argument is found in a discussion
between Harootunian and Naoki Sakai dealing with several important and
difficult questions within the field of Japan studies. I agree with much of
what Harootunian and Sakai say, notably their critique of the many cultural
stereotypes that are often created by scholars in the field, but there are other
sides of their arguments that are more problematic. The part of their argument that I will examine here starts with their discussion of the literary critic
Kobayashi Hideo (1902-1983) and his book about the eighteenth-century
scholar of national learning, Motoori Norinaga. Kobayashi is criticised here
for his attempt to reach an “empathic understanding” of this historically distant mind. The belief that a person who lived two centuries earlier can be
identified with is found dubious, and the reason given is that Kobayashi in
his method rejected “historical time”, which, according to Harootunian, “insists upon a distinction between the observer and the writer or text that he’s
talking about”.2
It should be noted here that a statement like this presupposes several matters. If we take this stance, entities like observer, writer, and text, will have
to be regarded as absolute and fixed, since if they are changeable and open
for the possibility of mutual influence, we will not be able to make any distinctions between them in a process of understanding; we will never be sure
if a certain characteristic really belongs to this or that entity. The necessity to
make a distinction will also demand of us that we have a full and perfect
understanding, not only of the writer and text, but also of ourselves, since we
cannot make disctinctions between matters we do not know anything about,
and if our knowledge is not perfect, there will always be a danger that our
distinctions are wrong, and the same thing will happen as it did with Kobayashi, who (in Harootunian’s words) “constantly merges his own voice, his
own thoughts, with Norinaga, so sometimes you don’t really know whether
it’s Kobayashi or Norinaga that'
s speaking”.3 The rejection of the search for
understanding thereby seems to be based on an argument which presupposes
the possibility of perfect understanding of the alien, and this gives Harootunian an unsolvable problem, since he, in fact, denies this possibility. Entering into a more general argument around the impossibility of understanding
the alien within the field of Japan studies, he states the following:
I find that it’s very much a part of the practice of Japan studies. I don’t believe in the empathic hermeneutic practiced by Kobayashi or his belief that
he could put himself in the place occupied by Norinaga. So we have people
in Japan studies who believe they can speak as Japanese--I don’t mean speaking the Japanese language, as such, but speak in the place of Japanese. There
is the presumption here of a perfect understanding, hermeneutic symmetry. I
have no trouble acknowledging that, because I’m a historically distant ob2
3

Harootunian and Sakai 1999, p. 633.
Ibid.
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server, I can’t really get into the head of these fifteenth-century thinkers or
Murasaki Shikibu. To think one can is simply nonsense [laughter]. If we
could understand what was going on in the mind of a person who lived in a
remote past, and in a remote culture, we would not be able to express it. But
to promote the possibility of perfect understanding is another way of deferring the political. This explains why so many people in the Japan field study
the premodern past. It’s driven by some sort of nativist desire, to be like the
native. But unfortunately the native inevitably looks like us, people who live
in the twentieth century. I also think the appeal to empathic understanding is
4
an avoidance of theory and an excuse for not being political.

Hermeneutic symmetry is defined here as perfect understanding (a thought
that, in fact, seems alien to common hermeneutic theory, which usually denies such perfection). The reason that makes such a perfect understanding
impossible is clearly stated as the distance in time and difference in culture.
It is also seen as inevitable that when we try to understand “the native”, this
native will just look like us. Perfect understanding will thereby be possible
among “people who live in the twentieth century”, within the same age, and
the same culture. The concept of empathy is also used, seemingly as another
word for perfect understanding. Opposed to such concepts we find “the political” and “theory”, which are related to each other. The idea seems to be
that the search for perfect understanding is stupid and wrong, and a sound
method is to use theory and clearly define one’s political position.
I do agree with Harootunian that it is impossible to get into the head of
the tenth-century poetess Murasaki Shikibu, if by that we mean that it is
impossible to share the totality of her experience in every little detail, but
that is not because we are historically distant. This impossibility of perfect
identification will be true not only of Murasaki, it will be true of any other
person. Since two persons never live exactly the same life, they will never be
able to share exactly the same experiences. Indeed, even my own past experiences will be impossible to experience afresh in exactly the same manner. I may recall a past experience, but that will in itself be a different experience, and if I want once more to bring a past experience to life by, for
example, reading a poem I have read in the past, this new experience of the
poem will not be the same as the earlier, since the recollection of the earlier
will inevitably be part of this new experience and make my understanding
slightly different. This is what Jacques Derrida has called “iteration”, and it
must be regarded as central to post-modern thought.5 I have no objection to
this theory, as it seems more or less axiomatic to me.6
4

Harootunian and Sakai 1999, p. 634.
Derrida 2000, pp. 119-120.
6
Hypothetically one might imagine that two exact replicas of neural processes in the brain
might occur by coincidence, and that would create two identical experiences, even inside two
different minds, but the plausibility for this to happen is so small that it is not likely ever to
happen, and this strengthens the theory, rather than falsifying it.
5
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In Derrida’s case, such a theory is just a speculative argument around the
lack of perfection inherent in language and communication, and it is an argument which sees possibilities rather than constraints in this imperfection.
The conclusion I make from reading Derrida is that understanding will inevitably be, and should be, partial and imperfect. If understanding is defined as
a perfect sharing of the total experience of another person, this understanding will turn out to be non-existent, and this concept of understanding will
become useless. And then we should realise that what we usually mean by
understanding is something less extreme, and possibly this will make us start
looking for a more usable definition of understanding. (If we insist that understanding is impossible by all means, we cannot continue as academics,
since there will be no possibility to study and investigate anything, and
whatever we say and write will just be meaningless nonsense.)
Harootunian’s argument is even more problematic since it does not deny
the possibility of understanding. As noted above, he says that we do not understand because we are “historically distant” observers. From this follows
that understanding will be possible if we are not distant, if we live in the
“remote past”, inside the “remote culture”. If we then insist on understanding
as “perfect understanding”, the possibility of understanding within a certain
age, or a certain culture, will inevitably describe the inhabitants of this age or
culture as cloned creatures, who all react to everything in the same way, and
all live the very same lives. If we are moderate enough to accept a less extreme concept of understanding, the criteria of same age and same culture
will anyhow define the single true understanding as an understanding based
on the aspects which are specific for an age or a culture, and that will make
only the homogeneous part of a culture the standard, and not the multitude of
individual variations that always exist within every culture. Whichever view
of understanding Harootunian chooses, he will anyhow end up with the cultural stereotypes he elsewhere criticises. His ironic last comment here is
typical; when we find something in a remote culture that is close to ourselves, it has to be discarded because, to him, the remote culture must be
different, must be strange and unintelligible.
There is also a logical problem in this type of argument. When we say
that our understanding is formed by our own culture, we thereby acknowledge that it is possible to be formed by cultural circumstances. Then we cannot say that when we encounter a different culture, this formative possibility
suddenly becomes impossible, that the door is shut and our mind is once and
for all cast in an unchangeable form. Once we grant that a mind interacts
with, and is formed by, its environment, we must accept that it will also be
formed by every other environment it is placed in. A mind cannot be both
formable and un-formable at the same time. Therefore, if understanding is
possible in our own culture, then it must also be possible in a remote culture.
Otherwise culture will become something that is seen as hard-wired in the
brain, that is, genetically inherited, and then we have ended up in some sort
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of racist theory, which may easily be falsified when tested against empirical
facts. Our mind is plastic and in a state of constant change.
The idea that all our understanding is formed by our previous experience
is probably based on the recognition that there is some amount of inertia in
our way of dealing with the world. When we search for understanding we
often prefer to use those ready answers we already have stored in our memory; this goes more quickly and saves energy, but it does not follow that
there are no other ways to understand all those new and unknown matters
that day after day confront us. When we do not have the answers in our previous experience we actually manage to create new hypotheses and test
these, and if they work they will change our understanding and broaden our
experience. Understanding must be seen as a gradual process in which
evaluations of more and less are more relevant than evaluations of right and
wrong.
In hermeneutics such ideas are quite common, as in the following statement by Jarava Lal Mehta in which precisely the problem of understanding
an alien culture (and here more specifically its religion) is discussed, in this
case from an Indian perspective:
A certain degree of alienation, opacity, and bafflement, a sense of resistant
otherness, prompts the effort to understand, and this has therefore always an
other for its object, be it the otherness into which parts or elements of my
own tradition have lapsed, be it the ways of living and thinking belonging to
alien religious and cultural traditions. Now, that in me which enables me to
get a hold on this “other” is not so much my explicitly formulated beliefs as it
is the total horizon which determines my thinking and of which my implicitly
held judgments, my prejudgments or prejudices, my preunderstanding in
short, are a crucial part. The attempt to understand the other thus brings me
up against another total cultural horizon which I seek to enter on the basis of
my own traditional heritage or the otherness of a different religious tradition,
in each case I am thrown back upon myself, to a re-examination of my own
preconceptions, to an awareness of my own prejudices and their restrictive
influence on my thinking. This to-and-fro movement between myself and the
other, between my present and the heritage of my past, is also part of what is
known as “the circle of understanding,” which leads to a deepening and widening of my own self-awareness through this corrective circularity of understanding. Thus, a certain interfusion of different horizons takes place and
otherness is overcome, to some degree, between myself and the other, be7
tween the past and the present.

This notion of hermeneutics is very different from the one proposed by
Harootunian, and I think it is only by having an attitude like Mehta’s that
scientific research will be possible within the field of the humanities. Harootunian’s alternative, to use theory, is indeed much more common today, but
it is doubtful whether it really solves his problem. There is rather a danger
7
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that research based on specific theories will make things worse. If we set all
the answers right from the start, which is what normally happens when a
theory is used, and then carry out an investigation that only looks for such
material that fits these answers, any scientific development will just stop
dead. It will of course be honest of us to declare our theoretical preconceptions in advance, but that is probably the only merit of this procedure. And
even if we believe that this is the way science should be, we end up with an
insoluble problem. Since the theory itself cannot be used if it is not understood, we need a meta-theory to understand it, but this meta-theory again
needs a meta-meta-theory to be understood, which in turn needs a metameta-meta-theory, and so on ad infinitum.
The solution here is to turn to the most opposite procedure possible, to
use some sort of hermeneutic or deconstructive method of investigation; a
method which is always open to test new possibilities and new perspectives.
The only limitations will be those that are inevitable; the limitations imposed
by logic and the limitations of our senses. Language and culture can never
set such limits, as they are constantly fluctuating and changing.
When I talk about hermeneutics and deconstruction here I do not refer to
those huge theoretical complexes carrying these names that are associated
with a Gadamer or a Derrida; what I refer to are the critical method such
theorists use in the course of action.8 I find it problematic that the concepts
of theory and method have become synonymous, at least in the field of the
humanities. A distinction ought to be made, I think, between theory understood as a whole set of hypotheses, or conclusions, that aim at a full explanation of a certain fact, and method as a general and flexible attitude followed
when working. We may, of course, use a theory as a method, but then our
results will be precisely the theory we started with. The same will naturally
happen when we use a method based on logic; we will find arguments based
on logic, but what we search for in that case is what we get in addition.
Logic is merely used as a standard to evaluate arguments, but it is the arguments themselves that will give us our answers. To find out that an argument
is logical is very illuminating; it makes us choose that argument as valid
according to the rational standards of logic, but to find out that an argument
is in concord with a certain theory does not prove anything; if the theory is
valid, the argument will be valid, but if it is rotten, the argument will be rot8

Paul Feyerabend has suggested terms like “anarchistic methodology” or “dadaism” for
similar activities (Feyerabend 1975, p. 21). These are perhaps better words, since they have
no particular connection with any specific theoretical ideology. It may seem that my argument
is influenced by the philosophy of Feyerabend, but actually I only got to know of his work
when most of this dissertation was already written. My main source of influence is, in fact, the
theories of creativity that were formulated within the haikai movement in the seventeenth and
eighteenth century. I would therefore suggest an even better term to be used, the term “haikai
methodology”. In my understanding, at least, the spirit of haikai is formed by a desire to
constantly look for new perspectives, and not take anything for granted.
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ten too. There is nothing that can be proved or disproved within a single
discourse.
It is very important to stress here that this is not to say that a theoretical
discussion is without value. If by that we mean a ruthless critical inquiry that
lays bare all the faults and shortcomings there are in a theory, this is essential
for any scientific activity. What I find unacceptable is the very common
practice to place a monolithic theory at the beginning of a dissertation or
study, and then proceed without ever allowing it to be questioned or challenged.
There are a few conclusions to be made from this discussion. First, I think
it is important to be a little humble when we talk about understanding. It is
no use having a concept of understanding that means perfect and absolute
understanding, since that anyway is something non-existent. When I search
for understanding, it will only be in a limited sense, as understanding of single ideas and thoughts, not understanding of a whole psyche in all its complexity. Understanding is just a transfer of certain ideas from one mind to
another. I find it possible to understand and use, for instance, the Pythagorean Theorem without knowing anything of ancient Greek society or the life
of Pythagoras himself, and basically the same must be true when we talk
about the theories of aesthetics discussed by Buson. Aesthetics may be far
more complex than a relatively simple mathematical theorem, and our understanding of it may be richer if studied in its cultural context, but it must
still be possible to discuss it in terms of coherence and logic, and not just in
the light of its author or culture. My interest in this discussion is not in every
aspect of Buson as a person, but in certain ideas of his, and I see his writings
on poetics as a continuing investigation that is still open for us to take part
in, side by side. My object is not to speculate about what he might have
meant or intended, something which may not have been clear even to himself, but to try to understand the ideals and thoughts he himself tried to understand.
I.IV.II. About Intentionality

The discussion in the previous section is in many ways related to questions
concerned with intentionality. My questioning of the importance of the author as a person may be seen as a rejection of the intentions of this author,
and a shift to a reader perspective, but this is not really my aim. The reader,
be it myself, will not be easier to come to terms with than the author. In fact,
all the difficulties encountered when dealing with the author will not trouble
us less when we turn to the reader. I do not think the problem here is the
perspective we chose, but the view we have of the nature of an intention, of
what it is to mean something. It is possible to identify an opposition here
between a view of an intention that is singular and absolute, and produced by
a mind that has full control and awareness, and a view that denies the exis-
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tence of such perfect and definite intentions. My own standpoint is with this
second view and I will try to explain my reasons in the following.
A starting point may be the so-called “intentional fallacy” of AngloAmerican analytic philosophy. This notion was first introduced by Monroe
Beardsley and W. K. Wimsatt in their short article “The Intentional Fallacy”,
published in 1954. The main subject of this article is not to dismiss the author or the author’s intentions, but to stress that the meaning of a work can
only be justified by what is found in the work itself. Writing of poetry, they
argue:
One must ask how a critic expects to get an answer to the question about intention. How is he to find out what the poet tried to do? If the poet succeeded
in doing it, then the poem itself shows what he was trying to do. And if the
poet did not succeed, then the poem is not adequate evidence, and the critic
must go outside the poem – for evidence of an intention that did not become
9
effective in the poem.

In this argument the work may well express the author’s intentions, but if it
fails to do this, its meaning will be separate from what the author intended,
and knowledge of these intentions does not give us the meaning of the work,
but the meaning of another text. This does not necessarily mean that a certain text must be read in isolation. In fact, any piece of text has to be understood in some context, at least the context of its language, but it will be a
hopeless endeavour to search for a perfectly correct or original context. If
something is found in the biography, culture, or some other outer context of
an author that seems relevant to the text, this will be relevant even if it is
found in the biography of a different person, or in a different culture. Our
object may be to make a “Japanese reading” or a “historically correct reading”, but if our text does not comply with such a reading, it will actually
falsify our idea of a “Japanese reading” or a “historically correct reading”,
and not the other way around.
Objections have been raised against this argument of the intentional fallacy that it does not make necessary distinctions between different levels of
intentionality in the author’s process of composing. A difference is recognised between intentions stated at some distance from the work and intentions active at the moment of composing.10 In such arguments intention is a
9

Wimsatt and Beardsley 1954, p. 4.
One example is the argument proposed by Rosemarie Maier. Her definition of the intended
is that it is something that exists by virtue of its being known, by having “mental existence”,
(as opposed to the extended, which “exists extra-mentally”, whether someone knows of it or
not). She makes several distinctions of such existence as knowledge, where the intended in
the form of potential knowledge becomes central for the creative act. Such potential knowledge is knowledge of what might be, what ought to be, or what will be, and it is these distinctions she sees as crucial when discussing the intention of an author:
At the risk of oversimplification, the will-be kind of intention must be seen as closer to the
poem itself (as-things-are) than the ought-to-be intention; this statement assumes that the
10
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kind of directed attitude, and what is effected in a work is the actual intention in the moment of composing. The work then becomes a perfect expression of the author’s intention. From a methodological point of view this does
not make much difference, and Wimsatt and Beardsley would probably not
regard this as an objection at all, since if we identify the work with the author’s intention, whatever an author says about this work on other occasions
will be irrelevant if it does not comply with the structure found in the work.
What is interesting with this view is that it will see works that are ambiguous
and open to widely different interpretations as expressions of the author’s
intention. The intention may well be that a work should be open, as a challenge put forward for further investigation, and by recognising this circumstance, we may identify a central problem in the discussion of intentionality:
that intentions are very often regarded as fixed, absolute, well defined, and
controlled by a totally conscious mind.
My main objection to this common idea of intentionality is that I do not
think that it is always possible to recognise that a statement is produced with
such a certain intention. The whole idea that there is an original meaning, or
an original context, which somehow is the correct and perfect one, and the
one intended seems to be a misconception. When a statement is uttered,
some words are written on paper, or a poem takes form in the mind of a poet,
this is not an original truth, a state of perfect meaning, but something that
happens midway in an ever ongoing effort to understand this world we live
in.
To get a more plausible and useful picture of what intentions are, I prefer
a description of human cognition like the one found in the philosophy of
Daniel Dennet. He describes the human mind as a chaotic multitude of parallel processes, a myriad of independent competing homunculi, where ideas
and thoughts either survive or succumb in a constant struggle. The survivors
in this process may eventually turn up in consciousness, and affect our actions and beliefs. This account is part of an attempt to explain our consciousness, and is based on various theories of neurology, artificial intelligence and philosophy. It is one of the main themes of his “Consciousness
Explained”, especially in the chapter: “How Words do Things with us”.11
By way of conclusion, he writes:
What I have sketched in this chapter – but certainly not proven – is a way in
which a torrent of verbal products emerging from thousands of word-making
demons in temporary coalitions could exhibit a unity, the unity of an evolving best-fit interpretation, that makes them appear as if they were the executed intentions of a Conceptualizer – and indeed they are, but not of an inpoem in its primary intention (as-things-are) is merely the “past tense” of the poem in its
secondary intention (will-be).
Maier 1970, pp. 137-138.
11
Dennet 1993, pp. 227-252.
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ner Conceptualizer that is a proper part of the language-producing system,
but of the global Conceptualizer, the person, of which the languageproducing system is itself a proper part.
This idea may seem alien at first, but it should not surprise us. In biology,
we have learned to resist the temptation to explain design in organisms by
positing a single great Intelligence that does all the work. In psychology, we
have learned to resist the temptation to explain seeing by saying it is just as if
there were an internal screen-watcher, for the internal screen-watcher does all
the work – the only thing between such a homunculus and the eyes is a sort
of TV cable. We must build up the same resistance to the temptation to explain action as arising from the imperatives of an internal action-orderer who
does too much of the specification work. As usual, the way to discharge an
intelligence that is too big for our theory is to replace it with an ultimately
12
mechanical fabric of semi-independent semi-intelligences acting in concert.

Dennet may not have proved his own model, but he has shown that there is
evidence enough that there cannot be a central intelligence somewhere,
where all thoughts, ideas, and intentions originate, and this is the point that
has relevance for my discussion. If our thoughts are products of a partially
unconscious process of trial and error, where thoughts that work and function survive, but thoughts that do not work succumb, then these thoughts will
be the outcome of something like a multitude of unconscious and conscious
interpretive processes, and there will be no specific place of origin. It is not
even certain that the conscious mind understands all ideas that show up, and
that is probably why we indulge in reflection and verbal monologues, or in
the writing of dissertations.
The search for understanding will then be shared by both the author and
the reader, and this sets the general aim of this investigation: to take part on
equal terms in the discussion around renku poetry, which has been going on
for at least three centuries, and to search for possibilities, not for final answers. Then we will avoid several pointless distinctions, which unfortunately
have shown much persistency in critical writing, as in a description of renku
(here named “haikai poetry”) by Naoki Sakai:
…each stanza is produced by a different writer, so the meaning of a stanza
constantly escapes from the control of the author; although one places words
in a certain order, one cannot determine the intention and the signification of
one’s work. In this case, the writer is a producer of words, and it is only insofar as one places words that one is the author of one’s work or stanza. But the
meaning is never a meaning present to the writers; even the signification of
one’s own work always remains unknown to oneself. In this sense, a writer is
never an author as we conventionally understand the term. In haikai poetry
13
only readers exist, never authors.

12
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Sakai 1992, pp. 142-143.
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Essential to arguments of this kind is the notion of “the intention”, “the signification”, and “the meaning”; something believed to exist as absolute entities hidden in some mysterious place. When we realise that meaning is solely
a product of cognitive processes in our brain, and that the author is not necessarily a greater authority than anyone else, an argument like Sakai’s here
looks like an argument about nothing. From my point of view, we might as
well say that in haikai there exist only authors, never readers, or replace
“haikai poetry” with any other kind of poetry, or work of art (but then, of
course, haikai would lose its exotic otherness). A renku is, of course, interesting in this context, as it is usually written by several persons in collaboration. This fact makes the interactive process of creation, in which several
minds collaborate, very concrete, and this shows that a unified work may
well be created under such circumstances. But I do not think that this makes
the composing of a renku very different from, for instance, the writing of a
novel. Even then we have a multitude of influences from all sorts of inside
and outside contexts. Any process of human creativity will inevitably be a
matter of give and take between different minds.
I think it is important to have a positive view of the possibility of understanding, for if we take the negative stance and say that all attempts to understand are futile, that the meaning always escapes us, we will start to create some sort of metaphysics of a great perfect truth, and that is not the field
of science, as it cannot be criticized, tested, and challenged. In my opinion,
the search for understanding is the same for anyone, and anywhere, and once
we find a way to grasp a work that makes it into something coherent, makes
it function, we have an understanding. My task here is to look for relationships between facts, to make clear under what circumstances certain understandings are possible, and it is therefore a study of previous criticism, including the opinions expressed by the poets themselves, has relevance.
Therefore I feel doubt towards the famous statement by Harold Bloom that
there “are no interpretations but only misinterpretations”.14 As I understand
Bloom, his argument is actually not very different from my own, but I find
his use of the word “misinterpretation” here most inadequate. A reference to
“misinterpretaion” will inevitably lead to the presupposition that there exists
a perfect absolute interpretation that lies out of reach for the human mind, or
that existed in the beginning, a thought that to me is unacceptable, since the
only interpretations that can exist are those that actually take form inside a
mind. I therefore prefer the formulation by John Dewey, which expresses a
similar idea, but does not suffer from the negative presumption that all we do
as readers is wrong:
A new poem is created by every one who reads poetically – not that its raw
material is original for, after all, we live in the same old world, but that every
14

Bloom 1973, pp. 94-95.
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individual brings with him, when he exercises his individuality, a way of seeing and feeling that in its interaction with old material creates something
15
new, something previously not existing in experience.

To explore different possibilities in a text is not to make misinterpretations;
misinterpretations can only be identified if we establish certain criteria of
what is right and wrong, as is common in culturalist and historicist readings.
It is not necessarily wrong to establish such criteria; when we expect a text
to be understood according to normal grammar, and the normal dictionary of
its language, most people would accept this as common sense, but when we
insist, for instance, that in a certain age there were certain rules followed
when reading, this fact will have to be verified in one way or another. When
we talk about culture and conventions, we actually talk about historical
truths, and their existence can be proved or disproved if any source material
exists.
Although a concept of misinterpretation based on predefined criteria in
many cases may be acceptable, I still doubt its usefulness. I do not see any
reason why we should discard possibilities that violate our criteria, if these
possibilities give us some new insights, or if they simply are interesting. I
would rather prefer a concept of misinterpretation that is defined as an interpretation that interprets another text than the one in question. This is often a
problem in biographic or allusive readings, when only a few words are discussed out of their context, or when an earlier version of a poem or text is
used to interpret a later version. If, for instance, we say we interpret a poem
by Buson, but instead interpret one by some ancient Chinese poet, our interpretation will at least be a misinterpretation of Buson’s poem. This, of
course, brings us back to the logic of Beardsley and Wimsatt, and it is basically a matter of scientific honesty; we should be doing what we state we are
doing.
In the following I will now and then discuss what a certain writer meant,
or might have meant, by a certain statement. This is a manner of speech that
is often difficult to avoid, but I hope my readers will understand that such
statements should be understood in the context of my argument here. Whenever I talk about what a writer means or intends, it will be in the more flexible sense discussed above, mainly in the sense of the meaning that may be
found in the texts studied. It follows from my whole argument that ideas
may be shared and developed by several minds, and it must be possible to
discuss them in a broader context than the one set by the limits of a single
person.
But before we enter into this investigation, we will need some basic
knowledge about renku and haikai, a matter which will be dealt with in the
next chapter.
15
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II. A General Introduction to Renku Poetry
II. I. A Short Background
In the course of this investigation we will encounter a large number of terms.
Most of them will be explained and discussed when encountered, but a few
basic terms and concepts needs to be introduced here, to give a general background to the kind of poetry studied.
I will not make my own definitions here, but describe how these terms
have been understood and used, even if that use is sometimes quite ambiguous. When greater precision is needed, more precise definitions may be used,
but it is mostly more helpful to realise the lack of precision these words
have, and let the context define them.
It is customary in investigations of this kind to make a clear-cut definition
of the matter studied, but I will avoid doing this here, as it usually enforces
unnecessary limitations on a study. Often such definitions become impossible to uphold. I will instead let my study have a central focus in the haikai
and haikai theory of Yosa Buson, but leave the boundaries open.
Since haikai, and especially renku
, is a kind of poetry that is generally written by several people in collaboration, talk about “the renku of Yosa
Buson” may well seem an incongruity. For practical reasons I will sometimes use such expressions, but that will always be in the sense of renku
written with Buson as one of the authors. When I refer to “the Buson group”
or “the followers of Buson”, this is not a clearly defined group of people; it
is best understood as the group of his most talented disciples and a few of his
fellow poets, who supposedly shared his ideals and preferences.







II.I.I Haikai, Renga, Renku, Hokku, and Haiku

Haikai is an extremely problematic concept. It is like “art”, or “literature”; a
concept which has been discussed in various ways, but without agreement
having been reached about its description. If, however, we avoid a discussion about its true nature, and instead focus on the word, and what this word
has actually been used to describe, some quite concrete uses of it will be
recognisable.
In most cases haikai is used to designate a certain style of poetry, which
started to gain some independence in the early sixteenth century and is as
alive as ever today, mainly in the form of haiku, although twentieth-century
developments within this style are usually not referred to by the name of
haikai, but by designations of different poetical forms: haiku and renku.
Throughout its history haikai has also been associated with a certain kind of
prose, haibun
, and a certain style of painting, haiga
, and at times
it has even been used to designate a certain way of life, governed by the haikai spirit. That is why haikai at times becomes a broader aesthetic concept,
which is not limited to a certain form or genre.
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Haikai poetry, the core of the haikai concept, originates in an older form
of poetry, called renga
. Renga in turn originates in waka
, the
dominant form of Japanese classical poetry. Haikai, renga and waka all share
a basic rhythmical pattern, based on five and seven beats. (Language rhythm
in Japanese is always counted in haku , musical beats, and not in syllables.
In linguistics there is a Latin term, mora, for this unit of time, but I prefer the
direct translation from Japanese, since a “beat” is understandable even for
the layman.) A waka consists of two verses: an upper verse with a structure
of 5+7+5 beats, and a lower verse with a structure of 7+7 beats. A short
renga has the very same structure, but whereas a waka is written by one single author, a short renga is written by two authors, taking one verse each.
Short renga is the origin of long renga, which simply means a poem where
upper and lower verses are linked in longer sequences, by several people.
Both renga and waka are regarded as “court poetry”, which basically means
that they use only a limited vocabulary of ancient “elegant” language. It is
precisely this aspect that is important when we want to understand haikai.
Haikai is actually renga, but renga that does not limit itself to the language of
court poetry. In fact, there exists an earlier instance of haikai that is not
renga but waka. In the Kokinwakash collection of waka from the early tenth
century there is a section of poems classified as haikai, and these are poems
that in one way or another may be described as outside the norm, and often
humorous; haikai is originally a Chinese word for joke or fun. Anyhow, the
haikai that flourishes in later ages develops as a style of renga, and it is often
named haikai no renga
, that is, renga in haikai style. That is
why renga not only refers to the classical “serious” style of renga but also to
sequences of linked verses, even if they are in haikai style.
The first verse in a renga is called hokku
, and this verse eventually
starts to live a life of its own, as an independent poem, not linked to other
verses. Sometimes hokku is described as poems different from haikai, and
haikai is then used in the limited sense of “linked poetry in haikai-style”. At
the end of the nineteenth century a new use of words becomes discernible;
the independent hokku is called haiku
, and the sequence of linked
verses in haikai style is called renku. These two words, haiku and renku, had
been used earlier, at least occasionally, but it is now, in the Meiji period
(1868-1912, that their use becomes established. Haiku and renku are actually
the least ambiguous terms used, but being modern terms, they are often disliked in writing on premodern haikai. “Haiku” may also at times be understood in a more limited sense, as “modern haiku”, but this sense is naturally
irrelevant when older poetry is discussed.
A discussion of these terms always tends to end in confusion, so I will try
to sort things out in a more orderly manner. In table 1 I will give a simple
summary of the discussion above, a summary which will make the diversified use of terms easier to grasp.
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Table 1. Terms Used to Designate Haikai
Term:
haikai

Definition:
haikai style (of waka or renga)
a poem of linked verses in haikai style
a complex of different arts, poetry, prose, and painting, and a
way of life, sharing a haikai attitude

haikai no renga

linked poetry in haikai style
a poem of linked verses in haikai style

renga

classical renga (using elegant language)
a poem of linked verses

hokku

the first verse of a renga or renku
the first verse of a renga/renku read as an independent poem
premodern haiku, an independent short poem

haiku

hokku read as an independent poem
modern haiku

renku

linked poetry in haikai style
a poem of linked verses in haikai style

II.I.II. The Teimon, Danrin, and Sh mon

It is not necessary for us to know the whole history of haikai; some aspects
of it, which are relevant for this study, will be investigated in later chapters,
but a very general overview may be of some help. Especially the three main
schools of premodern haikai, the Teimon
, the Danrin
, and the
Sh mon
, will be encountered repeatedly in later chapters, so some
short presentation of them seems right here. In outline the development of
haikai may be described in the following manner:







Sixteenth century:
The period of early haikai; free and humorous poetry, which does not refrain from using very vulgar themes
Early seventeenth century:
The formation of the Teimon, the school of Matsunaga Teitoku; an attempt to impose rules on haikai; technically complex poetry, and a great
interest in intricate punning
Late seventeenth century:
The formation of the Danrin, the school associated with Nishiyama S in;
a return to the freedom of early haikai, and a reaction against the strictness of the Teimon
The formation of the Sh mon, the school inaugurated by Matsuo Bash ;
the development of a kind of haikai with higher artistic ambitions
Early eighteenth century:
The age of Bash ’s disciples; the Sh mon divides into a rural branch and
a city branch
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Late eighteenth century:
The age of revival; “the back to Bash movement” and the deification of
Bash ; it is in this age that Yosa Buson is active
The nineteenth century:
The hegemony of the Sh mon
Late nineteenth century:
The beginning of modern haiku
Any schematic description of this kind should of course not be taken too
seriously. I have entered it here as an aid for orientation. There were all sorts
of relationships between the thousands of poets active in these centuries, and
even if we talk about a school or a style, this will just be an entity with open
borders.

II.II. Renku Basics
The preceding section offered a description of the term haikai that was based
on its actual use. I will turn here to a description of the formal features of
haikai no renga, or renku. Poems of this kind will be some of the main objects of this study, and we need to know something about their basic layout.
In the following I will use the term renku for these poems.
II.II.I. Formats of Renku; the Hyakuin and the Kasen

A renku may have any number of verses. When two verses are linked, they
already form a short renku, and there are no definite numbers they must
complete. There exist, however, a few common formats that are usually adhered to, and associated with these formats there are a number of rules and
conventions, and a certain terminology, which it will be of some help to
know when studying this kind of poetry. It is possible to identify four main
formats:
•
•
•
•

, a sequence of one hundred verses
The hyakuin
The goj in
, a sequence of fifty verses
, a sequence of thirty-six verses
The kasen
The han-kasen
, the half-kasen, a sequence eighteen verses


   


Of these the most common are the hyakuin and the kasen, and the other two
are simply half-versions of these. One pair may seem to be formed by decimal numbers (base 10), the other by duodecimal numbers (base 12), but in
fact, it is a little more complicated; the inner structure in a hyakuin and its
half-size relative is based on the numbers 8 and 14, while the two kasen variants are based on 6 and 12.
In classical renga and early renku before Bash , the 100-verse hyakuin
was the most common, but from the end of the seventeenth century the 3633

verse kasen became the dominant format. As my chief interest here is turned
towards this later tradition, I will mainly discuss this kasen format.
Unlike the hyakuin and the goj in, which just means “100 rhymes” and
“50 rhymes”, the kasen has the somewhat strange meaning of “poet immortal”. This name is derived from a selection of “thirty-six immortal poets” of
ancient Japan, which was probably made by a poet of the mid Heian-period,
Fujiwara no Kint (966-1041). The name does not imply that a kasen was
written by thirty-six poets; such examples exist, but they are exceptional,
usually renku were written by fewer people. It is not certain why this shorter
format came to dominate at the same time as the formation of the Bash
style, but it is probable that this shorter format was of suitable size for creating a more unified poem, with a more concentrated dramatic structure. The
shift from a rule-governed social game to a creative art, which haikai underwent in Bash ’s age, may have motivated this preference for a shorter poem.
Formats like kasen and hyakuin are not just a specified number of verses.
They also imply an inner division formed by their disposition on the papers
on which they are written. The paper used is usually folded in the middle to
make an oblong shape. The fold is turned downwards, and one starts to write
verses on the front (omote ), leaving one third of the sheet open, to the
right before the first line. Then one continues on the back (ura ), with the
fold still turned downwards, filling the whole space from right to left. For
longer renku, several sheets of paper are used: the kasen uses two sheets and
the hyakuin four. Each such sheet is named a “fold” (ori ), and their order
is designated by numbering: first sheet (sho-ori
), second sheet (ni no
ori
), third sheet (san no ori
) and so on. Only the last sheet is
given a special name: “the fold of lingering memory” (nagori no ori
). The disposition of verses on the sheets of a kasen and a hyakuin are
illustrated in Table 2 and Table 3.












 



Table 2. The disposition of a kasen
First Sheet (sho-ori)

Last Sheet (nagori no ori)

Front (omote)

Back (ura)

Front (omote)

Back (ura)

6 verses

12 verses

12 verses

6 verses

Table 3. The Disposition of a Hyakuin
First sheet
(sho-ori)

Second sheet
(ni no ori)

Third sheet
(san no ori)

Last sheet
(nagori no ori)

Front

Back

Front

Back

Front

Back

Front

Back

8 verses

14 verses

14 verses

14 verses

14 verses

14 verses

14 verses

8 verses

This division is not only based on practical circumstances, that is, how the
sheets of paper are used, it also affects the contents of a sequence. On the
front of the first sheet, heavy and emotionally loaded themes should not be
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used; in the haikai treatise Z ho hanahigusa (The Enlarged Sneeze Grass)
from 1678, the following categories are listed as matters to be avoided here:
names of ancients, Shintoism, Buddhism, love, transience, recollection, the
same character, grief, and the names of old palaces.16 On the back of the last
sheet one is supposed to move on lightly and swiftly to finish the poem. The
middle section is the place for development, often with the love theme as a
dramatic climax. Sometimes this overall disposition is understood according
to the principle of jo-ha-ky
(introduction-break-fast). This is an old
formal principle, originally used in music, which rather forcibly may be applied to renku. The front of the first sheet is then understood to be the introduction (jo), the middle section the break (ha), and the back of the last sheet
the fast (ky ), although in actual practice this last part usually becomes a
more quietening ending.



II.II.II. The Layout of a Kasen

Of all the verses in a renku, the first three are usually treated with special
care in treatises of verse-linking. The first is called hokku
, “departure
verse”; this is the verse that eventually got a double function as an independor
ent poem, similar to the modern haiku. The second verse is called waki
wakiku
, “flank verse”, and the third daisan
, which simply means
“the third”. All the following verses are called hiraku
, “plain verses”,
except the final verse which is called ageku
, “the ultimate verse”.
Sometimes we also find names for some of the hiraku: the last verse on
, the “edge of the fold”;
every side, except the ageku, is called orihashi
the first verse on every reverse side urautsuri
, “moving to the back”,
and the first verse on every sheet, except the hokku, oritate
, “the start
of the fold”. There are also a few frequently used terms, which define the
relative position of a verse, the maeku
, which both means and refers to
the “previous verse”, and the uchikoshi
, which refers to the second
previous verse. A word for the following verse, used relatively seldom, is
goku
, which just means “after-verse”. A common general term for a
“linked verse” is tsukeku
.
In addition, there are a few verses which are associated with certain
themes: tsuki no j za
, “the place of the moon”, and hana no j za
, “the place of the flower”. These places are actually not defined as
strict rules. For instance, in a kasen the fifth verse on the front of the first
sheet is “the place of the moon”. Very often the moon is found there, but at
times it is used in another verse. In such cases it should certainly not be used
in the fifth verse, since the important point is that it should be used just once
on the front of the sheet. The writer thus has two options: to enter the moon
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This treatise is a later and slightly enlarged version of the treatise Hanahigusa (The Sneeze
Grass) by Ry ho, one of Teitoku'
s followers, which was originally published in 1636; Z ho
hanahigusa, p. 183.
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or flower in their fixed places, or to place these words just once within a
certain interval. To sum up, the basic layout of a kasen may be displayed as
in Figure 1.
First sheet
•
Front
o
o
o
o
o
o
•
Back
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
Second sheet
•
Front
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•
Back
o
o
o
o
o
o

Hokku
Waki
Daisan
Fourth verse
Fifth verse - the place of the moon (or once on the front)
Orihashi
Urautsuri
Second verse
Third verse
Fourth verse
Fifth verse
Sixth verse
Seventh verse
Eighth verse - the place of the moon (or once on the back)
Ninth verse
Tenth verse
Eleventh verse - the place of the flower (or once on the first sheet)
Orihashi
Oritate
Second verse
Third verse
Fourth verse
Fifth verse
Sixth verse
Seventh verse
Eighth verse
Ninth verse
Tenth verse
Eleventh verse - the place of the moon (or once on the front)
Orihashi
Urautsuri
Second verse
Third verse
Fourth verse
Fifth verse - the place of the flower (or once on the second sheet)
Ageku

Figure 1. The layout of verses in a kasen17
II.II.III. Rules and Categories

The most complex part of these rules is the dictionary of regulations concerned with continuance and reoccurrence of words and themes. This is usu17

This overview is based on Miyamoto Sabur '
s graph of the kasen form; Miyamoto 1955,
pp. 52-53.
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ally referred to by the terms sarikirai
and kukazu
, where sarikirai
means something like “avoidance” and kukazu “the number of verses”.
Sarikirai is a set of rules which specifies the number of verses in which a
certain word or theme should be avoided once it has been used; kukazu
specifies the opposite: the number of verses in which a certain word or
theme may be, or should be, used. Table 4 illustrates one example of such
rules. It is based on an explanation found in the afore-mentioned treatise
Z ho hanahigusa.18
Most of the matters inserted in this table are categories under which a
great number of words are sorted. Much of the theoretical writing produced
by masters of the renga tradition and haikai masters of the Teitoku School is
entirely devoted to discussing such categories. What makes rules of this kind
complicated is the large number of words regulated by them; to learn these
rules will be almost like memorizing a dictionary, but the main principle
behind them is quite simple. If, for instance, we write a verse using the sun,
we must wait at least two verses before we may use the stars or the moon in
a verse. If we want to use the very same character for sun, we must wait at
least three verses. When the character for moon is used, we must wait five
verses before we may use it again, and then we must also be careful not to
violate the “place of the moon” principle. If there is one love verse, we must
add at least one more such verse, but when we leave this theme, we will have
to wait three verses before we can use it again. A special difficulty to be
aware of is that several of these categories are intertwined; most of the
plants, for instance, are associated with a certain season. Although spring
may continue for five verses, a spring herb followed by a spring tree may not
be followed directly by any more plants; at least two verses of some other
theme must follow, and at least the first of them must be a spring verse.
The main object of rules of this kind is probably to avoid stagnation. For
this reason, the one-verse avoidance does not exist in this table. A movement
back and forth between two themes in every other verse would soon stop any
development. This is the so-called Kannon-biraki
, meaning “the
opening of the Kannon Bodhisattva”, a votive statue between two open
doors, used as a simile for a single verse between two similar verses, an important concept in all linked poetry, and something that has always been
disliked, in renga as well as in haikai. When at least two verses of a different
theme are demanded in between, before a return to the same theme, this will
stimulate change, and even if the verses later return to this same theme, the
season will perhaps be different, or some other circumstances will have
changed.
There are, of course, other possible reasons behind the evolution of a
complex rule system like this. The very fact that several poets were involved
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Z ho hanahigusa, p 183; the Table itself is modelled on the similar one found in Ueno
1992, p. 13.
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in composing would demand that there were some common standard shared
by the participants, but that only explains the general layout of these rules.
There was actually no common agreement about details such as those illustrated in the table above. Every treatise written has its own set of rules, and
the intention expressed by some writers that they wanted to create order in a
chaotic situation only proves that the situation was chaotic, not that order
was achieved.
Table 4. Sarikirai and kukazu
Number of verses

Two-verse avoidance

Three-verse avoidance

Five-verse avoidance

One verse

Sky phenomenon
(moon, sun, stars)

The same character:
Sky phenomenon

The same character:
moon, rice-field,
smoke, dream, bamboo, boat, dress, tears,
pine

One to two verses

Falling things (rain,
dew, frost, snow, hail)
Raising things (haze,
mist, clouds)
Human relations
Art
Food
Famous places
Name of country
Name of person
Between tree and
herb; tree/herb and
bamboo; fish and bird;
insect and beast

Clothing
The same character of:
Animals
Plants
Time
Falling things
Raising things

Summer
Winter

One to three
verses

Shinto
Buddhism
Travel verses
Recollection
Night
Mountain things
Water’s edge
Dwellings

Two to five verses

Love verses

Three to five
verses

Spring
Autumn

The writing of treatises may also have been motivated by a desire to propagate one’s own status, as a means to enlist disciples. The display of specialist
knowledge would show an amateur how important it was to pay the fees to
this or that eminent teacher. This is actually a field of research that is totally
unexplored, but has a potential to give more plausible explanations for the
rule system than the common practice to understand it solely within the
realm of poetics.
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II.II.IV. The Rules in the Age of Bash

My survey of these rules here aims to give a general description of the rules
that are part of the cultural heritage of linked poetry. These rules seem not to
have been very important in the later post-Bash haikai tradition. Remnants
of them are traceable now and then, and the general layout of sequences is
usually followed, but the whole dictionary of sarikirai and kukazu seems to
have lost most of its importance. Mukai Kyorai, one of Bash ’s followers,
and one of the authors of the most famous of all renku associated with
Bash , the one beginning with: “the kite’s feathers”, honestly admits, in one
of his treatises, that he never managed to learn the sarikirai-kukazu:
From the time of my earliest studies I didn'
t find it necessary to know the
rules of haikai. Therefore I did not memorize the sarikirai, the [rules for] the
seasons, and the like. Indeed, my [knowledge of] matters beyond these is not
19
even worth mentioning. (1)

Obviously, even for a leading renku master, such knowledge was not necessary. Most writing on poetics after Bash deals with various aesthetic arguments and methods of verse-linking, and that will also be the main subject of
the present study. Continuing up to modern times there is also an increasing
interest in collecting and discussing seasonal words. The part of the
sarikirai-kukazu that still seems to have some relevance is the rules for the
four seasons. In modern commentaries it is common to classify verses according to the four seasons and a category without season, which is called z
and is actually not governed by any rules at all. This classification usually
shows some concordance with the sarikirai-kukazu, and this makes it plausible that the rules for the four seasons were followed more or less deliberately. However, to my knowledge, no systematic study has been made of this
subject.
As we will see later, a distinction that becomes really important is the one
between scenery verses, that is, natural landscape, and human themes. In the
table above, the category of “human relations” was allowed to continue for a
maximum of two verses, but in later renku human matters often continue for
four or five verses, and becomes much more dominant.
Another category of some structural importance is “love”, which espes age is often used to create dramatic tension, but the rules
cially in Bash '
are typically ignored; “love” is often discarded after one single verse. Love
had traditionally been regarded as very important, and it was therefore one of
few categories that in the old system could not be left after just one verse.
Bash , however, thought that it was precisely this importance of the love
theme that made it necessary to discard this rule, as it in older renga and
renku often had a hampering influence on the development; poets either
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Kyoraish , p. 113.
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avoided the theme, or felt themselves forced to stick to it, which made a
sequence too heavy.20
Bash himself probably learned many of these rules, when in his youth he
studied the haikai of the Teitoku-school, but he seems to have had a free
attitude towards them. As Kyorai describes the matter:
[Bash ] used these [rules] when possible, but did not stick to them. On occasion he broke the old rules, when something came to his mind, but he seldom
21
broke them at random. (2)

It was thus not a goal in itself to break the rules; they were broken whenever
it was regarded as necessary, and this seems to be typical of Bash ; there is
always a specific reason behind his actions, not just a sticking to principles
for their own sake.
Were these old rules still learned and studied in later ages? Kyorai'
s
words earlier suggest that even a conservative poet like himself did not learn
them very well at all. A statement by Buson'
s disciple Kit , 22 in which he
criticises those poets who follow the rules found in the Hanahigusa and
similar works, shows that in some quarters the sarikirai was still regarded as
important at the end of the eighteenth century, but it also shows that for the
group of poets which will be the object of the present study, they had little
relevance. It is probably best to regard them as a cultural heritage that was
known in a general way, but which had lost most of its importance.
II.II.V. The Seasons and the Cut

Above I have discussed formats of renku and rules based on thematic categories and also introduced some terminology associated with this kind of
poetry. I will here add a brief explanation of two more concepts that need to
be understood when discussing renku: the seasonal words, and the cutting
words. These are usually discussed in connection with hokku and haiku, but
they do certainly have relevance for many other verses in a renku.
II.II.V.I. Seasonal Words
A seasonal word may be defined as a word which in one way or another
suggests the season of a poem. Very often such words have an obvious connection to a certain season, as is the case with “spring rain” or “cherry blossoms”, but there are other words like “moon” and “dew” which may exist in
several seasons, but still are defined as seasonal words, in this case as autumn-words. It would be easy to simply state that in such cases the season is
defined by a convention, based on some specific Japanese tradition, but I
will refrain from such a common description here. In the first place, there are
20

This opinion by Bash is related in the Kyoraish , p. 119.
Kyoraish , p. 113.
22
Yado no nikki, p. 651.
21
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rational reasons behind these classifications; the moon is especially impressive in autumn, and the dew is felt as extra heavy when it gets colder after
the hot summer nights. Moreover, words like “moon” and “dew” may in
certain contexts cease to be seasonal words, or even turn into seasonal words
for a different season. The constant search for new seasonal words also
makes it difficult to make certain if a word, at a specific time, should be
regarded as a seasonal word or not. Although attempts have always been
made to regulate and define matters like these, the actual creative practice by
poets has constantly escaped them. Collections of seasonal words, so-called
saijiki
or kiyose
, may give a general picture of common
views in a certain age, but what defines the relevant season will always be
the interpretive activity turned against the actual setup of every unique
poem.
A popular opinion has it that the hokku, by necessity, must comprise at
least one seasonal word. It is true that most hokku comprise seasonal words,
or words that eventually became accepted as such; nevertheless examples
exist of hokku without season. According to Kyorai, hokku without season
were not uncommon in the Bash -school, but such hokku were hardly used
in the beginning of renku.23
Another problem concerning seasonal words is that several of the existing
collections of such words, from the seventeenth-century Yama no i (The
Mountain Well) by Kitamura Kigin to the twentieth-century Kihon kigo gohyaku sen (The Five Hundred Essential Seasonal Words) by Yamamoto
Kenkichi, add a few explanatory sentences that describe the nature of these
words, and this has made some modern scholars believe that these words
were read and understood according to these explanations. I will discuss this
at length elsewhere, and show that such beliefs may well be described as
modern constructions.24 The evidence found in collections of seasonal words
may be interpreted in many ways, and they are perhaps better understood as
investigations into possible connotations of words, rather than final definitions of their meanings. In any society there exist conservative forces that try
to define, regulate, and limit human activity. It is certainly plausible that
some treatises and rule-books were written with such aims, but from this it
does not follow that the whole community of poets obediently followed
them.
As mentioned earlier the complex of seasonal words has its origin in the
older rule system of renga. In a recent study Azuma Sh ko has shown that,
in early renga theory, there was very little interest in classifying words according to their season. Actually, the seasons were just categories among
others, and it is only in the sixteenth century, contemporary with the rise of
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Kyoraish , p. 115.
Much of this discussion is found in Part One section 3.4.1. (The Problem of Contextual
Readings).
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haikai, that more systematic collections of seasonal words appear.25 The reasons Azuma sees behind this development are quite complex.26 Since the age
of classical renga, the thematic development within a single sequence was
governed by the changes of the seasons. In old renga there was also a practice to always write the hokku in the actual season when it was composed.
When the quantity of sequences composed at a single session increased, this
practice eventually had to change; for instance, when one hundred renga
sequences were composed at a session, it was decided that thirty should start
with spring, twenty with summer, thirty with autumn, and twenty with winter, and this made it even more necessary to collect and sort seasonal words.
While all these circumstances may explain why the seasons became more
and more important, there is also another development at work here. Azuma
names it the change in the history of renga from the playing of a game to a
literary art. This change lies behind the change of focus from rule-books
concerned with sarikirai and kukazu to an interest in discussing the nature
and essence of certain words and topics, which are often found in kiyose and
saijiki, collections of seasonal words.
On the whole, I agree with this description proposed by Azuma, but it is
still important to add that the main theoretical discussion of later haikai did
not take place in the form of saijiki. Leading masters like Bash and Buson
never published any collections of seasonal words. When they wrote about
poetics, they discussed aesthetics, creativity, and similar philosophical matters, or indulged in different hermeneutical procedures.
With the rise of haikai there followed a practice to sort seasonal words in
two different categories: tatedai
(vertical topics) and yokodai
(horizontal topics). Tatedai were old topics that had been used in waka and
renga poetry, while yokodai were new topics explored in haikai. The number
of these yokodai has been constantly growing, resulting in saijiki today having to be published in several volumes. A modern scholar, Yamamoto Kenkichi, has likened this development to a pyramid, at whose top we find the
five basic natural sceneries: cherry blossoms, moon, snow, hototogisu, and
autumn foliage. Moving downwards we find the topics of waka, the topics of
renga, the topics of haikai, and finally the topics of haiku.27 This simile has
gained some popularity today, but it is an entirely modern construction that
has but slight relevance to the Edo period.
It is common to designate seasonal words by the Japanese kigo
(seasonal word) or kidai
(seasonal topic), even when writing about premodern poetry, but these two words were in fact created in the beginning of
the twentieth century. The Edo-period often just talked about ki
(season),
or used an expression like ki no kotoba
(word of the season). There
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Azuma, p. 13.
For the following discussion, see Azuma, pp. 21-22.
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Yamamoto, pp. 1015-1016.
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seems to have been no fixed term, which suggests that the whole system was
in a state of change and development.
II.II.V.II. Cutting Words
The kireji
, the so-called “cutting words”, are a group of poetical
expressions that have a slightly exclamatory function. They are called cutting words because they are used to create a cut, a break, inside a poem or
verse. Some of them, like kana
or keri
, are used as final words, usually cutting off the word preceding them from the rest of the poem. Others,
like ya , are used in the middle of a poem, and directly mark the cut. In
haikai theory after Bash the actual cutting words become less important,
whereas the cut, whether it is marked by a word or not, becomes central.
Kyorai relates the words of Bash :



 



The late master said:
When they are used as kireji, all of the forty-eight [phonetic] characters
28
are kireji. When not used, there is not a single kireji. (3)

Any of the characters in the phonetic script (kana
) may function as
kireji if necessary, but none of these characters will become a kireji if there
is no break, no cut, in the prosody. That is, it is the structure of the language,
the continuity or break in the flow of words, that forms a break in a poem,
not just the mechanical insertion of a ya or a kana.
A statement with the same purport is found in one of Buson’s texts, the
preface written for an ambitious study of kireji, the Ya-kana-sh , by Ueda
Akinari:



A kireji is something which is not when it is, and is when it is not. There are
29
poems with kireji that are not cut, and poems with no kireji that are cut. (4)

Buson’s point here is that the pure insertion of a kireji in a poem does not by
itself create a cut. If it is not there in the prosody, there will be no cut even if
a kireji is used. This cut in haikai is thus very different from the line-breaks
in European poetry, which are not necessarily identifiable if a poem is written in a single line. In haikai the cut is always there, whatever layout the
poem is given.
There are several more detailed and concrete discussions of these kireji,
which perhaps do not share the extreme liberal attitude of Buson, but basically tell the same story. In the above-mentioned Ya-kana-sh , to name one
example, Akinari identifies a large number of widely different kinds of ya.
Among these we find, of course, the “cutting ya” (kire-ya
), but also the
“rhyming ya” (kuchiai no ya
), which has mainly a rhythmical
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function that does not cut the verse.30 There is also the “doubting ya” (utagai
no ya
), well known to students of classical Japanese, which
almost always appears in the middle of clauses, and not where the cut is
found.31 Many of Akinari’s examples, in fact, show ya in a non-cutting position. Another systematic discussion of kireji is found in the work Moto no
shimizu (The Original Spring) by Sary an Riichi, in which ten different
kinds of ya are listed, but only three of them have a definite cutting function.32



II.II.V.III. Sequel; a Modern View of the Cutting Words
One of the most eminent modern scholars of haikai, Ogata Tsutomu, has in
an article proposed “five methods” to be used by the reader for understanding the poetry of Bash (and probably haikai in general). One of these five
methods stresses the importance of the cutting words. 33 The method proposed is to look for the cutting word, and having seen it, cut the poem where
it is found and juxtapose the two loose parts separated in this manner. It is a
procedure by which the cutting word, and not the structure of the work, defines the cut.
Ogata illustrates his argument with an example from one of Bash ’s
travel records, the Nozarashi kik (The Travel Record of Weather-Beaten
Bones). It is a poem about the old check-point at Fuwa in present Shiga prefecture, a place which in Bash ’s time had become ruins.
Autumn wind – both thickets and fields; the barrier of Fuwa
Akikaze ya yabu mo hatake mo fuwa no seki (5)

Ogata writes that quite a few modern interpretations of this poem make a cut
before the last five beats: “the autumn wind blows over thickets and fields;
[cut] and here is the barrier of Fuwa”, but that, in his opinion, is a wrong
way of reading. The cutting word here is ya, marked with a hyphen in my
translation, and it cuts off the first five beats (of the original Japanese). According to Ogata, this makes the sad and lonely feeling of the autumn wind
overlap with the rest of the poem.
There is nothing wrong with this reading, but the very fact that other readings have been made proves that these have also been found possible by
some readers. There is nothing particular in the poem that favours either
position of the cut, if we only look at the rhythm and sentence structure.
Personally I think both ways of interpretation may be interesting, and the
merit of this poem is probably that it gives us this mix of possibilities; we
might call it a polyphony of structure. The only circumstance that might
30
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justify Ogata’s point of view is the placement of the kireji, as such, but from
our earlier discussion it was quite obvious that a common view of kireji in
the Edo period was opposed to such mechanics of reading. It is of course
possible to regard Ogata’s method as an entirely modern way of understanding the kireji, but he actually seems to believe that his five methods are in
concord with Bash ’s method of composing.34
One may wonder why an influential scholar, who might be expected to
know the source material well enough, comes up with a theory of this kind. I
have no good answer but I think, anyhow, that this illustrates a central problem we all too often encounter in this kind of research. It is quite common
that modern declarations of how poets in the Edo period understood certain
matters have but little in common with the facts we find in the source material from this period. This is a circumstance we should be very well aware of,
since it shows the danger of uncritically accepting previous scholarship in
the field, and this is, as mentioned in the beginning, one important reason for
carrying out the present study.
In the next chapter I will carry out more inquiries into some, in a similar
way problematic, theories proposed by modern scholarship. This will be an
investigation of a few concepts which have been used to describe the relationship between verses in renga and renku, but which, in my opinion, show
an unsuccessful approach to this poetry. We will also become acquainted
with some common evaluative views of Buson’s renku works.

34

Ogata 1997, p. 60. In addition, it should be mentioned that among Ogata’s five methods
there is one based on the seasonal words, which in the same manner as the kireji method
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III. The Problem of Closeness and Distance
To illustrate the importance of a thorough investigation of the theory of
renku poetry, I will discuss here two concepts that are concerned with the
relationship between verses. These are shinku
, “close verses”, and soku
, “distant verses”. The reason for choosing them is that they are two
concepts that have gained some importance in Western writing about linked
poetry. Their use in connection with renku has, moreover, resulted in a rather
questionable view of the history of this kind of poetry, as a history of gradual
decline and degeneration, which will need some adjustment. This discussion
will also make us acquainted with some of the problems encountered when
discussing linked poetry.
Originally these shinku-soku concepts were used in waka and renga theory and they are only mentioned occasionally in treatises dealing with renku.
In the central theoretical works of the Bash -school they are not mentioned
even once. However, in Earl Miner’s Japanese Linked Poetry, these concepts are introduced as basic tools for analysis, even when analyzing renku.
Another American scholar, Haruo Shirane, puts similar emphasis on them in
his article “Matsuo Bash and the poetics of scent”. Miner has borrowed
many of his arguments from a study of the renga master S gi by Konishi
Jin’ichi, and Shirane is very much indebted to writings by Shiraishi Teiz ,
among others, but generally this shinku-soku problem is not much discussed
by Japanese scholars.
Actually there is a great deal of confusion about how to define these two
concepts. Broadly speaking, shinku refers to a close relationship between
two verses and soku to the opposite, a distant relationship, but such relationships may be interpreted very differently in different ages and by different
people. As a background, I will start with a quotation from a work that is not
concerned with renku and haikai, but with renga. It is the work Sazamegoto
by the poet and renga master Shinkei (1406-1475), in which we read:





…indeed Teika meant that it is only in the soku there is excellence, but it is
rarely found in the shinku. There are shinku of the heart, shinku of appearance, soku of the heart, soku of appearance, numerous kinds to be written,
sorted out, but here omitted. The shinku has a face, the soku has no face. The
35
shinku is teaching; the soku is Zen. (6)

Teika is Fujiwara no Teika (1162-1241), one of the most important poets of
the early Kamakura period, and a prolific writer of poetics. It is obvious
from this quotation that to Shinkei the shinku-soku concepts might vary
greatly in character. He writes that there are “numerous kinds”, but the basic
difference here seems to be between a logic or continuous unity, which may
well be called “teaching”, and the linking of elements that have no such
35
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straightforward relationship, which in turn may be called “Zen”. Here the
shinku might be understood as a verse link that creates some kind of coherence and reason, and therefore has a “face”, a word I here understand as a
whole coherent picture. The soku would then become a kind of linking that
is not so easily explained, but that nevertheless interacts in a more expressive
way. It is apparent that Shinkei thought the soku of higher value, even
though both kinds of linking were used as a means of creating variety.
Shinkei’s discussion is mainly philosophic, and gives no simple technical
advice. A more concrete, but also very different, definition is usually encountered in haikai-theory of the Teitoku School. As an example we may
quote the following words, found in the work Haikai koshiki (The Small
Rulebook of Haikai) from 1662:
Shinku is linking toward words, or else linking using things. What is named
soku is to link using the heart. The same counts for the hokku. What can be
called a shinku means, for instance, to link the plum to the warbler, the willow to the ball, heaven to hell, and the tiger’s tail to the dragon’s beard. It is
generally called linking by devices (d guzuke). When it comes to the soku
there are no fixed linking-things. One takes whatever there is in the heart and
36
links it. This is what usually is called heart-linking (kokorozuke). (7)

Here shinku means simply word-linking or device-linking. Using conventionalised word relations, it gives a simple mechanical technique for verselinking. In haikai theory this was usually called yoriai and was especially
recommended to beginners in the art.37 On the other hand, soku is defined as
heart-linking, which in haikai theory normally means links that are semantically continuous, or based on verses read as whole statements.38
This treatise, Haikai koshiki, was written when the haikai world was still
dominated by the Teitoku school. Within this school poets preferred close
linking.39 The more technical, closer linking probably suited the constructed
witticisms of earlier haikai better.
In another treatise on haikai, Ima no tsukihi (The Days of Now) from
1722, written when the Bash school was well established as a dominant
school of haikai, we find again another slightly different definition:
The shinku, used frequently in linking, one understands its meaning and it is
interesting as it is. As for the soku, one does not understand its surface right
away, it is as if it wasn’t linked, but if one carefully appreciates it and listens,
40
it is like the fragrance of the plum in the night of a hazy moon. (8)
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This discussion seems closer to Shinkei’s. The shinku is immediately understandable, but the soku needs careful tasting. Pure word-linking is not mentioned at all.
I have quoted this text from Shiraishi’s paper Shinku soku no ron (A Theory of Close and Distant Links), and we may well note that he has been
forced to use a rather obscure work to find any comment on shinku and soku
written by someone belonging to the Bash school. This Ima no Tsukihi was
written by a certain Tanboku. Buson seems to have been acquainted with
him in his youth, and mentions him in one or two of his prose works, but he
was never an influential theorist of the Bash school.
In spite of these rather different definitions, we may recognise three distinct levels: (1) the word link, (2) the semantic link, and (3) the more enigmatic kind of soku that does not lend itself to simple explanation. The first
category may be defined as the closest, the third as the most distant. These
three levels of distance forms the background of the theory put forward by
Shiraishsi, in which the stylistic evolution of haikai is interpreted as a gradual evolution towards distant links. To back up his argument, he introduces a
concept, yosei-zuke
, linking by yosei
, “lingering resonance” or
“poetical overtones”, a kind of linking which roughly corresponds to the
most distant soku. 41 This yosei-zuke might be described as verse-linking
based on the mood or poetical suggestiveness of the verses, which does not
necessarily need the logic of semantic continuity. A link entirely based on
such poetical resonance may seem very distant, and is hence a typical soku.
Shiraishi’s idea is that this yosei, originally a concept used in waka and
renga theory, became important in haikai theory as a result of the decline of
renga in the late seventeenth century. Early haikai was more concerned with
construction and logic and we can hardly find linking using yosei in it, but in
Bash ’s mature style this yosei becomes the most important quality in verselinking, and accordingly we find a preference for the soku.42 His argument is
based on the assumption that distant links between verses are identical with
links based on resonance (yosei), and these in turn are identical with the nioizuke
(link by scent) of the Bash school.43 According to Shiraishi this
preference for distant linking, especially in the late style of Bash , the socalled karumi
(lightness), eventually led to the deterioration of renku in
the early eighteenth century.44
Shiraishi mentions, among other sources, a passage in the Kyoraish
which would hint at the deplorable state of things after Bash ’s death:
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SHIK : A linked verse is supposed to be linked. In haikai nowadays there
are plenty of unlinked verses. The master said that among the verses [in a
renku] there is not one that is not linked.
KYORAI: When a linked verse is not linked, it is not a linked verse. To link
too much is a vice. Poets nowadays believe that linking is an art for beginners, and consequently unlinked verses are numerous. Afraid of being told
that they do not understand, people appreciating [the poetry] do not criticize
unlinked verses and many of them laugh at well-linked verses. It is different
45
from what I was taught [by the master]. (9)

The last sentence probably refers to Bash ’s teaching. Kyorai’s words are
here translated literally and they may sound a bit tautological. His main point
is obviously that there has to be some kind of connection, some amount of
interaction between the verses, but there is also a need to enter a gap, a tension between them. Reading more pages in this Kyoraish , we actually get a
very ambiguous picture. In one place, Kyorai is very clear that links should
be easy to understand without any effort.46 That would, according to some
definitions, make him an adherent of close links. He insists however that
links, within the Bash -school, are not instrumental or based on conception47, and that would again make him an adherent of distant links. Still, he
does not mention the shinku-soku concepts at all. He talks about nothing but
linking and non-linking, and that may be something different. What here has
become interpreted as a distant link may in fact be compatible with qualities
typical of a close relationship.
If we, like Shiraishi, still interpret Kyorai’s words as discussing closeness
and distance, he may be understood as complaining about the degeneration
of the soku. It is this view we find in Shirane’s writing about this passage:
As Kyoraish suggests, Bash ’s followers often made the mistake of turning
the link by scent into a super-soku, which lost all contact with the preceding
48
verse. This tendency/…/led to the collapse of extended haikai linked verse.

The evolution of renku poetry in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries thus becomes a history of decline. This corresponds very well with Earl
Miner’s evaluation of such later renku. In his work we find, for example, the
following description of Buson’s poetry:
One can link stanzas, but one cannot link paintings, and there seems to be a
49
frame around many of Buson’s best pieces.
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Miner here uses the term stanza for the verses in a renku. What he means
here is probably that the verses in Buson’s renku are unconnected to each
other. Consequently, the first renku in the anthology Momo sumomo (Peach
Plum), by Buson and Kit , is described as so dominated by distant links that
it “makes near nonsense of the idea of a sequence”.50 He writes about the
verses as follows:
There are too many good ones for a proper sequence, but that fault can be
borne with. Or one can read it as a symptom of the obsolescence of linked
verse /…/ this is a sequence that often seems to be closer to a series of haiku
51
than to haikai.
Although the individual stanzas should afford very great interest, the longer
one has worked with renga and haikai, the less satisfactory a sequence this
52
seems to be.

Even a scholar like Esperanza Ramirez Christensen, who has written very
critical, but justified, comments on Miner’s work, accepts his opinions on
this renku, since she writes:
…it includes many verses of high quality, but the slackness of connection between them shows the marked decline of haikai as an art of linking by this
53
late period.

Such critique may be compared with a view expressed by Mitsuta Tatsuo,
who states that there is an established opinion that the renku of Buson lacks
change, is monotone, and is made up of sticky links (that is, the verses are
linked too closely).54 He admits, however, that this has to be investigated
further.55
A somewhat similar view is held by Christopher Drake. He describes the
linking technique of the Buson-group as moving forward smoothly and
lightly, “skirting or ignoring confrontation between verses”. In this style
“lyrical image links become central, especially natural panoramas” and he
concludes that: “most of Buson’s best work was done in individual verses”.56
It is thus possible to identify two very different ways to find fault with the
linked poetry of Buson: one sees in it a breakdown of continuity, the other
too much continuity, but in either case this leads to a greater interest in the
independent hokku. This contradiction is no doubt a consequence of the fact,
50
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mentioned by Mitsuta, that further research is necessary. It shows that normative judgements are not particularly useful when describing questions of
this kind.
A recurrent theme here is the idea that renku, haikai linked verse, collapsed in the eighteenth century. Our first task will therefore be to see if
there is anything in the source material that suggests such a development.
From a purely historical point of view, it is a fact that renku were written
in great numbers throughout the whole of the eighteenth century. Reading
treatises and anthologies published during this century, it becomes obvious
that renku was still as important as ever. In all the great anthologies of the
Buson group we find important contributions of renku. A few of them, like
the Kono hotori; ichiya shikasen (Here close by; Four Kasen in One Night)
or the Momo sumomo, criticised here, are entirely devoted to renku. A few
other examples of pure renku-anthologies from this period are the Aki no hi
(An Autumn Day) by Ky tai, the Heian nijukkasen (The Twenty Kasen of
Kyoto) by Taigi, the Nana kashiwa sh (The Collection of Seven Oaks) by
Ry ta and the Zoku ichiyamatsu zensh (The One-Night Pine, Part 2; First
Collection) by Kit . And apart from a few pure hokku anthologies, usually
collections of works by a single master, almost all publications of haikai
include renku poetry.
Sheer quantity is not a proof of high quality, but it shows fairly objectively whether an art is alive or not. It seems therefore that the new way of
linking that was introduced by Bash did not lead to the end of linked poetry, but instead made it flourish. The linking ideals of the older haikaischools, the Teimon and the Danrin, were never so influential. (It is true that
the Teimon, at least, seems to have survived until the late eighteenth century,
but at that time its style did not differ much from the Sh mon.)
It is also important, before making hasty judgements about this later
renku poetry, to study the opinions of the poets themselves. Did they look
upon their own verse links as distant? Did they actually strive for distance in
their poetry?
As mentioned earlier, the actual concepts of shinku and soku were hardly
used in later haikai theory. Matters related to closeness and distance were,
however, at times commented upon. Buson himself did not write so much
about technical matters and I have found only one instance in which he comments upon the distance between verses. It is among some commentaries he
wrote on Shik ’s haikai theory, in which he criticises two verse links from
one of Shik ’s treatises. I will not quote these verses here, since it is extremely difficult to grasp what Shik is trying to prove. What is relevant for
our discussion is Buson’s reaction to these verses. Buson’s first comment is:
“these links are extremely bad” (10), and after a short discussion of details
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he concludes: “this is the reason for saying that Shik ’s links are distant”
(11).57
We may therefore find it likely that in Buson’s mind distant, or more
likely, too distant links were synonymous with bad links. It is also to be
noted that the adjective Buson here uses to express the meaning “distant” is
different from the one used in the term soku.
In the writings of Kit we find a more explicit argument. His ideas are
clearly expressed in the preface to the Ten’in-ron (A Theory of PointMarks), an essay about the practice used at haikai contests of making judgements of verses by marking them with “points” (ten ). Kit starts his discussion with a short survey of the use of these point marks in former times.
He is very critical of the situation in the early part of the eighteenth century,
when the point marks were increased to hundreds and thousands, and the
goal of the poets became to get as many points for each verse as possible.



The poets did not discuss the continuity of the links. Their only concern was
to receive judgement for single verses [out of context], and they put together
striking and wild verses, used vulgar language and slang. Some prepared
verses in advance (haramiku) and used them at the session, some stole verses
made by other people, and only craved for victory. In the end refinement and
58
artistry got lost, and it all became a really disgusting game. (12)

Poets not bothering about continuity, the judgement of verses in isolation,
verses prepared in advance and stolen verses are all signs of a linked poetry
that is no longer linked. It is also very clear that Kit is writing about a period in the early eighteenth century, and that he very much dislikes what
happened then. If Kit ’s description is correct, then the arguments of Shiraishi, Shirane and others may be said to be partly right, but only for this period. The general trend in renku poetry still focused on continuity. This becomes evident when Kit goes on to describe the state of affairs in his own
time. He writes from the point of view of the judge, the tenja, adding points
to the verses.
…as for the linked verses, one mainly adds points considering the continuity
in a sequence, the quality of the link between two [adjacent] verses, the turn
[in every] third verse, and evaluates how the heart-link (ushin), embellish59
ment (ashirai), or escape (nigeku) suits the occasion… (13)

The different kinds of linking mentioned here will be discussed in detail in a
later chapter. It suffices to note here that Kit was very conscious about the
importance of continuation, and that he stressed that any judgement of a
57
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verse should be based on an appreciation of its relationship to the other
verses in the sequence.
Similar statements as these are found in the second part of Kit ’s Yado no
nikki from 1776. His description of the renku style of Edo, at the end of the
H ei era (1704-1711) is very critical.
…the linking of renku became more and more distant/…/compared with the
time when the old master was still alive, the art seemed to have lost its re60
finement. (14)

Here again, the early eighteenth century is criticised. In this quotation Kit
uses the concept distance, and there is a clear connection between too much
distance and the loss of quality.
Further on in this same text however, Kit addresses this problem in a
more general way. It is written in the form of a dialogue, and Kit ’s partner,
a fictional “guest”, asks him what he thinks about some poets, who are described in the following way:
…they only bother about the [old] rules of repetition, using the Gosan, the
Hanahigusa and the like, and feel content uttering [nothing but] their own
61
thoughts. Linked as well as unlinked, they recite the verses in a row. (15)

Kit answers that such poets are so numerous that he cannot count their
numbers, and he concludes:
…in the end they pass [their lives] not learning that there exists a true haikai.
62
(16)

The treatises Gosan and Hanahigusa were the most commonly used when
the Teitoku school dominated haikai. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
rather than real treatises these are actually a kind of dictionary, classifying
words in different categories and explaining the rules for repetition of these
categories, rules that were strictly followed by members of this school. It is
noteworthy that these old rule books, and presumably the kind of haikai that
produced them, here become associated with renku that are “linked as well
as unlinked.” Thus the old rules of the supposedly very closely linked haikai
of the Teitoku school, are seen as related to a contemporary kind of renkupoetry that did not bother much about linking at all.
This may seem unjust to the old school, which actually stressed the importance of linking, but Kit ’s critique does make sense in a certain way.
Since the linking technique of the Teitoku school was mainly based on con60
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ventionalised word associations and fixed rules, the combination of verses
often created rather nonsensical statements. From the point of view of expression and continuous logic, later renku, of the Danrin and the Sh mon,
are much more tightly linked.
As we have seen, in the writings of Kit , one of the central figures in the
Buson group, there is a definite understanding of the importance of linking.
Verses are evaluated according to their interaction within a sequence, and
poets who do not care about linking are severely criticised.
Important here are not old rules, not concepts such as the shinku and the
soku, but the actual techniques of linking and the disposition of the links to
create continuity. Kit mentions, as examples, the heart-link, the embellishment and the escape-link, as well as the principle of the turn in every third
verse. All of these are matters that deal with how a verse is linked, but not
with classification.
To make a comparison, we may observe the method of Earl Miner. It is
almost entirely a method of classification based on old rules, on shinku and
soku, and on what he names the impressiveness of a verse. He does not use
the Gosan or the Hanahigusa, but similar older rulebooks mainly from the
renga tradition. His method is thus based on original theory of linked poetry,
but a very narrow selection of such theory, which seems most inadequate.
It is not necessary to use original renku theory when analysing renku. We
may use any modern theory, or create one of our own, but if we start using
the theories that were used and discussed by the poets themselves, we cannot
ignore what was central in those theories. In Miner’s case, the lack of interest in making a thorough study of renku theory becomes very troublesome
since he starts a normative evaluation. In the end, his negative statements
about Buson-style renku only seem to be a result of an irrelevant method. It
is, however, impossible to discuss his commentaries in detail, since the criteria for judging a verse as badly linked are never explained.
Still I believe it is important to deal with this problem more concretely.
Some people may well argue that Buson and Kit , in spite of their statements that they valued continuity, in practice wrote loose and unconnected
verses. I will therefore turn to a critical voice that has tried to discuss the
matter in more detail. Among the few scholars that have studied Buson-style
renku in more detail, there is not one who has objections to its linking ideals.
I have, however, found a short commentary by the haiku poet and Bash
scholar Ogiwara Seisensui, in which a few objections are stated.63 He starts
his argument by quoting the two first verses, the hokku and the waki, from a
renku written in 1774:
Rape blossoms – the moon in the east, the sun in the west
Na no hana ya tsuki wa higashi ni hi wa nishi ni
63
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Buson

Mountain’s foot far away, a heron moving in the haze
Yamamoto t ku sagi kasumiyuku (17)

Chora

Ogiwara’s argument is as follows:
Why is it that this waki does not seem to work very well? I think it is because
there is too much action in the hokku. If it was a picture, one would say that
since it uses too much colour, there is no room to link the waki. It becomes
clear if one compares these verses with the:
On the naked branch, a crow perched – autumn eve
Kareeda ni karasu no tomarikeri aki no kure

Bash

Carrying a hoe away, a mountain village in the mist
Kuwa katageyuku kiri no yamazato (18)

Sod

This waki by Sod looks like the one by Chora, but at the same time it is far
more effective. The reason for this is that the hokku has left an aftertaste. In
painting one would say that it is because it appears faintly as an ink-painting.
A sketch in ink, or a painting in which some white space has been deliberately left, is well suited to add a few words to, but a picture that is richly
painted with colours, or a picture with paint all over the paper, does not work
well with an inscription. It is the same with verses like:
A peony scattered – fallen one upon another, two, three petals
Botan chirite uchikasanarinu nisanpen

Buson

The twentieth of May, in the moonlight at dawn
Uzuki hatsuka no ariake no kage (19)

Kit

Ogiwara then concludes that within the Buson group the development of the
hokku completely absorbed the space for linking in renku. We may thus recognize the idea that there was a kind of historical development that made the
hokku more and more important, while the renku declined. This is an idea
similar to what we have encountered earlier.
Without looking at the poems, one may say that Ogiwara’s arguments
make sense. If there is no open space left, it will be difficult to add a continuation. One may, however, ask why a poem that is too richly painted will
be difficult to link. Will not a rich and impressive poem create a wealth of
associations that actually give more possibilities for development? In fact,
the poems quoted here offer no difficulties if we try to read them as leaving a
wealth of space open for the next link. The hokku on the rape blossoms is
just a depiction of a background. It has no focal point. The field of flowering
rapes opens up around the viewer and above is the open sky with the setting
sun in the west and the faint moon eastward. There is a subtle interaction
between colour and light, but the whole scene is empty and open for almost
any continuation. What Chora adds in his waki is precisely what most strikingly has been left out in the hokku, the focus. After the hokku’s sweep over
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what is all around and above, the waki takes us far away, zooming in on a
single spot, the heron disappearing in the spring haze. What is started and
opened in the hokku is thus followed up by the waki, creating one definite
unity.
The peony poem works in much the same way, but in the opposite direction. Here the hokku is extremely focused. We only see the flower and a few
of its petals fallen on the ground. Everything around this focus is an empty,
open space. The waki here develops the sky above, the light and the time and
season. Here again we have a structure of start and continuation or development.
The hokku and waki by Bash and Sod interact in a very different way.
These two verses are more like two separate statements that have a kind of
metaphoric relationship. It is, of course, possible to read them as depicting
different parts of the same landscape, but they will still make two separate
pictures that reflect each other. Both verses have a very sharp focus. In
Bash ’s hokku, the crow becomes a distinct subject and in Sod ’s waki, the
hoe that someone carries on the shoulder becomes the focal point. The background in the hokku is the evening sky, which corresponds to the mist in the
waki.
Comparing these few two-verse units we may thus recognise two different ways of linking. It is impossible to tell from these few examples if the
one is more typical in Buson’s works and the other is more typical of Bash .
I do, however, believe that it is rather meaningless to state that the one kind
is better than the other. What we have here are only different ways to solve
the problem of creating continuity, and I think they should be studied in their
own right.
Ogiwara’s main objection to Buson’s hokku was that they did not leave
any free space for the following verse. Still the most striking trait of the two
hokku quoted here must be said to be the great amount of empty space left
open by these poems. A picture without a clear focus, as well as a picture
that only consists of a limited focal point, cannot be described as complete
paintings spreading over the whole canvas.
Ogiwara’s goal, as well as that of Miner, Shiraishi, Shirane and others,
seems to be to read the history of haikai as the decline of the renku and the
rise of the hokku. To prove this, they have in some cases been rather careless
with their sources and part of their argument has been based on arbitrary
subjective statements, which when challenged have been hard to justify. A
certain tendency among some poets at the beginning of the eighteenth century to loosen the continuity of renku was interpreted as the general trend in
the history of haikai, but what we found was that this tendency was actually
criticised by both Buson and Kit . Too much interest in continuity and interaction may, of course, result in sticky links and monotony of development,
as suggested by some scholars. I have not treated this matter here, but will
discuss a few examples of such criticism in the third part of the dissertation.
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The problem encountered there is, however, the same as with Ogiwara
above. When the scholar has decided to find fault with the poem, he reads it
in a way to make it bad, and avoids more interesting possibilities that do not
give such negative results. I therefore believe it will be much more fruitful,
and more scholarly, to avoid making unnecessary evaluations, and study
renku of the Buson group with the purpose of getting a greater knowledge of
how these poems were linked, how they were read and appreciated by the
group of poets that wrote them. This is probably the strongest argument there
is to inquire into the ideas and ideals of the poets themselves. It is not a
search for their intentions, and not a search for the original meaning; it is just
a search for a functioning way of reading in which hints and advice from the
authors may be helpful, but does not provide final answers or absolute truths.
Needless to say, we are all free to dislike Buson’s renku, if that is what
we feel about it, but such dislike may have complex reasons, and unless we
make these really clear to ourselves, it will not tell us very much about his
poetry.
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Part One: General Theories of Haikai

1. Problems in the Interpretation of Buson’s Haikai
1.1. A Short Background
One problem we encounter when we want to discuss classical haikai is that
there are at least two widely different approaches to the reading and interpretation of this poetry. It is sometimes described as a difference between prewar and post-war scholarship, or when talking about contemporary critics, a
difference between modern haiku poets and modern scholars of literature.
The view maintained by many poets today is that the origins of modern
haiku are to be found already in the Edo period. Especially Buson is often
seen as one of the predecessors of modern poetry. Even when reading classical haikai, expressive and descriptive qualities are seen as most important. In
opposition to this view, there is the scholarly view that classical haikai and
modern haiku are two completely different forms of poetry. Where this difference lies may at times be hard to distinguish when reading actual commentaries, but the basic ideological standpoint may be described as a view
whereby modern haiku is seen as based on impressions of the outside world,
whereas classical haikai is not. In this view, classical haikai is seen as heavily based on allusion, wordplay and wittiness, and as formed by its function
as a means for social intercourse.
It is easy to imagine why two such different views have emerged; imaginative readings based on sensual experiences are naturally closer at hand for
the creative artist, while readings based on collected facts and theorizing
may suit the scholar better, but it is still problematic that such an opposition
has emerged. It has all too often generated quite single-minded and extreme
standpoints, which have made a fruitful discussion around the many aspects
of this poetry impossible. Normally, it is not a question of right and wrong,
even if such cases may exist. I think it is mostly right as Sakurai Takejir ,
himself a scholar, says that the difference here is a difference of perspective,
and hence there is no reason that it should lead to direct opposition.64
In the case of Buson this opposition is perhaps more pronounced than
anywhere else, and as this study will deal with his art, and the art of his followers, it will be important to find a way to handle this problematic situation. To do this, it will first be necessary to present a short survey of the
64
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history of the critical writing on Buson’s work. The following account, however, will not be more than a few details from this history, details that will
help us understand the background of the present situation.
In the Edo period we find almost no writing at all about Buson’s poetry.
Apart from his own comments on a few poems, some of which we will deal
with presently, there are only the writings of his disciple Kit that discuss his
works. Kit ’s main work will be investigated in detail in the second part of
the dissertation (in the second chapter), but it is best seen as an isolated instance in the history of Buson scholarship.
In the century that followed Buson’s death, his poetry was known only by
a few people, and it was not until the end of the nineteenth century that a
critical discussion of his work began. It was Masaoka Shiki, often described
as the leader of the modern haiku movement, and his group, which started
the first full-scale study of Buson’s hokku. Shiki emphasized the objective
beauty of Buson’s work and its painting-like quality. He understood Buson
in the light of his own new style of poetry, the so-called shasei
style,
and interpreted Buson’s poems according to this ideal. Shasei means
“sketch”, or literally “painting life”, and was an ideal that valued the direct
depiction of the scenery before the eyes of the poet. At least, this is how the
story is usually told, but like most such simplified stories, it does not give us
a true picture. Any study of Shiki’s own writing will show that his understanding of Buson was not at all so limited. His view of the shasei concept
was complex, and, as I will argue in a later chapter, had much more in common with aesthetic theories of the Edo period than with the definition this
concept later became a victim of.
What is true, however, is that many later critics have made a great effort
to create what I would call the myth of Shiki’s Buson understanding, and
this myth has then become the target of severe criticism. Sometimes one gets
the impression that many of the theoretical standpoints we encounter in
works on Buson written in the twentieth century are the results of an antipathy against Shiki and his ideals. In my opinion, this circumstance has probably been more harmful to research in the field than Shiki’s early attempts to
make an appreciation.
In the early twentieth century, in opposition to Shiki, there were a few
writers who emphasized the subjective and romantic quality in Buson’s poems, often in connection with autobiographic interpretations. The most influential of these is probably the poet Hagiwara Sakutar , whose book Ky sh no shijin Yosa Buson (The poet of nostalgia Yosa Buson) from 1936
describes Buson as a poet whose main theme was nostalgia and longing for
the past. Especially the picture created by Sakutar of a poet with a strong
mother complex has become very popular with later scholars. One might
argue that there is almost nothing in Buson’s poetry that justifies such a picture. The very few poems he wrote relating to parents, a mother or a father,
do not show any signs of some sort of obsession or complex. Moreover, in
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Buson’s age nostalgia was an extremely common theme, and it is perhaps
more striking that he wrote so few poems on this theme than that it occurs a
few times. That is why it is even more surprising that some of the most influential scholars of today, without hesitation, refer to the views of Sakutar ,
which must be said to be typical of his age, whereas they vehemently dismiss the critical discussion made by Shiki and his group.65
While Shiki and Sakutar may be seen to be roughly representative of the
early critique on Buson, the dominating view of Buson today has definitely
been formed by the writings of Ogata Tsutomu. In a recent dissertation, one
of Ogata’s most important contributions to modern research is described as
follows:
A new stage of development in the study of Buson began after 1974 (Shôwa
49), when Buson jihitsu kuchô
(Buson self-authored
hokku collection) was published, edited by Ogata Tsutomu. This was an edition of a recently-discovered copy of a collection that Buson himself had
made of his own hokku /…/ Buson jihitsu kuchô is especially valuable because it includes Buson’s own evaluation of his verses, and shows that he actually gave quite low ratings to the shasei-like hokku that many modern readers had assumed were the ones he preferred. The evidence in Buson jihitsu
kuchô flatly contradicted the image of Buson as a shasei poet that had persisted since Shiki’s introduction of the idea at the end of the previous century.66

      

The description given here shows quite well the contemporary standpoint
among scholars specializing in Buson. As far as I know, there is only one
article by the late Shimizu Takayuki in which some of Ogata’s theories are
questioned and shown to be not so well founded as they may seem at first
reading, but generally there is agreement among scholars that Ogata has at
last given us the true picture of Buson, and that future research should aim at
a revaluation of his work based on his own judgements in this collection.
One may indeed agree that there is much that has been neglected in the
appreciation of Buson’s oeuvre, but in recent years I have begun to feel more
and more doubt when studying Ogata’s way of reading. To avoid misunderstanding, I would first like to stress that my discussion here does not aim to
restore a picture of Buson as a shasei poet. If we define the shasei concept as
meaning a direct and objective depiction of the real scene before the poet’s
eyes, we can easily find a great number of poems that under no circumstances can be interpreted as shasei poems. It is even doubtful whether poets
in Buson’s time ever bothered about that question at all. But even if we
abandon a reading of this poetry based on this simplified shasei concept, it
does not automatically follow that our only alternative will be the kind of
A typical example is Ogata  Takahashi 1996, pp. 18-19; a more nuanced discussion,
which still presupposes a similar view is found in Tanaka 1990, pp. 24-25.
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reading which Ogata suggests. To make this point clear, however, we will
have to ask ourselves what kind of evidence Buson’s own evaluations give
us, and it will also be necessary to make a critical inquiry into how Ogata
builds his argument on this evidence. This has never been done, but as the
situation today is as it is, so to speak, completely under the spell of Ogata,
anyone working on Buson will have to deal with these questions to find a
functioning mode of reading.

1.2. Buson’s Self-Authored Hokku Collection
The collection that today is called the Buson jihitsukuch , the collection of
Buson’s hokku preserved as a manuscript in his own writing, was, as mentioned, not published until modern times, but it is generally believed that
Buson had some plans to publish it in the last year of his life. For some reasons this never happened, and a few years after his death the pages of the
manuscript were scattered and sold. The version that has been published in
modern times is a restored version, which in the new “Collected Works of
Buson” comprises some 1055 hokku. Buson’s total output of hokku, as
known today, is about 2800, so the Buson jihitsukuch does not even amount
to half the number, but it is large enough to be accepted as representative,
especially as the collection includes not only some of his latest mature
works, but also poems from his earlier years. Among these 1055 we have
103 poems that are specially marked with such point marks that were used at
haikai contests. If these are Buson’s own markings, as suggested by Ogata,
and taken for granted by most modern scholarship, then these verses must be
those he valued as his best. (Needless to say, this is one of the weak points of
Ogata'
s study, since there is no proof at all that Buson really made this
evaluation, but for the sake of argument I will accept this hypothesis here. It
is certain that these marks originate in the eighteenth century, since they
were already present in the manuscript before it was scattered, so it is of
course likely that they are by Buson or one of his disciples. In fact, they may
be written by several people, since different markings are used in different
parts of the manuscript.)
If we insist that these, not even a tenth of all the poems he thought good
enough to be included in his collection, will give us the true picture of his
art, that will raise a few problematic questions which have no really good
answers.
First, we have the circumstance that this evaluation was made by Buson
in his later years. What they reflect will be his opinion at that time. The
question is if there is any reason why we should regard this opinion as the
right one? Is there any certain age when the opinion of an artist becomes
correct? What if Buson had lived for another ten years? Should the evaluation given here then be regarded as immature and false?
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Second, if these marked poems really have such odd qualities that we
have to alter our view of Buson, with what right can we say that they are
representative? Is it really possible that 10 per cent should be regarded as
more representative that 90 per cent? They may certainly be representative
of Buson’s taste at that time, but not representative of his work as a whole,
and are thus not a basis for revaluating his oevre.
Third, there is the fact that Buson does not explain the reason behind his
evaluation. If we turn to other sources, mainly Buson’s letters, we find a few
commentaries on his own poems, but for the main part of the marked poems
in this collection we have no commentaries at all. When we insist that these
10 per cent give us a completely new understanding of Buson, it will inevitably be an evaluation based on our own, that is, on Ogata’s interpretation of
these poems. The so-called evidence these marked poems are supposed to
give us, is, in fact, completely dependent on the readings we make of them.
Many of them may easily be read as shasei poems, and they are all so diversified in structure, language and thematic material that it is hard to believe
that Buson had any single standard he followed when jotting down his
marks. All we can say for sure is that Buson’s choice is very different from
what has been supposed to be his best works by many twentieth-century
critics. This is interesting, but what does it prove? Is it not that anyone with a
great knowledge of an artist’s work will make a very individual choice of
what is best, so why should the artist not do the same?
Ogata’s argument does not help us to answer these questions, and it also
shows a few other weaknesses. His argument is mainly turned against the
views of Shiki. To Ogata Shiki was wrong, since his understanding was
modern, based on his own ideals, especially the shasei concept borrowed
from Western painting. Shiki saw Buson as a modern poet and not as a haikai master of the classical age.67 To Ogata, however, Buson’s position as a
traditional haikai master is absolutely central. Haikai must be understood in
the context of the group which belonged to such a master, to the meeting
place where haikai was composed, the za , and understanding must come
from the shared knowledge that existed in such a group. It is poetry defined
as an intellectual game based on mutual understanding, necessary for “the
laugh” and “the greeting” engendered by the intercourse inside the group.
Moreover, one reason for Shiki’s false understanding, Ogata writes, was
that it was based on the study of the Buson kush . This is a collection of
Buson’s hokku that was published soon after his death under the supervision
of his disciple Takai Kit . The general view is that this collection was not
only published by Kit , but also selected by him. As it was Kit ’s selection,
it represented Kit ’s understanding of his old master, and that understanding
was false, as it did not include those poems that Ogata thinks were typical of
Buson’s old age.
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Is this a sound argument? A few objections directly come to mind. First,
we have the fact that Kit was the disciple who was probably closest to Buson in his later years. He was extremely active in keeping records at meetings, in composing renku with his master and in publishing the group’s poetry collections. He was certainly one of the most important members of
Buson’s group. To Ogata the kind of mutual understanding that existed in
such a group was extremely important in the age of classical haikai, and still
he insists that Kit did not understand the true nature of his own master. But
if not even Kit managed to reach such an understanding, would anyone else
have managed to do so?
Second, if indeed Kit was responsible for Shiki’s false understanding,
then it is very strange that this false understanding was typically modern, and
even influenced by Western aesthetics, and lacked an understanding of the
traditional qualities of Edo period haikai. This is a part of Ogata’s reasoning
that does not make sense.
Third, we might also consider the possibility that it was not Kit at all
who made the selection in the Buson kush . What if it was, as Shimizu Takayuki has argued, made by Buson himself? Shimizu’s view is based on a
study of a few differences between the two collections, and some other circumstantial evidence, which may be summarised in the following way.68
If we compare the poems in the Buson jihitsukuch with the same in the
Buson kush , it becomes clear that some of these show slight differences,
notably the addition of short explanatory prefaces in the Buson kush . These
prefaces mainly introduce some autobiographic information, or references to
a literary source. It is not very likely that anyone but Buson himself would
have added these, especially in a few cases when they tell of facts from Buson’s early years. In Shimizu’s view, as I understand it, the Buson jihitsukuch might be described as a first rough collection, or sorting out, of the
really huge number of poems there were, while the Buson kush might be
regarded as a collection carefully prepared for publication.
According to Shimizu, a short investigation of Kit ’s personality and his
relationship with Buson would support this view. It is clear from Buson’s
letters that he and Kit were very close and that he valued their mutual understanding highly. From the few sources we have it is also clear that Kit
was a very loyal person who hardly would be expected to make wilful adjustments and changes to the work of his old teacher, and it is not very plausible that he would make a personal selection of this teacher’s work if there
already existed a collection by this teacher.
Kit ’s signature as publisher of the Buson kush points in the same direction. He uses the character cho
after his name, which in this age was normally used to refer to the person who had prepared the work for printing, but
was not used by someone responsible for the selection. The fact that the poet
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Ry ta in the preface bluntly states that Kit selected these poems, may, according to Shimizu, be explained by that he was an outsider, living far away
in Edo, who did not know the background of this publication.
A final fact that would support the view of a Buson original is the printed
text itself. The original manuscript is no longer extant. Shimizu points out
that the calligraphy used in the print, which is probably by Kit '
s hand, looks
very different from his other publications. However, it does have some similarities with the calligraphy of the Buson jihitsukuch , and that would suggest that there in fact existed an original by Buson from which Kit had
made a copy.
In comparison to Shimizu’s fairly extensive argument, Ogata’s standpoint
does not offer much evidence. That the Buson kush was selected by Kit is
just taken for granted. This may, of course, be excused by the fact that this is
the established hypothesis, but the fact that most modern scholars have not
bothered to question this hypothesis cannot be said to be particularly strong
as evidence.
In the Buson jihitsukuch those poems that were chosen for the Buson kush are all marked with small dots of ink. This would imply that the person
who made the latter collection actually used the Buson jihitsukuch when
selecting poems. As we remember, Shimizu argued that the fact that the poems in the Buson kush received prefaces and at times were revised, showed
that it actually was the author himself who made the selection. This thought
seems to have occurred to Ogata as he makes a great effort to find another
explanation of these circumstances. First he presumes that the markings were
made by Kit , but only after he had finished his collection of the Buson kush , when, by some unknown means, he got hold of the manuscript. Kit
probably used other sources for his collection, which would explain the different prefaces.69 Ogata also states that since a few of these prefaces mention
Kit ’s name, they must have been written by Kit himself, with the wily
intention to propagate his own name and lineage.70
At best, I think, one may regard Ogata’s argument as a fanciful ad-hoc
hypothesis, but it is entirely made up from supposed conditions about which
we actually know nothing. It is also an unhappy circumstance that this hypothesis has helped spread the picture of Kit as an unreliable villain, using
dirty tricks to take over the heritage after Buson, a picture for which there is
no evidence at all. Shimizu’s theory may not be entirely convincing, but at
least we may agree with him that, unless we find the original manuscript of
the Buson kush , it will not be possible to say anything definite about whose
selection it is. One may conclude that the theory of Ogata, about Kit ’s lack
of understanding of his teacher, is not based on more than guesswork.
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A few definite facts may be stated about the Buson kush . It comprises
some 868 poems, most of which are included in the Buson jihitsukuch . As
we do not have the whole manuscript of this Buson jihitsukuch , it is pointless to give a percentage, and it is likely that all of the 868 poems were
originally included in the collection. Previously, I mentioned that about a
tenth of the Buson jihitsukuch were marked by Buson as especially valuable. About half of these are included in the Buson kush , so whatever view
we have of this collection, we cannot deny that it at least must be seen as
representative of a quite important part of Buson’s own choice.

1.3. A Discussion of Two Examples
How, then, should we look upon the revaluation of Buson’s work that Ogata
has suggested? Perhaps Ogata’s new readings may be accepted as focusing
on a very limited aspect of Buson’s poetry. Ogata is right insofar as he has
shown us that modern critics have failed to appreciate those poems Buson
himself valued, but the question is whether Ogata’s own appreciation really
shows a greater understanding. Let us look at two poems that Ogata discusses in some detail. They are both marked by Buson, and are thus two of
the few which Buson might have regarded as his best. The problem I find
with Ogata’s readings will become more distinct if we take these as concrete
examples.
In the first example there is a reference to two poets from the tradition of
linked verse: the great fifteenth-century renga-master S gi, and S kan, one
of the first masters of haikai in the early sixteenth century. Buson names
them by the second characters in their names, as Gi and Kan:
Is it Gi and Kan, burning incense under the cherry flowers? – a mat of straw
Gi ya Kan ya hana ni k takan kusamushiro (20)

When discussing this poem, Ogata first mentions that there are only a few
commentaries on it.71 He shows that all of them describe it in a similar manner: S gi and S kan, or some persons like them, burn incense and enjoy the
quiet and pure feeling below the cherry blossom. Ogata is especially angry
with Kawahigashi Hekigod , one of Shiki’s followers, who indeed recognises that this scene contrasts in an interesting way with the ordinary man,
who, as he says, is stupid and drunk with sake beneath the flowers, but still
thinks that there is something lacking in this poem, that S gi and S kan are
not made to work effectively. To Ogata this critique is irresponsible and
beside the point.
Ogata’s own reading starts with an old anecdote that S gi liked to perfume his beard with incense. This anecdote is somehow connected (it is not
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really clear in what way) with a greeting to those who might be called the
S gi and S kan of today: Buson calls on them that they too, in this lingering
incense beneath the flowers, should make their haikai, and let it spread over
the world. But it is not only a greeting to contemporary poets; it is also a
greeting to the ancient masters. Ogata here quotes a sentence from one of
Buson’s theoretical works (the preface to the Shundei kush ):72
Meet these four elders day after day and depart from the struggle for wealth
and honour in the capital.

It is a statement, Ogata says, that tells us of Buson’s basic attitude when
composing poetry. The above sentence is taken out of context, so it is a bit
difficult to follow Ogata here; he probably means that the two elders in the
present poem would make us recall by some association the four, and very
different, elders in the other text.
Finally, Ogata enters a few technical details in his interpretation. He says
that there are three kireji in the poem, ya, ya, and -n (in takan), and he notices the rhyme between Kan and takan. In combination with the associations between S gi and the burning of incense, and between the cherry blossom and the straw mat, this gives the poem a tight structure.
Ogata concludes that the lack of understanding modern readers have of
Buson is that they fail to see “the laugh” that creates a tie between the author
and his group, this important “laugh” which in this case has the prerequisite
of a mutual knowledge of the anecdote about S gi. It is thus again the mutual understanding within the group which is essential for a true appreciation
of haikai.
Is Ogata’s reading historically correct? Is this what Buson had in mind
when he wrote his poem? It seems plausible that there is a slight reference to
the anecdote about S gi’s beard, but is it of such extreme importance as
Ogata insists? Is it really the very core of the poem? This anecdote does not
explain the presence of S kan, the role of the cherry blossoms, or the function of the straw mat, and thereby it cannot be said to have more than a minor function in the poem. Seen from the point of view of intelligibility this
anecdote may easily be shown to be superfluous. To burn incense may be
seen as a preparation before a session of verse-linking. An ideal scene for
such a session is a straw mat beneath the cherry blossom. Two old men, like
S gi and S kan, are the natural actors in such a scene. The anecdote only
adds one layer of meaning behind one of these actors, describing his eccentric behaviour.
Was this poem meant as a greeting? The concept of aisatsu
, which
means greeting, has become central in much contemporary scholarship dealing with haikai and is often regarded as one of the aspects that modern read-
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ers fail to understand. Still we have this strange and undeniable fact that in
theoretical works and commentaries written in the Edo period, references to
this concept are extremely scarce. It is true that haikai at times was used as a
means for social intercourse, but it is hard to say to what extent this affected
the meaning of the poems, and there are definitely many poems that never
were created in such a context. In this particular case, only one thing is certain: we do not know. There is no circumstantial evidence left that may tell
us about the context in which Buson composed his poem. Ogata perhaps
means that hokku were always greetings, but such a statement is impossible
to prove, and, I would say, might easily be falsified. What is left, then, is a
simple guess.
Then we may, of course, wonder whether a reading of this poem as a
greeting makes it more interesting. Does it make much difference at all? A
greeting may well be understood as seeing another person, and the act of
seeing, and recognising, another person may indeed be some sort of greeting.
The way Ogata formulates his greeting sounds in fact very similar to the
descriptive interpretations he so dislikes.
Ogata’s suggestion, however, that there is a connection betwen this poem
and Buson’s haikai theory, here represented by the sentence from the Shundei Kush , becomes a significant addition to its meaning. As mentioned, he
just leaves the matter without much discussion, probably to make us believe
that Buson was discussing the importance of adhering to the tradition. I will
discuss the work quoted in some detail in a later chapter; here it suffices to
say that in its original context Buson here expounds a theory against the
division of haikai into schools and fractions, a theory whose goal is not to
create poetry in intercourse with the elders, but to strive to overcome them
and let them disappear. It is thus a theory which is directly opposed to the
limited group understanding of Ogata, in which every meaning is fixed and
pre-established.
The important point in this context, and this is something that Ogata fails
to notice, is that S gi and S kan are probably chosen not just as poets, but
because of their very different positions in the history of linked poetry.
While S gi is the noble and refined master of high renga, S kan is the most
vulgar of all haikai masters. Buson’s idea that anything goes if we feel it is
right may be expressed in this difference: art is greater than the limits of this
or that master, be it S gi, be it S kan they are still both poets. But having
said this much, we had better add that this is not the true, or whole, meaning
of our poem. It is just one single layer of meaning that we may use in our
reading. The contrast between S gi and S kan is important, but it may be
understood in ways different from what I have proposed here.
It is interesting that Ogata mentions that there is a rhyme in this poem.
While alliteration is fairly common in Japanese poetry, rhyme is hardly ever
used, not even today. A rhyme is, however, a purely perceptive quality of the
poem, which will deny the importance of any intellectual and mutual group67

understanding. And it is not only the rhyme that deserves attention here. The
whole sound pattern of this poem seems to be planned with great care. We
have the repeated a-sounds in the beginning, the very short words in the beginning that gradually grow longer, and the ending in a long, five-syllable
word, where the colour changes and becomes dominated by the u-sound.
Since there is another version of this poem, which from the point of view of
meaning is almost identical, but which lacks these well-structured sound
patterns, we might even put forward a hypothesis that Buson chose this version because of its phonetic qualities.
Ogata’s reading of this poem has opened up several possibilities which I
have tried to develop here in various directions, and which definitely might
be developed further. One cannot say that his reading falsifies earlier interpretations, as he repeats these in his own, but he has showed that they were
insufficient and only treated the surface. On the other hand, it is ironic that
these possibilities of reading falsify Ogata’s own theory of haikai as an art
that received its meaning from the shared knowledge that existed within a
group. I mentioned that Buson’s own view was directly opposed to this theory of a modern scholar, a fact that will become even more pronounced
when we look at the next example. It is again a poem which was marked as
extra valuable, but in this case we have a fairly detailed commentary by Buson himself to help us in our understanding. At first sight the poem looks
like a very simple picture of natural scenery. It is a description of an ume
tree, a small fruit tree, which is one of the first plants to bloom in spring.
This ume is usually translated as “plum”, as both the fruit and flowers have
some slight resemblance to the ordinary plum, but it is actually a very different kind of tree. The ordinary plum also exists in Japanese, and we will encounter it later on, so to avoid confusion ume will be rendered as ume.



Falling in the water, the flowers disappear – an ume on the shore
Mizu ni chirite hana nakunarinu kishi no ume (21)

Buson writes about it on two occasions, but in both cases he gives us an
almost identical explanation. I will quote here the slightly longer one from a
letter to a certain Kafu, dated 30th of January, 1777.
This verse may at first sight look uninteresting. There is no ume worth its
name whose flowers will not fall. But the sight of the fallen flowers covering
[the ground] beneath the tree makes one feel that spring has not yet passed; it
is an emotion of longing.
This ume on the shore, however, stands close to the water, and as one
petal falls, it is snatched away by the stream, floating away and away, and
under the tree not a single flower is to be seen. If one carefully considers how
it stands there hopelessly on the shore, a pitiful sight, different from the other
trees, its flavour will come out. Please appreciate it thoroughly. (22)
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For a person without insight into the twentieth-century debate about the appreciation of Buson’s poetry, it may seem strange that this text has been used
to prove that Buson somehow stood in opposition to an art based on the pictorial description of scenery. Most of Buson’s commentary continues to develop the scenic surroundings of the poem, but what has made modern
scholarship state that this is not a shasei like reading, is that he shows how
the, on the surface, objective description may stimulate a strong emotional
effect. This is one point on which Ogata criticizes earlier interpretations, and
there one may well agree with him, but I am more sceptical when he also
suggests that this poem might allude to a verse by Li Bai, and goes on to
expound his favourite theory of mutual understanding. He says that the focus
of Buson is the idea of the tree being different from the others. The discovery of the pity of being different from the others, he writes, “is mediated by
an intellectual operation, which stands upon the intellectual mutual understanding we have with other people”.73
Ogata probably means (I cannot find any other way to make sense of his
words) that we have a mutual understanding when we know that umeblossoms normally fall to the ground. We read the poem with this knowledge
and then by an intellectual operation, much like solving a riddle, we realise
that the tree in the poem is different and pitiful; we have deciphered the
meaning of the poem in a cool and purely intellectual manner.
This contrasts with Buson’s own words in which he points out the peculiar situation in the poem and asks us to consider and appreciate this point, so
that we feel its flavour. The last sentence: “please, appreciate it thoroughly”
might more literally be translated as: “please, chew it well.” It is an invitation to start our search, to chew the matter until we taste the flavour hidden
inside, and not the final answer to the meaning of the poem. Buson just tells
us where to start, but does not give us the solution, which is something we
will have to feel inside. Buson does not say: “Look here, this is what I
meant”, he just points out a detail which may help us to explore the deeper
emotional levels of the poem, that is, a starting point for our reading.
We should note that the “mutual understanding” Ogata writes about is
very different from the very special group understanding he otherwise insists
upon, and it is doubtful if it really should be described in terms of mutuality;
it is rather a matter of shared experience. As Buson initially states, an ume
that lets its flowers fall to the ground is a commonplace; it is the most ordinary and normal thing. Anyone who has ever seen a flowering tree will understand this, and it is directly related to the kind of understanding, based on
observation of the outside world, that is usually associated with the shasei
theory. It is in fact a kind of understanding that any user of a language will
share; when we hear a word, the most common and normal associations will
come to mind first. What makes the poem interesting, however, is not this
73
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normality, but a situation that disturbs the normality; the flowers not gathering on the ground. It is also important to mention that when this poem was
first published, in the collection named Kari nikki (like the letter, dated
spring 1777), Buson added a short preface, partly in Chinese, which in detail
explains how the other trees still have their flowers lying by their roots, and
how only this tree is different.74 If a poet had the idea that the core of haikai
was an intellectual interpretive process based on mutuality of understanding,
he would never have added such an explanatory preface, since this preface
immediately erases any need for such a process, and gives us the answer
straight away. And, as I argued above, the answer he searched for was on a
deeper level.
One might argue, however, that this poem, when accompanied by a preface, is actually a different work of art. A plausible reason for Buson’s addition of this preface is that he thought there was a danger that the poem might
be read in too superficial a way if it was published on its own, but he would
at the same time recognise that this superficial reading was a possibility of
the poem. What his commentary shows is not what the poem means, or was
intended to mean, but a way to read it so that it will become more interesting.

1.4. The Shape-Feeling Dichotomy
The last poem examined in the previous section and Buson’s accompanying
commentary has been discussed by other scholars, and there are ways of
understanding that are more fruitful than the one Ogata has chosen, at least
from the point of view of historical relevance. Especially the article by Tanaka Michio discussing the affinity in Buson’s argument to the contemporary eisha
theory is of great interest as an attempt to understand Buson
in the light of Edo period poetics.75 This eisha theory was originally developed by the poet and painter Gion Nankai (1677-1751) in his commentaries
on Tang-dynasty Chinese poetry. The central idea of this theory was that the
most powerful expression of a certain matter is achieved when this matter is
not directly described or mentioned. On the surface, a poem may look like a
simple description of a scene or a situation, but a full understanding is only
reached when one grasps the mood or feeling inside, in the way suggested by
the surface. What is important is to appreciate this whole process, from surface to inside, and how the more or less objective surface triggers an emotional reaction inside. A reading that only looks at the surface is as wrong as
a reading that stresses nothing but the inside.
Two metaphors used by Nankai to illustrate his theory are “the moon in
the water” and “a flower in a mirror”. Similarly, the word eisha means
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“painting the reflection” or “painting the shadow” and this illustrates the idea
that an indirect, or somewhat distorted, expression has a stronger impact,
than a direct statement.
The eisha theory was adopted by the haikai master Ch sui and his followers in Edo, and especially by his disciple Shirao. In the writings of members of Ch sui’s group we find many references to Nankai’s terminology,
(shape-feeling),
and also a development of it into the terms of shi-j
which had already been used in earlier haikai theory. Shi-j was a word used
to designate two levels of meaning in a poem, where the shape was understood in the same way as the objective surface, and the shapeless feeling
corresponded to the emotional inside in Nankai’s theory. The common view
was that the shape should come first in our understanding and the feeling
afterwards, but in Shirao’s later works we find the opinion that these two
levels existed simultaneously. In his works we also find a similar discussion
about the self and its relation to “the myriad things”. In modern words it
might be described as a theory about objective and subjective levels of our
understanding.
These ideas also seem to have influenced the haikai theory of Bakusui,
who was active in the Kyoto area and was friendly with Buson. For Bakusui
the central aesthetic ideal in Bash -style haikai was what he called mukei no
tama
, “the shapeless gem”. He describes it as a quality that goes
beyond the outward shapes and plain scenery. This makes it very close to the
eisha theory, but different in that it puts greater stress on the deeper emotional level.
Buson’s commentary on the ume poem quoted earlier shows that he
probably agreed with Bakusui and Shirao in these matters, whether he was
influenced by them or not. When he wrote about the same poem in a letter
some two days later, he actually described it as “the shi-j of regretting the
passing of spring”.76 This proves that he connected this two-level reading
with the notion of shape-feeling. The strong insistence on a self contrasted
with the far distance, and creating a deep perspective in many of his poems,
which has been recognised by both Tanaka and Shimizu, also shows his
interest in how the subject functions in the formation of an experience.77
In my discussion of the eisha theory here I have mainly followed the description presented by Tanaka, but I have deliberately left out one interpretation he makes of the secondary level of meaning. In a few cases one may
understand such a secondary level as an allegorical meaning, and Tanaka
also states that allusiveness may be understood in the same manner. If we
only focus on the quality of having a double meaning, this may be true, but if
we inquire into the nature of this double meaning, we will have to make
some distinctions. The main point of the eisha theory was that understanding
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is reached when we pass from a surface dimension of objective matter to an
inner dimension of emotions. It is a theory about two levels very different in
nature: one level of shapes and one level of shapeless feeling. When we talk
about allegory or allusion, we move between levels in the same dimension,
from one objective surface to another. This may in turn engender emotional
effects, but that will add yet another level to the poem; the simple allegory or
allusion never goes further than the surface of shapes.
Perhaps a more adequate way to state this matter would be to describe the
two layers of the eisha theory as being not a question of double meanings at
all, that is, if we define meaning as semantic meaning. The emotional inner
side of an objective surface does not give this surface a different meaning; it
adds a different aspect of the same meaning. In Buson’s poem the ume tree is
still an ume tree when we react emotionally to its situation. In the case of
allegory, the poem is understood as actually meaning something separate
from the literal meaning. Allusion is yet another matter; rather than a question of double meaning, it is a reference to a different context, which is always a context of shapes, since it is these shapes, usually the actual words
used, that let us identify this secondary context. (With few exceptions allusiveness is confined to only a part of a poem, at times only to a single word,
and it is therefore questionable whether it is adequate to discuss allusion in
this context, where the secondary level is always seen as a product of the
whole text of a poem.)
If we prefer to talk about double meaning in Buson’s commentary on the
ume poem, we will have to make a distinction between semantic and emotive
meaning, or semantic and aesthetic meaning, and find usable definitions of
these words. It is, however, important to note the logical consequence that if
we find an emotive layer of meaning in most of Buson’s poems, this does
not prove that most of his poems are allegorical.

1.5. Aesthetic Experience
To understand the nature of the shi-j dichotomy, the distinction between
semantic and emotive meaning, or semantic and aesthetic meaning, needs to
be developed a little further. This distinction will be important throughout
this study, so it will be of some help if it is clarified here. As may be understood from my words above, I find the aesthetic to be mainly a matter of
emotional impact. Haikai has always tended to be comprehensive rather than
exclusive. All emotional experiences may not always be regarded as aesthetic experiences, but the philosophy of haikai is that they may always have
such a potential. Haikai theory, in fact, deals more with emotion than with
beauty, but I do not think that it is correct, not even when talking about haikai, to identify the aesthetic with the emotive. As we will see in the chapter
on sabi, one aspect of haikai aesthetics is to enjoy the positive values of what
is commonly regarded as negative, as ugly and unpleasant. This does not
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mean, however, that in haikai everything is regarded as beautiful; it means
that everything may be experienced from such a perspective that it may be
felt to have a positive value. I think it is right to define the aesthetics of haikai as a theory of emotional expression, but then one must specify this emotional expression as having strong positive values. A common definition of
aesthetics is that it is a theory of beauty. Following such a definition, beauty
in haikai would be a quality that engenders a positive emotional experience,
but which may have any origin.
If one understands the dichotomy of shape and feeling, shi and j , by
making a distinction between semantic and aesthetic meaning (in the sense
discussed above, of positive emotional contents), this will be a first step
from which this discussion may proceed.
Firstly, it is important not to confuse the shi-j theory with the common
dichotomy of form and content. If form is understood as the surface of language, its sounds and structure, and content as the concepts that make up its
meaning, then content will correspond to shi, the shape. Feeling, or j , is a
quality that lies behind, or is engendered by these shapes. Form in the sense
used here seems not to have been discussed by the theory. Sound patterns
may, of course, be understood as shapes, which in turn give an emotional
impact. In fact, when the semantic meaning is understood, it will materialize
as a structure of forms in the mind, and it is this abstract structure which
gives an emotional stimulus, so it might be possible to see shape as incorporating both form and content.
The basic distinction here is between an analytical recognition and an
emotional reaction. When we just recognise and identify a shape or an object, a square or a circle, a rock or a tree, a flower, this may be done quite
indifferently. We understand the shapes very well without having any feelings about them. For pure semantics this is sufficient. Feeling will then be
some other kind of reaction stimulated by these shapes.
This is probably the reason why objects with concrete shapes are preferred as subject matter in haikai poems. Adjectives describing emotional
states are only used exceptionally. If a reader is already told by the poem
what expression the poem is intended to have, there is always a risk that the
understanding will stop at the semantic level, and the interpretive process
which engenders an emotional sensation will never take place.
From the above discussion, I think it will be unproblematic to conclude
that shape is something that exists on the level of pure recognition. To find a
description of feeling is more problematic. In the above, feeling was defined
merely in a negative way, as something more than just recognition. Usually
when we talk about feelings we use words like joy, sadness, happiness or
loneliness; sometimes we talk about beauty or vividness, or other qualities
associated with aestheticism. These are words that describe widely different
experiences, some of them enjoyable, some of them painful. Should they still
be treated as referring to something that is basically the same?
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One way to deal with this problem and put it back into the context of aesthetics is suggested by Monroe Beardsley in his discussion of aesthetic experience. Especially his reference to intensity will be useful in this discussion and will help to clarify the connection between the emotional and the
aesthetic. Intensity is one important ingredient in the definition of the aesthetic experience proposed by Beardsley, a definition which I will examine
in the following.
I wrote above about aesthetic meaning, but this is not a term that is commonly used in theories of aesthetics. Usually one speaks about aesthetic experiences, which indeed is more adequate, since meaning is normally associated with the semantic aspect of language. I used aesthetic meaning above in
the sense of the features of a work that gives a reader an aesthetic experience. To focus on the experience is to focus on the cognitive processes in the
mind, but these processes are none the less dependent on the features of the
work.
Beardsley'
s definition, as I understand it, is divided in three parts.78 He
recognises that aesthetic experiences may be of very different kinds, but
there are some general characteristics on which, he says, “nearly everyone
will agree”.
First, he writes: “an aesthetic experience is one in which attention is
firmly fixed upon heterogeneous but interrelated components of a phenomenally objective field – visual or auditory patterns, or the characters and
events in literature”. It is an experience with “a central focus”.
The second characteristic is that “it is an experience of some intensity”.
Beardsley suggests that what is often described as feeling or emotion may in
fact be nothing but “the intensity of the experience itself”. He adds that the
expression “feeling no pain” is particularly apt to an aesthetic experience, as
its intensity can shut out all sorts of negative disturbances. The experience
does what a drug may do, but not by dulling our sensitivity, but by sharpening our awareness.
Third, he adds two other features which he says may be subsumed under
the concept of unity. They are that the experience is coherent, “to an unusually high degree”, and that it is “unusually complete in itself”.79 Finally, he
states the following:
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One aesthetic experience may differ from another in any or all of three connected but independent respects: (1) it may be more unified, that is, more coherent and/or complete, than the other; (2) its dominant quality, or pervasive
feeling-tone, may be more intense than that of the other; (3) the range or diversity of distinct elements that it brings together into its unity, and under its
dominant quality, may be more complex than that of the other.

It is possible, I believe, to see intensity as the generative force that engenders
all the other aspects of this experience. One might argue that an experience
“firmly fixed upon heterogeneous but interrelated components of a phenomenally objective field”, is actually a matter of intensity. A firmly fixed
attention is an intense attention. The impression of unity may also be seen as
a result of heightened intensity.
Objections have been raised that a definition based on intensity would
make even a sexual experience into an aesthetic experience. There is an argument by Donald Shusterman that such a definition actually goes counter to
Beardsley’s main object to identify what makes artworks different from
other objects. 80 This is, however, no problem when we discuss haikai, in
which distinctions between art and non-art have never been particularly important.
One important detail of Beardsley’s definition is the recognition of this
aesthetic experience as a focused and firmly fixed attention turned towards
“a phenomenally objective field”. An attention of this kind is turned away
from the self, and this is an aspect of this experience that will help us to understand the nature of intensity. An interesting argument exploring this question, is found in a study of meditative poetry by Reuven Tsur. It is an account of the close relationship between meditative states and the orientation
processes of the brain, and their similarity to emotional experiences. The
change in our mind when we enter into a meditative state is described in the
following way:
The “switch” from “ordinary consciousness” to “meditative consciousness”
involves replacing the analytic and sequential information-processing mode
with a holistic, relational, and more simultaneous one.81

An opposition is thus identified between linear or serial thinking and holistic
experiences in which we grasp all at once. This holistic way of cognition is
typical of the brain'
s orientation processes, which:
...occur whenever one is located in some unfamiliar environment: an unfamiliar space, time, or atmosphere. When you enter a room with unknown people
under unknown circumstances, frequently you resort to what may be called
“fast orientation”: you collect information with all your senses and faculties,
80
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integrating it with an intuitive speed. You perceive the overall atmosphere
rather than ascertain the stable objects, facts, and logic of the situation. Speed
is achieved at the expense of precision.82

Tsur refers to some recent findings in brain research that have shown that
these orientation processes actually explain meditative states.83 There are two
orientation areas inside the brain. The one situated in the left hemisphere has
the function of creating the spatial sense of self, while the one situated in the
right hemisphere creates a matrix for the space around and outside this self.
In a meditative state the right orientation area becomes very active, but the
left is almost blocked, and it is in this circumstance we find the explanation
of mystical experiences of being united with the universe or some holy spirit.
It is an experience in which the self becomes effaced and the consciousness
is diffused all over. Tsur repeatedly describes this experience as “diffuse”
and sees this as a quality shared by emotion:
Emotion is very often connected with diffuse or non-linear elements...84

When we feel something, like fear, anger, joy or sorrow, it is a sudden impact and not a result of cool reasoning, of arguments put forward one by one.
Thus, states of emotion, meditation, and the consciousness of space, are all
connected by their giving an experience of being aware of everything at
once. This similarity of cognition may explain why certain experiences of
the outside world, whether direct or imagined, give us strong emotional impacts, and it may also explain the common association between Zen Buddhism and different arts, which of course is interesting for the student of
haikai.
In this argument, the holistic and diffuse is seen as opposed to the linear
and precise, and I see this as a simplification that may cause some trouble.
To begin with, I feel some doubt about there really being an opposition between the diffuse and precise. The diffuse in the sense of being spread all
over does not necessarily lack precision. Intense emotional experiences may
be extremely focused and precise; something acknowledged by Beardsley by
his recognition of the “firmly fixed” attention and sharpened awareness of
aesthetic experiences. But an experience will only be focused if it is diffuse,
if even when directed towards a detail, it grasps this detail in a diffuse and
holistic manner, and makes this detail experienced as the only thing in the
whole world. Only this will give the quality of “feeling no pain”, named by
Beardsley, when everything else disappears from the mind. It is a matter of
becoming totally absorbed by something, be it the whole universe or just a
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minute detail. The effacement of the self, found in meditation, may be the
experience sought after.
As this theory suggests, it is possible to make a distinction between parallel and serial processes in our mind that describes how we experience a certain matter, but that is a description of an experience, not necessarily of the
structure of a work of art. Even a linear structure may be grasped in a holistic manner. To make a musical analogy: a certain chord is both holistic in
structure and give a holistic experience of its harmony; all notes are heard
and experienced as simultaneous, but even if the single notes of this chord
are played one by one as a melody, a similar harmonic effect will be felt.
This is because the melody, which is linear, is still grasped as a totality. And
this, of course, also concerns verbal statements, which by necessity are linear
but still may give holistic experiences. The opposite of such experiences
would be an approach where one tears the wholes and units into small disconnected pieces, or an approach which is so limited that the construction of
wholes never takes place. This is probably what happens when nothing but
the basic mechanics of semantic understanding is at hand, when all we do is
identify the meaning of a word or a sentence according to a previously
learned convention, which will not demand any interpretive effort, since the
solution is already stored in our memory. A totally new and unknown structure, however, will challenge our mind to create a coherent whole, which
may result in an emotional experience that will become more intense the
more it effaces the notion of our self, and this seems to be most easily attained when a raised attention is turned towards our perceptions.
This discussion of aesthetic experience and emotion has strayed away
from its starting point, away from Buson’s comment on the poem about the
ume tree and the different ways to interpret it. The reading proposed by
Ogata, which understood this poem as an intellectual play with the mutual
knowledge shared by several people, was contrasted with a reading that saw
the poem, and Buson’s comment, as an expression of the theory of shape and
feeling. I had found fault with Ogata’s reading, as it missed the point of Buson’s argument, and I think that after the above discussion, the reasons for
Ogata’s failure have become somewhat clearer. In the light of the shapefeeling dichotomy, we may recognize that his whole reading stays in the
surface of shapes. His idea was that the meaning of the poem is found in the
extension of the landscape, as described by Buson. This makes it stay on this
surface level of shapes. Such a verbal extension is, like the poem itself, a
linear reasoned structure, as are intellectual processes. For Buson the interpretation does not end here, for his goal is to put this all together to experience an emotional effect created by the totality of the parts interacting,
which cannot be described by analytical reasoning, but needs careful tasting.
It is ironic that in his reading Ogata remains on the surface of a pure landscape. Although he incorporates Buson’s extension, he misses the opportunity this might give him to find a deeper level in the poem, and his fixation
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with intellectualism makes him read the poem in a way that he himself dismissed as superficial at the outset.
I suggested above that a reading based solely on the mechanics of a previously learned convention will not engender the holistic effect necessary for
an emotional impact. If this is right, this too will be a very strong argument
against Ogata’s main theory of the crucial importance of the mutuality of
pre-stored knowledge. A reading solely based on such group understanding,
stressing that it is this mutuality of knowledge that is central, will inevitably
kill any emotional impact of a poem. One might defend Ogata’s theory by
stating that this group understanding is necessary as a first step to reach the
deeper emotional level, but such defense does not, even so, explain why it
will not be possible to reach the deeper level even without such pre-stored
knowledge. The reading suggested by Buson is one option we have when
reading this poem, whether we find it on our own or share it with other people, and there is no reason why we should discard other readings if we find
them as interesting as Buson’s.
I will take up the question of conventionalism in a later chapter, and study
it thoroughly in a haikai context, but here I will return to the main discussion
of this chapter. The conclusion I make here is not that Buson disliked landscape poetry. His comment on the ume poem actually gives full acknowledgement to such poetry, but it also shows that in his mind landscape poetry
might be deeply expressive, and that this was what he preferred.

1.6. Buson's Critique of the Contemporary Haikai World
In many of Buson’s letters from his last years, he makes very critical statements about the contemporary style of haikai. A study of these will be helpful if we want to understand Buson’s standpoints on the problems discussed
in this chapter and I will here take a closer look at a few of them. The first
quotation, however, is not from a letter but from one of the preserved collections with short commentaries on works by other poets. The hokku in this
collection are all anonymous and probably written later than 1777. Buson’s
longest commentary concerns the following poem: 85
The water’s edge by the lake is clear – autumn water
Mizuumi no migiwa sumikeri aki no mizu (23)

Buson first changes the last five syllables to kesa no aki “autumn this morning,” probably because there is too much tautological repetition of water in
the original version. He then writes:
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It is a good poem, but the [present] fashion of haikai tends to be only uncomplicated landscape poems, and since haikai power day by day grows weaker,
poems of this kind will each be left out of the collection. (24)

This is clearly a statement turned against the fashion of the day, and it may
sound like a critique of poetry based on landscape scenery. What Buson
criticises, however, is not any kind of scenery poem; in his critique he qualifies the tendency by using the adverb sharaku ni
, which might be
translated as “frank”, “easy”, or “unconstrained”, “uncomplicated”. As he
finds this negative, what he means is possibly that this fashion is too simple,
or banal. The deplorable result is that the haikai power becomes more and
more scant. One may wonder what this hairyoku
(haikai power) means.
, that
In one of his texts Ogata speculates that it might mean haikaisei
86
is, haikai-spirit, or haikai-ness. In the new edition of Buson’s collected
works the editors suggest a meaning of “the original intellectual function of
haikai.”87 This too sounds very much like one of Ogata’s theories encountered earlier, which may be explained by the fact that he is one of the editors.
Probably this explanation refers to the idea of haikai as comic poetry, as it
was originally. There are many humorous poems by Buson, but it is doubtful
that this is what he means here. If we look for some additional help in his
own writing, the picture we get is quite different. In a commentary on a
hokku by one of his disciples, Gekkyo, Buson uses the word “power” to
describe a certain detail, and it may throw some light on his idea of haikai
power.88 It is the following hokku:







Night of autumn – when one thinks about it; tomorrow is the day of the dead
Aki no yo ya omoeba asu wa hotoke no hi (25)

In Buson’s reading omoeba (when one thinks about it) is the word which has
power. He writes it “deepens the immeasurable emotion” in this poem,
which is also described as expressing “all-encompassing sadness”. It is thus
perfectly clear that “power” here does not refer to intellectual wittiness (at
least not in the sense of cool, analytic reasoning, or humorousness).
Following Buson’s reading, we may recognise the function of this central
word as the evocation of a feeling subject. The ending -ba (when) suggests
suddenness, and would thus give an expression of a sudden emotional impact that intensifies the overall lugubrious vocabulary. Without this word the
whole poem would be more descriptive and lose some of its dynamism. This
word gives something extra, an additional quality.
I would say that this example shows that in Buson’s mind “power” was
associated with strong emotional expression and subjectivity. As in the ex86
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ample of the ume poem Buson’s own argument falsifies the hypotheses proposed by Ogata.
One might object that in this case Buson only writes about power and not
haikai power, and that this haikai power is something very different. Well,
there is no definition of haikai power left to us by Buson; when he used it
above, it was in opposition to an all too simple descriptiveness, and in that
sense the use of power discussed here fits the argument well enough.
The term “haikai power” is, however, made up of two components, haikai
and power, and the first of these, haikai, is also one of the matters discussed
by Buson in the preface of the aforementioned Shundei kush . The definition
of haikai he uses in this work is as follows: haikai, he writes, is the use of
ordinary words to leave the ordinary; it is to use the commonplace to leave
the commonplace, to use the worldly to leave the worldly. Whatever this
means, it seems far away from the notion of intellectual wittiness. In a later
chapter I will argue that this definition of haikai refers to an emotionally
heightened intensity experienced even from the most banal thing.89 Whether
this interpretation is true or not, it will be perfectly compatible with our argument here and thus make Buson’s thoughts coherent.
The next example to be studied is found in a letter by Buson to a certain
Hakut .90 Here Buson quotes a hokku by an unnamed author:
A three-foot carp passes by, in the willow'
s shadow
Sanshaku no koi kugurikeri yanagikage (26)

He then adds the following comment:
The verse of the three-foot carp [depicts] the real scene (jikkei) before one’s
eyes; it is a frank verse, but it does not show much of its author’s exertion,
and is a verse made without effort (fuy i). It is not a bad verse, but it lacks
the heart of a hard-working author. (27)

Ogata, writing of this passage, has noted that two of the words Buson uses
here with a negative meaning are, in fact, often used by him as important
positive qualities. Jikkei
, “the real scene”, is used several times in Buson’s own comments on his verses, and the word fuy i
, here rendered as “without effort”, but also having meanings like “unpreparedness”,
“carelessness” or “straightforwardness”, is at times used as an important
word in his haikai-theory. To Ogata this shows that concepts like these were
important in Buson’s efforts to restore the Bash style, as similar ideals are
found in Bash ’s teaching, but the letter quoted here, as well as several of
Buson’s letters written from 1774 and onwards, shows that his ideals had
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begun to change. The simple, straightforward landscape style in the poems
of Buson’s earlier years had been abandoned and replaced with a style based
on intellectual wittiness.91
Ogata’s method is mainly to collect a few short sentences, show them out
of context, and then by some speculative reasoning put forward the theory of
the late Buson’s change of interest. In my opinion, however, Buson’s texts
have a far deeper significance and ought to be studied more carefully. If we
once again take a look at what Buson writes in the letter above, we may note
that Buson actually writes that the merit of the verse is that it is frank and
depicts the real landscape as if it was before our eyes. The point he criticises
is that in spite of this the author has not done his best. What is wrong is that
the poem is made in too easy a way, with too little effort, with fuy i.
Now, this fuy i is an interesting word. As Ogata writes, it occurs in Buson’s haikai theory as expounded in the Shundei kush preface, but it is
questionable whether this word really should be regarded as, in Ogata’s
words, one of the pillars of this theory. In context, in this preface, fuy i is
used to describe a state when a poet has not yet reached full mastery of the
art. It is a state when the poet still enjoys the company of the ancient masters
and believes that composing is easy. In Buson’s theory, however, mastery is
only reached on a higher level, and with effort.
To clarify this matter even more, I will quote a section from one of Buson’s letters, where this word is used in connection with a more concrete
argument. The last sentence here is also quoted by Ogata, but he does not
discuss its context.
By candlelight, watching the sushi – rain this morning
Teshoku shite sushi ukagau ya kesa no ame
The last five beats might have something more. The state of someone looking
in the candlelight, must be in the rain deep at night, when it has not yet begun
to dawn. Even when writing “this morning” there is an impression of this being before dawn, but somehow it gets the appearance of a dawn growing
lighter. Therefore it is quite disagreeable. You should work it over once
more.
By candlelight, I’ll take a look at the sushi – rising early
Teshoku shite sushi ukagawan tsuto ni okite
Perhaps it will be better to write it in this way. This master of the sushi is
seen as a really eccentric personality. By saying “rising early”, does this not
also make one understand the refinement of this person? You ought to rewrite
this verse over and over again. In my oinion, one should polish a poem like
Li Cang Ming. It is, however, just as bad to elaborate it too much. In haikai
there is also a teaching that not a single hair should be entered in between.
92
The straightforwardness (fuy i) of Li Bai is an assertion of haikai. (28)
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The two Chinese poets Li Cang-Ming (1514-1570) and Li Bai (701-762)
mentioned here represent two different approaches to poetry. The first is
mentioned as an example of a poet with an over-polished style, but he is
normally associated with the backward-looking ideal of recreating the ancient style of the high T’ang dynasty. The other, one of the great poets of this
dynasty, in contrast, advocated the ideal of fuy i.
Buson also refers to an old haikai teaching: the saying that there should
not be room even for a single hair between the self and the act of composing
a poem. This sentence is mentioned as a saying by Bash in the Sanz shi and
probably refers to the value of spontaneity and directness.93
As very often in Buson’s writing he does not take sides with either of
these ideals, the polished or the spontaneous. First he says that one should
work over and revise the verse repeatedly, but then he adds that one should
not do it too much, and it is very clear that his attitude is principally undogmatic; we cannot use his text to prove that he had any single ideal in these
matters.
One interesting fact also becomes conspicuous if we read his discussion
of how to revise this verse. In the first version the parts of the verse do not
interact effectively. The portable candlestick becomes unimpressive when
the day is already dawning. In addition a few alterations make the person
who acts in the poem more interesting. Thereby all parts of the poem work to
dynamically enhance its effect.
My conclusion here is that what Buson actually bothered about when discussing poetry was the tightness of its composition, its interactive dynamics.
He did not criticise verses for depicting landscapes or real scenery, but for
the all too simple and haphazard way in which they did this. Once we realize
this circumstance, we cannot but regret the dominant trend among recent
scholarship in the field. Those deep insights into the structure of haikai that
Buson’s writing might give us will forever be out of sight if we treat it according to some sort of intertextual traditionalism, the idea of group understanding, or the label of intellectual witticism.
I do, however, agree with Ogata and others that there is a clearly discernible tendency in Buson’s late writing, especially in his letters, of criticizing
the contemporary fashion of haikai. In this context he sometimes uses a peculiar word to describe a few of his own verses. It is the word “too salty”
(shiokarashi
), designating a quality that he clearly introduces as
something negative, but which he uses deliberately to challenge the manners
of his contemporaries. 94 This word has been interpreted as referring to a
heavily reasoned style, that is, some sort of very complex wit, or like an oldfashioned style, using worn-out themes, or perhaps as both of these qualities
in combination. It is, however, difficult to draw any conclusions from the
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few instances in which Buson uses this word.95 In a letter of 1782 (the whole
text of this letter is quoted at the end of this chapter) he opposes this quality
to the contemporary style that is described as “lofty” (k mai
), “frank”
(sharaku
), and “thin and lacking substance” (usuku tei mo naki
), which would refer to an over-simple style.96 In another place, in
a letter of the following year, however, he writes that this too salty quality is
nevertheless not as bad as a contemporary style which is characterised as
“confusing” (magirakashi
), which would imply an even more
97
complex style. A similar comment is, however, found in a letter written as
early as 1770, and this shows that these ideas had existed in Buson'
s mind
for a long time, and they do not indicate some change of ideals in his last
years.98
When we further investigate how Buson characterises the style of his contemporaries we find the following examples:

   







Everyone composes nothing but scenery (29)

Therefore, Buson continues, he tries here to do something else; it is a comment on one of his poems in a letter of 1774.99 This statement is reminiscent
of what has been discussed above, but a somewhat different kind of argument is discernible in several other letters. One example is from 1777:100
The slime of fashion feels distasteful (30)

The word “slime” (numeri
) here has a special meaning in this context. It refers to a conventional and trite style.101 In another of Buson’s letters
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he uses the expression “the slime of the Many sh ” (Many nado no numeri
), where its reference to the ancient waka tradition is
102
undeniable. The word probably has a similar meaning here. Moreover, in
haikai theory the word “dregs” (yodare ) is often used in a like manner.

     

In the recent fashion one recklessly composes verses, putting on airs (31)

This is from a letter of 1776.103 The adjective shisairashi
(to put
on airs, to assume importance) will be hard to associate with too simple a
style; it is rather a matter of displaying complexity and erudition.
A few years later, in a letter from 1783, we find the following:104
Those who nowadays are called the school of Bash mostly make nothing but
nonsensical verses to arouse wonderment in the ears of the vulgar. It is actually a matter of fraud. (32)

The word rendered as “nonsensical” here is the somewhat ambiguous word
ayanashi in Japanese. It might also be understood as incoherent, illogical,
irrational, useless, pointless, unclear, indistinct or blurred. Since this is described as producing astonishment in the ears of the common man, one
might imagine some kind of flashy hotchpotch of unrelated matter, which
again will be hard to understand as referring to an over-simple landscape
style. If we read Buson as writing about incoherence here, this fits his argument earlier (or my interpretation of it), in which he discussed the importance of creating dynamic interaction, which indeed is a matter of coherence,
not just disparate matters arbitrarily put together.
The word translated as “fraud” here is magiremono which has the same
stem as magirakashi encountered above. “Confusion” and “fraud” are related by the sense of “diversion”: confusion makes a person diverted, which
in turn makes this person easy to fool, which then leads to fraud. The words
may seem unrelated when translated but are in fact quite close to each other.
The point Buson wants to make is probably that these verses may look striking at first sight, but that they actually lack coherent dynamics; we are deceived as readers.
Again we may note that it is not the matter of simplicity, or a landscape
style, that gives us trouble here. The power to deceive and confuse us is a
different matter and would usually be seen as more related to a display of wit
and cleverness.
By way of conclusion I will quote in full Buson’s letter of 1782 referred
to earlier. The reason is that in this letter he gives a summary of his standpoint in the matters discussed in this chapter. The letter is addressed to a
102
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certain Kid and starts with a few poems Buson had written at a recent haikai meeting.105
[Poems written on] given themes from the latest Bash an small collection:
How painful – when the water drains up, the sound of clappers
Ana kurushi mizu tsukin to su hita no oto
Winterberries – won’t spill the kindness that picked them for me
Ori kururu kokoro ni kobosaji umemodoki
Breaking a branch of winterberries, with the rosary hanging at the wrist
Umemodoki oru ya nenju o kakenagara
The thirteenth day of the moon:
First quarter moon, from where the snipe flew – deep in water
Nochi no tsuki shigi tatsu ato no mizu no naka
These are not in the style of today. They are so-called salty verses, but occasionally I deliberately use this way of composing. Since the haikai style of
today only strives for the frank and lofty, at first hearing it sounds somewhat
noble, but the verses are extremely thin and many hokku lack substance. This
is really sad. Therefore I deliberately make verses of the sort above to give
beginners among my disciples some training. One-sidedness is harmful to
any art. (33)

The final words are clear: dogmatism is the enemy of any art. Buson sometimes wrote in this salty style because he wanted to show beginners among
his followers that one should try all sorts of manners, but it was not the one
and only style he followed. We cannot use a text like this to prove that Buson in his later years turned to a complex and crooked way of writing, since
what he exemplifies here is that precisely such one-sidedness is a bad thing.
In fact, his words here seem to imply that this salty style normally is not
good at all. He uses it exceptionally to show that even such a style has possibilities.
Of the four hokku quoted here, the three first may be described as being
built up by means of juxtaposing natural scenery with human or emotional
content. The fourth verse, however, is a pure scenery verse. It is complex,
the most complex of them all, but describes something that might well be an
existing real landscape. I do not mean that this is what it was; Buson wrote it
at the small hut Bash an northeast of Kyoto, where no lake or pool is close
by, I write this to point out that there is no opposition between a complex
way of expression and the description of landscape. As I understand this
poem, this complexity has little to do with linear witty reasoning, since in a
short sentence it manages to take hold of a totality of an extended scope of
time (something that occurs in many of Buson’s poems). Several layers of
time work together in polyphony: the picture of the snipe standing, its flying
105
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away, the ripples on the water after its departure and the reflection of the
moon that becomes visible when this water again becomes still. I see this as
grasped in one breath, reinforced by the fact that the poem both starts and
ends with the moon, chronologically the last perception, and this becomes a
holistic grasp of a unit of time, a grasp which is not linear and reasoned. To
make a travesty of Buson’s haikai theory: he uses the salty to escape the
salty.
I see two basic ideals behind Buson’s standpoints; one is to always question established manners and one-sidedness, to try the odd and different, to
experiment; the other is the importance of creating dynamically interactive
statements. A historically relevant understanding of Buson’s art should have
these two in mind. It should not describe his work according to a single formula and should always be obliged to inquire into his poems as whole statements, in which an interpretation must clarify the interactive function of its
parts.
That is why I will not follow the path proposed by the majority of modern
scholars. Since its main motivation is that it should be the historically correct
path to follow, it will not be acceptable; there is simply too much in the
source material that points in different directions. As I have shown in this
chapter, the problem is that the study of Buson made by leading scholars in
the field has been far too shallow. The method of using a readymade theory,
which is never allowed to be questioned, has directly shown its limitations.

1.7. About Allusion and the Use of Old Sources
As touched upon in the previous sections, a recurrent theme in modern
commentaries on Buson’s works is a discussion of the extent to which it is
based on older literary sources. My impression is that much of this writing is
mainly speculative and based not so much on research made on Edo-period
source material as on modern ideas developed inside the scholarly community. Quotations taken from Buson’s writings are usually extremely selective, and it may therefore be necessary look at Buson’s ideas afresh, from as
many angles as possible. After investigating Buson’s letters and prose
works, I have found a few texts in which he discusses the use of old literary
sources in some detail. It is only in the first text quoted here that he makes
some general remarks about this peculiar problem, but the following texts
will be necessary to give a more balanced picture; I have deliberately chosen
texts that give widely different perspectives on the matter.
The first letter I will discuss was written in 1776; it is probably addressed
to his disciple Kafu. Buson talks about the poet Ichion, who had visited
Kyoto around that time.
You mentioned the haikai theory of Ichion, and it is really true as you say. It
is worse than imaginable to threaten people with talk about unknown old
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matters and old words. First and foremost one should as far as possible refrain from using old matters and old words, and compose verses using only
ordinary matters. If one found people who used old words and old matters
skilful, then every well-informed person would be skilful in haikai. Little
Ichion has this habit; it is extremely bad. Even in his prose he uses a lot of
old words. That makes it even worse. In texts like Bash ’s Genj an no ki, or
Oku no hosomichi, or Kikaku’s Ruik ji, there is absolutely nothing of the
slime from the Many sh and the like. Haikai is what is named haikai prose.
One should consider this matter carefully. Just to mention a few hokku:
Clouds of cherry blossom – the temple bell, is it Ueno, is it Asakusa?
Hana no kumo kane wa Ueno ka Asakusa ka
Lightning – yesterday in the east, today in the west
Inazuma ya kin wa higashi ky wa nishi
Spring sea – all day, light waves upon waves
Haru no umi hinemosu notari notari kana
Anyone of these is composed without mannerisms.
This boy always boasts and brags about his own ability, and this too is not
good. It very much spoils [the name of] a person. A person’s good and bad
106
points will show anyway, even if he does not brag. (34)

The Genj an no ki (The Record of the Genj -hut) and the Oku no hosomichi
(The Narrow Road of Oku) are two of Bash ’s most famous prose works.
The Ruik ji (Sorted Mandarins) is a collection of Kikaku’s prose and haikai
which was published after his death. The Many sh (The Collection of Tenthousand Leaves) is an anthology of ancient poetry which was probably edited in the eighth century. It was much studied by scholars interested in “National Learning” (Kokugaku
), a movement flourishing in Buson’s age.
The three poems quoted in the letter are all well-known works by their respective authors. The first is by Bash and mentions two places, Ueno and
Asakusa, in the city of Edo (ancient Tokyo), the second is by Kikaku, and
the third by Buson.
Reading this letter, we need not be in doubt regarding Buson’s opinions in
these matters. As often, he is provoked by circumstances in the contemporary haikai society, in this case the theories of the poet Ichion. Actually, Buson wrote a polite preface to one of Ichion’s treatises, and also composed
renku in his company, but from this letter we understand that they were not
really friends.
If we compare Buson’s description of the two famous prose works by
Bash with any modern commentary on these works, which are overloaded
with any possible reference to all such old matter that critics in the course of
three centuries have been able to squeeze out of the text, we realise that we
cannot take these nowadays established readings for granted; we can no
longer feel at ease that such readings are the historically right ones. We also
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realise that the opposition between scholars and poets, mentioned earlier, is
not necessarily a modern phenomenon. One important conclusion will be
that there was no specific Edo period way of reading poetry. In this age there
were poets with a scholarly bent, like Ichion, but also others, like Buson and
Kafu, who had a very different view of these matters.
Needless to say, this letter is rarely quoted by modern specialists in the
field. In recent writing on Buson I have not found a single instance where
this letter has been discussed seriously, and still, what Buson writes about
here concerns the very core of modern criticism, and in fact denies it. In his
words, erudition is not the source of understanding.
This story does not end here, however. There is another letter by Buson,
which has gained much more popularity among Buson scholars, in which he
states a view supposedly opposite to the one above. It is a letter from 1783,
addressed to two poets from Osaka, Sh f and Ikkei.
Yellow kerria – floating down the Ide; some wood shavings
Yamabuki ya Ide o nagaruru kannakuzu
When Kakuya no Tachiwaki no Osa met N in for the first time, N in said:
“At our first meeting we should show our gifts”, and he took out a small bag
of brocade. Inside it there was one piece of shaved wood. He showed it and
said: “This is my most priceless treasure. It is shaved wood from when the
bridge at Nagara was built”. Then Tachiwaki took out something folded in
paper. When he unfolded it, it was a dried frog. “This is a frog from Ide” he
said. Both showed great admiration. Then they put back [their treasures] in
their pockets, and withdrew.
This poem is based on the interesting old legend above; it has it as its hidden meaning. An ordinary reading will be just an enticing landscape of a
quiet day in spring, where some wood shavings float away from the construction of some house, upstream at Ide. The meaning of Chinese poetry and the
like is frequently interpreted by adding secondary readings. The same also
107
occurs in the case of haikai. (35)

It may be helpful to know that the yellow kerria, the yamabuki
, and the
frog are associated, since both are found close to water and experienced most
vividly in spring. Ide is a place in southern Kyoto, close to the border of
Nara prefecture; it is a place famous for its frogs and yamabuki. The story
quoted by Buson is found in the Fukuro s shi (dated 1157), a Heian-period
collection of rules, theory and anecdotes related to poetry.
The bridge at Nagara was built in the early ninth century just northeast of
what later became the city of Osaka; it was occasionally used as a theme in
classical poetry.
The two persons mentioned in the story are, of course, poets of the Heian
period. Kakuya no Tachiwaki no Osa is actually a title. His name was Fuji-
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wara no Tokinobu, but he is not one of the well-known poets. The famous
personage here is the monk N in (988-1050?).
Now, reading this letter we find that Buson himself does exactly the very
thing he so vehemently criticised in the previous letter. How would we understand this? Are Buson’s views on poetry inconsistent and confused? It
would of course be very simple to just dismiss the matter by such a supposition, but I do not think this is a good strategy, and we should avoid it as far
as possible. Even a confused argument has its reasons, and the scholar’s task
is to investigate and find explanations of these. Careful reading of these two
letters will show that there are ways to understand them in a coherent manner.
First we may recall that an important principle for Buson was to avoid
any sort of dogmatism and one-sidedness. A statement that as far as possible
the use of “old words and old matters” should be avoided defines a basic
standpoint but does not deny an occasional use of them. What he criticises is
the use of such material with the aim of displaying learning, and belittling
the reader who will look with awe upon the erudition of the author. In the
second letter, Buson just recognises that, in Chinese poetry as well as in
haikai, poems are often read in two layers; he does not say that this is particularly good, or the only right way to read a poem. In the specific comment
on his own poem, he writes that it is based on this interesting or funny anecdote (the word used in Japanese is omoshiroshi, which means both interesting and funny), and it is important to note this qualification. The reference to
an old anecdote at work here is not just any kind of reference; Buson’s point
is that it adds something interesting to the poem. We should also note that
Buson makes a full interpretation of the literal one-layer meaning, which
describes the landscape. He ends it by naming its effect with one of his favourite words: yukashi, which refers to a quality of enticement, lure, of waking up our curiosity and fascination. Buson used this word repeatedly and he
seems to have been very fond of the special quality it expresses.108 The first
one-layer meaning is thus not something superficial that should be discarded
to make us focus on the secondary meaning; on the contrary, this first meaning is fully acknowledged by Buson.
The two layers of the poem are thus described somewhat differently by its
author: the first layer is characterised as yukashi and the second as omoshiroshi. Of these two words, yukashi seems to have been the more important in
Buson’s writing. To conclude: in Buson’s understanding the first reading is
experienced as having greater impact, while the secondary reading is regarded as more lightweight. On the whole this makes his way of reading the
108
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very opposite of the common interpretive acts performed today, where almost all interest is focused on the literary source, where one is identified.
Consider, for instance, the following statement by Tanaka Michio, found in a
chapter entitled “The existence of hidden literary sources”:
This was the method of composing hokku which Buson himself had adopted.
It gives the expression of the poem a multilayered quality, and demands two
stages when interpreting. In short, Buson expected of his readers that they at
the first stage savoured the poem as a landscape poem, and then at the second
stage enjoyed its interesting design. Accordingly, it may be understood that
many interpretations up till now have stopped at this first stage of the expres109
sion which Buson had elaborated and composed.

The idea that an interpretation might stop at the first stage implies that it
should end at the second stage, and this is actually what happens in Tanaka’s
interpretations in this chapter. I find this problematic, as well as the idea that
Buson expected something definite of his readers. From the two letters discussed above it is clear that Buson had no such “method”; his views were
not so dogmatic. Therefore I think the words of Nagai Kazuaki are more to
the point:
When one looks on recent commentaries on Buson’s poems, the tendency to
over and over again try and read secondary meanings out of them has become
strong, and it even seems that there is no way to put an end to it. This is
probably because one tries to judge Buson’s view of haikai solely according
to the one-sided aspect of its supposed two-fold structure. There is no Buson
in an expressive space he never aimed at. Is there not a necessity to once
more establish Buson’s space from the point of view of the many-sidedness
110
of his techniques of expression?

Such opinions are, however, very rare today, and do not show the main trend
in modern research.
To consider this matter further, I will now turn to two texts in which Buson in yet different ways handles the question of literary sources. The first
text is a short comment on a poem written in 1782:
Brazier of paulownia – the touch of a stringless zither
Kiri hioke mugen no kin no nadegokoro
The Burnt-Tail Zither:
This is an old anecdote about a man in China who obtained a piece of unburnt paulownia wood from under the kitchen stove. When he made it into a
zither, its sound was weird and strange. It is said that the instrument received
its name because its back end was scorched.
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It is said that Tao Yuan-Ming always enjoyed stroking his hands over a
stringless zither.
I wrote this poem when comparing these two old anecdotes in my mind.
111
(36)

Some readers will probably find Buson’s comments proof that this poem was
intended to be read as alluding to these two ancient Chinese anecdotes. If we
follow the established presumptions of much modern criticism, this will be
inevitable, but I think we should be careful not to enter anything into Buson’s text that is not there. The single matter he states here is the sources
from which he got the idea to write this poem. He makes a short summary of
the two stories, and then tells us that he came to think about them and put
them together in his poem. Nowhere does he write that this is what the poem
means, or that this is how it should be interpreted. If we read it as allusive,
then this is a choice we make as readers.
A purely allusive reading will not tell us much more than that this poem
was based on two old stories. Once we turn to the contents of both the poem
and the stories, we will focus on the poetic ideas of the sound of burnt wood
and the act of feeling this sound by touching the surface of a stringless instrument. We do not find an explanation in the old sources of the poem, we
just encounter the very same strange subject matter as in the poem, and our
understanding will only develop from investigating this further.
My conclusion is that the act of identifying the source of a poem, the allusive target, does not deepen our understanding of this poem. It may add a
faint flavour in the background, here a slight taste of exotism or chinoiserie,
but it does not really make an interpretation of the text. The interpretive act
is not to ask where the material of the poem comes from, but to ask why this
material is put together in a certain manner. It is extremely important to keep
these two questions apart, since the one cannot replace the other.
If we insist that all meaning lies in the allusive or intertextual function,
and this in the narrow sense of links between literary texts, the isolated fact
that a text refers to another specific text will become very important. But
then we will also have to prove that our mind constructs meaning in such a
limited manner and does not care about the actual subject matter presented in
a text.
If, on the other hand, we maintain that understanding is formed by a more
flexible interaction with our experience of the world, that it is an investigation into something unknown that is not defined from the outset, then the
way to gain understanding of a certain statement, such as a poem, may follow very different paths that will not necessarily be those of the author.
One extremely interesting point about the above text is that, in spite of its
shortness, it gives an insightful account of the creative process. This process
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starts with the author reading some old stories. A thought strikes him that
there are some details in two different stories that seem to have something in
common. This recognition makes him try a combination of them in a poem,
but probably he does not know himself what this poem really means. Diversified input leads to a new blend and creative output. It is an account which
closely resembles the Darwinian description of creativity proposed by Dennett in one of his articles. He describes creativity as a process of research and
development, whereby an inflow from a multitude of sources eventually
leads to the creation of new and unique combinations.112 This is also the main
theme of Buson’s most deliberate attempt to write a haikai theory, the preface of the Shundei kush , a text which will be discussed in detail later on.113
The last text I quote in this section was written in 1783; it is a haibun in
which he comments on a hokku of his own. Here the idea of a literary source
is turned upside down:
When my disciple Hy u was working on a print, I composed a poem on the
theme of “cherry blossom in the rain at Arashiyama”:
The raftsman’s raincoat – a dress of stormy cherry blossom
Ikadashi no mino ya arashi no hanagoromo

Buson

Some time thereafter, when I was reading the Fukuro s shi, there was the following story:
At the time of an outing on the i river, Mid (the Lord Michinaga) lined
up one boat for Chinese poems and one boat for waka, and he let skilful people climb aboard each of them. So he asked the Shij chief councillor which
boat he intended to get on. The chief councillor answered that he would get
aboard the waka boat. At that time he wrote:
In early morning, when the stormy wind is cold
Asa madaki arashi no kaze no samukereba
All men are dressed in fallen autumn leaves
Chiru momijiba o kinu hito zo naki
But then he felt regret. If he had got aboard the other boat and composed a
Chinese poem of this quality, this would have raised his fame. (The Shij
chief councillor is Kint .)
Buson says:
There is probably nothing as superb as haikai. In only seventeen letters it
freely shrinks down the heart of twenty-one letters. In my opinion, the “raincoat – a dress of cherry blossom” has even greater expression than Kint ’s
waka from Arashiyama. One must say that the picture of a straw raincoat
blown in the stormy rain below Mount Arashiyama, clad with the scattered
and sticky cherry flowers hit by the rain, has captured a strange sight in the
eye. [This would still be true] had this hokku been made using Kint ’s waka,
but since I composed it without knowing about it, I am even more satisfied,
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and think of how precious my haikai is. This should never be mentioned to
114
people belonging to other schools. (37)

Arashiyama (Stormy Mountain) is a famous scenic spot just west of Kyoto.
The i river flows at the foot of this mountain. Both Michinaga and Kint
were noblemen of the Fujiwara family, living in the mid-Heian period (late
tenth to early eleventh century). Kint ’s regret may be explained by the
higher status Chinese poetry had at that time; nevertheless, this waka has
become quite well known.
Obviously, Buson sees a connection between these two poems, and we
may therefore, in a very general sense, describe his reading as intertextual. Is
it possible to describe his reading as allusive? I do not think so. If we insist
on talking about allusion here, we will have a situation in which the older
poem alludes to the newer one. Buson definitely recalled his own poem
when he read the old waka, and not the other way around. But this is not an
interpretation; he just makes a comparison, and does not say that we must
refer to the one poem when we enjoy the other. The comparison he makes is
just to show us how much more superb haikai is compared with classical
waka. Indeed, if we agree with Buson that the older poem has lower value, a
reference to it as part of our interpretation would actually be harmful to our
appreciation of the hokku.
Here we do not even have the option to say that Buson was influenced by
(to step on, to be based on) which is
the older work. The verb fumu
often used to describe these intertextual relations, will not apply here, since
Buson did not know of the older poem when he wrote his own hokku.
In a way, the experience Buson relates here puts the whole idea of allusion into question. It is inevitable that we recall all sorts of things when we
read, and some of these things will sometimes be other literary texts, but
there is no way by which we may force our brain always to recall one very
specific text. We may well recall a contemporary work when we read an old
poem, and that may be against the intentions of the poet, against the conventions of his age, but it will still be the way we read, the way Buson read, and
probably the way humans always have read literary as well as other texts. If
this should be named a “wrong” way of reading, we will certainly end up
with a very strange definition of what is wrong.
Then there is also the question of the extent to which we should understand these intertextual functions as part of the interpretation. It is one thing
to investigate what a poem means in a more literal sense, another to investigate its possible external connections. If, by making such distinctions, we are
clear about the object of our research, we will avoid a good deal of confusion
and misunderstanding. An intertextual reading very often turns out to be-
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come a kind of etymological investigation of a single word, taken out of its
context in the poem. Such a reading will thus not tell us much about the
poem as a totality, and it will normally comprise a wealth of material that is
totally irrelevant to the poem. Even if we make such an investigation the
activity to interpret the poem as a full statement will still be left to us, will
still be unfulfilled. That is why I believe the strong tendency today to make
an allusive reading whenever possible has become a blind alley; it has not
made our interpretations richer, instead it has cut the poetry into small, disconnected pieces and made it into a game for the erudite. But this is, of
course, a critique based on the claim that poetry should have an emotional
impact of some sort.
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2. Sabi and Shiori
Sabi-shiori
is probably the historically most important concept in the
aesthetics of the Bash school. In later ages this concept, which actually is a
combination of two distinct concepts, became almost synonymous with the
Bash style and was often discussed as the main ideal of the Sh mon. As my
overall aim in this chapter is to discuss Buson’s poetics in relation to the
haikai theory of earlier ages, a thorough investigation of this sabi-shiori
concept will be necessary. As we will see, there is a great ambivalence in
Buson’s writing on sabi, and to understand the reasons for this we need to
know the complexity of this concept and the different ways in which it might
be understood.
For some reason, it is mostly sabi that is discussed in poetics, and I will
start my investigation by focussing on this concept. It should also be kept in
mind that sabi or sabi-shiori is generally associated with a certain period in
Bash ’s life as an artist. This is the period from his full maturity around the
year 1690 to his late change of style in the last years of his life. The poetry
published in the “Monkey’s Raincoat” collection (Sarumino) is usually regarded as representative of his fulfilment of the sabi-shiori ideal. It is therefore right, I think, to regard the sabi-shiori of Bash as occupying a somewhat different position than inside the Sh mon. For Bash it may have been
just one ideal he explored during a certain time in his career, but among his
followers it became an unchanging ideal which was always present.



2.1. The Seventeenth-Century Sabi Discussion
One peculiarity of this sabi concept is that Bash never discussed it in writing himself. He uses the word only twice in a work from the very beginning
of his career, and actually before sabi had become a serious ideal for his art.
This early mention of the concept is part of an evaluative statement Bash
made as a judge at a countryside poetry contest, and the sabi used here is not
discussed or explained. That is why I agree with the scholar Fukumoto Ichir
that this early text can hardly be used as a reference when discussing the sabi
of Bash ’s mature style.115 There are a number of poems in which Bash
uses the presumably related adjective sabishi
, but our understanding of sabi and its importance is mainly based on the theoretical writings of his disciples. References to its importance are to be found in works
by Kyorai, Kyoriku, Kikaku and Hokushi among others. Within the Sh mon
there seems to have been a general discussion around sabi and in the eighteenth century sabi, or the, at that time, common variant sabi-shiori, becomes
almost synonymous with the mature style of Bash .
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There is no simple way to translate sabi. In English writing it is often defined as something like “quiet, meditative loneliness”, or “universal loneliness, the loneliness latent in nature”.116 The adjective sabishi may be rendered as “lonely”, “desolate”, “the feeling of longing” or “the feeling of
lack”, but sabi, treated as a concept in haikai theory, is more comprehensive.
The word, in the sense of a concept in poetics, is usually written with the
phonetic kana
script, but sometimes ideographs (kanji
) are used.
In fact, a number of such ideographs are used, some carrying the simple
meaning of withering and rust, some carrying the meaning of loneliness.
Presumably, a writer using a certain ideograph does this with the intent to
stress the more specific meaning associated with such a character, but I do
not know of any instance where matters of correct usage in writing have
been discussed.117
Fukumoto, who has probably made the most thorough investigation ever
of sabi in Bash ’s haikai theory, speaks of three different viewpoints, three
different kinds of sabi. He first identifies the two basic meanings of sabi in
ordinary usage, withering and loneliness. The third meaning is found when
the word is used in writing on poetics. His discussion is mainly based on
material contemporary with Bash . His sources comprise almost all writing
on sabi in a haikai context in Bash ’s age, many of which have been used by
other scholars writing about this subject. The special merit of his discussion
is that he starts with a philological approach, investigating the use of the
word sabi in texts by haikai poets not dealing with poetics. This gives a
background, or a picture of how the word was used in its ordinary sense.
Since the word is not very well defined in any of the sources, such a background will provide a richer description of the word’s potential meanings.
Needless to say, the understanding of sabi may differ from writer to writer,
especially in the context of poetics. An investigation of this kind will not
reach a definite and final conclusion; it will only give us a number of perspectives on the concept.
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The first definition is by Shirane 1998, p. 78, the second by Ueda 1963, p. 425.
Since the Japanese writing system is a complex mixture of several scripts, one may encounter a considerable variation in the use of kanji ideographs. These kanji were originally
borrowed from the Chinese, and they basically represented single words. When used in a
Japanese context, however, one kanji may be used to express several words, or one Japanese
word may be expressed with several kanji. It is, of course, natural that a word carrying several
meanings may be written with several kanji, specifying the meaning intended in a certain
situation, but in older texts this is not always done in such an ordered manner as modern
standardized Japanese practice may suggest. In fact, one may find a lot of creativity in the use
of kanji, and it will be hard to say anything definite about its usage. When sabi (meaning rust
or withering) is written with a character meaning “loneliness”, this of course suggests a more
comprehensive concept uniting these (and possibly several other) meanings. We know from
the theoretical discussion on sabi that such a comprehensive meaning was intended in poetics.
When, however, a character meaning “rust” is used in poetics, we cannot say for sure that the
writer intended to suppress any other meaning. From the context we may judge that this is not
very likely, but our sources are anyhow silent on this point.
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I find Fukumoto’s division into three kinds of sabi useful as it helps to
clarify the concept. In the following, I will use some of his material and arguments, but I will also quote other writers and further the discussion in my
own way.
I will name Fukumoto’s three kinds of sabi “the material sabi”, “sabi of
the heart”, and “sabi in poetics”. 118 Writing about the first two categories, I
will mainly follow Fukumoto’s investigation of the use of the words sabi
and sabishi in Bash ’s own and other contemporary texts. Sabi in poetics, on
the other hand, is a question of the word referring to a concept used in aesthetics. An understanding of this kind of sabi will be based on a discussion
of theoretical texts, and also on an investigation of poems in which the quality of sabi is expressed, and not necessarily poems in which the word itself is
used. This last point is important. The use of the word sabi or sabishi, as
such, does not in itself make an expression of sabi. A poem may well be
filled with sabi without the word being used at all. Nor, for instance, does
the use of the word “sadness” in a poem necessarily make this poem express
sadness. We may well use a word like “sadness” in a joke, or use the word
“joy” in a painfully sorrowful text. And, of course, a dry scientific text like
the present one, although it uses the word sabi frequently on these pages,
probably does not express this quality at all.
2.1.1. The Material Sabi

Sabi in its material meaning is sabi in its most common sense outside aesthetics. Since sabi is often used as a synonym for the adjective sabishi, loneliness, I think it is important to understand that it is actually a different
word.119 It is the substantive form of the verb sabu. This sabu means something like “to change over time”, the action that takes place when a material
thing becomes covered with the signs of ageing. Talking about iron, it means
simply “to become rusty”, and in modern Japanese sabi is the ordinary word
for rust. Used in other contexts, however, it must be translated differently.
118


The

 expression he uses for the material sabi is “gensh to shite no sabi” ( 
) which literally would mean “sabi as a phenomenon”. As we will see, this kind of
sabi mostly refers to a perceptible or almost tangible quality, soIprefer
 to render it differently
in translation. The sabi of the heart, “kokoro no sabi” ( 
), is rendered literally,
although the heart in Japanese also has connotations to “mind”
and
“thought”.
The sabi in

poetics is expressed by Fukumoto as “ku no sabi” ( 
), a clause found in the
Kyoraish , meaning “sabi of a verse”. Fukumoto 1973, pp. 91, 112, 132.
119
It would be tempting to enter into an etymological discussion here. I have deliberately
refrained, since I have realized that it would lack any relevance. (I have actually erased a
discussion on this subject that was entered at this point.) Whatever origins the words sabi and
sabishi have, this is a matter that goes back thousands of years before Bash and has nothing
to do with his or his contemporaries’ understanding. The only matter that counts here is that,
in the Edo-period, sabi and sabishi, in ordinary use, were distinct words, but that they were
often united into a single concept when poetics was discussed. And it was sabi that was used
in a more comprehensive manner; sabishi was never used to designate something concrete
like rust.
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Perhaps the definition made by Kuriyama Riichi is most to the point: “The
essence of sabi indicates the material change from the thing or state that has
existed until now, into a separate thing or state”.120
Sabi in this sense is usually written with characters different from the
common loneliness-character ( ). At least two of Bash ’s disciples, two
disciples with very different ideals and personalities, Kikaku and Shik , use
characters related to iron and rust even when they write about poetics.121 (It
may be noted here that sabi as a concept was often spelled with the phonetic
kana script.) In Kikaku’s Z dansh we find sabi written with a character for
“flatiron” or “cobalt blue” ( ). An example in which this character is used
is found in the following verse-link (the last word in the second verse is written with this character):





Moving clouds of the country of Nagato; autumn departing
Yukugumo no Nagato no kuni o aki tachite

Shad

Does it decay by the dew, the sword’s rust?
Tsuyu ni kuchikemu hitokoshi no sabi (38)

Shiry

The meaning of the word here is just ordinary rust, but it is also possible to
find a more aesthetic sense in the connection to the autumn scene and travel
theme of the first verse. Both the autumn and the traveller are departing and
create the loneliness of a different kind of sabi, which here interacts with the
material kind.
Shik frequently uses the common character for “rust” ( ), but, as will
be seen presently, this word has a much broader meaning than in English. To
understand its different nuances, a few examples will be necessary. In a
hokku by Bonch (in the Sarumino collection) the meaning is ordinary rust.



A razor; rusty overnight – endless summer rain
Kamisori ya ichiya ni sabite satsukiame (39)

Here, sabi is written in yet another way. In this case two ideographs are
combined to designate the word.122 According to the commentary by K da
Rohan on this poem, the word is actually miswritten:
should be
.
Literally this means the “energy of metal”, or even “the semen of metal”.
Rohan writes that this combination of characters was sometimes used in the
Edo period to express “rust”, but it is hardly found in modern dictionaries.
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This is quite common practice in Japanese. Although every kanji ideograph has its own
reading, or readings, which are normally based on the original Chinese pronunciation, many
such kanji, or combination of kanji, may be associated with some relevant Japanese word, or
sometimes even loan-words, so that there will be no connection to the original pronunciation
of the character. Here two kanji are combined to create an expression for rust, and these two
kanji as a combined unit are then given the reading “sabi”.
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He puts forward an interesting hypothesis that they might express an idea
that some sort of living inner spirit of the metal causes the growth of rust on
the surface.123
The rusty sabi sometimes carries a meaning of reddish colour, as in a
hokku by Ransetsu:
Water’s sound, and rusty sweetfish! – mountain parish
Mizuoto mo ayu sabikeri na yamazato wa (40)

This ayu, a silvery fresh-water fish, gets red spots on its sides when it goes
downstream in autumn. In this poem even the water’s sound is coloured by
the sabi quality. Water is actually one of those things that in Japanese can
become “rusty”, although in this case another translation will be more suitable. Fukumoto’s definition is that the water becomes still and turbid.124 Perhaps a translation as rotten or impure is even better. Two hokku examples
may illustrate this meaning:125
Water is musty – the green skeleton of a firefly
Mizu sabite gaikotsu aoki hotaru kana (41)

Tokoku

Evening moon – the lotus is withered; turbid water
Yoizuki ya hachisu wa karete mizu no sabi (42)

Y ka

In the first example sabi is written with phonetic script, in the second with
the common character for “rust”. Yet another meaning can be seen in a poem
by Masahide:
Both the sword and I grow rusty – winter seclusion
Wakizashi mo ware mo sabikeri fuyugomori (43)

In addition, one may also mention expressions such as okina-sabi
,
literally “old man-sabi”, and kami-sabi
, “deity-sabi”, where the suffix sabi carries a meaning of “becoming like” or “looking like”. These expressions may be used in a literal sense, “becoming like an old man”, “being
godlike”, but often the prefixed words more or less lose their literal meaning
and the words simply express ageing.126
There is only one poem in which Bash himself uses a word derived from
the same stem as sabi. He uses the verb sabu in its imperative form sabiyo.
This is a somewhat complicated poem, and needs an extensive commentary,
since it was written on a certain occasion as a greeting (aisatsu), and also
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refers to a personage from Japanese history.127 Bash , having recently returned from his long journey in northern Japan, stayed at the home of one of
his disciples, Y gen, a low-ranking Shinto priest employed at the great
shrine in Ise. This was in September 1689, and Y gen was at that time only
nineteen years old, and his wife was probably a few years younger. The
poem seems originally to have been written as a greeting to her, since one of
its versions has an appended dedication to “Y gen’s wife”. This version,
which is preserved in Bash ’s own handwriting, is the one that is probably
the easiest to understand for a modern reader:
Long ago, when the General Akechi [Mitsuhide] lived in poverty, he was in
great distress as he could not afford to hold a renga party. In secret his wife
cut her hair and turned it into money in preparation for the party. Extremely
moved by this act, Akechi said that he would let her ride in a palanquin for
fifty days, and soon it became as he had said.
Bash
Moon, begin to fade! I will tell about Akechi’s wife
Tsuki sabiyo Akechi ga tsuma no hanashi semu
To Master Y gen’s wife (44)

Akechi Mitsuhide (1528?-1582) was one of the generals serving under Oda
Nobunaga (1534-1582), the most powerful lord at the end of the Warring
States period. Today Mitsuhide is usually remembered as a traitor, since he
assassinated his own master. It seems, however, that he was much admired
in the Edo period, both as a soldier and as an accomplished renga poet.
Once we know the biographical setting, all the information we need to enjoy this poem is found in Bash ’s preface. When this poem was published
some two years later, the preface was slightly altered. A few words about
Bash ’s warm reception by Y gen and his wife was added, and the story of
Mitsuhide’s wife was made obscure, demanding more of the reader’s background knowledge of the old anecdote. Read as a greeting, Y gen’s young
wife makes Bash recall the story of Mitsuhide’s wife. An interpretation of
this poem would be to explain how the moon turning sabi interacts with the
desire to tell, or hear, the old story, but I will leave this question to the
reader. My investigation is concerned with the first two words of the hokku:
tsuki sabiyo, an appeal to the moon to turn into a state of sabi.
What does this mean, this moon withering? There are quite a few interpretations that state that Bash wants to see the moon shining more brightly
and clearly.128 In a historical context, however, such an interpretation seems
not to be valid. The argument proposed by Fukumoto, which I prefer to follow, is that it seems much more plausible that the sabi of the moon suggests
127

A very detailed explanation of this poem is made by Fukumoto in his most recent book on
sabi. My own discussion is mainly based on his text. Fukumoto 1995, pp. 129-142.
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the ariake, the moon at dawn.129 This association exists already in older poetics. Examples are found in the writings of Minamoto no Shunzei (11141204) and Shinkei (whom we met in an earlier chapter), and also in the Ruisensh haikai dictionary.130 One evident example from the haikai tradition is
a hokku by one Kosai, published in 1728:131
The moon grows fainter – dawning from the ume by the northern window
Tsuki sabite ume yori akuru kita no mado (45)

As I have interpreted the word sabi here, it is an expression of the visual
quality when the night sky gradually changes colour, the moon’s light becomes weaker and its contour gets blurred. If we understand it in this way, it
is a quality that is very similar to rustiness, ageing or muddiness of water. It
is a gradual change into something withered or even rough. I think, however,
that we should not understand a moon with sabi as synonymous with the
ariake moon, only that the moon at dawn gets a sabi flavour. Such a flavour
may be formed under other circumstances, as when the moon is seen through
a haze, or through clouds, and this connects this sabi with the kind of aestheticism that is found in the famous 137th chapter of the Tsurezuregusa:132
Are we to look at cherry blossom only in full bloom, the moon only when it
is cloudless? To long for the moon while looking on the rain, to lower the
blinds and be unaware of the passing of the spring – these are even more
deeply moving. Branches about to blossom or gardens strewn with faded
flowers are worthier of our admiration. (46)

And a few lines further down, the moon at dawn is also mentioned:133
The moon that appears close to dawn after we have long waited for it moves
us more profoundly than the full moon shining cloudless over a thousand
leagues. And how incomparably lovely is the moon, almost greenish in its
light, when seen through the tops of the cedars deep in the mountains, or
when it hides for a moment behind clustering clouds during a sudden
shower! (47)

This is a kind of aesthetics that has been named “the aesthetics of imperfection and insufficiency”.134 No doubt we find much of the origin of sabi here.
It is also important to note that there are two quite different attitudes described. On the one hand, we have a straightforward desire to directly enjoy
129
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the imperfect (actually to look for beauty in everything, which points towards Buson’s aesthetics), on the other hand, there is a longing for something that is unfulfilled, and where the effect becomes even greater once it is
fulfilled.135 The first attitude corresponds more or less to an enjoyment of the
material kind of sabi, but the second attitude seems slightly different from
sabi in Bash ’s poetics. As we will see in the next section, the sabi of the
heart is related to longing and loneliness, feelings of insufficiency, but the
attitude of Bash seems basically to savour those feelings as such, not to
search for their fulfilment.
2.1.2. Sabi of the Heart

In contrast to this material sabi, the more subjective “sabi of the heart” is
normally written with characters meaning lonely, longing, desolate or quiet
(
). The character most often used in modern writing ( ) is one of
these, outside the discussion of poetics normally used for the adjective
sabishi (sabishii in modern Japanese), but among Bash ’s disciples there
seems to be only one person using this character. It is in a hokku by J s
supposedly composed before Bash ’s grave:136





Loneliness of the world that were! – as it is; the frosty stone
Arishi yo no sabi yo - sono mama shimo no ishi (48)

When Bash himself uses this character it always designates the adjective,
and the question arises whether sabi and sabishi in Bash ’s mind were
thought of as being the same thing. In modern writing, the unity of the sabisabishi concepts is never questioned, and Fukumoto is no exception, although he stresses the necessity to investigate the relationship between these
two words.
It would be tempting to simply define the “sabi of the heart” as synonymous with sabishi, lonely, forlorn and longing, but there is a danger, I think,
that this is just a modern understanding. As we will see in the next section,
there is some indication that, already in the Edo period, there existed a popular belief that sabi was identical to sabishi, but we will also see that Kyorai,
a leading theorist of the day, dismissed this view as a misunderstanding.
In this section we will study a few texts in which Bash uses sabishi, and
we will see that this word is used in a very special way. Identifying the logic
behind this use, we will perhaps find one answer to the question of how sabi
and sabishi may be related.
The first example is a hokku written soon after Bash ’s long journey to
the north in 1689. It is completely dominated by adjectives, which is uncommon in haikai.
135
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In the country of Ise, on Nagashima Island, I lodged two nights at the temple
Daichiin
Let this tormented self feel the depths of loneliness – autumn temple!
Ukiware o sabishigarase yo aki no tera (49)

Kon Eiz , in his commentary on this poem, makes the following paraphrase
of its words:
Surrounded by the dusk of late autumn, an all-permeating loneliness drifts
about this temple. My self, harbouring gloom in the heart, desires to reach an
137
even deeper state of sabi, within this loneliness.

The point Kon makes here is that the negative feelings are sought for, and
transformed into an aesthetic ideal. This poem exists in a later version, as a
summer poem written during Bash ’s stay in the Rakushisha, Kyorai’s modest country house in western Kyoto. It is found in the Saga nikki:138
Let this tormented self feel the depths of loneliness – singing cuckoo!
Ukiware o sabishigarase yo kankodori (50)

At first sight, this poem, as well as the previous one, may look depressed and
negative, but if we read the line preceding this second poem we realise that
this is not what this text is about:
There is nothing as pleasant as living alone. The hermit Ch sh said: “When
the guest gets a half day of stillness, the host loses a half day of stillness”.
Sod was always deeply touched by these words. (51)

This loneliness and distress actually implies something positive, in spite of
these words’ negative associations in common speech. The same is true of
another poem from the travel record Oku no Hosomichi:139
On the beach among a few fishermen’s huts, there was a humble Hokke temple. We drank tea there and warmed sake, and the loneliness of evening was
filled with emotion
Loneliness – surpassing Suma; beach of autumn
Sabishisa ya Suma ni kachitaru hama no aki (52)

Suma is a place along the coast northwest of Osaka, famous for its beautiful
beach. In a poem like this we can clearly see that the loneliness has a strong
positive value. Bash here uses the word almost too much, twice, first in the
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prose and then as the subject for the poem, but it is precisely this sabishisa
that makes this unknown beach, somewhere by the Japan Sea, surpass Suma.
This idea of making what is basically negative into something positive
and beautiful is found in different situations and expressed with different
words. The phenomenal sabi discussed earlier is, of course, a concept
formed by the same kind of logic; decay, which is really something negative,
becomes an aesthetic ideal. Students of the tea ceremony will recognise the
same logic at work in the wabi
concept, the ideal of poverty. Even an
expression like ukiware
, “my tormented self”, in the poems
quoted above seems to be more positive than negative. This adjective ushi
(here in the attributive form uki), carrying meanings like unhappy, miserable or wretched, is also used in an expression towards the end of the Oku no
hosomichi. Bash again leaving, talks about tabi no monousa
(usa here is the substantive form of ushi) “the wretchedness of travelling”,
an experience he actually very positively strove for.140
The same idea is most clearly expressed in a short piece of prose that
Bash wrote as a farewell gift to one of his disciples, Kyoriku, who was
leaving for his home town. Bash writes about how, since ancient times,
people with sensitivity for poetry, have suffered all the hardships of travelling, and through this have come to “rejoice at the knowledge of the truth of
things”. He ends the text with a poem, urging his young follower:141


  







Follow the example of the wretched traveller – flies of Kiso
Ukibito no tabi ni mo narae Kiso no hae (53)

Again we meet the adjective uki in the beginning. Kiso is the name of the
road travelling westward from Edo.
Whatever pain and suffering we experience, it gives us a deeper insight
into the “truth of things”, and hence it becomes a source of happiness; this is
the straightforward explanation Bash offers. He does not mention sabi or
sabishi in this text, but it is probably the most lucid statement of a sabi theory we have in Bash ’s own writing. It gives us a hint of the meaning of the
tension between the positive and the negative, the compatibility of suffering
and rejoicing that we have repeatedly been able to recognise in connection
with “sabi of the heart”. It is here, I think, that we find a unity between this
kind of sabi and the rusty, decayed sabi discussed in the previous section. To
find enjoyment in the unpleasant is very much like the idea of finding beauty
in something that normally is considered old and dirty. In both cases, this is
an act of going outside the established values of society, an act that will demand a creative search for the unknown, which might well be described as a
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search for the “truth of things”. We will, however, have to wait for a further
discussion of such a theory of creativity until the next chapter.
In addition, it should be noted that Bash ’s argument above is not a discussion of poetics; it is an expression of a general philosophy of life. The
views of sabi within the poetics of the Bash tradition will be discussed in
the following section.
2.1.3. Sabi in Poetics

In the previous section we found several indications of an aesthetic principle
maintained within the Sh mon, based on the appreciation of the positive
values of what is commonly regarded as negative. With this we have actually
already entered into the discussion of sabi in poetics, the third category. Our
knowledge of this category is solely based on the writings of Bash ’s disciples.142 However, even in such secondhand material only one single word by
Bash discussing sabi has been preserved; it is recorded in the Kyoraish , in
a dialogue between Kyorai and a disciple:
YAMEI: What kind of thing is the sabi of a poem?
KYORAI: Sabi is the colour of a poem. It does not mean a tranquil poem.
For example, it’s like an old man wearing armour and struggling in the battlefield; it’s like having the appearance of old age, in spite of being at a banquet
and dressed in embroidered brocade. It is found in both lively and quiet poems. Now an example:
Hanamori ya shiroki kashira no tsukiawase

Kyorai
143

The old master said: “The sabi colour shows well. I’m delighted.” (54)

Here sabi is written in phonetic kana script. The expression sabi colour is
sabi-iro in Japanese, where iro , colour, is written with an ideograph.
This poem by Kyorai exists in a few translations in English, and they may
well illustrate the difficulty of finding an intelligible interpretation of it. I
will quote some of them, first a very free and heavy version in four lines. It
is by Nobuyuki Yuasa:



Under the cherry
Flower guards have assembled
To chatter144
Their hoary heads together.
142

Although modern scholarship, almost without exception, treats all secondhand quotations
of Bash ’s statements as if they really were his original words, sources like the Kyoraish are
probably not very reliable on this point. No systematic research has been done on this matter,
and I have neither time nor space to do it here, but my general impression is that there are
many doubtful passages in these texts. Even a single author like Kyorai may retell a certain
anecdote very differently in different works. This is, however, not really a problem for the
present investigation, as its aim is to discuss the tradition that evolved within the Sh mon,
rather than to search for the original thought of Bash .
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The next is by Esperanza Ramirez-Christensen. It is almost as free, interpreting the poem as coloured “by the humorous flavor of haikai”:145
The flower warden –
drawn to his charges joins
146
his white-haired crown.

Again another becomes more violent:
cherry blossom guardians
their white heads
147
bumping together

This is by Haruo Shirane, who also offers us a more detailed interpretation:
Although the physical body of the old man who dresses in armor or wears a
colorful uniform at a banquet may be completely hidden, the observer can
still sense the figure of the old man. Sabi is suggested in the “complexion” of
the verse, as opposed to the conception, diction, or subject matter. In the
hokku by Kyorai, cherry blossoms imply brilliance, fragrance, and splendor,
but the image of the elderly guardians huddled together, their white heads
148
bumping, suggests the loneliness of old age.

In this interpretation, Shirane not only refers to the passage in the Kyoraish ,
he also uses words from a passage in the Haikai mond , which I will discuss
below. “Conception, diction, or subject matter” are shuk
, kotoba ,
and utsuwa
in Japanese. I will render these words as “design”, “words”
and “devices” to make them fit in better with the terminology of haikai discussed in Part two of this dissertation. They are, however, undefined by Kyorai, and might thereby be translated in a number of ways, depending on the
translator'
s preferences.
Closer to the original, but still rather more circumstantial, is the translation of Kyorai’s hokku presented by the research team of the Nippon Gakujutsu Shink kai:

 



Under the cherry-blossoms
The guardians of the trees
149
Lay their white heads together.

It is accompanied by the explanation:
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What one feels from the poem is something lonesome and desolate suggested
150
by the picture of the old men under the cherry-trees in bloom.

Similar interpretations are to be found in Japanese, but here I will discuss the
completely different reading made by Fukumoto, a reading that, to me at
least, explains much better the quality of this poem. In his reading, the focus
of the poem lies in the last word, tsukiawase
. It is clear from a
letter Kyorai wrote to Bash in 1694 that precisely this wording was very
important to him. The poem was published this year, ending wrongly with
the word sashiawase
, and Kyorai is eager to tell Bash that this
was not the way he had intended the poem.151 The difference between these
two words is not very great, but in haikai, nuances are always important.
Sashiawase would mean something like “join” in one of the translations
above, or that the heads are just put forward “together”. Tsukiawase carries a
meaning that involves direct touching, although “bumping” in Shirane’s
rendering seems a little exaggerated. “Lay their white heads together” is
better, or perhaps something like “their white heads leaning together”. The
point here is that it is possible to read this poem as a picture of, not an old
man, not of several old men, but of an old couple sitting quietly with their
heads together. This reading by Fukumoto is based on the assumption that
this poem alludes to a scene from the n play Arashiyama, in which the main
actors encounter an old couple of flower wardens, actually gods living in the
mountains, where the cherry-trees are in full bloom.152
What makes this interpretation more interesting is the clash between a
scene that would normally depict a couple of young lovers, but actually depicts old people. I do not believe that the quality of sabi can simply be explained as “the loneliness of old age”. As in the case with the old warrior, or
the aged person attending a banquet, it is again possible to recognise the
tension between opposites, very similar to the one we encountered earlier,
when discussing negative words which gained an implicit positive value. It
is this tension or dissonance, or whatever we want to call it, which gives the
poems their force, which gives them something extra.
To further deepen this discussion I will also mention the reading proposed
by Komiya Toyotaka. He makes a slightly different, but in its own way illuminating interpretation. Although he is honest enough to confess that he
cannot explain why this poem should be regarded as a model expression of
sabi, he finds a way to read it that explores the tension within the scene. First
he notes that this poem, when it was included in the Arano (Wilderness)
collection from 1689, was placed under the category “flower” (hana), which
mostly refers to flowering cherries. It does not, however, place the wealth of
flowering cherries in the foreground; it places these gorgeous flowers in the
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background and puts its focus on two old flower wardens, sitting below the
trees, joining their heads while talking secretly about something. What Kyorai wants to express is not the gaudy and flowery world that surrounds the
picture, but the quiet and lonely world, which harbours a little warmth.153
Komiya’s idea is that Bash ’s praise of this poem was due to its way of
focussing on the subdued warmth of the small world inside the loud and
flashy surrounding world. It is a kind of inner mood which may come out of
a poem, even if its surface looks showy and boisterous.
Returning to Kyorai, we may note that he, and presumably Bash himself,
talks about sabi as the colour of the poem. Kyorai is also very positive about
the fact that sabi can be found in lively as well as in quiet poems. Sabi does
(quietness,
not imply a tranquil poem. The word Kyorai uses is kanjaku
tranquillity), a compound word using as its second character the one normally used to express sabishi. His rejection of the similarity between sabi
and kanjaku would imply that sabi is something more comprehensive and
general than a specific mood like tranquillity or loneliness.
Kyorai is even more explicit about this in the Haikai mond , a dialogue or
exchange of letters between him and Kyoriku. In this dialogue Kyorai repeatedly uses sabi and shiori in close connection. Shiori, with its parched
and withered meaning, will be treated in some detail below. It is not very
different from sabi, but has a special position in his theory:



Talking about sabi is different from talking about lonely poems. What is
named shiori cannot be described as the pathos of the design, words, and devices. Shiori is not the same as a poem with pathos. It is just rooted inside
and appearing outside. It is difficult to explain this distinction in speech and
writing. If I am forced to say anything about this, I would say that sabi is in
154
the colour of the poem and shiori is in the overtones of the poem. (55)

He also insists that Bash ’s poems can be of almost any kind:
They can be said to have one thousand appearances and ten thousand forms,
but there are no poems without sabi-shiori. Take the poems of the former
master and study them closely. They are the proofs that they are not made by
155
the loneliness and pathos of the design, the words and the utensils. (56)

It becomes very clear here that to Kyorai sabi and loneliness are not synonymous. In the same manner shiori is described as distinct from pathos.
The words I have translated as pathos here are airen (
) and ren ( ) in
Japanese. These are words that are close to concept of aware (in fact, the
character for ren might as well be pronounced aware), which had been used
since the Heian period to designate an intense emotional experience of art.
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Both sabi and shiori should thus be understood as comprehensive aesthetic
ideals that still refer to some specific aspect of a poem’s expression. The
difference here between colour and overtones may help to explain something. The words Kyorai uses to show this difference are iro, colour, and
yosei, overtone, aftertaste or suggestiveness, the feeling reverberating after
our reading. The question, then, is which the difference is between these
two.
My suggestion is that “colour” is related to the more concrete and actual
situation, the direct impact of a poem, and that “overtone” is more a matter
of the suggestiveness of a poem, an emotional effect that grows out of a
more reflective and associative process of interpretation, or perhaps some
sort of recollection. If, for instance, we speak about the colour and the overtones of a painting, such a distinction might be possible, granted that this is
mainly a matter of emphasis in different directions. Even if we look once
more at the basic meanings of sabi and shiori, we actually find a similar
difference. “Rust” versus “withering” becomes a material “state” versus a
“process”. However, Kyorai himself was very reluctant to discuss the matter
and, unless we find more explicit writing on it, any effort to make a more
precise definition than his will only be an expression of our own views of the
matter. Sometimes I also get the impression that Kyorai, as well as other
writers, deliberately tries to mystify the argument. This may have been motivated by a desire to avoid all too simple interpretations of sabi and shiori,
and what he says is perhaps that it is not enough to make a superficial poem
with a lonely theme, that loneliness or some aware kind of conventional
sentimentality by itself does not make good poetry.
The above discussion has mainly been based on Kyorai’s theories. It will
be necessary to quote a few other writers on this subject to get a broader
picture of how sabi, and also shiori, was discussed among Bash ’s disciples.
In the Sanz shi by Doh we find no words by Bash on sabi, but Doh himself makes an interesting comment on a renku verse from the so-called ashtub kasen in the Sarumino anthology:156
The winter sky has become rough – northern blast
Fuyuzora no are ni naritaru kitaoroshi
Placing the night-light to become a feast on a journey
Tabi no chis ni ariakeshi oku
In the word “feast” there is sabi. He links [a verse] adding the sabi of an inn,
to the shiori of the heart in the words: “has become rough”. (57)

The first verse is by Bonch and the second by Bash . As in Kyorai’s works,
sabi, and shiori, are written with phonetic script. The wording is very important. According to Doh the word chis
(feast, treat) has sabi, but it is
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hardly a question of the word in isolation, rather its function within the context. One may agree with Kuriyama, who writes about this passage that
“counting something like a night-light as a feast is not the ordinary case”.157
Even simple things like a clean room, a hot bath and delicious food would be
more close at hand, but here it is only this faint light, placed in a corner of
the room before going to sleep. Sabi here may be understood as a traveller’s
feelings toward the consideration of the host, the loneliness of the single
light under the stormy skies, or as a detail giving a hint of how poor this
place actually is, where nothing but the night-light becomes a feast. At the
same time it is important to note that here once again there is this inner tension in the poem, this dissonance between the central word and its context,
very similar to the one we found in other situations where sabi was discussed. It is also possible to recognise the special difference between sabi
and shiori we found earlier. Sabi here is the expression emanating from the
present situation, the sudden impact of enjoyment from such a trivial thing as
the night-light, while shiori becomes something felt from recollecting a
process, the sky that has become rough and stormy.
In Shik ’s writings on haikai we find no distinct sabi theory, but he mentions the concept repeatedly as one of “the three essentials” of haikai. This
theory of “the three” is found in the Zoku goron, in the Haikai j ron and in
the Chinj no hy . The theory in itself differs slightly between these works.
Somewhat simplified these three may be translated as taste, humorousness
and loneliness. Shik uses sabi and sabishi more or less interchangeably. In
that respect he is different from Kyorai, but the poem he repeatedly mentions
in connection with sabi is again constructed by the same logic as those already studied:
Who’s there, dressed in a mat – flowery spring
Komo o kite tarebito imasu hana no haru (58)

Shik never quotes this poem. He only mentions that “in figured silk brocade, one doesn’t forget the man dressed in a mat” (Chinj no hy ), or “even
if one dresses in a thousand layers of figured silk, one doesn’t forget the sabi
of one single mat” (Haikai j ron). The tension, or simultaneous interaction,
between the flowery and gorgeous, and a strange and eccentric beggar, may
be understood as creating an effect reminiscent of Kyorai’s flower warden
poem.
A more detailed discussion by Shik is found in the Zoku goron. It is an
interpretation of the following Bash poem:
Pine of the golden screen; how old it is! – winter seclusion
Kinby no matsu no furusa yo fuyugomori (59)
157
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Shik ’s commentary is rather lengthy. The main part is as follows:
A golden screen is warm; a silver screen is cool. This is, on its own, the true
essence of gold and silver screens. However, if people [just] understand the
oldness of the pine on the golden screen to make good winter seclusion, one
must say they know refinement in a partial manner. It is not good to put up a
golden screen under the burning sky of June, shining on people’s faces. Such
a room will be of someone who has sunk to have no knowledge of things.
This is because the warmth and coolness of gold and silver screens is not just
something discovered by people of today. It is their true essence bestowed by
heaven and earth. Those who do not know this should really be named ignorant. But the true essence appearing out of a gold screen, a silver screen,
would suggest the vast thousand-mat hall of a cultured noble family. Since it
is told as “how old the pine!” is it perhaps to be understood as the winter seclusion in the six-mat Bash -an; [a screen with] faded [colours], and off its
hinges? This is certainly the truth of lonely refinement. The warmth of the
gold screen is the thing’s essence. Saying “how old the pine!” must be called
158
the refined sabi of twenty years of efforts. (60)

Bash -an was Bash ’s small hut in Fukagawa outside Edo. The clause “the
twenty years of efforts” probably refers to the time Bash needed to reach
mastery of sabi in his art.
, meaning something like “true
Shik repeatedly uses the word honj
essence”, which here is the warmth of a gold screen, and also its luxurious
connotations. And this becomes combined with the old picture of the pine,
which gives connotations to a worn-out and half-broken screen in Bash ’s
simple hut, and this, if I understand him rightly, creates this truth of lonely
refinement, f ga no sabishiki jitsu
. In spite of the fact that
Shik also talks about lonely refinement, the main subject here is clearly of a
material quality. (The word f ga is actually quite problematic, and one of
Bash ’s favourite concepts, especially in the combination f ga no makoto
, the “truth of refinement”. It is usually used in the sense of elegance,
or refinement, but in poetics it often functions in the same way as “art”.)
A somewhat different discussion of sabi is found in Kikaku’s Z dansh .
This Z dansh is a collection of short prose sketches (haibun) and poetry.
Published in 1692, it is a rather early work written by a disciple of Bash .
The text in question is a commentary on a verse by Bash from the in-thetown kasen, found in the Sarumino:
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So many diverse kinds of love I made
Samazama ni hin kawaritaru koi o shite

Bonch

At the end of this world we are all Komachi
Ukiyo no hate wa mina Komachi nari (61)

Bash

Zoku goron, p. 186.
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“Komachi” is usually understood as Ono no Komachi, the beautiful poetess
of the early Heian period, whose life, according to the legend, ended in poverty. Kikaku’s commentary runs:
The mode of sabi in this verse moves away from the composition, extending
over the change day after day, transfers to the short time of human life, and
where it answers to the situation formed by the old master’s weakening sick159
ness, it is certainly made with care. (62)

A sabi expressed in this manner is obviously more a matter of the heart and
not a material quality. The idea of change and decay continuing over time is
still there, however, showing the complexity of this concept. Kikaku’s point
is also that the sabi quality here is not only a matter of the specific contents
of the verse. It concerns not only Ono no Komachi, but also the fate of mankind in general, and Bash ’s own condition. This universality of this quality
makes it into an abstraction, which connects it to colour in yet another way,
since colour typically is an abstraction. But perhaps this is trivial; any aesthetic concept will be an abstraction, and this does not make sabi different
from shiori, or other similar concepts. It is likely that Kikaku’s view of sabi
was different from, for instance, the one expressed by Kyorai, and the latter’s distinction between colour and aftertaste may just be one way to describe these concepts. It must be stressed that most of the texts studied above
are not to be understood as exhaustive theories of sabi. They only discuss the
concept partially and when we find a more thorough argument, as in Kyorai’s writing, it is not very precise.

2.2. The Shiori Concept
The concept shiori that was repeatedly mentioned in connection with sabi is
normally described as being as important as the latter. There is not much
written about shiori and I have discussed some of its characteristics already.
As explained previously, its basic meaning is “withering”, but there is in fact
another possible reading. In classical writing, shiori can be spelled either
shihori
or shiwori
. The meaning of “withering,” or “becoming parched and dry” is expressed by the spelling shiwori, and this spelling is
the most common in texts from the eighteenth century. By this time this
meaning seems to have been established. In texts contemporary with Bash
however, the common spelling is “shihori”, and this word has the very opposite meaning of “becoming moist”. Since there were no strict rules of spelling at that time, wrongly spelled words are often encountered in contemporary writing, and modern scholars usually insist that Bash and his disciples
actually meant “withering” in spite of their way of spelling the word. 160
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When the word is read in context, not discussing poetics, this meaning is the
most obvious.
There is an opposing theory by Konishi Jin’ichi, based on an investigation
of medieval poetry and the theory of the n -drama, especially the writings of
Zeami.161 In these texts shiori is used to designate a quality like the extra
lustre of a flower when it gets moist with dew or rain. This is a distinctly
positive quality, not like most of Bash ’s other concepts, which are generally
negative. It is true that Bash was interested in medieval poetics and was
probably acquainted with Zeami’s theories, but we do not know if he borrowed anything from them. Konishi’s suggestion may be interesting, but it
remains an untested, speculative hypothesis. To understand Bash ’s use of
words, studying how these words were used in their own time, as, for instance, Fukumoto does, seems a more reliable method. Still, there is no
really detailed discussion of the shiori concept in our Edo period source material. The association of shiori with aware, and its rejection, in the Haikai
mond was mentioned above. To find a direct discussion on shiori, we must
once again read the pages of the Kyoraish . Kyorai’s two lines on shiori
read:162
Shiori is not a poem with aware.
/…/
Shiori is in the shape of the poem. (63)

The first line is in concord with what we encountered earlier. We may recall
here that what Kyorai stated in the Haikai mond was precisely this: shiori is
not aware. The second line, however, will give us some trouble, since his
statement in the Haikai mond defined shiori as being in the overtones of a
poem, and as rooted inside and appearing outside. To make the above definition compatible with the one in the Haikai mond we will have to understand
shiori as something emanating from the shape of a poem, but then it is not in
the shape, as stated here. Actually I find the whole matter contradictory and
of little help for our understanding.
To give a concrete example, Kyorai quotes a poem by Kyoriku which
Bash had once commented upon, plainly stating that it expressed shiori.
The poem runs:
Even the ten dumplings have become small grain – autumn wind
T dago mo kotsubu ni narinu aki no kaze (64)

This poem is about a place called Utsu-no-Yama, a mountain pass where
these famous dumplings were sold to travellers passing by. The poem is
161
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probably an expression of the sudden awareness of the passing of time, remembering how these dumplings looked when we crossed the mountains
once before, and the interaction of this feeling with the autumn wind.
The reading of this poem proposed by Komiya covers the whole scope of
its expression well. He notes the discovery of a detail: the dumplings have
become small; the minuteness of the observation is praiseworthy. But this is
not only a depiction of these dumplings; it is also the discovery of the decline of the place, and the fate of the people living there. It is not only a discovery of exterior matters but recognition of the deep implications these
carry with them.163 What Bash named shiori, he writes, was not the surface
but the special movement in the heart of the author.164 Kyorai, however, does
not even explain so much:
Generally, matters like sabi, kurai, hosomi and shiori are difficult to explain
in speech and writing. I solely offer some poems, commented upon by the
late master. That’s all. The rest must be inferred. (65)

2.3. A Last Reflection on Bash ’s Sabi-Shiori
There is, however, another way of entering into Bash ’s theories, a possibility that is never mentioned by scholars in this field. When reading about
statements made by Bash , one gets the impression that he was extremely
fond of creating concepts. About thirty different words, if not more, are used
by him and his disciples to designate different important qualities in haikai
poetry. The most common way to treat these words is, as in Kyorai’s works,
to take them one by one and discuss them as if they were independent concepts, filled with profound meaning. This may be the right way to discuss
them, but in some cases one may argue that they are used with a different
purpose. In connection with sabi, we find one interesting example in the
Yamanaka mond by Hokushi:
Do not forget that there is something called refinement in poetry and prose.
What we call sabi, shiori, hosomi and shiorashiki is refinement. If one is not
careful about this, a poem in plain language will become a simple banality, or
it will be boneless, or boorish and vulgar, and falling down into [pure] reason, haikai renga will lose its true meaning. Regarding the way [of haikai]
165
this [insight] will be extremely important. (66)

This is introduced as a quotation of Bash ’s words. The essential quality of
haikai is expressed with four different words. We are already familiar with
sabi and shiori, but here we also find hosomi
(slenderness), and shiorashiki
(gentleness). Is Bash talking about four different quali-
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ties, four different concepts? That is, as noted, the usual interpretation of
statements like this one, but is it not more plausible to understand Bash as
expressing a subtle quality that lies somewhere in between these four words?
If we have a difficult concept that is almost impossible to explain, we do not
usually use one single word to describe its characteristics. We use several
words and describe it from different angles. An understanding then arises
from a totality, and if this is Bash ’s intention here, we have to read him in a
manner different from what is usual. Then sabi is only a part, or one aspect,
of something greater, which perhaps must be understood as a more general
approach towards art. This topic, however, is in the first place a matter of
interest for someone searching for the original thought of Bash , and that is
not really the aim of the present investigation. Here the focus lies precisely
on the discussion that developed after Bash , with the aim of giving a background picture to the writings of Buson.

2.4. Buson’s Thoughts about Sabi
The view that Bash ’s aesthetics was mainly based on the ideal of sabi or
sabi-shiori seems to have been fairly well established in the eighteenth century. These concepts were, as we have seen, very important in the discussions among Bash ’s disciples, but in the eighteenth century they were
sometimes used as a kind of motto for the “right” style. The originally separate words sabi and shiori were often used in close connection as a single
word. It even appeared as the title of a few treatises on haikai, the Sabishiori
by Ichion (published in 1776) and the Haikai sabishiori by Shirao (written in
the An’ei era, 1772-1781, but first published in 1812).
Since my main concern here is the haikai of the Buson group, I will limit
my discussion to a few works by Buson himself. Takai Kit , the most prolific writer of theoretical works within the Buson group, never wrote about
sabi-shiori, but Buson seems to have had a peculiar interest in this ideal,
although he seldom discussed its meaning.
The earliest work, actually rather late in his career, in which Buson mentions something that is related to these concepts is the preface he wrote to the
Taigi kusen, the selection of Taigi’s hokku published in 1772. The word
used in this text is sabishimi, the substantive form of sabishi, lonely, but it is
not Buson who speaks here, it is Taigi who is quoted.
Taigi once muttered: more than the spicy pickles of Nara, the tea of Nara, is
indeed the sabishimi of haikai. (67)166

Narazuke
, the Nara pickles, has a very strong flavour, and is rather
heavily drenched in alcohol. Naracha
, the tea of Nara, may here
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mean just tea produced in the area, perhaps the coarse bancha
that is
typical here, or the nara-chameshi
, a simple rice dish, cooked in
tea with beans and chestnuts, which has nothing but a subtle flavour. This
simple food that needs careful tasting to be appreciated may be likened to
sabishimi and is put in contrast to the very strong tasting Nara-pickles. We
may note that, at least to some extent, there is a reference to the material and
tangible quality of this concept, although the word used is the non-material
sabishi.
The next time Buson wrote about sabi-shiori is two years later (1774) in
the preface to the renku collection Mukashi o ima (The Past as Now). This
preface will be discussed more thoroughly in connection with the fuekiry k theory in a later chapter.167 What is interesting to note here is that Buson first tells us that, when teaching his disciples, he does not guide them in
the style of his own deceased master S a, but instructs them to “follow only
the sabi-shiori of Bash and restore [haikai] to the past” (68), that is, to revive the original style of Bash . A few lines further on, however, he states
that the renku in this collection will “depart from this sabi-shiori and instead
imitate the tone of old S a” (69).168
In this text sabi-shiori becomes more or less synonymous with the style
of Bash . Buson directs his own disciples to follow these ideals of Bash ,
but then in actual practice he and his disciples do not follow them at all. It
becomes rather ambivalent, and some scholars actually prefer to cut the text,
so that it seems to express nothing but a desire to follow the sabi-shiori of
Bash .169
If we compare this text with other texts by Buson, we will however realise that rhetoric of this kind, first making a definite statement and then denying it, is rather common. We encounter it now and then in his letters when he
discusses poetry, but the most obvious example is the preface to a collection
of seasonal words called Haidai seimei from 1782. Here he first states that
one “must not break the rules” of haikai, but then directly adds that at times
“one makes it a rule to break these rules.”170 It often seems that there is no
single truth to be found in Buson’s texts and we need to be very careful
when reading them, not ignoring that they sometimes end in a conclusion
that directly contradicts what has been their starting point.
A text that is troublesome in this way is the preface Buson wrote to the
above-mentioned work Sabishiori by Ichion. It is the only text in which he
comments on the meaning of sabi-shiori, which still does not become very
clear.
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As the way of haikai has become divided into thousand [paths], simple men,
being in the dark, will not be able to untwine the many-coloured web, and
like an angler’s float, when wind and waves are wild, there is much that will
171
be swallowed by the sea and not reach an understanding. In the midst of
[this confusion] the old man Bash said, so it is believed, that even if the
words are close to the vulgar, the heart must rise to enlightenment. This is a
consistent teaching, and so it is a firm statement for all ages. But without insight into what is called sabi-shiori, it will certainly be difficult to compose
poems, and that may be the reason he mentioned this matter [of sabi-shiori].
Truly, the inmost secrets of the Sh mon are captured in these words, and
there is probably nothing else one should search for. Common people only
understand sabi as loneliness and shiori as suppleness, but this seems to be
incorrect. It is difficult to explain with words, and should be taught by the
172
meaning. (70)

The last sentence may sound rather strange; it probably expresses a standpoint similar to Kyorai’s, that these matters cannot be put into words. To
teach something by the meaning suggests some sort of intuitive transmission
of knowledge. Such a statement is no doubt inspired by Zen-Buddhist jargon, and it recalls the modern concept of deep-learning; the point here is to
find a creative way to reach insight, not to learn a verbal statement by heart.
This text shows that sabi and shiori were important for Buson, and he
seems to have viewed these ideals as central in haikai. The thought that their
true meaning is more complex than what is commonly understood, that sabi
is not loneliness, is similar to what we found earlier in Kyorai’s works.
Ichion’s Sabishiori treatise actually begins with fairly extensive quotations
from the Haikai mond by Kyorai and Kyoriku, and Buson is probably hinting at this text in his preface.
We may easily understand Buson as someone advocating a return to
Bash ’s ideals, as would be suitable in a preface like this, but there are some
details in the text that disturb such a simple interpretation. What is striking
when reading the part of the text quoted here is the repeated use of presumptive inflections. We find -kemu, -niya, -ji and -n, and compared to other texts
by Buson this is exceptional. It is as if he tries to avoid being too definite in
his statements, constantly saying that things may “probably” be like this, still
leaving room for doubt.
The next peculiarity is that he uses the word “Sh mon”. Although this
word is usually translated as the Bash school, the great tradition that followed Bash ’s style, or sometimes the “right” school of haikai, in Buson’s
writings it usually takes on a somewhat different meaning. This Sh mon is
often used to name schools of haikai that were very active in the Bash revival movement; in Buson’s view, a kind of mainstream back-to-Bash
171
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movement, that he did not regard himself, or his group, to be a part of. In
fact, the word Sh mon often carries a derogatory nuance in his writing.173
The text thus becomes ambiguous. We do not get any clear picture of Buson’s attitude towards sabi-shiori. He appreciates their importance but suggests that there must be a free space beyond them. When he introduces
Bash ’s teaching, he describes it as being very large and inclusive. The ideal
of sabi-shiori seems to be more limited and narrow.
The statement: “even if the words are close to the vulgar, the heart must
rise to enlightenment” may be quoted from various sources. Literally, the
words say that the heart should “enjoy the rising single path”, a sentence
borrowed from Buddhist writing, which names the way to enlightenment. As
far as I have been able to determine, this expression entered for the first time
into haikai theory with the first clause of the Nij gokaj by Shik . In the
eighteenth century it was repeatedly used by theorists and Buson is probably
quoting from the contemporary discussion. The basic idea of the combination of the high and the low, the enlightened spirit and the commonplace
words, has its origin in Bash ’s teaching. Buson’s own theory of the worldly
and the unworldly is probably a development of this idea, and we may therefore presume that Buson was as interested in this part of Bash ’s aesthetics
as in the sabi-shiori ideal.
A more openly critical reference to sabi-shiori is found in Buson’s preface to the Yahanraku, a collection published for the New-Year of 1777.174 It
is actually the direct preface to the initial renku, a renku that not only consists of thirty-six verses but is also composed by thirty-six poets. The preface
is followed by Buson’s hokku.
The music of the Gion-festival
does not harmonise with the tone of the autumn wind.
The sabi-shiori of the Sh mon
should avoid this party celebrating the coming of spring.
Therefore will our haikai this day
follow the tone of the
youthful man from the east
(The sixth year of An’ei, first meeting)
Making a New-Year poem, the triumphant air of a haikai master
Saitan o shitarigao naru haikaishi (71)

Here again we have a reference, not to Bash , but to the Sh mon. The music
of the autumn wind is a piece from the ancient court music repertoire. It is
grave and serious and very different from the noisy music of the Gion festi173
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val in Kyoto. The pleasure of rejoicing the early springtime cannot be expressed with ideals like sabi and shiori. These are aesthetic ideals that are
too limited and not suitable to all occasions. Who the youthful man from the
east is is not clear. It may be that Buson means his old teacher Hajin, or perhaps Buson himself in his youth and the more exuberant haikai style of
Edo.175
It has been suggested that this preface does not express an attitude critical
to the Sh mon and the sabi-shiori ideal, but actually is written as an excuse
for the lack of seriousness in the following renku. This renku is unusually
humorous and crazy, which has made Makoto Ueda speculate about some
autobiographical reason:
Could Buson have been in a manic state of mind after his daughter’s wedding, or did he have too much to drink while celebrating the New Year? It
seems that he became aware of his own lapse later on, for he wrote a brief
apology and made it a preface to the kasen. “It seemed that the sabi and shiori
taught in the Bash school had better be avoided at a party celebrating the ar176
rival of spring,”…

As may be noted, Ueda’s translation is very different from my own, and may
indeed make Buson’s words sound like an apology. (Ueda has, in fact, confused subject and object in this sentence.) Although I do not agree with
Ueda’s reading, I still find it interesting as an example of a kind of scholarship in which Bash has become the norm. It may be useful to discuss it in
some detail, since this will help us to reflect on the context of this preface,
and its implications in a discussion of aesthetics. Is Buson making an apology here? Is it right to call his own aesthetic ideals a lapse?
In this renku there is only one verse by Buson, so whatever peculiarities it
may have, they are certainly shared by the group of poets assembled here.
Buson’s private affairs seem therefore not to be very useful as a basis for
interpretation. The context here is clearly different. This Yahanraku collection comprises one renku, a few hokku by different authors, three poems by
Buson, one long, free poem consisting of haikai elements, Chinese verse and
prose, one Chinese poem and finally one single hokku. These are all highly
original works that show a very conscious ambition to develop individual
forms of poetry. The first four lines of the preface quoted here are alternately
written in Japanese and Chinese. This use of two languages is probably made
as a reference to the mix of languages we find in the collection as a whole.
Internal references of this kind in works of haikai are so common that it is
not very likely that Buson wrote this preface without the rest of the collec175
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tion in mind. I think therefore, like the editors of the Buson Zensh , that the
first four lines are actually the preface to the whole collection and not only to
the renku. This makes it even more unlikely that this preface was meant as
an apology, and only a very forced reading would make such an interpretation possible. As noted, Ueda’s translation may sound like someone making
an excuse, but what Buson writes is that the sabi-shiori of the Sh mon,
should, or must, avoid the spring party: “Sh mon no sabi-shiori wa shunky
no seiseki o sakubeshi”. (The suffix beshi used here may, of course, be interpreted as having presumptive implications, but basically it is a rather strong
word that expresses what ought to be, what is right.)
If we understand the word Sh mon here, in the more negative sense, as
referring to those groups of poets that believed that they belonged to the
single right Bash tradition, the most plausible understanding of the text
must be that Buson declares that his group does not limit itself to the narrowness of the contemporary so-called Bash style, and stresses the freedom
of style among his own followers.177 It becomes a provocative declaration of
an original and independent style, and then there is no need to make excuses,
unless they are made ironically.
This argument by Buson is actually very similar to a discussion found in a
work by Isaoka Gant , one of Buson’s seniors among the disciples of S a. I
will quote from Gant ’s K ho haidan s k (Notes of a Talk on Haikai at
Hepu), written in 1764.
The school of Kikaku, concealed or flowering, boorish or antique, or new,
easy or hard, elegant and witty, it flows and changes so that there is nothing
that it does not obtain. The old man [Bash ] was the founder of the correct
style, an old Zen master in seclusion. Kikaku was the great master of the
prosperous grounds of the metropolis. His disciples were enjoying life, as
children of the wealthy. How could they be people voicing sabi-shiori? If
they would write quiet and refined poetry, they would be no true humans,
they would be empty [liars]. One always leaves it to the flow of nature. In the
end one thinks that defending the school of Shik and the like is narrow like
Hinayana Buddhism, and that the school of Kikaku is comprehensive like
178
Mahayana Buddhism. (72)

Gant ’s text is written as a defence for the style of Kikaku. This defence is
based on a view of haikai as a poetry that is rich and comprehensive, and not
limited to a few narrow ideals. Thus the style of Shik , adhering to sabi and
shiori, is described as narrow-minded, while Kikaku’s school becomes generous and broad-minded. What is essential to Gant is to be true to one’s
own nature, not to limited ideals like sabi-shiori. A person who does not
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know sabi will only be a hypocrite if he writes poems expressing this sabi,
but he may on the other hand be a great poet if he is honest in his writing.
In Buson’s writing we often encounter ideas about the freedom of haikai
and the necessity to express what one has within. The notion of richness and
comprehensiveness of haikai poetry is the very foundation of Buson’s poetics, and I think it is in this connection that it is most natural to understand his
comments on the Sh mon and sabi-shiori. In the late seventeenth century
these words had received a meaning that was too narrow, too one-sided for a
creative artist of his temperament. He had found a much richer world of expression to incorporate in his works.
The last time Buson made a statement about sabi-shiori was in one of the
texts in his collection Kach hen (The Flower and Bird Collection) from
1782. It is a text that very well shows his aesthetic ideals in his old age.
So my aspiration is base and poor, and more than a person who only sticks to
sabi-shiori, I admire the one who creates poems with grandeur. As General
Fu Po said: “With growing age one should be even more prosperous”. Pass179
ing numerous ways one must unite their effect into one. (73)

Buson calls his own aspiration base and poor, and that may of course even
here be interpreted as an apology, but in a text in which he so straightforwardly praises his own ideals, it is more likely to be read as a pure formality,
so common in texts of this kind. It may even be sheer irony. In a time when
the “correct” Bash style was closely associated with the sabi-shiori ideal, to
write as Buson does here would certainly invite criticism. By referring to this
criticism himself, saying: “you will, of course, find my aspiration very
poor”, he shows that he does not care about the opinion of others. According
to Kit , Buson always had the words of Fu Po on his lips, and that shows
that they expressed an ideal he was strongly attached to.180
The main point of this text is that one should have an open and generous
attitude when composing poetry. This is better than sticking to a few limited
ideals, however refined they may be. It is noteworthy that in Buson’s mind
old age would lead to a greater wealth of expression. Compared with the
discussion by Kyorai and Kyoriku in the Haikai-mond , Buson here states a
completely opposite opinion. Whereas the Haikai-mond puts forward the
idea that sabi-shiori will come naturally with age, Buson stresses the value
of a fullness of styles in old age that exceeds any limited ideal.
This investigation of Buson’s few writings about sabi-shiori has resulted
in a very complex and contradictory picture. We have found great respect
and recognition of the importance of sabi-shiori, but also a more critical
opinion that sabi-shiori are too limited as ideals for creating art. Buson does
not criticise Bash . Once he actually states that Bash ’s teaching was some179
180
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thing greater than the contemporary Sh mon, and I think it is reasonable to
understand his critical statements as directed solely towards his contemporaries and their narrow view of Bash .
Buson’s poetry is very different from Bash ’s and he was very well aware
of this fact himself. A few statements in his letters are clear enough. Some of
the texts may thus be understood as expressing this difference, as directed at
Bash . But stating a difference is one thing, criticising is another. There are
numerous instances of Buson praising Bash ’s work. His basic view of
Bash was that the old master encompassed all styles and manners,181 and it
seems therefore more natural to take this discussion of sabi-shiori as mostly
concerned with not Bash himself but the later Bash school.
To illustrate again the complexity of this discussion, I will quote another
text from the Kach hen collection. It is a short piece of haikai prose, a
haibun, which begins with a reference to Yoshino, the mountain area in Nara
prefecture, famous for its cherry-blossom.
I do not follow the tradition [of Bash ], who, when he hurried on the road to
Yoshino, chanted “I will show you the cherry flowers, cypress hat.” I only
stay at home and struggle with toils of this world. Should I do this? Should
things be like that? So I think, but I fail to carry out all that I have planned
earlier. In the end, even though the examples of [people] losing interest in
landscape, birds and flowers are the common state of the world, I feel as if I
am the only one so stupid, and I am ashamed to see others.
Cherry blossom fallen; in its own darkness – cypress hat
182
Hana chirite mi no shitayami ya hinokigasa (74)

Yahan

“Yahan” is one of Buson’s signatures. The complete poem by Bash , quoted
in the beginning, reads:
Up in Yoshino, I will show you the cherry flowers – cypress hat
Yoshino nite sakura mish zo hinokigasa (75)

This is a poem from the travel-record Oi no kobumi (Short Record of a
Rucksack) expressing the enthusiasm of a wanderer starting on a journey for
Yoshino.183 If we talk about sabi-shiori in a limited way, as a quality of loneliness, forlornness or witheredness, this poem seems to be a poem without
sabi-shiori. It is positive and happy. Buson’s final poem, on the other hand,
has much of the loneliness of old age that is often associated with sabi. It is
actually hard to say anything definite about the meaning of this poem, and
the translation is only tentative. That the cherry blossom has fallen suggests
that now it is all too late for a person longing to see the blossom. The cypress
181
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hat is a hat broad like an umbrella. It is worn by a traveller to get shade from
the sun. The expression mi no shitayami
is based on the com, which means the dark shade
mon expression ko no shitayami
under the trees in summer. Instead of ko, “tree”, the word mi is inserted,
which here may mean the “self”, in this case either the self of the speaker or
the self of the cypress hat. I have translated it as the self of the cypress hat
since the self of the speaker, the owner of the hat, to me, anyway is present.
My point is to stress that the hat is also an actor in the poem in the same way
as in Bash ’s poem. I see this as a meaningful example of how allusion may
function in a relevant way to enhance a meaning already inherent in a poem.
The resulting poem is a statement without any simple and semantically coherent meaning. It is a sophisticated mix of regret, longing, darkness, shade,
hiding and so on, which is more like an abstract painting with different
moods than a depiction of a scene.
Why did Buson write in this manner? Was there something he wanted to
illustrate? As we remember, in this same collection there was a text in which
Buson clearly stated that his own lowly ideal was that an artist, with old age,
must become more flourishing and energetic. This was put in opposition to
the sabi-shiori concept of the Sh mon. Now this haibun seems to illustrate
the complete opposite. If this was made deliberately, I think that what he
wants to say is that masters like Bash , or Buson himself, write poetry that is
free and comprehensive, and that there is no single truth to be said about it.
What is noteworthy about this text is that it does not tell any biographical
truth at all about Buson. Two months before the Kach hen was published
Buson actually visited Yoshino.184
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Actually, there has been an attempt to read this text autobiographically. Cheryl Anne
Crowley writes the following about this haibun:
Buson declares that he is inferior to Bashô, who had so thoroughly lived the life of
fûryû, travelling to places famous in poetry and writing hokku about them that showed
his deep understanding of the literary tradition. Buson would rather stay at home, and
see to his routine affairs/…/ on one occasion though, his trip to Yoshino, he was able to
make the journey, but, too embarrassed to be seen, he used his travel hat for cover.
Unlike Bashô’s travel hat, which showed him to be an intrepid wanderer, Buson’s hat
hid his face from others, and let him remain alone. (Crowley 2001, p. 241.)
It is undeniable that Buson’s own text contains nothing that would suggest that he actually
had visited Yoshino. A reading like Crowley’s here is therefore only possible if this text is put
in the context of the historical Buson’s life. We might say that this proves the necessity to
make an autobiographical reading; how else would we understand that the hokku is a representation of Buson on his way to Yoshino? But we might as well turn the argument the other
way around. A reading which puts this text in the context of Buson’s life actually tears it out
of the context in the anthology where it was put in the first place, and it also tears it out of the
broader context of Buson’s other writing on poetics. Such a reading will also overlook the fact
that in the hokku Buson clearly states that the cherry blossom has fallen, and it is all too late
for this journey, which is definitely not in concord with his biography. In the end, we actually
discard the text we say we are interpreting in favour of some historical truth, which might
easily be regarded as irrelevant. There are so many examples in the haibun literature of supposedly autobiographical texts that are more or less fiction (notably Bash ’s Oku no hosomi123

2.5. A Short Summary
In this chapter we have encountered the sabi concept in several different
contexts. It was by no means an unambiguous word, and was valued quite
differently by different poets. To sum up briefly, I will list the main points
found in this investigation:
• Sabi treated as one concept among many; this is what we find in Bash ’s
teaching as it is recorded by his disciples
• The broad spectrum incorporated in the sabi concept: from withering to
longing and loneliness, and in extension a certain aesthetic quality discussed in poetics.
• Sabi discussed as comprehensive, and not synonymous with loneliness;
this is especially stressed in Kyorai’s writing.
• Sabi combined with shiori, becoming almost a motto for the Sh mon; this
practice becomes common in the writings of Bash ’s disciples and is
firmly established in the late eighteenth century.
• Eventually sabi-shiori becomes associated with the Bash revival, as a
concept setting up limits and defining the qualities correctly written poetry should have.
• Being a limiting concept, sabi, as well as sabi-shiori, starts to be discussed as something negative and is deliberately avoided; this is found in
Buson’s later texts. It is not a critique turned against Bash and the sabiconcept as such, but an attitude of opposition against contemporary dogmas within the Bash -revival movement.
The development of the sabi concept thus starts by being broad and comprehensive, or being a part of a multitude of possibilities, then turns into something narrow and one-sided, which is then challenged by a desire to once
again reach poetry that is rich and comprehensive. The early origins of a
sabi-like ideal found in the Tsurezuregusa was motivated by a desire to see
beauty, not only in the perfect but in any aspect of the world, and are basically similar to the standpoints expressed by the late Buson, which, however,
are turned against another kind of sabi that had turned into a narrow and
“perfect” ideal. This tension between the creative desire to break borders and
the conservative attempts to set up borders around the “right” will be the
main topic in the next chapter. Here it is interesting to note that an awareness

chi) that we cannot even refer to the author’s intention to find proof of a biographical reading.
And the choice we make will naturally affect the outcome we get. We may see this text as an
expression of a dynamic poetics that challenges the dogmas of the contemporary haikai establishment, or we may just understand it as the complaint of a self-pitying old man. I do not
deny that this old man also exists in this text, but I see him only as a means of expressing a
mood, or an idea, and not as the historical author talking about himself.
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of this tension also has relevance for our understanding of the development
of the sabi concept, and the different ways in which it was evaluated.
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3. The Theory of the Unchanging and Ever-Changing
In this chapter I will study a theory, or perhaps more correctly, a theoretical
. The handiest transcomplex usually called the fueki-ry k -ron
lation of this name would be: “the theory of the unchanging and everchanging”. Rendered in this way it will be comprehensive and vague enough
to fit in with the many interpretations it underwent. We should, however,
note one second meaning of the word ry k , which had the meaning not only
of “ever-changing” or “ever-flowing”, but also commonly was, and still is,
used to designate “fashion”.
As we will soon see, the main part of this chapter deals with writers who
actually never used the name of this theory in writing. The reason why I
have nevertheless chosen to discuss them under this name is that they all
write about concepts and questions directly related to the theory. The theory
is generally regarded as originating with Bash , but he never mentioned it by
name, and what we find in works by later authors is a complex of ideas that
in various ways deal with the relationship between new and old, eternal
qualities and changing qualities, ideas that deal with creativity, development
and mastery, and their relationship to conventions and established modes of
expression. It is under this open definition I will discuss the theory, but I will
focus on one specific line of thought inside this complex, which may be
described as a theory of creativity.
Finally, I will confront this theory with some modern writing on related
subjects. I have deliberately chosen works of scholars who have ideas that
conflict strongly with the main argument. This will enable us to scrutinize
the different standpoints in detail and see to what extent they can be said to
make sense. My aim is that this discussion will result in a conclusion which
will give us advice on how to understand and approach haikai after Bash in
a fruitful manner.



3.1. Bash and his Disciples
3.1.1. Bash ’s Original Works

Bash never wrote directly about the fueki-ry k theory himself, but in his
works there are many instances where he discusses related topics. I will
therefore start my investigation of the theory by studying some of his texts.
The first is a quotation from the short haibun named the Sanseizu no san (An
inscription on the painting of the three masters):
When a person fastens his mind on refinement and follows the [changes of]
the four seasons, he will probably gaze at [something like] the inexhaustible
grains of sand on a beach. People who expressed such feelings, and became
deeply affected by such things, were the masters of classical poetry. However, it would be difficult for people today to pursue the words of the masters
whose art was flourishing in the era of Bunmei, as if they were the rules of
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today, as if embodying the truth. The ever-changing of art [haikai] moves on
185
with heaven and earth, and we should only value its never-ending… (76)

This haibun has no date, but since it was written for a painting by Kyoriku,
whom Bash had met for the first time only late in life, it is evidently a late
work. In the first sentence the word “refinement” is used. This word is f ry
in Japanese, a word that is often translated as elegance, taste or refinement. It also refers to the pursuit of art and poetry and the enjoyment of the
beauty of nature. In the last sentence, there is the word “art”, f ga
in
the original, a word which like f ry may refer to elegance and refinement,
but which also designates a concept of art. This is often used by Bash when
referring to his own art, that is, haikai, and implies that he regarded haikai as
something more comprehensive than just a style or a genre. Bash mentions
the three masters, S gi, Moritake and S kan. He treats them with respect,
but the inevitable change of art denies them the role of models for today. In
Bash ’s mind inspiration clearly comes from nature, the four seasons,
heaven and earth, and this rich source of inspiration is likened to the grains
of sand on a beach. In this text it is also very evident that it is the change and
movement that is to be valued, and especially the fact that it is inexhaustible.
The next example comes from one of the versions of Bash ’s Genj an no
ki (The Record of the Genj hut), a haibun he revised several times. Near the
end of this text we read the following:





Even though I do not necessarily like tranquillity, my ill health makes me
tired of people, and I resemble someone weary of the world. Somehow I did
not learn the Buddhist doctrine, or hold a worldly office; I neither practised
benevolence, nor met with righteousness. Since my youth, there were things
beside that caught my fancy, and for a long while it has become my profession in life. Therefore I have not been immersed in all sorts of things, but
have at last, incompetent and lacking ability, become bound up with this single line. On the whole, in the elegant poetry of Saigy and S gi, in the painting of Sessh , in the tea ceremony of Riky , even though the wisdom is not
186
similar, the way that pierces through them all is surely one… (77)

A more often quoted passage, which partly uses the very same words, is to
be found at the beginning of the travel record Oi no kobumi (Backpack
Notes). In this travel record there is a section in which Bash states the importance of following the four seasons and the z ka
, the force which
creates the universe and its constant changes, which at times is translated as
“the creative”, at times as “nature”. This reference to a cosmology is not
found in the text quoted here, which, however, has some interesting details
lacking in the version of the travel record. First, we have a very clear statement that these great artists of the past, and possibly Bash ’s own “single
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line” or “single path”, are all different. Their “wisdom is not similar”. It is in
spite of this that they have this single “piercing way”. Second, in this text we
find an interesting conflict between poetry and religion, morals and philosophy, beside the more common opposition between poetry and an ordinary
career in society. As Bash states it here, it becomes clear that it was in poetry that he found some sort of fulfilment, not in studying religion or philosophy.
The theory in this text discusses art in general. Different artists, not only
poets, but also a painter and a master of tea, are mentioned. They use completely different means of expression, different raw material for their work,
but there is this “one” that unites them. Beside this word “one” Bash uses
is the character for “penetrate” or
the expression kand suru mono. Kan
“pierce through” and d
means “way”, both in the literal and metaphysical, or philosophic, sense. According to a hypothesis, proposed by Imoto
N ichi, Bash borrowed this expression from a preface of a commonly read
anthology of Chinese poetry, the Kobunshinp .187 Here the deep philosophic
sense of the way is clear, implying that mastery in art is connected with a
deep insight into our existence.
There is thus something that is common to all great artists. It is important
to notice that Bash mentions only masters who are usually counted among
the most outstanding of their times. What unites them might thereby be understood as a kind of mastery which went beyond such rules, conventions,
material and other characteristics that were specific for the different arts they
engaged in, and which was based on an attentive adherence to the changes in
nature and creation.
The idea that there is a vital quality that runs through the different arts is
often discussed by Bash . In the haibun Kyoriku ribetsu no kotoba (Sending
off Kyoriku), we find one example:





……he liked painting and loved haikai. I made a test and asked him:
Why do you like painting?
I like it for the sake of haikai, he answered.
Why do you love haikai?
I love it for the sake of painting, he answered. These things he learned were
188
two, but their effect was one… (78)

Later on in the same text, Bash quotes the Emperor Gotoba and his words
in praise of classical poets like Fujiwara no Toshinari and Saigy , but continues:
However, do not get lost using these respected words as your force, entering
this narrow single path. Or, as K b Daishi showed in the art of calligraphy:
187
188
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“Don’t search for the traces of the ancients, search for what the ancients
189
searched for.” (79)

That a theory of creativity in calligraphy is used freely in this discussion
shows again that, for Bash , every art had the same goal. It is again stressed
that one should not be hampered by some ancient standards, should not follow the “traces”. This statement seems basically to be an admonition not to
imitate, not to copy, not to work after a model, but to seek for the origin of
artistic creation, to start from scratch. A “trace” is something that is already
completed and left behind, and every artist must by himself work through the
whole process that will eventually reach such a completion. Art is not seen
as something that can be created out of art, copied from what is already
made, however superb it may be. There is no question about that Bash had
a great respect for “the ancients”, and there is actually much copying and
borrowing from old Japanese and Chinese sources in his works, but his idea
seems to be that whatever material one uses, one must understand it all the
way down to its origin.
Bash ’s quotation is actually not literal. K b Daishi’s statement may express a similar thought, but what he says is that it is right to “model on the
feelings of the ancients”, but that it is not skilful to “copy the ancient
traces.”190 It is significant that Bash has changed the word gisuru (model
(search/strive for).
on/imitate) in the original text into motomu
We may now conclude that the notion of the “one” and the innumerable
ways to reach it, and the insistence that artists should not follow what is established and ready made, but value the constant change, is distinctly stated
in Bash ’s own texts. This is no doubt the foundation of the fueki-ry k -ron,
the theory of the unchanging and ever-changing. If we describe this theory
only in the light of what we by now understand from what Bash wrote himself, we will come up with the following: What could be designated as unchanging in his theory is the one, which reasonably must be identical with
what we find when we sweep away all the traces of previously made art. The
various ways to reach this one, in different ages and through different mediums, corresponds to the multitude of changes. Similarly, the act of discarding the old will result in change, and this last change is repeatedly introduced
as an imperative. In the act of following the z ka, the creative force of the
universe, our desire to express its truth is one, but as this universe is made up
of an unlimited, ever-changing multitude, this truth will always find new
ways of expression. But if we just repeat expressions already made by others, they will become second-hand expressions, which will fail to reach back
to the one, and therefore this imperative becomes necessary.
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Even though the fueki-ry k theory seems to be based on the dichotomy
of unchanging and ever-changing, it is possible to distinguish it as based on
three principles: first, the unchanging one, second, the multitude of changes
that are recognised as historical facts, and third, the imperative that tells us to
seek change as a means to attain the unchanging. It is thus possible to understand the changing ry k as being of two different kinds, the seeking for
change, and the stagnant result of this search when it becomes an established
fashion, and this distinction will be of some importance when we now turn
to study how this theory was interpreted by Bash ’s followers.
3.1.2. Early Works by Bash ’s Disciples

The earliest texts in which this fueki-ry k theory is discussed were written
by people Bash met during his journey in the Northern provinces in 1689.
The first text is a treatise called Kikigaki nanokagusa (Verbatim Notes of
Seven Days) by a certain Romaru who received Bash ’s instruction, presumably during the seven days in the title. Answering a question by Romaru,
Bash explains his art:
….this way is a haikai where, waiting for the cherry blossom or their scattering, the moon becoming cloudy or clear, freely I simply state what I feel in a
single verse. Nothing else is there to learn. And even if we, seeing the flowers, listening to the birds, do not create a verse, this concern, this feeling, is
nevertheless a haikai of the ever-changing universe, and no dishonest
191
thought. (80)

In Bash ’s own texts we found that the vital one was independent of the
specific characteristics of any single art. Painting, calligraphy and tea were
mentioned, as well as poetry. Here we find the thought that the actual manifestation of art is not important. The pure feeling or experience of a sensitive
mind, not put into words is still haikai. The ever-changing is again stressed.
More problematic is the next quotation. It is from a part of the text that is
presented by its writer as something Bash wrote and left with Romaru. Two
short sentences are relevant for our investigation:
There is a haikai of the ever-changing universe, and there is a haikai of the
ever-changing manners…
…the rules are the rules of haikai, there is no haikai for the sake of rules…
192
(81)

The first sentence stating that there are not only two kinds of haikai, but also
two kinds of ever-changing, ry k , is different from the usual dichotomy of
unchanging and ever-changing. Some scholars believe that this is an earlier
191
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version of Bash ’s theory, in which the “ever-changing universe” corresponds to fueki, the unchanging, and the “ever-changing manners” corresponds to ry k , the ever-changing.193 It is possible to interpret the theory in
this manner. If we understand the unchanging simply as some kind of eternal
value, “le beau absolu”, it may be expressed as belonging to the everchanging universe. The ever-changing may then be understood in its normal
meaning as fashion, which is close to the ever-changing manners of human
society. We find here an opposition between a haikai that adheres to the
changes of the universe and a haikai that sticks to human culture, with its
fashions and regulations. The second sentence states that the rules are a
product of haikai, haikai is not made to fulfil the rules, and rules are probably the most typical part of human manners, tradition, convention and fashion. I see this as an imperative that tells us that haikai should not be based on
culturally established conventions. If the rules of haikai are regarded as an
outcome of haikai, they will become an end product which cannot explain
haikai; on the contrary, these rules will have to be explained by haikai, and
in extension the source of haikai. This source will then obviously be the
“ever-changing universe”, since the rules, and thereby the “manners”, have
been denied this function. Thereby we may understand the above dichotomy
between a haikai of the ever-changing universe and a haikai of the everchanging manners. On both sides of this dichotomy we find the parameter of
“ever-changing”, of ry k , but in one case it is a good ry k , in the other a
bad ry k . In the light of Bash ’s writing, I understand the ever-changing
universe as an outside force which we may observe and explore, and which
in ever new ways challenges our creative powers when we try to grasp it in
our art. The ever-changing manners are also changing, and may well be inspired by the universe, but once they turn into a manner or a fashion, they
deteriorate into empty formulas, into rules for the sake of rules.
In Bash ’s own texts there was a clearly discernible imperative that one
should free oneself from words, rules, traces, what may be defined as the
fashion of the day, the manners of society. Bash seems to reject, or oppose,
this part, which is identifiable with “the ever-changing manners”, and his
own theory seems more to take place within the area called “the everchanging universe”. In the Yamanaka mond (The Yamanaka Dialouge), the
second of the early treatises discussed in this section, which, at least partly,
was written by Hokushi, it is precisely this area that is described:
One should be free with the universe, not forgetting the true feeling, the myriad things, mountains, rivers, grass, trees, and man, and enjoy the flying
flowers and the falling leaves. When we enjoy their appearance, the way
passes through old and new, not losing the principle of the unchanging, moving on to the ever-changing. Then our spirit will be magnanimous and unfet193
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tered by obstacles. We will manage to be free with the changes of today, har194
monize with the world, and grasp the [depth of] human nature. (82)

These are quoted as being Bash ’s words. It is a theory of haikai as observation of the universe. Such a theory implies that art cannot be a source for art;
poetry cannot be a source for poetry. The word jizai
, to be free, will
later become a favourite concept of Buson, and kandai
, magnanimity,
is similar in meaning to rairaku
and kattatsu
, which he, Buson,
often used to designate good haikai.
In this text it also becomes clear that the two principles of unchanging and
ever-changing are dependent on each other. They are not separate but coexist.



 


3.1.3. The Theory in the Kyoraish

That this theory was not so easy to grasp for many of Bash ’s contemporaries is something we understand from reading the treatises of Kyorai. He
writes about this fueki-ry k theory on many occasions, but here I will only
quote from the Kyoraish , which in fact may be regarded as a summary of
his theoretical writing. It should be noted that in the Kyoraish , Kyorai generally seems to stress the unchanging, while in the dialogue with Kyoriku,
the Haikai-mond , he seems to value the ever-changing as more important.
The basic discussion of the relationship between these two concepts is, however, more or less the same.
KYORAI: Within the Bash school we speak about poems not changing in a
thousand years, and poems temporarily in fashion (ry k ). They are taught
divided into two, but their origin is one. If one does not know the unchanging, it is difficult to find the foundation. If one does not know the fashion, the
style does not renew itself. Since the unchanging suited the past and agrees
with coming ages, one calls it thousand years unchanging. The fashion
changes from time to time. The style of yesterday is not accepted today. Since
the style of today is hard to use tomorrow, it is called a temporary fashion.
195
(83)

In translating this unit, I found it impossible to use the word “ever-changing”
to express ry k in the original. I have used “fashion” here instead, which
actually is the more usual meaning of the word. Kyorai’s interpretation of the
theory seems to be that it discusses the difference between a short-lived fashion and poems that are for all times and places. He states that their origin is
one, but his argument does not succeed in keeping them together. Following
the quotation above, he puts forward a number of poems as examples of
either the unchanging or of fashion. They are treated as completely different
qualities.
194
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Later on, Kyorai tries once more to explain the supposed unity that, as we
have seen, Bash insisted on:
ROCH : How is it that the origin of the unchanging and fashion is one?
KYORAI: It is difficult to explain. I will roughly liken it to the human body.
The unchanging is inaction. The ever-changing is like [someone] sitting and
rising, going and coming, bending and stretching, bowing and looking up.
[His] form is not the same, it [passes through] temporary changes. His appearance changes at times, but the inactive as well as the moving are origi196
nally the same person. (84)

As a simile it is easy to understand, but it does not explain very much. This
part is closer to Bash ’s discussion. Trying to find some sort of consistency
in Kyorai’s theories we will meet with a problem. How can poems be either
fueki or ry k if they are the “same person”? It is as Komiya Toyotaka
writes:
…when one tries to put together the fueki-ry k theory, as understood within
the sphere of Kyorai[’s works], into one single piece, as it contains several
contradictions, somehow it seems not to be consistent.197

One way to solve this problem might be to state that some poems, in a certain cultural context, express the quality of the unchanging, but that, as fashion changes, they somehow lose this quality. If the unchanging is defined as
some kind of mastery, or a certain impact on a reader, which is the sum of
the work and its context, and thus not a characteristic of the work in isolation, this argument might work, but then we will anyhow need another definition of the unchanging when we speak of poems that preserve their value
irrespective of the current fashion. I do not believe that the above explanation is what Kyorai had in mind when he wrote his text, since his main point
is that poems are either fueki or ry k . He seems to prefer to leave their supposed unity as something mysterious and unexplainable.
3.1.4. Doh ’s Statement of the Theory

To avoid confusion, I think it is important to define two different kinds of
ry k in the way proposed earlier, one that is the fashion of the day, and one
that is change and renewal. These are actually opposed each other, as another
of Bash ’s disciples, Doh explains in his work Sanz shi (The Three
Books). This is the most thorough explanation of the theory we have from
this age, and therefore it may be appropriate to quote the main part of it:
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In the art of the master there is the unchanging of ten thousand generations,
and there is the momentary change. Mastering these two thoroughly, their
origin will be one. This “one” is the truth of art.
When one does not know the unchanging, one is not truly knowing. The
unchanging is not dependent of new and old, and is unconcerned with change
or fashion. It is a shape that shows distinctly by [its] truth. When one sees poems by many generations of poets, for generations there is this change. And
yet there are many poems that are deeply moving, irrespectively of new and
old, and what we see in them today is not different from what was seen in the
past. One should now understand them as the unchanging.
But infinite change is the principle of nature. If one does not turn to
change, the style does not renew itself, and not to move on to this [change], is
only to gain a jargon of a temporary fashion (ry k ), because one does not
press for this truth. Someone who does not press for [truth], does not strain
his heart, will not know the change of truth. He will just go on imitating others. The one who presses [for truth] will hardly place his feet on that [same]
ground, but will naturally proceed one step further on. No matter how many
thousand changes will occur in the future, changes of truth will all be [compatible with] the master’s haikai.
Do not even for a moment lick the dregs of the ancients. As the four seasons move on, things change. One may say that everything is like this.
By the master’s deathbed a disciple asked about poetry hereafter. The
master said: “This path, since I started to follow it, has changed hundreds of
times. However, its border has not left the three styles of calligraphy. Among
these three it has not yet exhausted the first and second.”
While alive it often happened that he said in jest: “Haikai has still not un198
tied the opening of its straw-bag.” (85)

Here change becomes a tool to free oneself from fashion, to press for truth.
Doh uses rather strong words. One has to force oneself ahead. To imitate, to
gain a jargon (kuchiguse
), to lick the dregs of the ancients is to be
avoided, and the way to do this goes through seeking change. As in Bash ’s
texts it is a definite rejection of mannerisms, clichés, that is, established conventional ways of expression, but it is also, and this should not be overlooked, a rejection of the current fashion and the poet’s own style. The poet
should not feel content with what he has attained so far, but always progress
one step further. Doh ’s use of this expression “one step” seems to be chosen
with great care. He is not talking about a total abandonment of what is old,
but about a gradual movement forwards. One must constantly reconsider
what has been done in the past.
This text ends in a conclusion where the two statements of Bash are
quoted. In the first he says that haikai has not yet exhausted the three styles
of calligraphy. It is, of course, a metaphorical statement, meaning that there
is still much unexplored in the field of haikai poetry. In the original Japanese
he actually mentions the three styles by name, and in the following order:
shinsho (“printed style”
), s sho (“cursive script”
), and gy sho
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(“semicursive script”
). If the printed and cursive styles are not yet exhausted, the semicursive is still unexplored land. One may speculate if there
is some significance in this order of presentation, since one would expect a
more consistent listing of terms, starting with printed, then semicursive and
ending with cursive. The printed style may refer to a more strict way of writing, and the cursive style to a free and wild expression, and this would suggest that only the extremes have been tested, and that the vast space in between is still left open, but perhaps this is to make too much of these words.
One should note that it is clearly stated that the first and the second of the
styles are not yet exhausted, that is, even these two styles have many possibilities left. This is even more strongly expressed in the last statement, which
states that haikai has not even untied the opening of its straw bag. All the
wealth of possibilities hidden inside this bag is still there, waiting to be
found. If these really are the words of Bash , they show that he found his
own achievement to be just a beginning.
In the Sanz shi there are numerous other passages, also said to be Bash ’s
words, which follow the logic of the theory above:



Leave haikai to a child three feet tall. A beginners verse is indeed reassuring.
199
(86)

The idea seems to be that a child, who is fresh and unlearned, is free from
the hampering influence of tradition, rules and the like.
More than someone who has delighted in haikai for many years, a person
200
who is accomplished in another art will quickly enter haikai. (87)

Here again the point is to stress what unites different art forms, not the specific conventions of a limited fashion in poetry.
The light from a thing being seen, before it vanishes from the heart, one
201
should capture it [in a poem]. (88)

The idea that a poem should be the product of an impression following a
direct observation is close to the view expressed in the previous quotation
from the Yamanaka mond . When the “dregs of the ancients” are rejected as
a source of inspiration, observation of the universe becomes central.
I have used the word “reject” repeatedly in the preceding, and it may be
important to recall that the theory discussed here is a theory about creativity,
about composing new poetry. Bash and his followers never rejected the
poetry of the past in the sense that they thought it was superficial or out199
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dated. They valued much of it highly, but they did not, at least in theory, use
it as models for their own work.

3.2. The Eighteenth Century
In the eighteenth century, questions related to the fueki-ry k dichotomy
were continuously discussed, but basically we find the same two ways of
understanding as among Bash ’s disciples, either the idea that some poems
are of the unchanging, some are of the ever-changing, or the view that
change is a means to reach the unchanging. It is however striking that in
works written in this century that use the word fueki-ry k , this word almost
uniformly seems to be based on the kind of understanding we found in Kyorai’s works: unchanging and ever-changing are two separate and independent qualities. One noteworthy tendency in these works, as showed by the
research made by Fukumoto Ichir , is that the unchanging is generally regarded as the better quality.202 I will, however, not enter into a discussion of
this version of the theory as it has but little relevance to the ideals maintained by Buson and his group. Here I will follow the other path, the theory
of creativity, which in fact seems to be more directly based on Bash ’s original writings, or, as in the case of Buson, becomes an independent reformulation of these thoughts.
3.2.1. Hayano Hajin

Hayano Hajin, one of the few important poets from the first half of the century, never wrote a treatise on haikai, but his teachings were later remembered by Buson, his most famous disciple:
One night he sat up formally and showed me, saying:
Well, in the way of haikai, one should absolutely not follow the style of
one’s teacher. At times changing it, at times transforming it, one should be
203
as if suddenly not looking back and forth. (89)

Compared with Bash ’s theory of constant change forwards, this statement
is freer, but the basic idea that one should not get stuck in a single mannerism is similar. Not looking forwards or backwards, as well as the word “suddenly”, gives an expression of not caring about what is right or wrong and of
spontaneity.204
202
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by modern scholars. Makoto Ueda makes Hajin’s words quite harmless in his translation of
this passage: “In composing haikai, try not to adhere to your teacher’s style.” (Ueda 1998, p.
5.) Cheryl Anne Crowley renders it as: “The way of haikai is not necessarily a matter of devoting yourself to your teacher’s rules.” (Crowley 2001, p.307.) This also makes a much
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Following these words Buson writes that they gave him an insight into the
“freedom of haikai”. His own theories may actually be understood as a development of Hajin’s words. But before investigating Buson’s thoughts, I
think it is important to study the ideas of a few somewhat earlier writers.
3.2.2. Isaoka Gant

One of Hajin’s disciples Isaoka Gant wrote extensively on haikai. In his
K ho haidan s k he writes about the importance of change:
Old Bash said:
Of those ten things that will come out of haikai, probably three have
emerged. The remaining seven have yet to come. Those who again and
again repeat what are inside these three are outdated and unskilful.
Like these words, those who sink down to defend a single school, repeat the
205
past, and names what is imitation, the Bash school. (90)
--Old Bash said:
In haikai there is no teacher and no school.
It is a positive statement. This is a precaution not to let the way of eternity be
206
biased, not to let religion be converted into one piece. (91)

“Religion” seems here to be used mainly as a simile. I have not found these
two statements by Bash elsewhere. They are of course reminiscent of
statements found in different sources. That only three have emerged from the
ten that exist in haikai is similar to the statement by Bash in the Sanz shi,
quoted above, that haikai has not yet exhausted the first and second of the
three styles of calligraphy. It is perhaps a little more radical. That there is no
teacher and no school in haikai is again similar to another statement by
Bash in the Sanz shi, saying that “in haikai there are no ancients”. Gant ’s
words may be based on what was orally transmitted, or just made up, as free
interpretations, perhaps quoted from memory.

translated as “not necessarily”, but here the negative is made up of the compound bekarazu,
which is a very strong negative imperative. In this connection our only option will be to understand kanarazu in its common sense as “absolutely”. A translation made by Leon Zolbrod,
in spite of its being quite free, catches this nuance: “You must never copy your teacher’s
style. Change with the times. Blend with the age. You must be prepared to go your own way.”
(Zolbrod 1974, p. 8.) The same may be said about Yamashita Kazumi’s rendering into modern
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These statements are no more than declarations about haikai, using the
authority of old Bash . Further on, however, Gant ’s text develops into a
more explicit argument:
It is beyond question that the state of people in the world, in twenty or thirty
years’ time, goes on changing. Haikai too is like this. This is because it comes
out from human sentiment. When a superior genius emerges on the scene,
people imitate his style and it becomes the shape of a fashion. When there is
207
no such person, the fashion stagnates and doesn’t change that much. (92)
/…/
Since no genius has come forth in the remote provinces, and thus no way exists to renew the fashion, it stays always the same and doesn’t change. Therefore [people there] preserve what they call the right style and do not mingle
with others. But as they have no means to evade the flow of nature, they are
208
far from the past and only become unskilful. (93)

Since change is inevitable, even a person who believes that he preserves the
style of a great master will not escape changing. This change is not intended,
it is not a result of a conscious renewal, and in the end it becomes nothing
but an uninspired repetition. Gant ’s idea seems to be that a change that does
not come “out of human sentiment”, or is directly inspired by a “superior
genius” is a change for the worse. It is important to note here that one reason
for this bad development is that the poets “do not mingle with others”. Isolation from outside influence and an obsession with only one “correct” style is
something clearly negative.
As long as the change or new fashion is fresh, even when imitated, it creates poetry of some value, but as it gets old, since there is nobody talented
enough to revitalise it, this new style stagnates, and thus changes in a negative direction. Gant never explains why this negative development takes
place, apart from the statement that it originates in a lack of talent, but he
poses a question that hints at a reason:
The tradition is a matter (koto). A poem is a skill (waza) and a pressing need.
Not learning what is pressing, seeking what is loose, of what use is that?
209
(94)

The use of words here will need some explanation. “Tradition” is placed in
opposition to “poem”, and “matter” is seen as opposed to “skill”. The word
translated as tradition is den , a word that refers to all sorts of transmitted
knowledge, rules, methods, conventions, and in Gant ’s writing sometimes,
more specifically, a tradition to interpret a certain hokku as alluding to a
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specific ancient poem. The word “poem” is ku , that is, not a broader concept of poetry, but the written artifact. Now, tradition is identified as “matter”. This is koto
in Japanese, a word which in a very general way refers
to phenomena and happenings in this world, matters, things, acts, and circumstances. The poem is, in opposition to these matters, defined as a skill.
This is waza
in the original, a word that partly may be almost synonymous with koto in its sense of act and deed, but which in a context of art
more often refers to skill and ability, and even “art” as such. The opposition
Gant describes here is, I think, between the more general, conventional and
traditionally established, and the unique individuality of the single poem. As
tradition is described as “matters”, this would imply something that is already made and finished. Such a thing can be copied, that is, it can be
learned by heart and repeated mechanically. The poem, however, being defined as a skill and an urgent need, is directly connected to the creative activity of an author. This pressing desire is something that comes from within. It
is subjective and cannot be controlled and regulated, and it will produce a
work that is uniquely formed by this specific creative process. This is again
the thought that one should not copy from a model (the tradition), but go all
the way down to the source (the pressing need), and a person who manages
to do this is probably what Gant calls a “superior genius”.
Gant ’s approach to the fueki-ry k question seems more pragmatic than
what is found in the writing of earlier theorists. He accepts imitation under
certain circumstances; imitating and learning from a great master is described as being positive. He also recognises that change is not necessarily a
result of creativity. Even the stagnation of an art, the formation of a tradition,
is a matter of change, but this he sees as negative.







3.2.3. The Monk Kihaku

Another writer who expressed ideas reminiscent of Gant ’s was the monk
Kihaku. His work Sh mon mukashigatari (Ancient Talk of the Sh mon) is
one of many works advocating a revival of the true Bash school. Reading a
text like this, it becomes obvious that the Bash revival was not a conservative movement, at least not initially.
The old master taught: “In haikai there are no ancients.”
This is certainly valid for Confucianism, Buddhism and Daoism, and still
so for the different arts, but especially in haikai, a novice should not follow a
teacher. If one believes that this will work and follows a teacher, this
teacher’s good points will be rare and his misdeeds will be many, and even if
that is not the case, the disciple will first learn this teacher’s bad habits.
Learning these, these infectious vices will gradually grow worse, and this
disease will reach the bones, and through life, like leprosy, the soul will rotten, will become inflamed and painful, as by a contagious disease.
And don’t you become a teacher of others, making disciples in society
into fools, showing a face like a master, regarding yourself as a famous gen139

ius. And those people, while robbed of money and infected with your epidemic, their pain will be the same as yours.
If you really want to learn the art of the Bash school, you should only
make the creative force of the universe your teacher, and enjoy the changes of
210
the four seasons. (95)

Once more we find the rejection of the teacher. This is paired with the idea
that a poet must learn from the creative force of the universe (tenchi no z ka
). A teacher stands for art, poetry, tradition, rules and conventions, but in this theory art cannot be learned from art, only from what is
outside it. Not to follow the tracks of another is to move in a different direction. To avoid a bad influence from a teacher one must therefore constantly
strive for something else, that is, change. Nevertheless, the single unchanging source for one’s art will be creation. This is actually the essence of the
fueki-ry k theory, even if Kihaku does not mention its name.

 

3.3. Buson
3.3.1. The Past as Present

Buson never wrote very much about theory, but it is noteworthy that when
he did, his main interest was to discuss tradition in relationship to creativity.
His ideas have much in common with what we have discussed above, and
they are clearly influenced by Gant ’s thoughts, but he gives them a turn in a
somewhat different direction.
I will start with the preface to the renku collection Mukashi o ima (The
Past as Present). Parts of it have been quoted earlier, but in this text there are
still matters left that need to be studied more carefully. I will therefore once
more refer to it and translate the whole of the part that deals with Buson’s
theoretical arguments. It is where he explains the teaching of his master Hajin, here called S a, and develops it in his own way.
One night he sat up formally and showed me, saying:
Well, in the way of haikai, you must absolutely not follow the style of
your teacher. At times changing it, at times transforming it, it should be as
if you were suddenly not looking back and forth.
Under this [blow of] a stick, I received an immediate insight, and understood
somewhat the freedom of haikai.
What I now show my own disciples is therefore not old S a’s openhearted tone. I only follow the sabi-shiori of Master Bash , and desire to restore [haikai] to the past. This is to betray the outer emptiness and follow the
inner truth. This is called haikai-zen, the method of transmitting from heart to
heart.
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People who do not understand this will accuse me of the terrible crime of
betraying the way of my teacher. It may be so, but here, in these two kasen,
211
we will leave the sabi-shiori and solely follow the tone of old S a. (96)

As noted earlier, this text results in a very ambiguous argument, but if we
read it in connection with the fueki-ry k theory, it will be possible to understand it more coherently. The central idea, not to follow one’s teacher, has
been commented upon earlier, and I will here turn to Buson’s development
of this teaching. His alternative is not that one should follow Bash , as one
might easily misunderstand his words, but that one should follow the ideals
Bash himself followed. The direct object of the verb “follow” is the aesthetic ideal sabi-shiori. This point is very important since the act of following what an ancient master himself followed is precisely to “search for what
the ancients searched for,” the very basis of the fueki-ry k theory.
The next sentence, in which Buson states that he wants to restore haikai to
ancient times (inishie ni kaesan), may again be interpreted as a desire to go
back to Bash , which was the general trend in the haikai world during this
era, but following the argument above, a much more plausible reading is that
he too expresses a desire to go back to the origin, that is, the source of inspiration that led to Bash ’s renewal of haikai.
If we accept such a reading, then it will be possible to decipher the enigmatic sentence that follows. This sentence has actually become very bothersome for scholars working on Buson. There are a few commentaries on it,
but none that seems really adequate. The problem is that Buson uses words
that seem to have been created by himself. I have translated the sentence
according to the characters used: “to betray the outer emptiness and follow
the inner truth”, but what do outer emptiness (soto-kyo
) and inner truth
(uchi-jitsu
) mean?
One interpretation by Yamashita Kazumi treats these words as adverbs,
and reads the sentence as:





Outwardly, this looks as if one betrays one’s own teacher, but inwardly, this is
212
in truth to follow his teaching.

Logically this makes sense. If you are taught by your teacher not to follow
him, not to bother about what is new or old, right or wrong, then the question
of faithfulness or unfaithfulness to your teacher’ s style will be irrelevant.
(The sentence later on in which Buson talks about “ people that do not understand this” is actually placed strategically, so that it will refer both to the fact
that he does not follow his teacher as well as to the fact that he does precisely this here. If one understands this teaching, one will realise that the one
attitude is as right as the other.)
211
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The two problematic words are marked with the postposition ni which at
times gives words an adverbial function, and so far Yamashita’s reading
seems right. One problem is, however, that the two verbs used here, “ betray”
and “ follow” , take objects with the very same postposition. If the two words
are read as objects of the verbs, then the sentence will have to be interpreted
as in my own translation of the text above.
Such an interpretation is made by Shimizu Takayuki in his commentaries
on this work. He notes that the words kyo
and jitsu
were already used
in haikai theory and states that they probably refer here to different styles.
Kyo will describe the style of S a and jitsu the style of Bash .213 The sentence will then be read as something like: “ This is to betray the emptiness of
S a and to follow the truth of Bash ” .
This too is an interpretation that may seem reasonable, since it repeats
what has been said earlier. Yet, is it not really more plausible that Buson
wanted to add something and not just make a superfluous repetition?
My suggestion is that we read this sentence in the same manner as Buson’s statement about Bash ’ s sabi-shiori. If Buson’ s idea was that one
should follow Bash ’ s ideals, but not Bash , then to follow the inner truth
may mean to follow the deep ideal behind a work, and not to follow the outward emptiness may mean not to follow the empty surface of a work. This
teaching might then mean that one should not use the style, phrasing, vocabulary, or even mood of a Bash poem, but should strive for creating poetry, which, however different it may be, has the same expressive force as
Bash ’s works. This is not more than a hypothetical suggestion, but it does
have the merit of giving Buson’s text an amount of coherence, and this
would give this suggestion some plausibility. To strengthen my argument, I
will make a further investigation into the kyo and jitsu concepts, show their
background within the field of haikai and identify in which context Buson’s
use of them belongs.





3.3.2. Emptiness and Truth

Kyo and jitsu, emptiness and truth, are words used elsewhere in haikai theory. It is therefore likely that Buson’ s use of them in the Mukashi o ima preface, in one way or another, refers to them as theoretical terms. Their meanings are, however, by no means easy to grasp, and seem to have changed
considerably from age to age, and a short survey of how they were used in
poetics may help to clarify, or at least describe, the context of Buson’s
words. Originally these two words entered haikai with the theories of the
Danrin school in the mid-seventeenth century. They were used in something
reminiscent of a metaphor theory, in which a word expressing the true scene
(jitsu) was replaced by a simile, or just removed, and this resulted in an
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empty expression (kyo).214 Bash uses these words a few times, mainly in
this sense, but already in the early postscript of the Minashiguri collection
(The Hollow Chestnut) he talks about a poetry that is free from distinctions
like these.
The vibration of its words does not separate kyo and jitsu. It polishes the
215
verses in a diamond kettle and tempers the words in a dragon’s spring. (97)

If this is a statement about the Danrin-style metaphor theory, then it would
be possible to understand Bash as talking about a way of writing in which
the literal meaning of a metaphor is given the same weight as the referential
meaning, and the surreal world created by metaphors is given a value of its
own. This would also demand a reading of poetry that does not strive after
reaching some sort of “ actual” meaning behind the words, but rather understands poetry as a polyphonic mix of voices, which is best enjoyed as a totality.
In later works, Bash very often writes about truth, mostly pronounced as
makoto (if we believe our modern editors), but often written with the same
character as jitsu. The emptiness concept does not seem to have interested
and jitsu, flower and truth,
him very much, but a discussion about hana
supposedly by Bash is recorded in one of Shik ’ s early works, the Kuzu no
Matsubara (The Pine Forests of Kuzu). Since this work was published in
1692, when Bash was still alive, it may be reliable as a source. Shik relates the story of when Bash composed one of his most famous poems. It
was a day in late spring, when Bash , listening to the sounds outside his hut,
suddenly “ received” the end part of a hokku:



A frog jumping; the sound of water
Kawazu tobikomu mizu no oto
When Kikaku sitting nearby, suggested competently that one might add the
first five syllables “ yellow kerria” , [Bash ] decided on just “ old pond” . Discussing this for a while [one may state that] the beginning “ yellow kerria” is
elegant and flowery, but old pond is simple and true. This is because the truth
is the way that pierces through old and new. But the two, flower and truth,
216
ought to [be chosen] according to the actual occasion. (98)

It is rather difficult to decide which part of the text is based on Bash ’s
original discussion and where Shik ’ s commentary starts. A fair guess is that
the last three sentences explaining Bash ’s choice are additions by Shik .
Especially the last two sentences end with a presumptive inflection of the
214
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copula, narashi, which suggests that Shik makes a guess about the meaning
of Bash ’ s words. (I have not translated this nuance.)
Here jitsu is paired with simplicity or plainness (shisso) and is described
as a quality that passes through old and new. The word kand , “ the way that
pierces through,” is the same that Bash used when talking about “ the one” ,
so it is plausible that Shik tries to link jitsu to this unchanging ideal, and
possibly also to the fueki concept. But does hana, the flower, correspond to
the changing, to ry k ?
Yamabuki, the yellow kerria flower, was associated with the frog in the
renga and earlier haikai tradition. Kikaku’ s suggestion is therefore described
as competent or skilful, probably with an ironic tone. Yamabuki may in this
case be seen as a product of an old convention and therefore interpreted as
an example of an outdated fashion, an old ry k . I give this argument as a
possible way to find a connection between hana and ry k , but I find it
rather strained and do not really insist on it.
Hana and jitsu were actually used in older poetics, where hana seems to
have meant the actual manifestation of poetry, and jitsu something like the
inner feeling, something that is kept deep inside and may be expressed in
different ways.217 In Shik ’s text truth and flower seem not to be used in this
manner, but rather as two different stylistic concepts, since he states that they
ought to be used according to the situation. This probably means that on
some occasions truth will be suitable, on others flower will work better. In
fact, in the part which presumably is based on Bash ’s original discussion,
the word hana is not used, but the adjective hanayaka. This means bright
and gorgeous, and seems to describe a quality or style.
In one of Shik ’ s later works, the Haikai j ron (Ten Theories of Haikai),
the dichotomy of hana and jitsu is used interchangeably with kyo and jitsu,
and it may therefore be presumed that his understanding had undergone
some change.218 He does, however, use the kyo-jitsu dichotomy much more
frequently. In such later works his whole argument around kyo-jitsu does not
discuss stylistic differences but aims at incorpoating cosmology into poetics.
One example from the Nij gokaj (The Twenty-five Clauses) shows a discussion partly influenced by Buddhist and Confucian thought:
All things exist in emptiness and work in truth. They will hardly exist in truth
and work in emptiness. As truth erects the self, it bears a grudge against others. Even when regretting the scattering cherry flowers, or when regretting
the sinking moon, to regret truth is the truth of renga. To regret emptiness is
217
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the truth of haikai. What is called poetry, renga and haikai, is to be skilful in
219
telling lies. (99)

Kyo here seems to be a kind of void or non-self which harbours everything,
and would then actually be closer to the unchanging fueki in some sort of
cosmological sense. Jitsu is then the actual manifestation of a thing, which
can be felt by the senses, and would thus correspond to a multitude of
changes.220 Understood in this manner, Shik ’ s earlier discussion of hana and
jitsu seems to be turned upside down, but this is, in fact, a statement of a
cosmology, and should perhaps not be connected with the fueki-ry k theory
at all. How Shik applies these concepts to haikai poetics is not easy to grasp
and must more or less be guessed from his cryptic writing. A statement like:
“ what is called poetry, renga and haikai, is to be skilful in telling lies” , in
which “ lies” is written with the character for kyo, sounds more like the old
theory of the Danrin school, that is, the meaning would simply be that skill
in poetry is to be skilful in creating striking metaphors. It is, however, very
clear that he believes kyo to be more important in haikai and later on he calls
a person who “ has emptiness in emptiness” a model for his own followers.221
In the Haikai j ron, however, he calls people who prefer either kyo or jitsu
ignorants.222 Here, then, both of these terms seem to have the same importance.
It all becomes even more complicated when we turn to an earlier text,
Shik ’ s Chinj no Hy (A Statement of Truth), in which he writes something
that looks very similar to the first line of the quotation above but which
again turns out to carry a completely opposite meaning:
Language exists in emptiness and performs truth. It is difficult [for it] to exist
223
in truth and play in emptiness. (100)

He states that these are Bash ’ s words, but he often describes his own theories as if they were Bash ’ s original words and we do not know if this is true
or not. Anyhow, Shik ’ s own later theory seems to have developed from a
reversal of these words. As it is a statement about the relationship between
language and truth, when he replaces “ language” with “ all things” the meaning will change dramatically, unless, of course, we believe that “ language”
and “ all things” are identical entities, but I do not think such ideas existed in
Shik ’ s age.
The kyo-jitsu theory as such has probably not become more lucid from
this short investigation, but I think it has shown that this was a theory that
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was subject to constant change. Buson’ s words in the Mukashi o ima preface, where this discussion started, will therefore be difficult to explain with a
reference to Shik ’ s works. If the supposition is right that Buson refers to
this kyo-jitsu theory, we need to know how he interpreted this theory, but no
text exists in which he develops this further. We may, however, get some
help from Buson’ s old friend of his early years in Edo, Isaoka Gant . If we
recall some words of this Gant , quoted in the chapter on sabi, we may note
that he actually makes a few comments on kyo and jitsu, in addition to some
very critical statements about Shik .224 For Gant the important thing was to
be true to one’s own personality and the “ flow of nature” , and the word
“ emptiness” was used to designate an insincere person who only imitated an
established style. In Gant ’ s interpretation of these concepts, jitsu becomes
related to the individuality of the poet. Kyo is used about someone who follows ideals, in this case sabi-shiori, that he is not a part of or does not fully
understand.
If we grant as plausible that Buson basically shared the opinions of Gant ,
we may suggest one interpretation of his words. When Buson states: “ this is
to betray the outer emptiness and follow the inner truth” , he possibly means
that one should always discard the outward appearance of art, style, conventions, rules and the like, and instead adhere to the truth, that is, the source of
what is expressed, which lies deep under the surface; one’ s inner creative
desire. This is the idea that we have met over and over again, and it makes us
return to the fueki-ry k theory as a theory of creativity. In the context of
such a theory of creativity, the above reading of Buson’ s words will gain in
likeliness. In the background there may also be some implied critique of
Shik ’ s theories, a critique we find many other examples of in Buson’ s
works.
What Buson meant by his conclusion that “ this is called haikai-Zen, the
method of transmitting from heart to heart” is unclear. This sentence may
refer to different parts of the text. It may be that the whole theory is to be
called haikai-Zen, or it may be that it is just a description of Hajin’ s method
of teaching. The word haikai-Zen is probably used to hint at a more intuitive
kind of communication. As far as is known today, Buson never studied Zen
Buddhism, and his few statements about Zen do not give us any suggestion
of what he actually meant by using the word.
3.3.3. The Preface to the Shundei Kush

Buson’s most deliberate attempt to write a theory of haikai is his preface to
the Shundei kush from 1777, a collection of hokku by Kuroyagi Sh ha, one
of Buson’s disciples, and a close friend. The argument Buson presents in this
preface deals with problems similar to the one discussed in the previous text.
It is more complex and more concerned with the problem of coping with the
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works of one’ s predecessors. Written as a dialogue between Buson and
Sh ha, it starts with Sh ha’ s question about the meaning of haikai. Buson
answers:
In haikai one values the use of common language to leave the common. One
leaves the worldly when using the worldly. The method of escaping the
worldly is indeed difficult. It is like the saying of that certain Zen priest: “ listen to the sound of one hand [clapping]!” that is, haikai-Zen, the rule of es225
caping the worldly. (101)

The “ certain Zen priest” is the monk Hakuin Ekaku (1685-1768) of the Rinzai sect of Zen Buddhism. The quotation refers to a k an
by him, a
Zen-Buddhist catechism: “ Two palms touching makes a sound. Even more
we listen to the sound of one hand” .
The concepts zoku
and rizoku
are repeatedly used in the text. I
have translated zoku as common and worldly, and rizoku as the escape from
the common and worldly. Zoku is a very vague concept that also includes
meanings like ordinary, mundane, vulgar and banal. Vulgar language and
slang were seldom used in haikai, but very commonplace matters occupy a
large part of haikai poetry, and it is best to understand zoku here in such a
broader sense.
In this theory the worldly, common or vulgar is not used to turn older
styles of poetry into parody, as it did in the early haikai of the sixteenth century. What interests Buson is to use the worldly for a specific purpose, that
is, to reach a higher level of refinement, or insight, or whatever he may have
meant by “ haikai-Zen” and the escape from the worldly.
It is important to stress that the use of zoku is a part of the theory. Buson’ s
goal may well be to escape the common and vulgar, but if we simplify it into
a theory of escapism or pure refinement, as an expression of the conventional ideals of eighteenth-century literati, we will lose the haikai element in
it. The special opposition which is formulated by Buson here is the basis of
much haikai poetry. We may well compare it with the words of Bash quoted
in the Sanz shi:







One should reach enlightenment high up and return to the commonplace
226
(zoku). (102)

It is true that Buson puts a stress on the “ escape” from the ordinary, but if we
cut off the zoku part of Buson’s text we will end up with a completely different theory. In fact, I would prefer to understand Buson’ s word rizoku not as
escapism or anti-vulgarity at all, but more as a heightened intensity of our
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perceptions, by which the most banal matter becomes forcefully impressive.
I will return to this question in the conclusion at the end of this chapter.
Continuing the dialogue with the next step of the theory, Sh ha asks if
there is any short cut to reach an understanding. Buson answers:
There is. Let’s talk about Chinese poetry. You have already become accomplished in Chinese poetry. There is no need to search for anything else.
227
(103)

Sh ha wonders, however, if this is not to make a detour, since haikai and
Chinese poetry are rather different. Buson again answers:
In painting there is a theory of leaving the worldly. It says: “ In painting there
is no other way to leave the worldly: when one reads many books, then the
spirit of these books will rise and the spirit of the worldly will sink. Those
who study [art] should be careful about this.” Thus, even in painting one is
told to throw the brush and read books to leave the worldly. What distance is
228
there between Chinese poetry and haikai? (104)

As in Bash ’ s theories, we find here a discussion about the similarities of the
different arts. Buson is very explicit in describing the point of connection.
He does not advocate reading Chinese poetry for the sake of learning a style,
or to find a source for inspiration or allusion. The single reason is to “ raise”
the spirit of the reader, to reach a special state of mind when composing
poems.
I do not believe that it is possible to understand this text as being opposed
to Bash , as, for instance, Joan Herzog O’ Mara does, when she writes about
it:
Bash too, had been familiar with Chinese poetry, but his approach (“ follow
229
nature” ) again contrasts instructively with that of Buson (“ read books” ).

This is a reading that only picks out a few details from a complex discussion.
When Buson talks about reading books, he does so to get an opportunity to
quote from a Chinese treatise on painting, thus introducing not only books
but also painting into the discussion, and he does so only to guide his friend.
He names a short cut and that is all there is to it. What he tells Sh ha is actually that he already knows the secrets of haikai. Chinese poetry is mentioned
because Sh ha wrote such poetry. If he had been a musician, Buson would
probably have said that he had better play music, if he had been a painter
that he should paint. The central argument is that mastery is something that
goes beyond the limitations of any single art, and this is a view that was
227
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shared by Bash . It is important to remember that even he had stated that a
person who was accomplished in a different art would learn haikai much
faster than someone who had “ delighted in haikai for many years” . The theory of the z ka, which is what O’ Mara has rendered as “ nature” , is not opposed to what Buson writes about here. To understand Buson, we need to
refer to something like the z ka, a concept that exists beyond the specific
conventions of a single art.
After the initial argument on the meaning of haikai, the dialogue enters
into a discussion that directly deals with the haikai tradition. Sh ha states
here that haikai, since long ago, has divided into numerous schools, and he
asks which school he should follow. Buson’ s answer is that there are actually
,
no different schools of haikai. There is only one single haikai-mon
one single school of haikai. One should learn thoroughly what is useful from
any of the different branches of the haikai-tradition. However, one should
always associate with a few “ friends” , without whose company it will “ be
difficult” to reach mastery.



Sh ha asked:
Those to make friends with, who are they?
I answered:
Visit Kikaku and call on Ransetsu, recite Sod and follow Onitsura. Meet
these four elders day after day and depart from the struggle for wealth and
honour in the capital. Enjoy the gardens and hold a banquet in the mountains. Serve wine, laugh and talk, and value only the effortless when composing poems. Continuing in this way day after day, one day you will meet
the four elders again. The quiet purity of mind will be as before. You close
your eyes and compose with effort, and receiving the poem you open your
eyes. Suddenly the four elders have disappeared. Not knowing where they
have left, as turned to immortals, you stand alone in trance. At that time
the scent of flowers will be carried by the breeze, and the moonlight will
float on the water. This is your mastery of haikai.
230

[Then] Sh ha smiled. (105)

This text is partially written in metaphoric language, and should, of course,
not be understood literally. It is a description of the way to reach mastery.
The four elders were all great masters contemporary with Bash . Kikaku and
Ransetsu are often mentioned as his most distinguished disciples.
The poet starts his training with having a pleasant time in the company of
the elders. He composes without much preparation and effort, probably just
imitating his predecessors. Then he meets the elders again. Possibly this
means that he has reached a more profound understanding of their art. He
closes his eyes, that is, he does not look at the masters of the past, does not
230
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imitate. Composing becomes painful, but when he looks again, there is no
one to follow. He stands alone and creates only his own art. What I have
translated here as the “ mastery of haikai” literally reads that the poet has
reached his “ native village of haikai” . It is the place he attains when he has
amalgamated and surpassed the different styles and gained his own unique
way of writing. Mastery will thus become a kind of homecoming, and perhaps this implies the act of turning inwards to find one’ s own uniqueness.
The basic thought is that the poet, even if he learns from different sources,
must surpass these sources. In the end they will disappear when he gains his
mastery. The multitude of influences will result into a completely new and
hitertho unknown mix. This theory is not a defence of traditionalism. I agree
here with Shimizu Takayuki, who interprets this passage that the more an
artist takes in, the more his individuality will become established and the
richer it will become. Shimizu sees this process as based on a concept of
rizoku that is a concept of creativity without limits and without teachers.231
After this central argument, the discussion between Buson and Sh ha
takes a somewhat different direction. They start to argue about the value of
two of Bash ’s followers, Shik and Bakurin, who were disliked by most
poets in the Buson group. Sh ha calls them haikai Satan, and Buson admits
that their style is disagreeable. He insists, however, that there are good points
to be learned even from bad poets like them. In the end, though, he does not
succeed in convincing Sh ha. This flexibility and openness, this attitude that
there is no single “ right” style, was probably too radical even for some of
Buson’s own disciples.
The ideal to learn from numerous different styles was important in Buson’s thought and he wrote about it several times. In the Shukuh written in
1771 we find almost the same argument as above. Here Kikaku, Ransetsu,
Kyorai and Sod are named as good models. Shik and Bakurin are mentioned and criticized as having a vulgar style of poetry, but their verses are
still recommended for study. Bash is described as a person who embraces
all the different schools. 232 This is presumably the ideal as it is a consequence of learning from a multitude of sources.
A statement not as explicit as this, but still hinting at the same idea, is the
sentence in the short text in the Kach hen collection, quoted earlier, in which
Buson insisted that one should be even more prosperous with old age: “ Passing numerous ways, one must unite their effect into one.” 233 We may here
also note that this theory of comprehensiveness was directly related to Buson’s rejection of sabi as a limited loneliness concept, and this shows the
coherence of his thought.
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Since Buson, in several places in the preface of the Sundei kush , encourages his disciple Sh ha to follow this or that ancient master, it should be
stressed once more that such statements must be read in the context in which
they occur. There are many examples in Buson’s writing that clearly state
that he does not adhere to the style of a Kikaku or Ransetsu, or even
Bash .234 Such statements may seem to contradict what Buson states here,
but only if we do not read his whole argument. His aim here is to overcome
the ancient masters; to reach a state where they are no longer present. The
style of a single master may function as a limit, but if we freely follow whatever we find useful, discard whatever we find useless, and constantly strive
to enlarge our sources of inspiration, there will be no limits and our style will
not adhere to what is old.
3.3.4. The “Circular Course” Theory and the Irrelevance of New and Old

A theory of the amalgamation of influences may seem different from the
ideal of constant movement forwards that gave the impetus to the original
fueki-ry k theory. Whereas Bash found a value in newness, Buson does
not seem to bother about what is new and what is old, but the final result
will, I believe, be almost the same. A unification of a multitude of influences
will result into something completely new. Even a movement along different
paths, testing different means of expression, will lead to a questioning of the
perfected, which was the main aim of Bash . The difference lies only in the
view of the course of development that for Bash and his followers went in
one single direction, but for Buson was more complicated. Buson discusses
this problem in some detail in the preface to the renku-collection Momosumomo (Peach Plum) from 1780, a text that has actually been called a fuekiry k theory.235 I will quote the full text:
I don’ t remember when, but there were four kasen of the four seasons. Spring
and autumn got lost. Summer and winter remained. One person begged for
them and said he would like to print them. Still another person restrained
[him] and said: “ There has passed quite a time since these kasen were composed. They are probably out of fashion.” I laughed and said: “ Since haikai is
open and generous, [if] there really is a fashion, there really is no fashion. As
an example one may liken it to some people running, chasing each other
around a circular course. The leading person all the more looks like he is
chasing the one following. By which means will we discern what is new and
old in the changes of fashion? We only express what is inside our breast day
after day. Today we make the haikai of today, tomorrow again the haikai of
tomorrow.” I give [this collection] the title Momo-sumomo. Even if one reads
it forwards or backwards, there will be no end to it. This is the important
236
meaning of this collection. (106)
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When the title Momo-sumomo is written with the Japanese syllabary it will
actually read the same even if read backwards. The idea is that we may read
these poems in whatever way it pleases us; they will be the same anyway. If
they are old or new does not matter, since what may seem new in one context may look old-fashioned in another. Hajin’ s teaching that one should not
look back and forth is echoed in these lines. The important matter is to “ express what is inside” , to be true to one’s inner need.
In a theory that values newness, there is always a possibility to understand
this newness as answering to the very same tradition it tries to discard. The
new will actually need the old to relate to, or else it will not be recognised as
new at all. Bash ’ s idea of newness was, as we have seen, not of this kind. It
was newness as a means to gain freedom from tradition, but it might still be
misinterpreted as a newness that functioned as a comment on the past. The
thought of Buson here that old or new does not matter, will, however, do
away with any need for a context of this kind.
A background to the above “ circular course” theory is to be found in the
text Ten no sontokuron (The Theory of Loss and Gain in Point-Marking),
presumably written about ten years earlier. It is a short essay about the difficulty of making fair judgements of the quality of haikai poems. This “ pointmarking” was a practice used at haikai contests, and sometimes in teaching,
where verses were evaluated by being marked with different numbers of
points. In this text we may recognise the circumstances in which the first
stages of this theory developed:
In point-marking there is a theory of loss and gain. There are poems that are
new in the mind of the writer but sound old to the judge, or poems that sound
novel to the judge but are thought of as old by the author. Again, there are
poems that, judged as old works in the east, sound original in the capital. As
there is loss and gain for the author, it will be difficult for the judge to avoid
237
slander. (107)

Any evaluation based on qualities like new and old will be completely arbitrary, even in the same age and in the same cultural context. New and old are
only seen as products of the different experiences and circumstances of the
reader as well as the writer. In this text Buson admits that he himself, when
acting as a judge at poetry gatherings, made evaluations in this manner. His
conclusion is not that this is how evaluations ought to be made; it is only that
such evaluations cannot be helped. After a few examples from his own
judgements, he states:
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As judges by nature are self-conceited and badly informed, they are full of
prejudiced thoughts, but I only express a wish that they will be forgiven for
238
these faults. (108)

In one way Buson accepts the arbitrariness of evaluation. As this is inevitable, the author’ s view is as valid as the judge’ s view. On the other hand, this
latter view is described as prejudiced and narrow minded, and it should only
be excused according to its limitations. That Buson in the end, in the MomoSumomo preface, does away with new and old altogether shows that he
thought that such qualities were meaningless. Buson’s standpoint is thus
directly opposed to certain modern theories (which will be dealt with presently) in which meaning and values are supposed to be engendered by textual or cultural interchange. Although Buson agrees that such functions exist,
he does not believe they will lead to a deeper understanding of art.
The alternative Buson puts forward is to focus on the work itself. If poetry is to express day after day “ what is inside our breast” , we will never be
able to define a simple standard for how it should be read. The poem itself is
always the same, even if read backwards. What changes is how it is read,
and it will be left to the reader to overcome his prejudices to find ways by
which the poem will unveil its secrets.

3.4. A Few Modern Opposing Views
Throughout this investigation, from Bash ’s original texts to the theories by
Buson a century later, we have met a view of the composing and reading of
haikai which might be described as a constant process of investigation into
the unknown. There are no fixed rules for our reading and every poem becomes a new challenge. When a poem gets its meaning in this way, not because of any fixed specific cultural or literary context, but in a completely
free interaction with every possible context, what will give us understanding
may lie in any part of our experience, and is initially undefined.
Now, we may object that haikai is not at all as I described it here, that
when we look at haikai poems by Bash or Buson, it is possible to recognize
all sorts of conventions and old dusty traditional subject matter, or we may
refer to a concept like aisatsu, greeting, which clearly proves that haikai was
used in social intercourse rather than with any expressive purpose, and
thereby strongly contextualized. We may also object that the formation of
meaning will not be possible without a specific context, which will be
needed to tell us how to read.
There are at least two ways to answer these objections. One will be to accept them and thereby declare that the theories of Bash and Buson were not
followed in actual practice, and that they are just historical artifacts that can238
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not be taken seriously in a modern discussion of theory. Another way, however, will be to challenge these objections, to use the arguments offered by
Bash , Buson and others in a critical discussion of such theoretical standpoints that insist on the conventionality of haikai and literature in general. If
we choose the first way, our discussion might stop here, but then we will not
offer any arguments to support that this is the adequate choice. I will therefore attempt the second way, and confront a couple of modern theories about
haikai and literature that directly oppose the Edo-period ideas investigated in
the previous chapter. It is only after such a discussion that it will be possible
to decide if Edo-period haikai theory still has relevance.
3.4.1. The Problem of Contextual Readings

One of the most ambitious studies of Bash ’ s poetics written in English is
the book Traces of Dreams by Haruo Shirane. It is a work with many merits
but with one great drawback, that it is written without sufficient consideration of what was central and what was incidental in Bash ’s thought. This
results in a series of contradictions and inconsistencies, which become problematic as they give us a picture of Bash ’ s poetics that conflicts with both
his writing and teaching. Shirane’s aim is to tell us how things actually were
in Bash ’s day, as, according to him, most criticism on haikai, or haiku, written in the twentieth century is based on grave misconceptions, formed by
“ the Western-influenced emphasis on individualism, realism” and the poetics
developed by Masaoka Shiki in the Meiji period, in which the ideal was
poetry seen as sketches based on direct observation (and which is also described as a product of Western influence).239 Even though Shirane is forced
to agree that some of these supposedly modern interpretations agree quite
well with many of Bash ’ s statements, his declaration of what will make a
correct study emphasises on other matters:
This study is intended to go beyond these mimetic and expressive reading
modes by exploring the multidimensional aspects of haikai imagination: its
intertextual nature, particularly its relationship to the larger cultural landscape
and the manner in which haikai achieves meaning through reconstruction and
recontextualization; its heteroglossic, multivoiced character; and its interper240
sonal, communal, performative dimension.

It is undeniable that any kind of poetry from any tradition can be described
and investigated in this manner. The problem I see here, however, is that if
we treat all these “ multidimensional aspects” as of the same importance, we
will not get a more correct, full or objective picture unless we can prove that
this poetry should actually be understood in the light all these historical leavings it had become associated with in one way or another. If we insist in this
239
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way that the unimportant is as important as the important, we will inevitably
put very strong emphasis on the unimportant and thereby we will end up
with a distorted picture. It is therefore not surprising that what happens in
Shirane’s text is that, at times, the most peripheral matters are described as
more central than the core of Bash ’ s ideas. The result is a description of
Bash ’s art as heavily based on traditional conventions and overloaded with
allusive references, and whose meaning basically must be understood in the
light of the socio-cultural setting. Of course, the notion of aisatsu is regarded
as extremely important. I think it is fairly clear by now from what has been
discussed in this chapter that there is much in the sources that contradicts
such a picture, but standpoints similar to Shirane’s are fairly common in
some modern haikai scholarship; we find much of it in the speculative theories by influential critics like And Tsuguo or Ogata Tsutomu, among others,
so it is absolutely necessary to discuss it seriously and in some detail. (And,
as noted earlier, it is always tempting to simply dismiss the historical theories as irrelevant when they do not suit our goals. This is an easy escape that
will be prevented if we take this discussion seriously.)
First, it must be acknowledged that a large part of Shirane’s study actually
reaches conclusions similar to my own writing on Bash in the previous
chapters; that will be an inevitable result for any scholar confronted with
Bash ’s writing. I do not have much to object to in these parts of his study,
even if my own focus is different from Shirane’s and more concerned with
creativity. My aim here, however, is to deal with the main contradiction in
his argument, when in spite of these insights it turns into another direction,
trying to read Bash as a traditionalist. There is not space here to deal with
every place in his text where such a tendency is strong; I will just make few
comments on one of many subjects where the logic of his theories becomes
very clear: the matter of seasonal words.241 It will give us an opportunity to
reflect over the consequences of theoretical standpoints of this kind.
There is a term named “ newness” (atarashimi) in Bash ’s poetics, and
also used by Shirane, which will demand some amount of reflection here.
This question of newness will always turn up when we talk about seasonal
words. Throughout the history of haikai there has been a constant search for
new seasonal words, and also a search for new ways of expressing the old
seasonal words that were a part of the classical tradition. For a reader who
believes in the existence, and vital importance, of connotations established in
an old tradition, such new topics will naturally be extremely difficult to handle, because there will be no well-defined and ready-made way to understand them.
Shirane accepts that such new words and new ways of expression existed,
and that due to their newness, they could have no fixed traditional associa241
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tions, but this circumstance goes counter to his main theoretical standpoint,
so he makes an effort to find a way to describe this newness as a function of
the old tradition. His strategy is to insist on what might be called an inverted
influence from tradition:
The traditional seasonal topics and their cultural associations, however, were
not simply displaced; instead, as we shall see, they provided the horizon of
expectations against which the haikai poem established its newness or implied difference. The brevity of the hokku is in fact possible because each
242
poem is implicitly part of a massive, communally shared poem.

This statement, I would say, misses the crucial point, as it does not mention
the reason why newness was valued by Bash and many of his followers.
Here the search of newness becomes only a game with tradition; newness is
seen as a means in itself. The thought of discarding tradition to force oneself
to face the whole process of creativity, without imitating a pre-made form,
does not exist here. Especially the last sentence of the quotation clearly displays the consequences this theory will lead to: a hokku will only be meaningful when read according to a set of shared conventions which are imagined to have existed in the minds of the seventeenth-century Japanese community.243
One problem with this statement is that it denies the possibility of the
hokku as a form of poetry. To say that the brevity of the hokku is possible
because it actually is not short at all, because it implies a lengthy mass of
text, is the same as saying that the hokku is possible only because it is not a
hokku at all. To some readers this is apparently so, but with the same logic
, the spaces of white paper that are often
we could say that the yohaku
left unpainted in some genres of Japanese painting, are only meaningful if
we fill them with well-defined detail. In some cases, they may perhaps demand such an understanding, but if we understand them only so, we will fail
to see that these empty spaces, in haikai or in painting, often carry a meaning
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of their own, creating a suggestiveness that enhances the effect of the work
by its very state of being undefined.
Another objection to Shirane’ s idea of the hokku is found in an argument
proposed by Tsur (who does not write about haikai at all, but has found a
way to deal with the dynamics of this kind of poetry, which really makes
more sense):
In poetic texts it is advantageous /… / to avoid the formation of stable visual
shapes – that is, strong gestalts – and the rational take-over: it arouses the
reader’s creativity more intensely. Every word is a stimulus that activates an
enormous amount of information (definitions, encyclopaedic knowledge,
connotations, private associations, etc.). The less specified, stable and detailed the poem’s words are, the greater the diversity among readers. This diversity is not arbitrary – the activation process is partially selective and flexible. Each reader tends to activate various private, subjective features. These
features could help interpret the whole utterance in the most relevant way –
relevant not just to the topic of discussion, but to the reader’ s own life and
244
experience…

When we define from the beginning how a correct way of reading should be,
creativity will just stop dead.
In Shirane’ s understanding, however, the freedom and openness to explore the multitude of our experience, which might be possible by keeping
the openness of the poem, and which in various ways have been expressed
by great masters like Bash and Buson, are just swept away; haikai is made
into a matter that will only be understood by the “ informed reader” inside the
realm of literature. I do not think this is compatible with Bash ’ s words:
Don’ t search for the traces of the ancients, search for what the ancients
245
searched for.

He never told us to establish our newness in relationship to the ancients and
in this difference lies the core of Bash ’s, and later on, Buson’s, ideas. The
new will always be new, whether the old exists or not. The new is what has
not existed before and only needs this lack of previous existence to be new.
To state this in a more systematic way: when we want to understand the
search for newness, we have at least four different options, and if we want to
understand Bash rightly, the only reasonable thing to do is to choose those
options that are compatible with what he wrote on poetics. I propose these
four basic options as follows:
• Newness may be understood as functioning through parody, as a newness
that is turned against the old, and uses and plays around with the tradi244
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tional meanings of the old. Such newness we find in much early haikai of
the traditions that preceded Bash .
• Newness may, however, also be understood as an interest turned towards
the new, an interest in exploring the new.
• It may also develop from an amalgamation of a multitude of experiences,
where tradition is but one small part, which in turn will bear fruit as
something hitherto unseen. This we found to be one of Buson’ s central
theories.
• Newness may also be a result of ignoring the old, or, expressed differently, of starting from scratch.
Of all these options, only the first, newness as parody, seems not to be compatible with Bash ’ s and his followers’ writings, but it is precisely this option Shirane chooses when he wants to show us the correct understanding of
Bash -style haikai.
Let us investigate one or two concrete examples where we may lay bare
the consequences of this sort of reasoning. To begin with, we need to be), which is used
come acquainted with a certain concept named hon’ i (
much by Shirane in a certain way. The word hon’ i usually means the original
meaning of a word, or the true intention of a person. As a concept used in
poetics it may be understood as anything from an intrinsic essence of things,
to a conventionally established set of associations connected to a word or
matter. It is not altogether easy to grasp how this concept was understood in
the Edo period, as it is used in different ways. Basically, it may be regarded
as the essence of certain words used in poetry, usually the essence of seasonal words. Treatises discussing this essence of such words are usually
made up of short essays exploring the aesthetic possibilities of these words,
often investigating how they have been used in actual poems. In some cases
such treatises are written with the intent to regulate the use of words, declaring how they should be used and what connotations they should have. When
Shirane discusses the hon’ i of seasonal words he does this solely with this
latter practice in mind. In his writing, hon’ i is only a limiting concept, defined as a conventionally established set of connotations belonging to a
word.
In the following I will discuss hon’ i from a few different perspectives to
show the complexity of this concept. I will also make clear why I find Shirane’ s limitid understanding of this concept inadequate, and suggest other
possibilities of understanding. To begin with, I will here quote an argument
by another scholar, Peipei Qiu, in which one understanding of hon’ i is explained in more detail. It deals with this concept as used in Danrin-style haikai, and thus not with its meaning within the Sh mon, but it still has relevance for our discussion as it gives a picture of how the concept was used by
one theorist in this age. Qiu’ s definition of the concept is close to that of
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Shirane’s, as she sees it as a concept of conventionalised associations, but
her encounter with a Danrin theorist gives some interesting results:
A word with hon’ i functions as a mediating sign that generates two or more
texts as well as the associated significance(s) simultaneously within the
poem, greatly increasing its significance-carrying capacity. Hon’ i also guides
the reading of the poem, providing the necessary context or subcontext for
the extemporaneous dialogue of a linked verse sequence. Therefore, not only
did conservative Teimon poets such as Kigin discuss the use of hon’ i in
lengthy handbooks, the Danrin also stresses hon’ i in their haikai theories.
However, when haigon is introduced, there is no convenient normative essence behind this important part of their poetic language. The lack of mediating power would directly affect the construction of the meaning of a brief
haikai verse, either leaving it as a superficial parody or conveying only the
surface value of the words. Apparently, this presented a serious problem to
the haikai poets who firmly believed that comic linked verse must convey
wonderful meaning.
To remedy this problem, the Danrin poets tried to include the Zhuangzi as
a cardinal source of normative poetic essence. Ichu, the vocal Danrin theorist,
repeatedly asserted that “ the Zhuangzi embodies the hon’ i of haikai,” and
“ nothing embodied in the hon’ i of the Zhuangzi is not found in haikai.” This
argument is not merely a defence strategy. It is also an effort to use the Daoist classic to supply hon’ i to their new language, haigon. In order to prove
that the Zhuangzi has been a source of hon’ i of Japanese poetry since the
classical age, Ichu quotes extensively from the Zhuangzi to interpret the essence of Japanese poetry, not only that of haikai, but also that of the waka
and renga. He painstakingly shows how a personified cuckoo in a Kokinshu
poem finds its hon’ i in a gugen in the Zhuangzi, which personifies a perch in
a carriage rut. He also argues that a haikai verse which depicts the early haikai poet Sokan as a shogi
player actually conveys the hon’ i of the fictional figures in the Zhuangzi. By demonstrating that “ even the poems in the
‘Haikai’ section of the Kokinshu take [Zhuangzi’ s] gugen as hon’ i,” Ichu tries
to demonstrate that what is articulated in the Zhuangzi has long been part of
246
the accepted normative essence of Japanese poetry.



I have quoted these long paragraphs to clarify the whole argument. As I understand Qiu, her aim is to prove the conventionality of the hon’ i concept,
but to me the only conclusion to be made here is that any notion of conventionality becomes falsified. When Ichu uses the Zhuangzi to define the essence of Japanese poetry this is, as Qiu herself acknowledges, an “ innovative
phenomenon” in the history of Japanese poetics.247 Ichu thereby shows that a
Japanese poem may well be understood in a totally alien context. Referring
back to the ancient Zuangzi in fact erases almost two thousand years of tradition. It may be that this kind of essence based on the Zuangzi became a convention within the short-lived Danrin movement, although Ichu’s writing is
nothing more than the personal opinion of a single theorist, but even if this
246
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was a shared convention in a certain group, it would still prove that there
was no single right Japanese context to be used when reading Japanese poetry. There were just different ways of reading used by different people. If
such readings were motivated solely by their conventionality, this would be a
later development. Ichu’s first explorations of the Zhuangzi would demand
some actual correspondence between this text and the poetry he found connected with it. It is actually a matter of free and novel association between
texts, of recognition of a similarity of themes and structure, which is not
justified by any previously established convention. We cannot refer to a convention’ s formative function before this convention has come into existence.248
Within the Sh mon hon’ i is discussed occasionally, but even a conservative writer like Kyorai never states explicitly that this has anything to do
with some traditional conventionalism. In one place in the Kyoraish he
criticises two poems about the bush-warbler (uguisu ) for lacking hon’ i.249
Here he criticises the poems for not describing the bird as it behaves; in one
case the bird in early spring is described by its behaviour in late spring and
in the other case the topic of a singing bird is described by its physical activity. In these examples by Kyorai, the lack of hon’ i seems more to be a lack
of coherence within a poem than a matter of not following the tradition, but
his comments are so short and sketchy that it is difficult to state anything
definite about them. Although he says that this lack of hon’ i occurs when
one becomes too fascinated by “ odd things and new words” , clearly showing
his conservatism, this does not prove that he defined hon’ i as conventionally
established connotations.
,
In another place he criticises a poem on another bird, the hototogisu
in which the insertion of too much subject matter would stop the hon’ i from
becoming established. 250 This is again hon’ i understood as something dependent on the totality of a poem, and how it is composed.
In yet another place in the Kyoraish he tells the following story, about a
poem on the sound of a temple bell:





At dusk, the bell fills me with vigour – temple in autumn
Y gure wa kane o chikara ya tera no aki
This poem was originally a poem describing the evening bell as not being
lonely. I have forgotten [the exact words of] the poem. F koku said: “ When I
heard the evening bell at the mountain temple the other day, it did not feel
lonely at all. Therefore I wrote this poem.” Kyorai said: “ This is really uninteresting. Whether it is a mountain temple, an autumn evening, or an evening
248
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bell; it is the ultimate [expression of] loneliness. However, describing it as
not being lonely, when accidentally hearing it in the midst of noise and feasting, is [just a matter] of your own private [feelings]. F koku said: “ If I had
these feelings at that time, what should I do? Is it better not to compose in
this manner even if one has such feelings?” Kyorai said: “ If one has such
feelings, [why not] compose something like this?” So I said and revised it
into the poem above. Of course, one cannot say it is an excellent poem, but
251
probably it has not lost its hon’ i. (109)

Shirane, writing of this example, interprets Kyorai as someone defending
ideals of the classical tradition in which a temple, an autumn evening or a
temple bell (according to Shirane) had the poetic essence of loneliness:252
For Kyorai, this poetic essence represented the accumulated experience of
hundreds of poets over many centuries. To ignore or go against it, as F koku
253
did, was a self-centered, wilful act.

These, however, are ideas Shirane attributes to Kyorai, since nothing of them
is found in Kyorai’s text. A poet may well adhere to some traditional mood
of expression without doing it for the sake of traditionalism, and his critique
of F koku seems more to be that his poem was too private and a product of a
very specific context. One might well read Kyorai as meaning that the loneliness of a temple in the mountains, of an autumn evening, or of the single
trailing sound of a temple bell, is intrinsic to the experience, and thereby
more readily understandable, more universal, and that this needs to be taken
into account when writing a poem on such themes. At least two twentieth
century commentaries on Kyorai’ s text understand it in this manner.254 The
poem he writes in the end anyhow turns out to be based on F koku’ s experience. This would question the supposed traditionalism of Kyorai, and to
overcome this problem, Shirane tries the following strategy:
For Kyorai, the haikai poet must preserve the poetic essence – here, the feel255
ing of loneliness – but approach or express it in new, haikai-esque ways.

Is it really possible to preserve an old poetic essence when it is put in a new
context? Is a worn-out cliché still dead and worn-out when it has been
brought back to life again in this manner (if that is what happens here)?
Kyorai also wrote about this poem in one of his letters, where he tells a
slightly different story. In this letter he gives a specific reason for his criti251
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cism. It seems that F koku had originally described the temple bell as noisy;
he had heard it at close distance, and tried to make this experience into a
poem. Kyorai disliked this because he thought it lacked taste and elegance
(f ry
). Revising the poem he created a hon’ i of a lonely evening, and
this, he writes, made the bell even more vigorous.256 The hon’ i concept is
treated here, not as some value associated with certain words but as the effect or expression which is created in the poem. This is a use of this concept
similar to the other examples by him, where lack of coherence, that is, the
set-up of the whole poem, was described as a lack of hon’ i. It seems therefore that, in Kyorai’ s writing at least, the hon’ i concept had gained a meaning that was very different from the sense of an essence of certain words that
we find in older poetics. In an Edo-period commentary on the Kyoraish , the
Kyoraish -kai from 1806, this becomes conspicuous, even if the understanding here differs from the one in Kyorai’s letter. The author of this Kyoraish kai, a certain Bunri, writes that it is precisely the word “ vigour” (chikara )
that gives this poem its spirit, and it does not lose its hon’ i by the effect of
this word. He continues by saying that if one wants to write it as F koku,
describing the evening bell as not lonely, one must enter some words in the
poem that give the reason for this being so, and then the hon’ i will become
established.257 This is thus a matter of the overall effect of a poem, and is
different from the notion of a classical essence inherited from an ancient
tradition.
In spite of these complexities, the hon’ i concept is repeatedly used by Shirane when he tries to prove the traditionalism of Bash and his followers. To
continue this argument, I will therefore now turn to his discussion of a hokku
by Bash on the hototogisu, a theme that had been used since ancient times
in Japan. The hototogisu is a small bird with a distinct voice, and is often
translated as a cuckoo, but it sings differently, sounding almost like its onomatopoetic name. To define the traditional associations of the hototogisu
Shirane quotes an old renga treatise by the master Satomura J ha (15241602), in which we find the following description (in Shirane’s translation):





Even if the hototogisu sings noisily, one must compose in such a way that one
hears it only on occasion, so that it sings rarely, and so that one waits impa258
tiently to hear its voice.

Such a definition would then give us the traditionally defined essence, the
hon’ i, of the hototogisu, and this is, as mentioned, the basis of Shirane’s
argument.
We may naturally ask why precisely the treatise by J ha, a renga master,
should be regarded as our correct guide to the tradition. It is clear that J ha
256
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writes about how poems ought to be composed, but does this tell us anything
about how poems ought to be understood? And does J ha here talk about an
established convention, about “ cultural associations” ? Perhaps he only wants
to give us advice on how to compose in an impressive way, and what he
means may well be that the special tone of the hototogisu will become more
effective if it is described as not too noisy, an observation that will only
make sense if we refer to the real experience of the bird. These are important
and troublesome questions if we want to make a theory of culturally defined
meaning, but we find no answer to them in Shirane’ s text.
He does not deny that, beside this traditional essence, there are also
among Bash ’s hokku ways of description which are based on how the bird
actually behaved. This, he says, is to seek out “ new poetical essences” . Actually, his main thesis seems to be that a combination of the new and the traditional is the basic meaning of haikai, and that a true understanding will only
be possible when we have knowledge of the conventions that define new and
old. Introducing a hokku from Bash ’s Saga nikki of 1691 he writes:
The following poem/… /depends for its full effect on understanding both the
traditional seasonal association – waiting impatiently to hear the rare cry of
the hototogisu – and the new, haikai poetic essence, its rapid flight.
a cuckoo’s crymoonlight seeping through
a large bamboo grove
hototogisu takeyabu o moru tsukiyo
/… /
Flying over a large bamboo grove, the hototogisu leaves a horizontal trail of
sound, which cuts through the implicit silence of the night. The moonlight, by
contrast, descends vertically or “ seeps down” (moru) through the leaves of
259
the tall bamboo trees, creating an intersection of sound and light.

Does this interpretation tell us why it is so important that we read this poem
according to both the traditional and the new poetical essence? Is it the “ implicit silence” which is implied by our knowledge of what old master J ha
wrote? One cannot help asking if there really exists a human mind so numb
that it will not manage to understand this silence without recourse to mechanical rules for understanding.
If we interpret the poem as depicting the bird just singing once, this
would make it a traditional poem, following Shirane’s logic, but does this
knowledge add some vital meaning to the poem? Does it add anything important to our experience? The traditional reading would help us to establish
the position of the spectator: a person “ impatiently waiting” to hear the bird,
but is this really an advantage? Determining our reading in such a manner
259
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would rather make the poem less interesting. And the same may be said
about the supposed “ new, haikai poetic essence” , which similarly will fix the
bird as a bird flying over the bamboo grove but again will disturb our understanding if that is not how we read this text. The main effect of the poem will
not be altered if we imagine the bird’ s voice coming from an indefinite place
beyond the green stalks, or the spectator as a person walking absentmindedly through the grove, or whatever we may think of, or if we leave it
undefined and open. (The traditional as well as the new “ poetic essences”
are, in fact, based on possible impressions of the real bird, as anyone who
has gone hiking in the mountains of Japan may testify. The only additional
meaning these impressions will have as being defined as conventions is the
meaning of being a convention, that is, it has meaning in a social context but
not as experienced perceptions. That is precisely the sort of meaning which
is created by mechanical imitation of ready models, and which, according to
Bash , must be thrown away by the creative artist.)
From a cognitive point of view, I think, this openness explains much of
the forceful effect of good haikai. Since so much of it is left undefined, left
to the reader, this will enable him or her to focus on and explore a few central matters that are highlighted and leave the rest free and diffuse. Once we
introduce a good deal of previously defined circumstantial material, the
process of understanding will be hindered by lengthy reasoning. Many critics
seem to believe that a poem is improved by the sheer quantity of things we
manage to say about it. If such a theory was true, then any disturbance would
heighten the aesthetic effect of a work of art; a recording of a piece of music
with a lot of circumstantial noise would be regarded as more interesting than
a clean recording, but this is not how we normally evaluate such things. The
reason is that we make a qualitative evaluation of all the circumstances that
affect our aesthetic experience.
Therefore, when we return to Bash ’s hokku, the question to be asked is:
what is the focus of a poem like this? When Shirane tells us that our understanding depends on matters that lie completely outside the poem, and in
addition are historically irrelevant, what kind of understanding will that be?
The subject matter of the poem tells us about sound, the voice of the bird,
sharp and distinct, and visual impressions, the stillness of the moonlit night
with its peculiar shadows among the bamboo, where perhaps sharpness again
is a central quality. In addition, there are the rhythms and verbal sounds,
notably the repeated o-sound that gives a strong alliterate effect. The dynamism which grows out of the combination of all these will never be understood by a reference to existing conventions. The only way to make them
come to life is to relate them to our perceptions of these matters, or at least
very similar matters, which are left as imprints in our experience. To invoke
the tradition or supposed conventions which are peripheral and ignore what
is central will only give us an understanding of a text that has almost nothing
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to do with the poem, and it is doubtful whether that can be regarded as satisfactory.
When talking about old and new, there is yet another important problem
to be addressed here. As we have seen, Shirane referred to the renga master
J ha when he wanted to know the traditional essence of the hototogisu.
There are, however, several other ways to find out how people in ancient
Japan looked upon this bird. We may, for instance, turn to writings of other
poets. It would be of great relevance to haikai poetry if we could find a work
written by a haikai poet, and luckily such works exist. The Yama no i (The
Mountain Well) by Kitamura Kigin, which was mentioned by Qiu above, is
one such study of seasonal words which was probably well known to most
poets in Bash ’ s age. Kigin belongs to the generation before Bash , sometimes he is even mentioned as being Bash ’s teacher, and his work will give
us a good picture of ideals that dominated the style of haikai Bash learned
in his youth. In Kigin’ s work, the hototogisu is described in several ways;
partly in the same manner as J ha, as singing very rarely, but it is also likened to someone announcing his name in a battle, or described as singing
abundantly on a rainy day, or as being an inhabitant of hell. What is most
interesting for us here, however, is that one way of representation is to make
the bird let its voice sound with brilliance in a moonlit night.260 Here is a
traditional essence which really suits Bash ’ s poem, although it must be
conceded that this essence does not add anything we did not already know
from the poem itself.
Another strategy to follow when we want to look for these essences of
certain words would be to make a comprehensive study of how they were
actually used in the classical tradition; it would, after all, be this actual use
which would make up the traditional essence. One such investigation, tracking down the origin of the seasonal words, is made by hata Kenji as a part
of his renku theory. In one of the basic sources of the tradition, the Kokinwakash compiled in the early tenth century, he finds no less than fifteen different seasonal themes using the hototogisu.261 Almost all of them describe the
song of the bird. That the bird is identified with its voice is thus well established in the tradition, but we should be careful not to overstress the conventionality of this fact. It is not an arbitrary construction that the name of the
bird mostly refers to its voice; it is based on the actual experience of the bird,
which mostly is an experience of sound. The hototogisu is a shy bird which
hides in dense woodlands and is almost never seen, but its voice is clearly
audible.
Among these fifteen ways to describe the bird there are three that attract
our attention: “ the hototogisu which sings in the deep night” (
), “ the hototogisu which passes singing in the dark night” (
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), and “ the hototogisu passes over singing” (
). The
first two of these have direct relevance to the Bash poem. The second and
the third are noteworthy as they show us that the description of the movement of the bird, which Shirane thought of as a new haikai essence of the
bird, was already a common theme in the tenth century, so the supposed
combination of new and old in Bash ’s hokku is actually non-existent.
Even this short investigation shows that if we look for traditional associations of a word, we will find all sorts of such associations. Some of them will
be more common than others, but all of them exist, and it is questionable if
knowledge of them will help us understand the poems we read. If they are
relevant to the poem, they will hardly tell us more than the poem has already
told us, and if they are irrelevant, they will indeed add extra subject matter,
which, however, will result in utterly absurd readings; the Bash poem discussed here might thereby be read not only in Shirane’ s way but also as a
battle scene (we might even interpret the bamboo stalks as a metaphor for
the soldiers’ spears), or a scene from hell. And even if we take what is relevant, if, when we talk about this poem by Bash , we relate it to the fact that
there was a traditional connection between the moon and the hototogisu, the
main question why the moon and the hototogisu interact effectively will not
be understood unless we refer to whatever we have stored in our memory of
light and shadow, sound and silence, shapes and feelings.
My intention here is not to prove that haikai was entirely based on observation of the outside world, even if “ inspiration received through the physical senses” , to quote a scholar with a view very different from Shirane’ s, is
undoubtedly the most important source of haikai after Bash . 262 In the
hototogisu poem discussed here, I believe, the total effect will be destroyed
if we force upon it irrelevant intertextual material, but there are other poems
by Bash , Buson and their contemporaries which in various ways refer to
ancient texts, or persons and events from history, and it must be added that
even such references will in the end need something felt or experienced to
become meaningful. We must also be careful not to confuse poetry based on
observation with the notion of realism, which is a very different matter; the
input we get from reality may be combined in all sorts of ways that in the
end may result in something utterly unreal. What we learn from studying the
theories that developed out of the fueki-ry k theory is that there are no fixed
meanings, or fixed associations, intended by poets like Bash and Buson.
Even an extremely conventional theme like the hototogisu may be read, not
as referring to the Great Tradition (a word I only use ironically), but as referring to the experience of the bird the reader heard this very same morning
when he walked in the mountains, or even as referring to a modern poem he
read the other day. These possibilities always exist, and if they add something that makes sense when reading this particular poem, they must be said
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to be more relevant, and more in the spirit of many Edo-period poets, than
any reference to a supposed Japanese convention, which is only motivated
by its being a convention, and very often turns out to be an imaginative construction by modern scholarship.
Shirane’s readings are, of course, also possibilities of the poems, and if
we understand them as nothing but personal preferences by the modern
scholar, we may accept them as such. He is definitely wrong when he insists
that his readings are historically correct, that they are the readings a seventeenth-century Japanese would have made, firstly because there existed no
single seventeenth-century way to read and compose haikai, and secondly
because many of the theoretical arguments of this age, like Bash ’ s, comprise ideas which, even when treated liberally, are incompatible with his
views. But even if we accept them with their limitations, we need to be
aware how they affect the poetry they are directed at. Shirane tries to prove a
reading of classical haikai as poetry that is not mainly descriptive or expressive. If we follow him, this poetry will naturally turn into something that
lacks these qualities. Haikai will then become a dry intellectual game, played
by the “ informed reader” . If we prefer to look at this poetry as harbouring a
more profound meaning that really affects us, even as modern readers, we
will need to find other ways to read them and focus on qualities that all too
often are left out in modern interpretations.
The chapter on newness in Shirane’s book reaches a conclusion with the
following words:
Bash ’ s hokku are often read as poems that either focus on the immediate object or that fuse the poet with nature, but as we can see here, whatever referential or expressive function the text may have, each poem, via the seasonal
word and implied seasonal topic, is firmly anchored in a larger cultural landscape, the Great Seasonal Poem, that is refracted, re-visioned, or expanded in
263
extremely subtle ways.

Here we may recognise yet another strategy to force the annoying newness
of haikai back into the secure tradition. Haikai may be new and unconventional, but as it adds to the tradition it becomes part of it, as the tradition
grows like a gigantic snowball rolling down the hill. If we define what is
traditional in this “ guilt by association” manner, even modern American
haiku will be firmly anchored in the Japanese cultural landscape. Such linking of concepts and styles by spatial extension will in the end make any association possible.
Four pages before this quotation, Shirane himself acknowledges that
some new ways of describing a hototogisu found in Bash ’s poems, actually
focussed “ on the way the bird actually behaved” . Here, however, his conclusion is that this very same poetry is different from poems that “ focus on the
263
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immediate object” , as it refracts, re-visions and expands “ the Great Seasonal
Poem” . Although he acknowledges that there may be some expressive or
referential function in this poetry, this is seen as unimportant, as this poetry
in the first place is “ firmly anchored” in the cultural landscape, that is, the
limited world of literary associations.
In this way, Shirane ends up with a problematic contradiction: Bash ’ s
impetus to deconstruct the whole tradition is defined as rooted in traditionalism. To find a solution to this inconsistency it is important to separate two
different kinds of conventionality. If a convention is believed to have a
meaning by force of its being a convention, and if that meaning is supposed
to be of extreme importance, then it may be opposed to other sources of inspiration. In this first case, a convention will mean something agreed upon. A
poem inspired by the observation of our senses may, however, be conventional, but still have an expression independent of any traditional values, as
long as the fact that it is conventional is of no importance. In this second
case, we usually use the adjective “ conventional” rather than “ convention” ,
which will just mean that something is common. It was probably these two
forms of conventionality Bash described when he said:
… the rules are the rules of haikai, there is no haikai for the sake of rules…

264

The rules are only acceptable if they have an effect. If we just follow the
rules without knowing why they exist, just because they exist as rules, the
reason for us following them will lie somewhere else, usually in a social
context; we follow the rules to please other people, our teacher or the group
we belong to.
This discussion has been concerned solely with the poetics of Bash and
his followers, but before we proceed to other related questions, I will make a
few comments on a statement by Buson. Buson never wrote anything specific on seasonal words, but in one of his letters there is a statement which
puts the whole theory of seasonal words into question. It deals with a situation in which this convention, if it had the significance it has been given by
Shirane and others, ought to have an effect, and still, this is not how Buson
understands the matter.
Leaking from the net, while leaking from the rope – moon in the water
Ami o more tsuna o more tsutsu mizu no tsuki
It is difficult to make a clear decision of the season of this verse, but I will
put it among the summer verses since its situation seems to be in summer.
(110)265
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According to the theories presented by modern scholarship, this would be no
problem at all. Everyone, or at least, every informed reader, knows that the
moon, when no other season is specified, is counted as autumn. It was established in a tradition that had continued for hundreds of years.
Obviously, Buson, himself an informed reader, a native Japanese, and a
professional of poetry, did not regard this matter so lightly. He finds it hard
to define the season of his own poem (so much for the intention of the author), and finally decides on summer because of the appearance, the whole
situation described in the poem. For Buson understanding is not formed by
the learned convention but by interpretive activities that, here at least, seem
to refer to experiences of the outside world.
Modern scholarship has, of course, found ways to handle a poem like this
according to the established theoretical framework. The strategy seems to be
to define another word in the poem as a seasonal word. In the most recent
edition of Buson’ s collected hokku, a collection in which poems are sorted
according to their seasonal words, this hokku is given the theme toami (castnet) which is grouped with the word kawagari (river fishing).266 Kawagari is
a seasonal word for summer (not one of Yamamoto’ s 500 essential, but still),
but toami seems not to have had this status. In an old haikai dictionary like
the Haikai shinjiten this word is entered with the season undefined.267 This
method of associating it with a completely different word must therefore be
judged as a modern reconstruction.
Anyway, it is undeniable that to Buson the whole appearance, the whole
scene, and not a single word, defined the season, and that is an approach that
will deny the common theory of seasonal words.

3.4.2. Art as Ideological Construction

Not only in the previous chapter, but throughout this study, we have repeatedly found a desire among scholars to find an opposition between a view of
haikai as referring to impressions of the outside world and a view of haikai
as mainly intertextual, functioning solely within the realm of language or
literature. This opposition is often linked to an opposition between modern
and premodern literature, between haikai and haiku. An important work in
modern criticism which has its main focus on this modern-premodern dichotomy is “ Origins of Modern Japanese Literature” by Karatani K jin. This
is a study dealing with the formation of modern Japanese literature, and it is
not particularly concerned with haikai, but it has great relevance to my discussion in those sections where it deals with the difference between modernity and the premodern, and especially the problem of descriptiveness in
266
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premodern Japanese art. In the first and most important chapter, Karatani
takes up what he calls “ the discovery of landscape” . Here he propounds the
idea that the description of real landscapes, in art and literature, is a modern
phenomenon, and was actually non-existent in earlier ages. Masaoka Shiki’ s
understanding of Buson is mentioned here as an example of a modern and
incorrect appreciation of Edo-period poetry:268
… the Meiji poet Shiki praised Buson’s haiku for being almost like paintings.
But Buson’s haiku were in no way related to the sensibility of Shiki and his
269
“ sketches” ; they were closer in spirit to his own sansuiga. This is not to
deny that Buson was different from Bash . But what differentiated them was
not what we perceive it to be today. Shiki himself acknowledged this. He described, for example, the “ painterly” quality of the poetry produced by Buson’s bold incorporation of Chinese compounds into his poetry. The following poem, Shiki held, is enlivened by an intense dynamism because the characters (
) are not given their Japanese reading ( kawa) but the Sinicized
reading “ taiga.” But what this example really reveals is that Buson was fascinated, not so much by landscape, as by the written word.



Early summer rains!
Facing the swollen river
Two houses
Samidare ya
Taiga o mae ni
Ie niken




As mentioned in an earlier chapter, this description of Shiki is often found in
modern scholarship. The question is, however, if it is valid to describe Shiki
in this manner. We should note the structure of this argument. Karatani first
makes a hasty interpretation of Shiki’ s poetics. Then he uses Shiki’ s own
words to falsify this interpretation. The result will thereby be that it is
Karatani’ s understanding of Shiki that is falsified, and not Shiki’ s understanding of Buson. The argument Karatani refers to is from Shiki’s book
Haijin Buson. It is an argument that focuses on Buson’ s use of words and its
impact on the design of his poems and is not written to prove any painterly
quality.270 The fact that a poet is fascinated by the written word is, anyhow,
not very surprising, but it does not thereby follow that he is uninterested in
landscape. If, as in this case, the careful use of words in a poem is motivated
by a desire to create an effect, as powerful as possible, there will actually be
a very great interest in the very thing this effect expresses, namely a landscape. If we want to prove that Buson had no interest in landscape, we will
have to prove that he used the Chinese word as referring to something else
268
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than a broad river. The failure of this argument seems to be that it insists on
the existence of an opposition between language and expression that is not
there.
In the Edo period it was quite common that poets and painters worked indoors, in their studios or at haikai gatherings, far away from the scenery they
described in their works. Often they constructed imaginary and even surrealist pictures, which they naturally had never seen. Creating art under such
circumstances may seem widely different from the practice advocated by
Shiki, to go out and paint “ sketches” . The concept shasei, closely associated
with Shiki’ s poetics, is often translated as “ sketch” , but its literal meaning is
to “ paint life” , that is, paint what we see with our eyes, and this is what is
usually understood by this concept. It is, however, not difficult to find evidence in Shiki’ s writing that his idea of shasei did not have such a limited
meaning. This becomes clear when reading, for example, the short essay in
his By sh rokushaku which is accompanied by a few haiku describing his
impressions from Yoshino. In this essay he tells us that he never visited Yoshino, and actually composed these poems after reading descriptions of the
place in a book.271 In the same By sh rokushaku, we also find an interpretation of a hokku by Buson in which Shiki reads a description of wild geese
flying over an autumn sky as a simile for Chinese characters written on a
painting, and the moon as a simile for the red seal stamped below.272
This By sh rokushaku is a collection of short articles written in Shiki’ s
last year of life, and the formulation of his shasei theory he gives us here has
very little to do with realism, or the idea of depicting the scenery we see, just
as it is. The distinction he makes in his poetics is between ris , “ the ideal” or
“ the imagined” , and shasei, “ sketching” or “ painting life” . “ The imagined”
he defines as something that expresses the thoughts of a person, and this, he
writes, may perhaps give some emotional experience to a beginner in the art,
but for a reader with some education such poetry will become trite, imitative
and commonplace, unless its author is an extraordinary genius.
On the other hand, “ sketching” is painting nature, and therefore, as much as
the interest of nature changes, a sketch in literature and painting will also
change its interest. Even if such sketches may look shallow at first sight, the
more we appreciate them the richer they will change and their interest will
273
deepen. (106)

Sketching in a poem would therefore have a greater potential to deepen our
experience, the more this poem is appreciated, and this is actually similar to
the argument made by Buson that we studied in an earlier chapter; a supposedly simple landscape of ume flowers falling in the water may, by some
271
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originality in its structure, have greater expressive depths behind its words. It
is, in fact, doubtful if it really is possible to describe a sketch or a haiku as a
pure and perfect reflection of nature. A selection of only a few details will
inevitably be different from the representation of a scene in all its minute
detail as it looks before our eyes. It will involve our subjectivity and imagination, but this does not contradict Shiki’ s theory. Actually, it will only make
sense if we understand it as dealing with the source of the creative act, and
not the act itself. I think it is important to note the reason behind this theory.
Shiki is not particularly concerned with the concept of realism. What he says
is that sketches are superior because they are more variegated and original
and can help an artist to avoid imitative work, and that in the end they lead to
a much deeper expression.274 The notion of “ the ideal” in his text seems basically to refer to previously stored and conventional knowledge. Shasei here
means to find inspiration in the changing outside world, but this concept
does not necessarily deny the imagination of the author. To “ paint nature”
will be a means to challenge one’s own mannerisms. As the shasei theory is
formulated in the By sh rokushaku, it sounds very much like a modern
restatement of the fueki-ry k theory.275
A distinction between realism and non-realism that would define the difference between modern and premodern art will thereby be difficult to uphold. It is probably here we find the main fallacy in Karatani’ s argument,
since he comes back over and over again to the idea that it is this distinction
that is crucial. His most basic standpoint is, as mentioned, that the idea of
depicting a visual experience did not exist in the Edo-period. In the discussion of Shiki above he described it as an opposition between language and a
description of landscape, but he also attempts to find other ways to prove his
point:
In sansuiga the painter is not looking at an object but envisioning the tran276
scendental.

The presupposition behind this declaration is that we cannot envision the
transcendental if we look at an object, but Karatani does not offer us an explanation that tells us why such an opposition by necessity must exist. Especially in the context of Zen-Buddhist and meditative art, looking at an object
274

Ebara Taiz has made a similar interpretation of this passage. Somewhat illogically, and
precisely in the same manner as Karatani, he still defines Shiki’ s notion of sketching as a
direct depiction of a scene, just as it is, and states that what he writes here goes beyond such a
meaning (Ebara 1981, p. 152). But if Shiki stated his theory as we have found it here, why
should we not accept it as such?
275
Even though this By sh rokushaku is a late work by Shiki, the complexity of his poetics
is evident in much of his earlier writing. There is a study by Mark Morris which discusses it at
some length, and where it becomes quite clear that shasei is by no means a coherent theory,
and certainly not just a matter of realistic depiction (Morris 1985, pp. 273-292).
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in order to reach the transcendental is a common enough action, but perhaps
this is not the kind of trancendentality he refers to here. It is, of course, vital
for this discussion to understand what he means by “ the transcendental” , but
he never defines it, and that makes it hard to discuss his argument. In one
place he gives us a more detailed description of what the act of not looking
at an object means, but here the matter of transcendentality seems not to be
important any more; it turns out to be more a question of techniques of representation:
It has been said that Edo painting had no concept of landscape, since it lacked
277
techniques for creating depth and perspective.

This statement is definitely not in concord with historical facts, and this is
very embarrassing for Karatani’s whole theoretical construction. Landscape
referred to by the term sansui
had been used in the field of Japanese
painting as early as the fifteenth century, if not earlier.278 This sansui mostly
implied paintings of imaginary landscapes, but it was nevertheless a concept
of landscape. In the Edo period, yet another concept of landscape became
common. Among the many different styles and genres which existed in this
period, there was one popular genre called the shinkeizu
. The meaning of this word is “ true view picture” and these paintings actually depicted
real places, at times in a very stylised and traditional manner, at times in a
manner not very different from some modern, naturalistic landscape painting.279 There were also various techniques to create depth in painting: inverted perspective, grading of ink-washes, brushwork-structures creating
meandering movement away in space, and others. To create effects of distant
space is in fact an essential aspect of older Japanese landscape painting. In
the Edo-period many artists also started to use Western linear perspective,
which should be obvious even to the non-specialist from the well-known
woodblock prints by, for example, Hiroshige. It is true that many painted
landscapes were unreal or depicted scenes from China which the artist had
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Karatani 1993, p. 34.
An inscription by the painter Sessh (1420-1506) in which the word sansui is used is
quoted by Nakajima Junji and may be mentioned as one example (Nakajima 1991, p. 155). I
have not studied this matter further but it is very likely that there are earlier examples.
279
A thorough study of the shinkeizu is recommended to anyone who wants to discuss the
question of reality in Edo-period art. This genre developed within the Nanga style of painting,
which certainly was no naturalistic style. To paint a “ true view” was not to copy the outward
appearance of a scene but to make a subjective interpretation of this scene, to use it for expressing the personality of the artist. Melinda Takeuchi, who has studied several works of art
theory from this period, suggests the following definition: “ I propose that to the eighteenthcentury mind, for a topographical painting to qualify as a shinkeizu, a conscious synthesis by
the artist of three essential ingredients was implicitly presumed: shai (“ painting the idea” ),
shasei (“ painting life” ), and ikkaku (the artist’ s untrammelled personality).” (Takeuchi, p.
144.) That impressions based on outside reality may be expressed in an extremely unrealistic
manner does not prove that outside reality is irrelevant for our understanding. The subjectivity
of the artist is inevitably a part of this reality.
278
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never seen, but were such pictures understood in a way that was radically
different from the true views? The animated brushwork of these pictures
may be different from techniques of much western painting, but the aim of
using such brushwork was generally to recreate the impression of movement
in water, moving leaves, rain and wind, and the plastic quality of rocks and
trees. At times this kind of brushwork could develop into almost abstract
painting, but that would hardly make it transcendental, and it might as well
turn into works close to impressionism, or even some sort of naturalism. It
is, after all, not possible to talk about “ Edo painting” as one homogenous
style, based on homogenous ideals.
It thus becomes evident that Karatani’s argument is based on insufficient
research, and there is a danger that we will bunch together the multitude of
Edo-period art into a uniform stereotype if we follow him. The very same
problems are also encountered in his writing about literature. Even here he
denies the existence of any description of scenery. Consequently, he writes
the following about one of Bash ’s travel records:
… there is not a single line of description in Bash ’s Oku no hosomichi/… /
Even what looks like description is not.280

The first statement might be true, if that is how the work was written, but as
Karatani himself agrees, there are things that look like description in the
work. Then we are faced by a very interesting problem: how is it possible
that something that looks like description is not? This will actually be a
problem whatever definition we make of “ description” , and Karatani does
not offer any solution. All he says is that there is a “ subtle difference” between what he calls landscape (without quotation marks) and “ landscape”
(with quotation marks), but this subtle difference is not discussed further.281
It might be possible to interpret him to mean that landscape is a description
of the real existing landscape in the outside world, whereas “ landscape” is an
imaginary landscape only existing as a work of art. The question is if that
makes any difference apart from its function in some sort of outer context,
that is, that the knowledge of the realness or un-realness would somehow
affect our evaluation of the work in question, and then we must prove that
this function is of such a dramatic importance that it will erase any descriptive quality. The fact that Karatani himself describes this difference as “ subtle” would deny this.
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This sentence is actually introduced as being a statement by the ethnographer Yanagita
Kunio, but unfortunately Karatani does not mention from which source it has been quoted. It
is therefore difficult to check if this is how Yanagita expressed the matter. Any such quotation,
however, if it really is a quotation, is deliberately chosen by Karatani himself and becomes a
part of his argument, and I will treat it as if they were his own words (Karatani 1993, p. 21).
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A few words to aid our understanding are to be found in the original Japanese edition of Karatani’s book. Here he straightforwardly tells us that what
Bash saw in the landscape was language and ancient literature.282 This clarifies his argument well enough and would make us recall Shirane’ s theories.
As I have discussed this matter earlier, it is not really necessary to repeat my
arguments here. It will suffice to look at one short example from Bash ’s
work to see if this argument makes sense. We should note that Karatani’s
statement is more extreme than anything Shirane insisted on, since he denies
descriptiveness in Bash ’s prose altogether. (We should also note that
Karatani definitely states that he has full insight and knowledge of what
Bash saw in the landscape, and that is a kind of understanding of a premodern person that in his final chapter he insists is impossible.)
Remembering that Buson had denied the presence of “ old words” and
“ old matters” in the Oku no hosomichi, I will still discuss one sentence from
this work which is generally regarded as a borrowing from a poem by Du Fu.
This is from the episode when Bash visits Hiraizumi and laments the ruined
city. When he describes the place, using words from this ancient Chinese
poet, these words work so powerfully in this new context that it is quite unproblematic to understand them as a description. It is such a great sentence
that it works very well even if we do not realise that it comes from an ancient source:
The country is ruined, mountains and rivers remain; the castle in spring, with
grasses greening (112)

If we, with Karatani, insist that they do not describe anything, that their only
function is to refer to the Chinese poem, then the main part of the text will
have to be discarded. In addition, we will not be able to explain why precisely these words were entered into the text here. If only the reference as
such mattered, any string of words from Du Fu’ s large oeuvre might have
been used here.
If we know that these words are an adaptation of an old Chinese poem,
we will perhaps think that this scene was not only true of Bash ’ s experience
but also of a more than thousand years earlier Chinese experience, but these
words will still remain a description of this experience. There is no opposition here. An opposition may emerge if this kind of “ learned” reading becomes so lengthy and far-fetched that it disturbs the descriptive reading. (If
that is the case, one may wonder why we should we prefer the “ learned”
reading.)
In the end, Karatani’s desire to prove the absolute difference between
modern and premodern literature (and art) leads him into a fatal contradiction. In his final chapter he enters into a discussion around “ construction” ,
282
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and there he makes declarations about what he calls “ reality” and “ depth” in
premodern art, declarations that directly negates what he has written earlier:
Paintings from the Edo period, for example, though they were certainly realistic in their own way, do not exhibit what we think of as realism. This is because people of the Edo period did not know “ reality” as we know it and,
conversely, because what we know as “ reality” has been produced through a
283
specific perspectival configuration.

And later on:
When we say premodern literature lacks depth, then, we are not so much saying that people of the time had no conception of depth as that they lacked the
284
configuration that makes us feel “ depth.”

A haiku by Shiki, Kyoshi, or any other “ modern” haiku poet, is not particularly different from a classical hokku by Buson, Bash , or one of their contemporaries. Form, language, themes and grammar are often all the same.
The differences we find are mostly a matter of personal style. We have no
problem reading a poem by Bash in the same way as we read one by Shiki,
and most readers will probably find the one by Bash the most impressive
and not the least alien.
Earlier, Karatani told us that such an understanding was wrong and based
on our modern preconceptions. Even what looked like description was not a
description. Now here we are told that people of the Edo period actually
knew reality, and thereby inevitably description, in their art, but they knew it
through a different configuration. In the end, then, the question of reality and
depth becomes a matter of how it is produced, and not of its existence. The
consequence of this will be that when we feel reality, or landscape, or depth,
or whatever there may be, in a work of art from the Edo period, it will be
very hard to deny that we have reached some sort of understanding. We will,
in the end, have to accept that a work of this kind functions within our modern configuration, or that we have been able to enter into the Edo-period
configuration.
Karatani agrees that there may be a possibility to enter into an alien configuration, but he does this with a slightly ironic touch, which in fact denies
this possibility, and he declares that it is necessary to leave it outside the
argument:
Although we hear repeatedly of scholars whose “ rich imaginative power” has
enabled them to penetrate the membrane that separate us end “ enter deeply
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into” premodern literature, for the time being it is more important to stay with
285
the sense of discomfort it evokes in us.

“ … for the time being” he writes, but as a matter of fact he never returns to
discuss this possibility. The “ discomfort” Karatani feels when reading premodern literature only proves that we cannot take his judgements of this
literature seriously. As I understand him here, he feels discomfort because
the work is shut to him, he does not understand it, and this establishes its
otherness, which in turn becomes an essential prerequisite for his theory. But
as he is helplessly outside, there is no way by which he can gain any authority at all when it comes to discuss what is inside. Whatever he says will not
even qualify as guesswork, since it will not be based on anything. Without
understanding, there is no way to point out that others do not understand.
Those who “ penetrate the membrane” will at least be able to see a part of
what is inside and will directly realise that there is not one single “ Edoperiod configuration” , but a multitude. Some of these will be identical to our
modern configurations, as in the mercilessly definite case of linear perspective, others will be different and will need an effort to enter into, but that is
exactly what is encountered when studying modern art in general. There is
not just one single way to understand even our own culture, and there is
much in it that we do not grasp from the start, much that we perhaps will
never be able to grasp.
When we realise this complexity of a culture and its development, it becomes clear that a theory like Karatani’s is based on a stereotyped picture of
what is modern and premodern. The difference between modern and premodern is, then, not a difference between two incompatible configurations,
but a construction by the modern scholar himself, a construction motivated
by the single desire to adhere to a specific theoretical framework.
In place of Karatani’ s view of art as an ideological construction, I would
propose a description of cultural development based on the fueki-ry k theory, as an alternative that will stand up to a confrontation with historical
facts. According to this theory, the development of art will be understood as
formed by a periodical struggle to escape convention. If we view the history
of haikai from the early seventeenth century to the beginning of modern
haiku in the early twentieth century, we may describe it as consisting of periods of stagnation interposed by periods of frenetic creativity. If we observe
only the dominating trends, and that will of course be a simplification, we
may say that in the early school of Teitoku, as well as in the various schools
that transmitted the diluted tradition after Bash , the main aim was not to
write good and original poetry, it was to adhere to a correct style of writing,
a specific established convention with its rules and manners. The leading
poets in times of change, a Bash , a Buson or a Shiki, as well as many less
285
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famous masters with similar ideals, all turned their back on established conventions, and they all acted in two specific ways. First, they turned to the
world they found outside art and second, they turned to poetry of a fairly
distant past. Bash and Buson were not only influenced by medieval Japanese poetry, they also found inspiration in ancient works from China, and
Shiki turned to the works of Buson at a time when the cult of Bash dominated the haikai world.
Such acts are often misunderstood as adhering to tradition, but they are
not. We often mistake the tradition to be old, but it is actually contemporary.
When we turn directly to an old work of art, we do not follow the tradition, a
matter which with time becomes piled up on top of this work, we discard the
tradition.
Moreover, when Buson, or Bash , used an old Chinese poem, they used a
work that had been created in a context and according to conventions which
were completely different from their own. In spite of this it could be used
and worked very well in the new context they created for it. Such use of old
material out of context actually proves that works of art do not need their
original conventions. The use of allusion and related intertextual devices are
often supposed to prove the importance of learned readings, based on an
extensive knowledge, but what it actually seems to prove is that such readings in many cases are unnecessary. Whatever knowledge we have of the
original source, it may well become irrelevant when the borrowed words
function in a new context.
This is not to deny that in cases when an allusion may be used to create a
flavour of a distant past, or exotic effects, and of course when it comes to
direct parody and riddle-making, knowledge of the source will be crucial for
our understanding. This question is complex, but the one-sided approach of
much modern scholarship, in which the identification of the source has become the single method of research, is certainly unsatisfactory. Every time
we maintain that there is a specific reference to an older source in a poem,
we cannot avoid the necessity to study and explain how this reference works,
what meaning it has, if any, and we should not feel content just because we
have identified it.
I have tried here to question the view that haikai poetry, after Bash ,
could and should be read according to a set of specific conventions, and that
there was a general agreement about these conventions in premodern Japanese society. Such views will inevitably form more than a thousand years of
literary development, with its innumerable fractions, schools and individuals,
into one single stereotype. We have seen that interpretations based on this
ideological stance tend to explain very little, and very peripheral aspects, of
the poems. There has always been a strong tendency among scholars to turn
away from the work of art and look for explanations somewhere else. We
find this tendency in the nowadays abhorred autobiographical interpretations, in allegorical readings, and in all those popular readings that stress art
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as communal construction, or as a function of the socioeconomic context.
But if such readings turn their back to the poems, and at most explain something about one or two words, taken out of context in the poem and put into
an outer context, the relevance of which is often highly debatable, what
value will they have? I do not deny that they will have some value, but perhaps not as interpretations of poetry. The problem to be aware of here is that
the meaning of a poem, or a work of art in general, does not necessarily coincide with the reasons behind its creation.
3.4.3. The Importance of Conventions

When Bash , Buson and others of their kind wanted to cast off the dross of
their traditional heritage, the inevitable result became that they forced their
art into a direction where it would be free from all sorts of conventional and
social justification. This circumstance will highlight the question of how, and
by what means, such art can become meaningful. It is a question about what
will be left when conventions are no longer important.
There is a common idea that human understanding cannot exist outside
the realm of conventions. An influential theorist like Jonathan Culler can,
without hesitation, write the following about the conventions of reading poetry:
Such conventions are the constituents of the institution of literature, and in
this perspective one can see that it may well be misleading to speak of poems
as harmonious totalities, autonomous natural organisms, complete in themselves and bearing a rich immanent meaning. The semiological approach
suggests, rather, that the poem be thought of as an utterance that has meaning
only with respect to a system of conventions which the reader has assimilated. If other conventions were operative its range of potential meanings
286
would be different.

It is certainly common sense that a poem, a piece of writing, will not carry
any meaning by itself; it will only receive its meaning from the context it is
placed in. The problem I find with this argument is that Culler only offers us
one possible such context; a system of conventions that is already assimilated. There is, however, at least one other option here. We may regard the
poem as a kind of hypothesis, which is tested freely against the multitude of
bits and pieces that make up our experience, without being governed by any
rigid and predefined structures, and which may even force us to assimilate
new and previously unknown matters. What governs us may be a desire to
make the poem intelligible, expressive, interesting, amusing, or whatever,
but there is no necessity for us to follow a certain predefined path to accomplish this result. That some readings follow conventional paths does not
prove that all readings of necessity must do the same. The main fallacy in
286
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Culler’ s argument lies here, since he insists that the hegemony of conventions is impossible to avoid in the production of literature:
Literature, as Genette says, ‘like any other activity of the mind, is based on
conventions of which, with some exceptions, it is not aware’ /… / One can
think of these conventions not simply as the implicit knowledge of the reader
but also as the implicit knowledge of authors. To write a poem or a novel is
immediately to engage with a literary tradition or at the very least with a certain idea of the poem or the novel. The activity is made possible by the existence of the genre, which the author can write against, certainly, whose conventions he may attempt to subvert, but which is none the less the context
within which his activity takes place, as surely as the failure to keep a prom287
ise is made possible by the institution of promising.

One may agree with this statement, or parts of it at least, but still doubt that
conventions are crucial for our understanding of art. Even if poetry itself is a
convention, an institution developed inside human society, it does not
thereby follow that every part of the process of creating, or reading, or understanding this poetry is governed by ready-made conventions. And if we
acknowledge this, we cannot any more insist on conventions as a general
theory of the function of literature, since there will always be other free and
unconventional options for our readings. Here, we may also be naughty
enough to ask how a “ certain idea” of “ the poem” or “ the novel” may influence our reading, since such certain ideas are actually nowhere to be found;
the true nature of poetry and novels has been discussed for centuries, and so
far no agreements have been reached. What is supposed to be a convention
often turns out to be a changing and fluctuating entity, and thus no convention at all (unless we redefine this word, and then the whole argument will
become pointless). At a certain time we may have a certain idea of the nature
of poetry, and this idea may influence our readings, but our readings may as
well influence and form our idea of this poetry. If we acknowledge that there
is change, the formative function must work both ways, and in a tradition
like haikai, where the desire to avoid and discard conventions is strong and
conscious, their influence will be very weak and unimportant.
Culler’ s theories are based on structuralism and semiotics, but very similar theories may be found in the supposedly hostile field of hermeneutics.
What I have in mind here is the notion of “ intrinsic genre” proposed by E. D.
Hirsch. His idea is that understanding “ can occur only if the interpreter proceeds under the same system of expectations” as the one under which the
work has been written. He describes this “ intrinsic genre” as a “ shared generic conception” , which is “ constitutive both of meaning and of understanding” .288
287
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It is a sense of the whole by means of which an interpreter can correctly un289
derstand any part in its determinacy.

As a consequence, knowledge of this whole will make it possible for a
reader to anticipate the meaning of a work. Hirsch is aware that such a theory will have difficulty in explaining our ability to deal with and take in the
new and unknown. To overcome this difficulty, he argues that there is a
process of assimilation at work:
No one would ever invent or understand a new type of meaning unless he
were capable of perceiving analogies and making novel subsumptions under
290
previously known types.

We should note that there is a gap in this theory. It does not explain how it
will be possible to take in the new in order to make the analogy. If it is new
it will have to be processed to fit the previously known, and then it will not
give us any new knowledge; we will just see it as another instance of the
previously known. If the new will give us new knowledge, every part of it
that is different from the previously known will have to be recognised without the help of this previous knowledge. Another basic weakness of this
theory is that it cannot explain the existence of previous knowledge, since
this too at one time in history must have been new and unknown.
A theory of this kind, in which understanding is linked to mutuality and
agreement, gives a static picture of the human mind. Interpretation will no
longer be an exploration of the unknown but only recognition of what is
already known; we will only understand what we understand already. The
mistake Hirsch makes in this argument is that he leaves out the human ability to abstract, deconstruct, mix and create ever new combinations of previously stored knowledge.
Thus the main idea proposed by writers like Culler and Hirsch is that understanding can only exist in cultural agreement. It is presupposed that our
cultural education will tell us, or give us clues to, the meaning and aesthetic
contents of art. We learn it from the community; that is, other people tell us
how to appreciate this art, and we agree upon it.
To what extent is it possible to reason in this manner? Let us for a moment reflect on an aesthetic experience: let us call it the sensation of beauty.
I use “ beauty” here for the sake of convenience. Aesthetic experiences are, it
might be argued, not only a matter of beauty, and beauty might be defined in
many ways. I will use it referring to one possible aesthetic experience. It is a
deliberate choice to discuss the aesthetic aspect of literature here. A full understanding of art cannot ignore its aesthetic qualities, especially as my focus
is on art from an age when such qualities were central in poetics. An ap289
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proach like that of Culler or Hirsch might be easier if our concern was just
the semantic aspect of literature (although not even semantic meaning will
be created in such a mechanically simple way), but really severe difficulties
will directly face us when we try to deal with aesthetics in this manner.
The central question from which this argument will start is whether it is
really possible to make something beautiful by only designating it as beautiful, that is, by just agreeing upon a convention that defines some specific
matter as beautiful. If we make an agreement that a certain work of art is
beautiful, does this act create beauty? One problem is that if we do not have
any notion of beauty when doing this act we will not reach an agreement; we
cannot agree upon something when we do not know what it is. If we insist
that this act of defining the work’ s quality will have some sort of constructive function, we will need to understand what beauty is in advance; we will
need to know what there is to be constructed. Therefore, when we say that a
certain work is beautiful, it will not create beauty; it will only force us to
find a way to discover beauty, because if we fail to see any beauty we, will
again fail to reach agreement. We may, out of respect for other people, or
because we wish to belong to a certain group, agree upon the beauty of a
work even if we do not see or understand it, but that will not create beauty; it
will only change the meaning of beauty into the concept of something like a
desire to belong to a certain community. Such a notion of beauty may be
common, but its existence does not deny the existence of beauty as a sensation we experience when we meet a work of art.
A theory of the understanding of art as entirely dependent on assimilated
coventions will inevitably give us a picture of our aesthetic sense as a product formed by our culture, but even if we maintain such a simplified picture
we cannot say that such a process of cultural learning will create our sensitivity from nothing. When we learn, for instance, a colour, we cannot understand it without an actual experience of this colour. When we learn what blue
means, the word does not create this colour. We need to know the colour
before we designate it with the word, and it is only this act of designation
that we may learn from our culture. A person who has been blind since birth
will manage to learn the word blue, but such a person will never be able to
experience what blue colour looks like. An aesthetic experience works very
much in the same way. It may not be as distinct, and will need training to be
grasped, but even the appreciation of certain nuances or mixtures of colour
will demand a heightened sensitivity in a similar way. We can only learn
what it is from having such an experience, and if we designate it with a word
like “ beauty” , this will only be a secondary act, which may help us to analyse and categorize our experiences, but which does not dramatically alter
our understanding. It is fully possible for us to see all those millions of nuances and mixtures of colours that surround us without having any conventionally established concepts and names for processing them. A work of art
does not function differently. We may take a rock, display it in a museum,
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and call it art. This may force a visitor to look at it in a certain way, to search
for its aesthetic qualities, and thereby we may say that the conventions of art
makes us behave in a certain manner. There is, however, nothing to stop us
from looking at this rock in the same manner when we by chance encounter
it in its original place in nature. We may enjoy its aesthetical qualities without any reference to the institution of art, even without any knowledge of the
concept of art. The convention as such will only inspire us to behave in a
certain way, but it is not necessary for this behaviour. If we have a sense of
beauty, this sense will manage to act on it own, just as our sense of colour
will manage on its own. We may deny the existence of a sense of beauty, and
say that it is just a cultural construction, but in doing so we inevitably admit
our ignorance of, or lack of interest in, the matter discussed. The result is not
that we prove that the sense of beauty does not exist, only that we discuss art
and aesthetics as a different concept.
The importance of using words in a consistent manner will, I hope, be
evident from the above discussion. Without careful consideration of the
sense in which we use a word in a certain context, we will, without noticing
it, slide around between different meanings in a way that seems to prove
something we actually cannot prove. This is exactly what happens when
Jonathan Culler tries to prove the absolute importance of conventions:
Poetics bears, as Barthes says, not so much on the work itself as on its intelligibility/… /and therefore problematic cases – the work which some find intelligible and others incoherent, or the work which is read differently in two different periods – furnish the most decisive evidence about the system of operative conventions. Any work can be intelligible if one invent appropriate
291
conventions…

Even if Culler, in other places, speaks about conventions in the ordinary
sense of the word, a sort of literary competence formed by an agreement
among people by learning how to read, the evidence he triumphantly puts
forward here is not a matter of such conventions at all. What he says here is
that a work may be read in different ways by different readers, but also that
for some readers some works may be impossible to understand. This means
that many readings are possible, but that some are not, at least if we want the
work to make sense. If only conventions, in the sense of social agreement,
could make a work intelligible, then this problem would not arise at all, because anyone would be happy following the agreement in their particular
community; any literary work would be intelligible. Such conventions would
make any reading possible as long as there was agreement. It is, however,
very common that people do not understand certain works of art, so we must
conclude that what makes a work intelligible is not a matter of agreement; it
is something the work itself demands of the reader, a special way to read, a
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strategy to follow, an attitude, and this is something which exists in the relationship between the reader and the work, and which may change as the
reader’ s perspective and experience changes. A convention may at most help
a reader to find this strategy, but it has no constructive power, other than
limiting the reader’ s possibilities, but this would rather be an argument to
avoid reference to conventions.
It is interesting that even Hirsch ends up with a problem similar to
Culler’ s. Beside his concept of “ intrinsic genre” he introduces the “ extrinsic
genre” , which is a genre framework that engenders incorrect readings.
An extrinsic genre is a wrong guess, an intrinsic genre a correct one. One of
the main tasks of interpretation can be summarized as the critical rejection of
292
extrinsic genres in search for the intrinsic genre of a text.

Thus this genre concept turns out to be a hypothesis about how to comprehend the text, and as such its formative function on our understanding will
be entirely dependent on what possibilities there are in the work. If we insist
on an absolute formative function of a hypothesis, we will, in fact, end up
with a situation where every hypothesis will be impossible to falsify, and
then we cannot talk about right and wrong, intrinsic and extrinsic. To put it
differently: if we say that this guess about a work forms our understanding of
this work, we at once admit that the work carries other possibilities that we
deliberately discard. If we choose a certain guess about a work, discarding
all others, this will limit our reading, and indeed form our understanding, but
it will never manage to form the work into something that is not an inherent
possibility in the work. But if we have several possibilities, the question
arises why we should decide on only one of these. Judging from Hirsch’s
overall argument, it seems that his idea is that the author would be a standard
by which we may judge the correctness of an interpretation, but even if we
set up such standards, be it the author, the cultural context, the reader, or the
genre, our only way to gain knowledge of these entities will be by reading
and interpreting other texts, by gaining new experiences, and there is no way
for us to escape the multitude of possibilities these will offer us. The standards we try to establish will constantly change and develop with every new
text or context we study, and the “ correct” reading will only be temporal and
created by ourselves. This does not mean that readings are arbitrary; they are
certainly not, but they are dependent on the structure of the work and how it
interacts with the mind of the reader, and this later entity may vary considerably. A reference to a convention or genre will therefore be insufficient. It
may explain something in a work, but will leave out much more, since the
procedure followed in any actual reading will be unique, and cannot be dis-
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cussed more than perfunctorily under the concept of convention, genre, or
any other such simplified generalization.
The contradiction found in the theories of Hirsch and Culler is a clear indication that they are not valid as such universal theories they are intended to
be. At most they may tell us something about very peripheral matters in the
human appreciation of art. Culler is, in fact, kind enough to offer us some
concrete evidence of this. In his chapter on the basic conventions of the lyric,
there is some neat empirical proof that falsifies his theories. Here he introduces a statement of flat newspaper prose, but writes it as a poem of six
lines. For him, this display of the text makes us read it as poetry and “ brings
into play” conventions which tells us how “ the sequence is to be read” .293
The interpretation Culler makes according to these conventions, however,
becomes nothing but his own personal ideas of how a poem should be read,
that mostly seems to be based on some sort of common sense. For me, in
spite of the fact that I belong to the same Western community as Culler, there
are no such simple and well-defined ways to read poetry, and in this case the
text remains a piece of flat newspaper prose even if it is written as a poem.
Culler himself admits that the example has some “ crudity” but says that this
has the “ virtue of emphasizing the extent to which the reading and interpreting of poems is based on an implicit theory of the lyric” . The fact that the
text remains crude, this empirical evidence Culler himself gives testimony
of, would rather prove that the “ implicit theory of the lyric” lacks any vital
importance. Even if we are able to extract a set of conventions from the poetry of a certain culture, the fact that there will be both good and bad poetry
adhering to these conventions is very definite evidence that what is common,
what it is possible to generalize, only explains a minimal aspect of the lyrical
experience.
There are situations where our desire to understand will involve a search
for specific conventions; a reading of Teimon haikai would probably lose
much, or at least some, of its sense without knowledge of its rules and conventions, but our interpretive efforts may as well be directed to other parts of
our experience. As it has repeatedly been shown in this chapter, in the haikai
which developed after Bash there was, at least among more talented poets,
a constant drive to cast off the influence of conventions. This was deliberate
and conscious and, to state this matter once more, tells us that we cannot find
any simple and fixed way to read such poetry. Even if there will always be
some remnants of the cultural heritage, they will be of peripheral or no importance, as they mostly have entered the poem by coincidence and are usually not used as functioning conventions.
I have here discussed arguments of writers with whom I disagree, but in
the field of literary studies there are other voices that give an account free
from such drawbacks and inconsistencies we have met in this chapter. Reu293
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ven Tsur is one of few scholars who have bothered to reflect on the consequences and limitations of much contemporary literary theory. He is not a
student of Japanese poetry, but in the following argument he writes something that might well be a reflection on the fueki-ry k theory. It addresses
the central problem of this chapter.
Taxonomy and statistical investigations give us a general orientation. But to
explain more specific intuitions about poetic phenomena in their uniqueness,
we need a creative or perhaps generative model capable of handling a potentially infinite set of (poetic) utterances. Such a creative model is needed to
account for the observed relation between the two streams of information,
phonetic and semantic, in expressive sound patterns. Our ability to handle
novel cases seems to be derived from two sources: a general knowledge of
how to combine units from the two streams of information, and a highly creative capability of abstracting the combinational potential of those units from
their relevant features. With many of these features and their combinational
potential, we may be familiar from past literary experience; but in novel circumstances we seem to abstract at least some of them in unforeseen ways
from unforeseen resources. Furthermore, past experience as an explanation
for our capability of handling certain familiar combinations is a red herring: it
diverts attention from the fact that we still have to explain how we handled
the particular combination of those semantic and phonetic features when it
294
was novel to us.

In the writing of Culler, Karatani, Shirane and many others, we constantly
find explanations of literary effects based on what Tsur calls “ past experience” . We may call it conventions, configurations, intrinsic genre or tradition, but what this reference to past experience always results in is a description of the human mind as static, cast in a final form by our culture. Undoubtedly, we refer to our stored experience when we deal with the world,
but our ability to handle the new and unknown, to learn, adapt, and change
ourselves denies the possibility that what is stored in our mind forms and
constructs the world. I think Tsur here is right in claiming that the clue to this
question lies in our skill to create ever new combinations of the material that
makes up our experience.
In this discussion it is possible to recognise a polarity between two extremes in the human attitude towards art. Using a few central words this
polarity might be illustrated as in Figure 2.
As we have repeatedly seen in this chapter, in the times of dynamic poets
like Bash and Buson the ideal was to reach the concepts on the right side of
this figure. Bash ’ s fueki-ry k theory and later similar theories of Gant ,
Buson and others were all theories about ways to reach this side.
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3.4.4. A Short Digression

As a last commentary, I will now enter a sidetrack, which still has relevance
to our discussion. In modern theory of education there is general agreement
that there are two different approaches to learning: surface learning and deep
learning. Surface learning is to learn terms or statements without an understanding of their meaning, to learn facts without understanding how they are
connected, to learn the right answers to fixed questions without grasping
their reasons. This is learning which cannot be used in actual practice and is
usually soon forgotten. It is mostly motivated by some external enforcement,
like fear of failure in exams. Deep learning, on the other hand, is to get a
thorough understanding. It is to reach an ability to reformulate acquired
knowledge in other and individual ways, an ability to apply this knowledge
to new and unknown problems and to go further than what has been mastered.295
fixed categories
social game
reasoning
prejudice
copying
rules
imitation
conventions
cultural context
stock responses

investigation
expression
individual
creativity
newness
emotion
openness
directness
development
aesthetic sensation
296

Figure 2. The two extremes of artistic pursuit

In the diagram in Figure 2, the left side in many cases corresponds with surface learning while the right side well matches qualities of deep learning.
Imitation, copying, root learning of fixed categories and stock answers, are
all typical of the surface approach. Even the social game corresponds well to
a learning motivated by the single aim to pass an exam. Newness and creativity, investigation and development, are all typical characteristics of deep
learning.
The theories discussed in this chapter all raise the problem of attaining
mastery and pinpointing the essence of creativity. To master an art is to acquire ability, and it is thus largely a question of how to learn. The similarity
to issues treated by modern educational theorists is not surprising; poetics,
like theory of education, studies the functions of the human mind, but it
should attract our attention for a certain reason. When we talk about poetics,
our argument usually becomes very speculative. At best it is coherent and
295
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logical, but there are only a few instances when we can find a way to verify
whatever we propose. If we find some similarity with research made in another discipline, this will give us an opportunity to test our standpoints. Theory of education has the advantage of being an applied science; it cannot
avoid being confronted with practical situations where it must work, or it
will be falsified.
If we thereby get empirical proof for the fueki-ry k theory, the question
to be asked is what precisely is verified. One point is that we understand that
Bash ’s original theory and its later developments were not just an arbitrarily
made-up ideological standpoint. This theory was actually based on a careful
study of how our mind works. It may also be said to make sense as a theory
of art as a means to gain knowledge. The common supposition that haikai
aimed at a deep insight into our existence related to Zen Buddhism is probably based on this recognition, but we do not necessarily have to go to such
extremes. One possibility here is to follow the suggestion by Monroe
Beardsley, even if he just mentions this in passing, that the understanding of
different aspects of life that works of art can give us means:
… discovering in the work new hypotheses which, when confronted with the
297
reader’s experience outside the work, seem to hold up empirically.

If we see a work as a set of hypotheses about our life, reading as well as
composing will be an act of learning, or even an act of research, and understanding will only be reached when we manage to see how all the parts of
such a work are connected into a totality. The conclusion to be made here is
that reading haikai must start with the work, and that any result we will gain
must be motivated by what we find in this work. Readings originating in the
cultural or social context will not be an alternative, since such contexts will
only be approximations that will be altered by every new aspect of them we
study. Every new work we read will, in fact, change and develop this outer
context. The advantage of talking about hypotheses here is that we will avoid
a pure formalist approach: the work does not have its solution in itself, but in
interaction with whatever is relevant. As a hypothesis it may also become
falsified, and that is exactly what happens when we find a work uninteresting
or flat.

3.5. Conclusion
Some conclusions have already been made in the course of the argument, but
a few general remarks may be added. The most important point to be made is
that haikai, after the end of the seventeenth century, has a very undefined and
elusive character. Any reading based on simple ready-made meanings will
297
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inevitably fail. When composing poetry means investigation, curiosity turned
towards the new and different, and development, it will also be evident that
we cannot regard this poetry as a message communicated from one person to
another. If the act of composing in itself becomes an interpretive act, then the
reader is not someone who is told something, is not a receiver; instead, he is
invited to take part in this interpretive act. That such a view was felt as most
natural in the haikai community is clearly evidenced by the famous anecdote
by Kyorai in which he relates how Bash once reinterpreted one of his, Kyorai’ s, poems in such a way that he realized that it was ten times better than
he himself had thought when he wrote it.298 This is a view that will do away
with any notion of an original meaning or intention in a work.
Even if haikai understood in this way will be a basically hermeneutic activity, the lack of a notion of an original meaning will make it different from
the kind of hermeneutics associated with philosophers like Martin Heidegger
and Hans-Georg Gadamer. In these modern theories, the idea of an original
meaning that has been lost forever is repeatedly discussed, giving the interpretive process a different direction. At this moment, I do not feel prepared
to reflect on how important this difference is, but one should be aware of its
existence. Perhaps one might state that the modern theorist is concerned with
the act of understanding an opposite mind, whereas the haikai poet is concerned with truth, or put otherwise: he is concerned with a way of reading
that makes the poem as powerful as possible. It is not surprising then that
truth, makoto, is a reoccurring concept in haikai theory.
One problem that will face us here is how this view will be compatible
with communally composed poetry like renku. If we create a work of art in
cooperation, will this not be based on mutual understanding, on dialogic
communication? Does not the concept of greeting, aisatsu, so important in
haikai, prove that this art is formed by communication with an opposite
mind?
A greeting may, it is true, be understood as an instance of empathic understanding between two human beings, but then it actually goes counter to the
most basic principle of all linked poetry: the necessity to search new possibilities in every added verse. To link a new verse is not to deepen the understanding of the previous link; it is to find something unexplored in the previous verse and change the direction. To understand the cooperative creationprocess of haikai, we could liken the group of poets at a haikai gathering to a
group of scholars investigating a certain material. The communication that
exists in such a group is mainly concerned with the finding of new facts
about the material. Such scholars may, of course, exchange greetings; they
perhaps shake hands when they meet in the morning, but that is an entirely
private intercourse that is of no interest when we want to understand their
research. I think it will be useful to understand greeting in haikai in the same
298
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manner. Then it will not conflict with our interpretations but will be understood as a separate aspect of this poetry, which will mainly have relevance in
biographic research.
In this chapter, we have repeatedly confronted the question of cultural
construction. I have scrutinized a few statements by three scholars who insisted on a view of art as entirely dependent on its cultural context, and I
managed to show how such views lacked coherent logic and ignored existing
empirical evidence. Whenever we insist that a certain matter is nothing but a
cultural construction, we will inevitably end up in an argument in which we
say that it is possible to create something out of nothing. To do this, we will
need something like a miracle or magic powers, and that is, to me, unacceptable as a basis for scientific research. The only way to avoid such results and
still maintain a constructivist ideology would be to state that art only has a
meaning in social intercourse, but I would say that our experience tells us
that art is not so limited. We might deny the use of our experience in these
matters, but then we will deny the only empirical evidence we have, and that
will also deny any evidence for the constructivist approach itself.
I think a reversal of perspective is necessary here. In place of “ construction” it would be more adequate to talk about the “ investigation” and “ analysis” of already-existing matters. When a concept is defined, it is not just
made up but formed by a process of organization of observed matters, by the
drawing of boundaries that are mostly motivated by their usability. Even
when we talk about intertextual functions, this reversal of perspective will
have explanatory value. Intertextuality is normally understood as a complex
system of references between texts. A word will gain its meaning by the different contexts in which it is used, and our reading experience will constantly move between these contexts. But intertextuality may work in a very
different way. When we read a poem of, let us say, the hototogisu, this poem
does not necessarily become a source of reference. The first time we read
such a poem, we may be entirely indifferent to the bird, but as the poem tells
us that there is something interesting to be discovered here, our reading will
gradually encourage our curiosity and heighten our sensitivity. In this way
art will train our ability to observe rather than play around with previously
stored knowledge. I would say that this fostering function of art is far more
important than any function of reference between texts, but that is again a
statement based on simple introspection, that is, my own experience. These
are all questions about how our mind functions, and in the end, if we want to
make any progress here, we will probably have to turn to the field of cognitive science. This reversal of perspective will, however, provide a functional
explanation of our ability to deal with the new and the undeniable creative
change that is recogniseable in most human activities, so I think it is preferable to those static theories that are our alternatives.
In addition, there is one thing we may learn from taking this view: we
may find in it the solution to the rizoku theory of Buson. As mentioned, Bu190

son’s definition of haikai was the act of using the commonplace (zoku) to
leave the commonplace (rizoku). To resolve this paradox, most critics tend to
emphasize the idea of leaving the commonplace and vulgar, as if that was
what Buson actually meant.299 This theory then turns into a theory about the
artist’ s behaviour in a social context, somewhat like an admonition to leave
the vulgar marketplace, where art had become simple merchandise.300 But to
make such a reading, we will inevitably erase one of the important parts of
the theory, the zoku part, and we will also ignore the fact that it was expounded as an answer to a question about poetics, about the meaning of haikai. Buson definitely stated that zoku should be used to attain rizoku, the
state of detachment from zoku. For our understanding, it will therefore be
necessary to find a way to let these two opposing matters make sense together. Following the argument proposed earlier, this will follow readily. If
poetry is seen as something that encourages our curiosity, we may restate
Buson’s words in the following way: haikai is to find ways to look at the
commonplace so that it is no longer felt as commonplace; it is to see something unworldly in the most ordinary thing, to find beauty in the banal or
vulgar, to look for the new and striking in the old and trite. Then haikai will
be a sort of investigation, a search for new views and new material, a process
of research and development, with the utmost goal to find ways to heighten
our fascination for the world around us. In this manner, the rizoku theory of
Buson will come close to the fueki-ry k theory, understood as a theory of
reaching the unchanging by searching for ever new ways of expression; it is
nothing but yet another way to express the same basic thought.
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Part Two: Theories of Verse-Linking

The subject of the second part of this dissertation is the theories of haikai
verse-linking developed within the Sh mon, and the treatise on verse-linking
written by Takai Kit in the late eighteenth century. As a renku consists of a
long chain of relatively independent verses connected to each other in various ways, the principles behind the linking and joining of these verses will
have great relevance for our understanding of this art.
When I speak of “ verse-linking” here, I refer to the Japanese word tsukeai
(
). Tsukeai is a special aspect of the general theory of linked
poetry, and it is important to make a distinction between this “ verse-linking”
and the rules (shikimoku
), which were described in the introduction.
Theories of verse-linking deal with the relationships between the verses and
discuss how they are connected and how they interact. The rules are mostly
concerned with single words and regulate the circumstances under which
they may be used. I mentioned earlier that within the Sh mon there is almost
no writing about the rules; the majority of texts dealing with renku focus on
verse-linking. I see this as a clear indication that there was a definite shift of
interest in theoretical writing within this school, turning away from rules and
regulations and concentrating on questions of linking. A relevant study of
post-Bash renku should therefore be based on a thorough discussion of
verse-linking. I will start with an investigation of the most important concepts used by Bash and his followers, but since my general aim is to deepen
our understanding of the renku of Buson and his group, the study of Kit ’ s
treatise will be the main focus of this second part. This treatise is of great
interest as it will give us first-hand access to the ideas of one of the central
poets of this group.
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1. Verse-Linking of the Early Bash School
Most of the different theories of verse-linking discussed in the eighteenth
century originate with the teachings of Bash . A few of the concepts he
named had been used earlier, but for the most part he introduced ideas that
had not been heard of before. This chapter will not make a thorough study of
these concepts; little research has been done on this subject and the sources
leave much unexplained, the aim here is to give a background which will be
necessary to understand the text of the treatise investigated in the following
chapter.

1.1. The Theory of the Three Changes in Verse-Linking
Bash himself never wrote a theory of linking. He wrote commentaries on
two renku sequences, and there exists a letter in which he speaks in a general
way about verse-linking. None of these give us more than a vague idea of his
theories, and again our most important source of his teaching will be secondhand material found in the writings of his disciples.
It is common to understand Bash ’ s basic linking ideals according to a
passage in the Kyoraish , where we find a theory describing the historical
development of haikai verse-linking. It is quoted as being the words of
Bash :
The old master said: “ The hokku has changed in various ways since olden
times, but verse-linking has changed [only] three times. In the past one
mainly adhered to linking devices. In the middle period one focused on heart
links. Nowadays we prefer to link by transfer, reverberation, scent, and rank.”
301
(113)

Here, the three periods in the history of linking are named vaguely as the
past (mukashi
), the middle period (nakagoro
) and nowadays
(ima ), but they are easily identified as the Teimon (the movement led by
Matsunaga Teitoku in the early seventeenth century), the Danrin (the movement led by Nishiyama S in during the second half of the seventeenth century) and the Sh mon (the movement inaugurated by Bash ).
In the quotation above, Bash uses no single term to name his own ideal,
but four different ones: transfer, reverberation, scent and rank. Among modern scholars it has become practice to describe this ideal with the single
name “ scent” (nioi
), or “ linking by scent” (nioi-zuke
), as a general all-encompassing term, which might be described as a technique
whereby the verses are connected by the poetical overtones that emanate
from them. Reasonably, there must have been some general ideal behind
Bash '
s theories (and those developed by his followers), but the term “ scent”
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Kyoraish , p. 139.
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seems originally just to have designated one of several concepts, and, as may
be noted here, not even the first mentioned by Bash . In the early sources, it
is only in one of Shik ’ s later texts that the use of nioi as a general term is
found, but this is an isolated instance, and throughout the eighteenth century
there is no sign of it being used in this manner. I have not been able to find
out exactly when nioi, or nioi-zuke, gained its prominence, but by the beginning of the twentieth century it was commonly used in this way by haikai
scholars. We may guess that this practice gradually developed as a result of
Shik ’ s statement. This is thus a fairly modern practice, but it is well established today, and whenever this nioi is encountered in writing about renku, it
may be used either as a generic term or as one term among many, designating a more specific concept.
For practical reasons, we will have to accept this anachronistic usage;
there is no other general term for linking in the Bash style, but for the sake
of clarity I will make a slight distinction; when I write about nioi (scent) I
will refer to the more specific concept of linking, as it is used by Bash
above; when I write about nioi-zuke (linking by scent) I will refer to Bash style linking in general.

1.2. Haikai Verse-Linking Before Bash
Before we start our investigation of the different linking-theories associated
with the Bash tradition, it will be necessary to understand the ideals followed by earlier haikai movements. It is only when we have knowledge of
these earlier ways of linking that we will be able to identify how the Bash
style is related to, or differs from, these. In Bash ’ s theory of the three
changes in the history of haikai verse-linking, the two earlier kinds of links
used are recognised as device-links and heart-links, and our investigation
will start with them.
1.2.1. Word Links; Device Links; Thing Links

The kind of verse-linking that is commonly associated with the Teimon
School of haikai is known by three different terms: linking by things (monozuke
) linking by devices (d guzuke
) or linking by words, (kotobazuke
). These terms seem to have been used interchangeably. In the following, I will use the phrase “ linking by words” , or
“ word-linking” when I refer to this kind of linking, but in direct quotations
my translation will be according to the term used by the writer in question.
This kotobazuke is a kind of linking whereby single words in the previous
verse are made the points of connection to the following verse. The connection is based on some sort of relation between the words, but the overall
meaning of the poems is not important. There were whole dictionaries of
such word relations, the most famous probably being the one called the Ruisensh (The Accompanying Boat), and it might be tempting to describe
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these relations as based on some sort of conventionalism, or as rules. Such
word relations are, however, mostly based on common sense, and understandable even for modern readers, and I find it doubtful that poets really
learned such dictionaries by heart, in the way some of them learned the
shikimoku rules and the conventions of seasonal words.
One example from one of the early anthologies of the Teimon, the Enokosh (The Puppy Collection), may illustrate this technique. It is a link by Teitoku'
s disciple Shigeyori; the previous verse, the maeku is by an anonymous
author: 302
In autumn, people being fond of the pomegranate
Aki wa zakuro no mi o konomu hito
Polishes away the blur of a moon-like mirror
Tsuki hodo na kagami no kumori togiharai (114)

From the point of view of meaning, these two verses merely create an incoherent statement, but if we pick out a few words and ignore their contexts, it
will be easy to understand the link. Autumn and moon are related as seasonal
words. In haikai, as well as in older renga, the moon is almost always regarded as an autumn moon if no other season is specified. However, the link
here is not to a real moon, which might create at least some amount of continuous logic between the verses, but a link to a simile of the mirror; really a
link to a word. There is also another link, between the pomegranate and the
act of polishing the mirror, which will only be recognised by someone familiar with the handicraft of making mirrors. The pomegranate was used for
polishing bronze mirrors, as the acid in the fruit helped to take away the blur
on its surface. Knowing this it will be possible to find some sort of logic
between these verses. As suggested in the Shin Nihon bungaku taikei, the
link may be understood as giving the reason why the pomegranate is liked by
the people in the maeku.303
Another example from the same collection is by unknown authors. The
game sugoroku referred to in the link is sometimes translated as Japanese
backgammon.
The stagnant pool gets brown; river water by a lonely village
Yodomi wa saburu sato no kawamizu
Herring going downstream; served when playing sugoroku
Ochiayu o sugoroku-uchi ni furumaite (115)

In the maeku the verb sabu (here in the form saburu) is used. It is the same
verb that was encountered in the chapter on sabi and may be understood as
302

I have borrowed this and some of the following examples from Ebara’ s haikai history; he
regards them as typical examples of their kind. Ebara 1979b, p. 150.
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Shoki haikaish , p. 152.
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referring both to the village (hence “ lonely” in translation) and to the brown
colour of the stagnant water. This verb also applies to the herring going
downstream, which gets red dots on its sides in autumn, and that gives one
of the links between the verses. The word for a stagnant pool, yodomi, is also
a term used when playing sugoroku, and this gives another link.304 Then there
is, of course, a link between the herring going downstream and the water of
the river. The verses are thus quite tightly linked, but as a whole they do not
make a coherent statement.
In these examples there are two or more words in one verse that are connected with corresponding words in the next verse. A link using two words
in each verse was called yotsude (“ four-hand link”
), and this seems to
have been favoured by Teimon poets. Still, a link whose only connection is
between just a single word in each verse may also be regarded as a wordlink.



1.2.2. Heart Links

The kokorozuke
, the heart link, associated with the Danrin School,
might more correctly be translated as “ meaning link.” The heart in Japanese
poetics, kokoro, means sense or semantic meaning, or refers to the contents
of a poem. In this context it is usually not associated with feelings and expression but with mind and logic. It is generally opposed to word or language, kotoba, which describes the outward appearance, the diction, of a
poem. (Kotoba and kokoro are sometimes translated as form and content, but
this Western dichotomy is definitely not the same thing.) In the art of linking, the use of the “ heart” obviously means a link to the semantic meaning,
but this does not give much of an explanation. Defining it merely as a meaning link, as is very common, becomes ambiguous. 305 Even word linking
might be defined as meaning links, since they are linked to the meaning of
the isolated words. To understand the difference between word and heart
links, it is important to specify the heart link as Ebara Taiz does, as a link to
the meaning of a verse as a totality, and not a link to single isolated words.306
To understand the link we must therefore recognise both the semantic meaning of the words and their context in the verse. For the Danrin poets, who
were more interested in creating humorous similes, often between refined
and vulgar matter rather than the technically complex punning enjoyed by
Teimon poets, this kind of link probably became more natural. One example
is from a solo sequence by Nishiyama S in:307
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This is the explanation given in the Shoki haikaish , p. 151.
This definition is for example found under the entry kokorozuke both in the Renku jiten
and in the Haikai shinjiten.
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Ebara 1980a, p. 12.
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This link and the following by Saikaku are from the collection Monodane Sh . Ebara
quotes them as typical examples of kokorozuke. Ebara 1980a, p. 12.
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In the black hair, faintly the smoke of superb incense
Kurokami ni kyara no keburi o honomekashi
Even when decapitated, one knows the general
Kubi ni natte mo shiruru taish (116)

The first verse might be understood as describing a faint fragrance of incense
in the black hair, which usually suggests a female personage. There is a difficulty in that the verb used is the transitive honomekasu, which gives a
meaning, not that the smoke appears of itself, but that there is something
which shows or suggests its existence. A possible reading is that the black
hair gives us a suggestion of the incense; we see a beautiful woman and this
makes us vaguely imagine the scent of her hair. It is a recognition of something that is not directly apparent, but only shows faintly. In this circumstance we find the possible link to the second verse. Here we find another
matter, the identity of a person, which is not directly recognisable. A cut-off
head may be difficult to identify, but somehow we still understand it is the
general. In both verses we first encounter a visual impression: the sight of
black hair and then a cut-off head, and both of these impressions make us
recognise a second feature, which in both cases is of the highest rank: superb
incense and a general. This gives a formal similarity between the situations
in the two verses which makes them reflect each other.
It is also possible to read this link as a sort of dramatic development, as a
continuous narrative. In the first verse we only see the hair, but then the
linked verse adds its owner; the high-quality incense makes us understand it
is the general.
One of the central theories of the Danrin school was that haikai should
, which was probably more or less idenuse the technique called g gen
tical with the early kyo-jitsu theory discussed previously. Today g gen is
often translated as “ allegory” , but the actual technique used was to compose
verses of two parts which were connected in a sort of simile relationship.308 It
seems that g gen mainly referred to the structure within a single verse, but
many verse links are clearly composed as mutual similes rather than continuous narrative.309 In the next example it is interesting to note how juxta-
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I use the word simile here in the sense that the two words or matters that are likened to
each other are both present in the poem. This I see as opposed to the metaphor, which I understand as the replacement of a word or expression with another word or expression. G gen are
not necessarily similes in the form of an outright statement in the text that this “ looks like”
that, or this “ resembles” that. Such predicates may often be implied in Japanese but they are
usually omitted in the text.
309
For a discussion of the g gen concept, see Kuriyama 1963, pp. 84-85. A similar discussion
of the simile structure in Danrin haikai, although not using the word g gen, is found in Ebara
1979b, pp. 163-165.
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posed similes create relationships both inside the verses and between them,
similes which will not function if we do not read the whole link:310
Inside the nostrils – a chilli pepper dyeing it red
Hana no ana ya kurenai kukuru t garashi
The evening sun scattered over the pestle’ s dew
Y hi koboruru surikogi no tsuyu
From the tip of an old brush, autumn’ s rain clears up
Furufude no saki yori aki no ame harete
Flying wild geese at the end of a travel record
Tobiyuku kari o michi no ki no sue
It was that year, and that moonlight here and there
Sore no toshi no sono koko soko no tsuki no kage (117)

A tentative explanation of these verses, paying attention to the g genstructure, will be as follows:
In the first verse the reddish inside of the nose is juxtaposed with the red
of a chilli pepper. This pepper is described as dyeing the inside of the nose
red, which may give associations to an image of the hollow inside of the pod
and its sharp taste suggesting some sensuous impression of the nostrils, although chilli does not smell very much.
The second verse is built up by the likeness of the evening sun and the
dew, two matters which are both scattered over the surface of a pestle. In
connection with the first verse, we understand the dew on the pestle as liquid
from a mashed chilli pepper which colours the pestle red. A similar effect is
created by the red light of the evening sun. The slightly red colour of the
drops of chilli juice may also be likened to dew in the evening sun. In the
first verse, the theme was red colour inside a cavity, here in the second, the
theme is the colouring of an outside surface. A pestle is also connected to the
cavity of a mortar, which in a different way links it to the nostrils in the first
verse.
In the third verse, we again meet a juxtaposition of a phenomenon in the
sky and a utensil of oblong shape. The evening sun, the pestle and the drops
of dew are mirrored in the rain, the sky that clears up and the brush. This
third verse may be read as a simile between the brush, which becomes
gradually drier from the tip when it is used, and the sky, which dries up
when the rain clears away. It may also be understood as an image of someone painting; the brush strokes gradually fill up the white space and details
become sharp, as when the veil of rain is drawn aside.
310

This is the beginning of a solo sequence by Maekawa Yoshihira, in the saka dokuginsh , published in 1675. An interpretation of these links that does not show much of the g gen
structure is found in the Shoki haikai-sh , pp. 356-357.
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In the fourth verse, the matter written by the brush becomes defined as a
travel record. As the brush dries up, and the rain, this record comes to an
end, and the flying wild geese described there also fly over the sky, where
the rain clears up. It is, moreover, possible to see the wild geese disappearing
in the distance as a simile to the ending of the travel record.
The fifth verse seems not to have any inner g gen structure. It is written
as a stereotyped version of a text from a travel record, and thus linked by
extension of the subject matter in the previous verse. Its subject matter does
not create any obvious similes with the previous verse, but there is a similarity in their layout. In the previous verse, wild geese flying in the sky are
juxtaposed with a travel record; in the linked verse, the moon, also in the
sky, is juxtaposed with the words of a travel record. It is also very common,
both in poetry and painting, to combine wild geese with the moon.
All the verses are autumn verses. The seasonal words are chilli pepper,
dew, autumn’ s rain, wild geese and moon. It is also noteworthy that it is
possible to read any of these links as word links. Thus there is no opposition
between kokorozuke and kotobazuke. A word link may be found inside a
heart link, but it will not give a full explanation of the link. A pure word link
cannot, however, be read as a heart link.
In the following link by Ihara Saikaku we will anyhow have to recognize
that some heart links do not comprise word links, and also that “ simile” is
not always the most suitable word to describe these links.
The miso maker, the sake maker, again the chrysanthemum maker
Misozukuri sakazukuri mata kikuzukuri
To a previous verse like this; really, leave it!
Kay no maeku ni noita ga hon yo (118)

These two verses have no semantic unity and are not linked by simile. The
second verse is merely a comment on the previous one; it is the author’ s
voice entering the poem. He tells himself that it is hopeless to link to such a
previous verse, and he had better abandon the whole thing. This undoubtedly
creates a relationship between the verses, a relationship based on the verses
read as whole statements, and if we compare the few examples of Danrin
school links above, this single characteristic actually seems to be the only
thing they all have in common. Therefore we may agree with Ebara: kokorozuke is a matter of reading verses as meaningful wholes and linking them
accordingly.

1.3. Bash -Style Linking
In modern commentaries on Bash -style renku, the verse links are sometimes understood as links between single words, as links based on dramatic
development, or as links based on a simile relationship between verses. The
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possibility thus exists to understand even renku of the Bash school as based
on kotoba-zuke or kokoro-zuke, but if Bash ’ s linking ideal was something
new and different, if it was a result of the third change in the history of haikai linking, as he described it, then it must comprise something that we do
not find in earlier ways of linking.
Bash himself mentioned four words to describe this new style: transfer
) and rank (kurai ).
(utsuri ), reverberation (hibiki ), scent (nioi
These are just words mentioned without further explanations (Kyorai offers
these later on, and I will deal with them presently), but as they are used in a
certain context, something may be deduced from them. A single word in
isolation may mean almost anything, but several words used to describe
different aspects of a common ideal will help to define each other. Their
meaning will be understood from what they have in common.
Transfer, reverberation and scent are all words that name something coming out from, or floating away from, a certain source. Rank may, in this context, be understood in the same way, as a general impression of a person'
s
social standing, what is felt from the aspect of a person, as the scent is felt
from a flower. From this it is possible to deduce that there is some common
ground in that all these words refer to perceptions; what comes out of a verse
is perceived, heard, smelt, felt, or seen, and not a result of intellectual processing. It might be easy to say that the matter perceived is the mood or expression of the verses, and to summarise that this way of verse-linking is
based on this mood or expression, but then we will be faced by the problem
of explaining what is meant by mood, by expression, or these words will just
replace the words used in Bash ’ s theory.
An attempt to provide a more precise description is made by Kyorai in the
Kyoraish . He uses the same words as Bash but also tries to define the opposition between new and old more distinctly.









When we link by means of linking devices or heart links, the logic of the link
is recognizable. If we avoid linking devices, or links without adhering to the
circumstances [of the previous verse], to what should we link if there is no
transfer, scent or reverberation in the previous verse? We only decide what
kind of place, what kind of person, there is in the previous verse, its actions
and rank, and link away from it. The old master said: “ To link by means of
linking devices is disliked nowadays, but when there is a difficulty to link by
311
using them, it will be a feat to link thoroughly by linking devices” (119)

Here yet another term for word links is used: “ linking devices” (tsukemono)
is an inversion of “ device links” (monozuke). This text is by no means lucid.
Many of the words used are ambiguous or vague. Word links and heart links
are defined here as having a discernible logic. The word michisuji
ren-
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Kyoraish , pp.143-144.
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dered here as “ logic” , may also be translated as “ reasoning” , and suggests
some sort of semantic rationality in the connection.
Such links are further described by Kyorai as adhering to the circumstances of the previous verse. This word ” circumstances” is j
in Japanese, and this is the same j that was encountered in the theory about shi-j
(shape-feeling) earlier, but its use in this particular place has no likely connection with its sense in this theory. J means both feeling and circumstances or situation, and this might seem somewhat contradictory as both a
subjective and an objective sense are referred to by the same word. I translated this word as “ circumstances” here because this objective sense seemed
most suitable in the context, but I do not really think it is necessary to deny
the other sense of the word. Kyorai’ s point seems to be that one should not
adhere to the meaning of a verse, that is, the subject matter of the verse. A
verse may well be about a feeling of some sort, and then a feeling is part of
its semantic meaning. The distinction to be made here is between the objects
or feelings that are described by a verse and the expression that comes out of
a verse. As I argued in another place, a verse about sadness is not necessarily
experienced as sad; it may have a more complex expression. It may be like
verses expressing sabi, which may have a painful and unpleasant subject
matter but are felt as expressing a kind of beauty.
As I understand Kyorai’ s argument, he means that word links and heart
links are based on the meanings of words and of verses, their logical connections, and the circumstances and feelings described in a verse, and these are
all parts of the semantic aspect of poetry. If we do not adhere to this aspect
when linking a verse, what is left to us will be to adhere to the impression
the poetry gives us, how we feel about it, how we perceive it; I would describe this as linking based on the aesthetic contents of the verses. I suppose
it is this Kyorai describes when he writes that we only decide “ what kind of
place, what kind of person, there is in the previous verse” ; we link according
to how this verse affects us. The verses will not be treated as semantic units
but as expressive statements. (Again words like “ transfer” , “ scent” and
“ rank” are used to describe the non-semantic quality, but there is also a new
word, waza , a very ambiguous word, which in this context is probably
best translated as “ action.” )312
One may ask why Kyorai added the final comment by Bash . It may be
meant to caution the reader not to become too single-minded, but it is more
plausible that it suggests that thorough word-linking, at times, may have an
aesthetic quality. It is actually hard to find any reason why there should be
an opposition between the different ways of linking. As in any kind of literature, an aesthetic dimension of renku may well be compatible with semantics
and word relations. As long as we use language, it will be impossible to
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This whole question is closely related to my earlier discussion of aesthetic experience on
pp. 72-78.
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avoid semantics and words, and any emotional after-effect will be a product
of these. In such open and suggestive poetry as haikai, there will always be
ways to find semantic connections, especially if we look for such connections between single words, but the existence of such connections does not
deny the existence of an aesthetic dimension.
Kyorai'
s text quoted above may be understood as implying that techniques like nioi and hibiki are incompatible with word links and heart links,
but I think his aim is just to pinpoint the difference between the semantic and
the aesthetic. In fact, there is an attempt by Haruo Shirane to discuss linking
in the Bash style as incompatible with older styles. In discussing this
Bash -style linking (which he calls nioi links), he notes that Japanese scholars define such linking as based on the “ mood, atmosphere, or emotion” that
is carried over between the verses. But such words, he writes, “ are vague
terms that refer more to the aesthetic effect of a nioi link than to the structure
of the link itself” .313 To find this structure, he uses Roman Jakobson’ s theory
of the polarity between metaphoric and metonymic description. In Shirane’ s
understanding, kotoba-zuke is described as “ linkage by lexical associations,
that is to say, metonymy” , and kokoro-zuke is described as “ direct narrative
extension,” also clearly metonymic, while, as he says, “ nioi poetics favored a
more metaphorical juxtaposition.” 314 Confronted with one of the renku in the
Sarumino collection, in which many links are distinctly metonymic in structure, he is forced to accept that linking by mood and overtones is compatible
with metonymy.315 But instead of modifying his own interpretation, which
would be the common procedure, he turns against Bash ’ s theory of the
three changes and writes that it “ represents only a programmatic ideal and is
in fact a serious distortion/… /while Bash identified his school with ‘links
by scent,’ he and his disciples relied extensively on ‘content links’ and
sometimes even used ‘lexical links,’ usually mixing all three types of
links… 316 (“ Content links” and “ lexical links” are Shirane’ s translations of
kokoro-zuke and kotoba-zuke.)317
One might agree that if Bash ’ s statement aimed at giving a perfect description of the development of verse-linking, it would be, if not a distortion,
at least a simplification, but this is not necessarily the interpretation we must
make of his words (which are, it should be remembered, only a second-hand
313

Shirane 1992, p. 82.
Ibid., p.79, 82.
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Ibid., p.95.
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Ibid.
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This is basically a problem of methodology; Shirane, confronted with a complex theory in
his source material, makes a hypothesis about the meaning of this theory. Doing further research he realises that his hypothesis is not consistent with the sources, but instead of rejecting his first hypothesis to find a new one, he concludes that there must be something wrong
with the source material. If Shirane’ s aim was to formulate his own nioi theory, there would
not be much to object to in this procedure, but the aim here is to find a way to understand the
theory of Bash , and then the hypothesis must be consistent with the sources.
314
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quotation). They may just be a description of dominant trends in different
ages. The problem I find in Shirane’ s argument, beside the question of
methodology, lies elsewhere. As became clear in the previous investigation
of the heart links, these were definitely not limited to metonymy in the sense
of Jakobson’ s theory. In the examples of heart links studied, metaphorical
connections actually dominated. It is probably the inadequate description of
the nature of heart links that made Shirane attempt a discussion of linking by
scent as a structural concept, but the breakdown of this hypothesis shows
that these links must be understood in a different manner.
For the sake of clarity, however, it should be added that the reference to
Jakobson’ s theory of the polarity between metaphoric and metonymic description has some relevance to the study of linked poetry. Even if it cannot
be used to define nioi-zuke, it may be used to describe different strategies
followed when renku is interpreted. In Jakobson’ s sense, metaphor is the
juxtaposition of disparate matters, while metonymy is a continuous narrative,
extending in continuous time or space.318 One may regret Jakobson’ s choice
of terminology; metaphor and metonymy are usually understood in a different manner, but the distinctions made by his theory may at times be useful.
The conclusion reached here, then, is that an explanation of Bash ’ s theory in structural terms will inevitably fail, and that we cannot use a structural
approach to get a plausible understanding of concepts like nioi or hibiki. I
will treat them as aesthetic terms and as such they may indeed be vague and
difficult to handle. A discussion of aesthetics is often avoided, even disliked,
by modern scholars, but in Bash ’ s and Buson’ s age, questions of aesthetics
were central, and they cannot be avoided in an investigation like the one
carried out here.
There is also another, very different, problem we encounter when we
want to understand the linking of the Bash School. I have mentioned four
or five words used by Kyorai, and presumably Bash , but among the different works written by Bash ’ s various disciples, we find more than sixty
names of different linking techniques.319 Some of these are more general,
more like aesthetic ideals, like nioi and hibiki, but most of them are precise,
referring to specific ways to connect verses. Many of these were probably
not created by Bash at all, but a few of them actually occur in his own writing.
In spite of the existence of such a wealth of concepts, it seems that Bash
did not believe in linking by a fixed set of categories. A story found in many
of the sources describes what happened when Bash received a request to
write a theory of verse-linking from one of his disciples, a person who was
318

Jakobson 1974, p. 132.
A more or less complete list of these terms is to be found in the article Tsukeai no h h by
Ogata (1955 p. 26), but it is not more than a collection put forward without any commentary
or discussion. A more extensive and useful investigation of these terms is probably Ebara’ s
Sh f no Renkuron (Ebara 1980b).
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living in a far-off place. Bash started to write a few examples which eventually resulted in seventeen ways of linking. Having done this, he felt doubt,
and fearing that people would misunderstand that linking was limited to
these seventeen ways, he threw away what he had written. It then happened
that his disciple Rots picked up the paper, and later on this Rots used it in
his teaching as the true tradition of the master.320
From this episode we learn how easily a false tradition may come into being, and also how important it is to reach a deeper understanding of the different theories we study. Learning a set of words or techniques by heart,
putting a label on every link, will not give us understanding. There is a letter
by Bash himself, in which he talks about these seventeen ways of linking.
Here he writes that these should not be shown to beginners, and that someone who has not yet mastered the art will have even more trouble when linking according to the “ flavour” of such categories. One must have a deep
understanding of them to use them. On the other hand, he writes that these
seventeen ways are not just to be discarded. To reach full mastery and realise
that the ways of linking are infinite one must first master these seventeen
ways.321
Thus, learning a terminology by heart is not very different from ignorance. Such terminology only makes sense when we have already reached a
deeper level of understanding, but real mastery will in the end show that
even understanding of such a terminology, like the seventeen ways, is limited, and a simplification. For Bash , such categories are not rules or conventions but just used as an aid to reach deeper understanding. His argument
may thereby be understood as a consequence of the theories discussed in
earlier chapters.
It is not my aim to carry out a complete investigation of all the linking
techniques and ideals that are associated with the Bash tradition. Most of
them had no impact on the history of linking and in most cases we do not
know more than their names. Whatever explanation of these we try; it will
not be more than sheer guesswork. My discussion will be limited to those
concepts that had some influence and where we have commentaries to help
our understanding. I will start with a closer look at the theory related to
words like nioi and hibiki, and then I will turn to the later linking theories of
Shik , which became very influential in the eighteenth century, so influential
that even poets like Kit , who usually regarded themselves as opposed to the
school of Shik , repeatedly used words from them.
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1.3.1. The Basic Aesthetic Concepts

1.3.1.1. An Early Treatise by Romaru
The earliest work in which the linking techniques of Bash are mentioned is
the Kikigaki nanokagusa (1689?) by Romaru. In this work two groups of
concepts are introduced: the four ways (shid
) and the six seats (rokuza
).322 The four ways are: sou
(to accompany), shitagau
(to follow),
hanatsu
(to let go) and sakau
(to oppose). In Romaru’ s explanations,
sou means to discern the social standing (kurai) of the scene in the previous
verse and make the following verse accompany the scene in a “ friendly
manner” . Shitagau is to obey or follow the previous verse, that is, to add
what this verse has left unsaid. Hanatsu is used when the same meaning has
continued for a while and is departed from in the following verse, but still
there must be some transfer (utsuri) between the verses. This probably implies some sort of polysemic development. Sakau means to let the verses
challenge each other. If the previous verse says this, then the following says
that. It is linking based on opposition.323 We thus find four ways, which, in
other words, may be described as: likeness, development, reinterpretation
and contrast.
These four ways actually belong to old renga theory and were almost
never used in haikai treatises, but they give a general picture of the diverse
possibilities that exist for linking. The fact that words like kurai and utsuri
were used to explain these ways also shows how these new and old concepts
were closely intertwined. Kurai and utsuri are part of the six seats and
should thereby express qualities which are different from the four ways. It is
possible that Romaru meant that the ways refer to a more technical, or even
structural, aspect of linking, as opposed to the more aesthetic sense of the
seats, but it is difficult to say anything definite based on the source material;
his explanations are not detailed enough.
The six seats are, with two exceptions, the same concepts we have already
encountered in Kyorai’ s writing. Beside nioi, utsuri, kurai and hibiki, Ro) and omokage (“ aspect”
).
maru also mentions miire (“ a gaze”
Omokage is widely used by Bash ’ s followers, but the use of miire seems to
be limited to Romaru’ s text. We will, however, find repeated use of the verbal form of this word, miiru, in Kit ’ s linking handbook. The notion of gazing or looking deeply into the previous verse was, so it seems, used in haikai
teaching for more than a century.
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I have translated za literally as seat here. In a haikai context za usually refers to the gathering where a renku is composed. The idea of using this word is probably that it would refer to
the joining of verses at such a gathering.
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Kikigaki nanokagusa, p. 974-975.
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Well then, let us see how Romaru explained the rokuza, the six seats.
There are many sample verses in his treatise, but in one place he adds a few
words of general explanation:324
Nioi (scent)
The words meet, [but] the [meaning] inside is detached. It is like when the
fragrance of a flower easily spreads.
The twigs refreshed, a pine in the summer downpour
Kozue ikitaru y dachi no matsu

Kikaku

A Zen monk is stark naked, enjoying the cool
Zens no akahadaka naru suzumi shite (120)

Kooku

These two verses describe different scenes, which of course may be parts of
a larger picture. One is full of dramatic movement, one is quiet, but they
both express a similar coolness with the heat of summer in the background.
There is also a noteworthy relationship between the Zen monk and the pine
tree.
Utsuri (transfer)
It is the transfer of place, from one thing to another. It may vary according to
the poets meeting, but one usually links scenery.
With leather shoes, walking in Kamakura – spring mountains
Sekida nite Kamakura ariku yayoiyama

Kooku

Yesterday it was the sky of distant Yoshiwara
Kin wa t ki Yoshiwara no sora (121)

Kikaku

Enjoying the hills of Kamakura, not so far from Edo, the traveller recalls the
day before, when he visited Yoshiwara, the pleasure quarters of this large
and bustling town. Through the mind of this person we move from one place
to the other; here and there, now and then, quiet nature and noisy town-life
interact to enhance each other.
Omokage (aspect)
It is to state the aspect of the previous verse.
The lovemaking you do, people unknowing, how skilful it is!
Hito shirezu koisuru koi no j zusa yo

Kikaku

“ Look here when I leave!” he puts money in the alcove
Wakareba miyo to toko ni kane oku

Hary

To put money in the alcove, isn’ t it the aspect of a love that makes love, people unknowing? (122)
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Kikigaki nanokagusa, p. 975-977.
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The second verse here describes a certain act which gives a concrete illustration of the idea presented in the previous verse. Understood as an explanation of the omokage concept, this may suffice, but the meaning of the verses
is by no means clarified by Romaru’ s commentary, as it just repeats the
words of the verses. In later writings on these theories, omokage is interpreted as a link that refers to some ancient happenings or persons, or even
allusion. We will return to this matter later on, but it is important to note that
the word here, as used by Romaru, does not have this meaning.
Kurai (rank)
When it comes to rank, generally, one does not state every verse detached,
but in this way of linking one [first] looks at the rank of the second previous
verse, and then composes the link.
A beauty serving sake – the day is long but it soon grows dark
Bijo no shaku hi nagakeredomo kureyasushi

Kikaku

For the auspicious pledge, painting a picture in the inner room
Chigiri medetaki oku no e o kaku (123)

Bunsoku

These two verses probably depict the experience of a painter who has been
called to make a painting in the house of a wealthy or high-ranking person.
The atmosphere of the house, and the hired artist’ s relationship to it, becomes the kurai that unites the verses.
Romaru’ s explanation possibly means that, when using kurai, the meanings of the verses are not detached; they create semantic continuity. One
should, however, look at the verse before the maeku, to be sure to avoid the
same kurai in all three verses. This link is taken from a kasen in the Zoku
Minashiguri collection, where the second previous verse tells about a brave
warrior who brings a gift of a broken branch of plum blossom. The brave
warrior is treated as a guest of the same social standing as the lady of the
house. One might argue that this creates three verses of the same rank, but I
think that there is, in fact, a definite change in kurai, understood as a shift of
perspective to the point of view of the hired artist. The rank of the warrior as
well as of the beautiful woman may, of course, be interpreted in various
ways, some of which will create an even more drastic change, passing over
the verses.
Miire (gaze)
This is the skill of linking with a deep look into the dramatic point of the previous verse.
Surprised when listening, the sound of poisoned water
Kiku ni odoroku doku no mizuoto

Senkun

To buy rush matting, a boat enters – the harbour is deserted
Tomakai ni yosuru minato wa hito nakute (124)

Roka
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There is something ominous, or even horrifying, in these verses, but otherwise they seem to be unconnected. This miire is slightly reminiscent of kotobazuke (word-linking) in that it is a link to only a part of the maeku. A link
to the core or focus of the previous verse, however, demands active interpretation, which in fact involves the verse as a whole, and it is far from the simple mechanics of pure word links. The rush matting (toma ) was used to
thatch the roof of small boats and the fact that this boat enters the harbour to
buy new such matting might suggest that its own thatched roof is old and
leaking. The relationship between a deserted harbour and poisoned water
may similarly be explained by some such extensive reasoning, but it will
anyway not give more than a partial explanation, and as such a very cumbersome one. 325 If we search for some sort of expressive interaction, such readings will inevitably destroy its dynamics.



Hibiki (reverberation)
The verse link is as if detached, and the way of linking is not conspicuous.
Here the way of linking is to state what reverberates well when one hits the
previous verse.
Near Shimabara, my hut of grass
Shimabara chikaki waga kusa no io

Kikaku

Sobbing quietly, leaving marks on the old quilt
Shinobinaki furuki futon ni ato sashite (125)

Bunsoku

Shimabara was the old pleasure quarter in Kyoto. What reverberations come
out when one hits this verse? Between the prostitutes living in the red-light
district and the person living in seclusion nearby, all sorts of interactions are
possible. Nomura Kazumi interprets the second verse as the sobbing of the
person in the hut.326 Minami Shin’ ichi has a more fanciful reading, whereby
ato is not understood as “ marks” , but as “ feet” . The verb sasu would imply
sashichigaeru, which in his reading means “ lying head to foot” . This would,
then, be a picture of some prostitutes, exhausted after work, sleeping together under the same quilt.327 Although I find it hard to believe in such a
far-fetched interpretation, I agree that we may see the person sobbing as a
prostitute, since this is a possible association coming from the name of Shimabara. In fact, one might object that the place in the maeku is definitely
outside Shimabara, which perhaps would make another reading closer to
hand. There is undoubtedly a wealth of possible associations coming to life
between verses like these, and I do not feel there is a necessity to define the
325

Nomura Kazumi suggests that the people of the harbour are killed by the poisoned water
(1976, p. 126). Minami Shin’ ichi tries an explanation that the poisoned water pours out from
the boat entering the harbour (Minami 1983, p. 981). In style, I would argue, Nomura and
Minami read the verses as word links.
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subject too narrowly. We will see presently that hibiki is often identified as
related to action and forceful movement. It is, however, noteworthy that this
does not seem to be the point here; Romaru’ s explanation rather suggests a
kind of detached link, that is, a link that is not semantically connected,
whereby the linked verse takes the reverberation of the maeku as its theme.
1.3.1.2. Shik ’ s First Theory of Linking
The next work in which we find examples of these linking ideals is the Kuzu
no matsubara, written by the young Shik . Here hibiki and nioi are mentioned, but first a different word, hashiri (running), is introduced.328 This
word is never explained, and its use is limited to this single instance, but the
link quoted to illustrate its meaning is of some interest in the present investigation. It is a link that later on will be praised by Buson, and it will therefore
be of some value to reflect on what there was in this link that caught his interest.329 It is unfortunately a link that is difficult to translate properly, as the
second verse mentions a certain headgear, the nashiuchieboshi, which was
made of soft cloth and worn by officers under their helmet.
The enemies are coming, a sound in the pine grove
Katagi yosekuru muramatsu no koe

[Chiri]

Under the dawning moon, wearing a nashiuchieboshi
Ariake no nashiuchieboshi kitarikeri (126)

[Bash ]

These two verses are quoted from a New-Year renku written in 1686, the socalled Shokaishi (The first scrap of paper). It is regarded as the earliest important renku of the Bash group, and Bash himself wrote commentaries on
the first fifty of its one hundred verses. His comments on this link are as
follows:
There is nothing unusual about the way of linking. To the previous verse: a
description of the battlefield, another verse is set up afresh. Embellishing
with a nashiuchieboshi, the way of linking is light and good. One should pay
attention to the shape and material of the verse. (127)

This is, as often in early commentaries, not very illuminating at all. That the
previous verse establishes a war scene is obvious. Bash ’ s verse adds a few
details which give the scene a twist in a new direction. The verb ashirau,
here translated as “ embellish” and mostly used in its substantive form
ashirai, is an important concept of verse-linking. It is used for developing a
previous scene in a light fashion, like here, to add associated clothing or
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other similar matters. It may perhaps be interpreted as an extension of the
scene into details, which in turn will open a new development.
The first verse is full of tension and movement; the sound among the trees
catches our attention and tells us that something is happening. The second
verse is still and focuses on visible detail. In the faint moonlight at dawn
things are hardly visible, but we see the warrior (or warriors?), who has not
yet put on his helmet. His coolness and immovability, when waiting for
things to happen, somehow receives the action in the previous verse.
In modern commentaries, there is a tendency to treat this link as still and
quiet; the enemies are not coming, it is just the wind in the pines. The soldiers are waiting through the night, and dawn comes without anything happening.330 Shik ’ s use of a word like “ running” , however, clearly implies
action, and the same may be said of Doh ’ s comment in the Sanz shi:
It is a verse which is linked, receiving the matters in the previous verse, trans331
ferring to the vigour of this verse. (128)

For Doh , this is an example of utsuri (transfer), which shows that these
concepts are really vague and pliable, but a word like “ vigour” undoubtedly
refers to movement and action.
Buson’ s commentary on this link is not much of an interpretation, but it
shows his preferences, as we encountered them in the chapter on sabi. After
quoting the two verses he writes:
Those who nowadays boast of belonging to the Bash -school don’ t know
anything of the shape and feeling of these verses. It is a hateful matter.
332
(129)

Buson uses the expression “ shape and feeling” (shi-j ), the very same words
that were used in the theory of that name and discussed in an earlier chapter.
This shows that these terms were part of Buson’ s vocabulary. As Tanaka
Michio has noted, Buson’ s point is that many of his contemporaries, in spite
of all their talk about the shi-j dichotomy, did not grasp its true meaning.
They did not appreciate the strong emotional expression that floats out of
these shapes.333 Buson does not tell us why this is so, but one may imagine
that the action and dynamism of verses like these were very far from the
serene sabi style of those who regarded themselves as upholding the true
heritage of Bash .
330
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Buson’ s quotation of the verses is not completely correct. In the first
verse the first seven beats are written as: “ katagi yosuru ya” instead of
“ katagi yosekuru” in the original. In translation it does not make much difference, but Buson’ s adjustment is more clearly exclamatory and gives a
stronger impact. This commentary is accompanied by a painting, which actually may be read as Buson’ s interpretation of the verses.334 It is a painting
of a man dressed in a nobleman’ s clothes. He is standing with his legs wide
apart, as if preparing to make a start forwards. His posture is full of tension
and his sword is visible behind him, its tail pointing upwards ready to be
drawn. It is like a frozen moment before a sudden attack, but his clothes do
not suggest a scene from the battlefield. From this picture it is indeed possible to conclude that even Buson thought that these verses were full of action
and drama. It is noteworthy that Tanaka, the only modern critic I have found
who fully acknowledges the dynamic tension in this link, has based his understanding on Buson’ s painting.335
The next pair of verses quoted in the Kuzu no matsubara illustrates reverberation, hibiki:
The pheasant of dawn, is it the mountain or its foot?
Yoake no kiji wa yama ka fumoto ka

[T rin]

An ill-omened day – what custom is that, in the wind of spring?
Gomu jisshi nani narawashi no haru no kaze (130)

[Kikaku]

A pheasant often implies hunting, that is, to kill the living, and its sudden cry
in the fields may also give a frightening impression. This is answered by the
day of evil omen in the next verse. Both of these scary matters then turn into
questions, which lead our attention out into the landscape.
Finally, there is a pair of verses which is described as an example of
scent, nioi:
Rice leaves growing in the feeble wind
Ine no hanobi no chikara naki kaze

[Chinseki]

In first religious awakening, passing over Mount Suzuka
Hosshin no hajime ni koyuru Suzukayama (131)

[Bash ]

Exceptionally, there is an interpretation of this link in English, so for the
sake of convenience, let us quote it:
The frailty of the young paddies swayed by the slightest breeze as depicted in
the first verse is matched in the second with the mood of uncertainty of a
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priest, who, having recently entered a religious order/… /is now crossing a
336
desert mountain range.

That the priest is understood as in a mood of uncertainty is based on the supposition that this second verse alludes to an old waka by Saigy describing
his own doubts of the future when he entered the holy orders. Such uncertainty may, of course, be implied by the word hosshin (first religious awakening), but this word has many other possible connotations. It might as well
be a feeling of freshness that makes these verses interact. It depends how we
react towards the word hosshin, if we regard it as a first and insecure step
into an unknown future or as the sudden relief when we at last have freed
ourselves from the past and have found the right way to follow.
1.3.1.3. Kyorai’ s Writings
I will now turn to the source where we started our investigation: the Kyoraish . As mentioned, the main linking concepts named in this work are utsuri,
nioi, hibiki, kurai and omokage. Kyorai’ s explanations start with a quotation
of a hokku-waki combination. The link is formed by a subtle use of inflections that have no direct equivalent in English, but as it is one of very few
examples where nioi and utsuri are explained in some detail, I will try a tentative translation. Akahito in the first verse is Yamabe no Akahito, one of the
great poets of the Many sh . He is associated with a simple straightforward
style of nature poetry.
Of its own, Akahito’ s name is given – first haze of spring
Akahito no na wa tsukaretari hatsugasumi

Fumikuni

The birds too ought to chirp in agreement
Tori mo saezuru gaten narubeshi (132)337

Kyorai

Kyorai tells us that Bash praised this link, as it really showed that the poets
had mastered both transfer (utsuri) and scent (nioi). Then there follows a
more detailed explanation in which Kyorai picks out the predicates from
both verses to illustrate the function of the link.
The scent of the phrases, where it transfers mutually, will certainly show in
the place where one has said “ is given” and then “ ought to” . If the hokku had
“ [Akahito’ s] name so interesting” the waki would certainly say “ it’ s a scene
where [birds] are chirping.” (133)
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The predicates which Kyorai focuses on are tsukaretari and narubeshi. Tsukaretari is made up of the verb tsuku and two auxiliary endings ru and tari.
Tsuku is used together with na (name) to express the meaning “ to name” or
“ to give a name” , but here the intransitive form of the verb is used, which
would give the meaning “ to be given” . The auxiliary ru (here inflected into
re) may be used in various ways, but is treated here as a passive, and an expression of spontaneity of the action, as it seems to be the most relevant
meaning in this context; hence my translation: “ of its own… is given.” The
last auxiliary, tari, makes the state of things definite. Perhaps “ has been
given” would translate this meaning better.
In the second verse, the predicate is narubeshi, a presumptive inflection
of the copula: “ ought to be” , “ should be” , or “ must be” , expressing a fairly
strong likelihood.
What does this commentary by Kyorai mean? The verses describe scenery in early spring, both directly and through the reference to an ancient
poet. Most interpreters also agree that there is an indirect greeting in the
hokku, that Kyorai, the host, somehow is likened to Akahito. Kyorai himself,
however, seems to focus on the careful choice of words and details of
grammar which are not directly related to the main meaning of the verses.
As I understand him, the spontaneous naming, which becomes natural of its
own accord, in a way feels similar to the presumption, the guess, which implies a slight doubt, but still is very likely. There is something unconscious
and vague but still very secure and definite about these inflections. When we
change the verses as Kyorai suggests, they turn into something more definite
and tangible. To say that the name is interesting not only becomes an expression of a subjective feeling, but also a description of the name’ s character;
this is how it is. A scene with birds chirping, a definite fact, is therefore the
right answer.
Kyorai’ s comments will, I hope, make it clear that words like scent or
transfer do not only refer to linking by means of the general mood of a poem
but designate a wealth of subtle interplay on various levels. This is also
manifest in his peculiar use of words in the commentary. First, he states that
the poets “ say” the words, but then these phrases have “ scent” . However, we
do not hear or smell them, they “ show” , or literally, “ are seen” . Only “ transfer” is not connected to any of the senses. The explanation of this linking
ideal is thus formed by a combination of different sensuous impressions, and
this, I think, gives us one way of understanding. When such impressions that
are different in nature are combined, they will force us to look for those
properties they have in common and abstract these properties. When we talk
about a mood of a poem, it is probably abstractions of this kind we have in
mind.
Following the Kyoraish , the next concept to be studied is reverberation,
hibiki. The explanation here is quite simple:
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Reverberation is like when one hits [something] and it reverberates. For example:
Against the long boards of the veranda, a silver-glazed bowl is smashed
Kureen ni ginkawarake o uchikudaki
Just look! The slender sword curves [ready to be drawn]
Mihosoki tachi no soru koto o miyo
Giving these verses [the master] explained, while he made a gesture with his
right hand as if smashing a bowl and with his left as if preparing to draw a
sword. Since the scene of each verse changes, it is hard to tell everything to
the end. I have forgotten if this explanation was by the old master or by Ki338
kaku. (134)

Kyorai has not only forgotten who gave this explanation of hibiki, he has
also forgotten the order of the verses. It is actually the second verse that
comes first. This may be regarded as a small matter, but is of some importance in this context. If we talk about reverberation, we first hit something
and then afterwards it reverberates. Here the verse about someone preparing
to draw his sword becomes a start, filled with the tension before an action
takes place. The verse with the smashed bowl shows the fulfilment of an act,
the result of what has started earlier. If this is what hibiki is about, a directed
development, then it is remarkable that Kyorai misses this point. One might
argue, of course, that most verses will interact in a similar way even if their
order is reversed. Looking at our earlier examples of hibiki, however, I still
feel that some kind of directed development is at work.
On the other hand, the first verse may be read here as Meshino Tetsuji
does, as describing a warrior who empties a cup at one gulp and then
smashes it before his departure for war. Then the second verse becomes a
scene before the fight, watching the enemy’ s every movement: “ if you come
closer, I will kill you!” 339 Understood in this manner, Kyorai’ s order of the
verses may be regarded as following the principle of start and development.
Such adjustments of interpretation will always be possible in suggestive
poetry like haikai, and it is probably advisable not to insist on too fixed a
meaning of the concepts discussed.
Let us note here that hibiki for the first time clearly becomes associated
with dramatic action. The common view today that this is the meaning of
hibiki probably comes from this passage in the Kyoraish .
Kyorai’ s explanation of kurai (rank) is almost identical to what we read in
the Kikigaki Nanokagusa. For some unknown reason, Kyorai lists as many
as five different examples of this kurai. They are all links dealing with human affairs and the verses are combined by a similarity of social circumstances. One expresses an atmosphere at the bottom of society:
338
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While chopping dried herbs for garnish, her thoughts are far away
Uwaoki no hoshina kizamu mo uwa no sora
Days when the horse is not out, he makes love inside
Uma ni denu hi wa uchi de koisuru
The previous verse does not describe an [ordinary] person’ s wife, and it is not
a housemaid of a warrior or a merchant; it is a maid at an inn or a wholesaler.
340
(135)

The thoughts, far away, suggest someone being in love, and this gives a link
to the next verse. This is, however, irrelevant to an understanding the kurai
link, which explores the overall atmosphere of the scene. Another example
takes place in the milieu of the warrior aristocracy:
Parting at dawn the night when one will become a nun
Ama ni narubeki yoi no kinuginu
In the moonlight, seeing it all through a glimpse of the armour
Tsukikage ni yoroi to yara o misukashite
Regard the previous verse as the wife of a fairly eminent warrior. (136)341

Parting at dawn suggests the morning after a lovers’ night in an aristocratic
milieu. That the young lady will become a nun implies that her husband will
be killed in the war, and this gives a link to the armour, which suddenly
shows in the dark and makes her anticipate what will happen. This link may
thus be understood as a narrative, but this is again not the point of the kurai
concept, although it is closely intertwined here with this narrative.
To use the social status of a person, or sometimes of a place, as an ideal
for composing poetry may sound rather weird, but it reveals an interesting
approach to our aesthetic sense. When we judge a person’ s social standing,
we do not usually follow a logical argument based on objective facts; it is
more a matter of what we feel about the person, his or her behaviour, use of
language, or clothing, and it is often something felt instantaneously. Such
details of a person may, of course, function as signs that refer to a specific
class, and they may be read intellectually or analytically, but they may also
make us react emotionally, and I think it is precisely this sensation kurai
refers to. In the context here, of a theory of verse-linking based on aesthetic
overtones, this will be most plausible.
A concept like kurai shows that qualities we describe in a general manner
describe as expression or poetical overtones may explore very different features of a scene or a picture. Kurai seems to me to be much more specific
than the other terms in this theory and closer to the more diversified group of
names that we will study below.
340
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The way we judge a verse link also depends on the angle from which we
study it. Morikawa Kyoriku, another of Bash ’ s disciples, defines the second
of the examples above as a link using omokage, aspect, but without any explanation.342 Kyorai’ s view of omokage is that it is not the same sort of concept as nioi, utsuri, hibiki and kurai. These are concerned with what he calls
the anbai
of linking. Anbai means seasoning and probably refers to a
general aesthetic attitude towards linking. Omokage, according to Kyorai, is
concerned with the way of linking. Perhaps he means that it is a more technical term. His explanation of this omokage is based on a correction Bash
made on one occasion, when they were composing renku together. The example is from one of the renku in the Sarumino collection:



In a grass hut, a short stay, and then leaving again
S an ni shibaraku ite wa uchiyaburi

Bash

Happy to be alive, for an anthology by imperial order
Inochi ureshiki senj no sata (137)

Kyorai

Kyorai first used a direct quotation from an old chronicle for this second
verse, which would directly recall the medieval poet Saigy . Bash then
commented that it was right to understand his first verse as describing someone like Saigy , but that it was not very skilful to refer to him directly in the
link. By using omokage, this second verse would not become limited to a
specific person.343 Here, this “ aspect” becomes a concrete description of an
experience which a person like Saigy might have had; the experience of an
aristocrat who is now living as a beggar-monk, but who is still famous for
his knowledge of poetry.
Compared with the description of omokage in the Kikigaki Nanokagusa
this explanation actually looks quite similar. It is a development of some
details of the world that exists around the person who acts in the previous
verse. To introduce the person directly would stop the forward movement in
the sequence, but this omokage opens up for development in a new direction.
In this example by Kyorai it happens that the verses refer to matters from
history, and this is probably the reason why all later writing on omokage
treats this concept as if it meant allusion. As we will see later, Kit repeatedly uses omokage when there is a direct use of a personal name from Japanese history in a verse, so this word may be said to mean the very opposite
of what Bash originally intended. In modern writing, this later use has become the one and only truth, but I think this example tells us that we need to
be very careful when we discuss concepts of this kind, as their meanings
may change considerably from time to time.
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1.3.2. The Seven Names and Eight Styles

1.3.2.1. The Later Theories of Shik
There are other sources that might be quoted on nioi, hibiki and similar concepts. Notably, the Sanz shi records many examples, at times accompanied
by interesting explanations, but basically they tell the same story as in the
works I have discussed above, a theory of linking based on mood and expression, using concepts that are vague and not well defined. I will now turn
to another group of linking concepts, which commonly are associated with
the later writings of Shik . These concepts are usually referred to as the
, the seven names and the eight styles. The oriShichimy -hattai
gins of these concepts vary. Some of them were used in renga theory, others
are found in early records of Bash ’ s teaching, but the use of them as a fixed
set of terms originates with Shik . He himself does not, however, insist on
them as a definite theory of linking, and throughout his several works there
is a constant rewriting and reformulating of the set. As mentioned, Bash
also once formulated a set of seventeen ways of linking, and although he
later threw them away, this shows that there was a practise of discussing
linking according to different categories. Many of the terms found in later
sources were probably used by Bash in his teaching, and it is very likely
that the set put together by Shik , at least partially, originated from the discussion around linking that was part of renku composing.
The most complete description of the Shichimy -hattai is found in the
work Haikai kokinsh from 1730. Here Shik defines the seven names as
“ ways of composing” (anjikata
), while the eight styles are defined as
344
“ ways of linking” (tsukekata
). The “ ways of composing” probably
refers to a more general attitude when linking verses, similar to concepts like
nioi or hibiki. The “ ways of linking” refer more directly to the actual subject
matter that is explored in the link.
The seven names, the ways of composing, are:
• With heart (ushin
)
• Facing link (mukaizuke
)
• Arouse feeling (kij
)
• Embellishment (ashirai
)
• Beat (hy shi
)
• Colouring (irodate
)
• Escape verse (nigeku
)
The eight styles, the ways of linking, are:
• This person (sono hito
)
• This place (sono ba
)
• Heavenly phenomenon (tens
)
• Season (jisetsu
)
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•
•
•
•

Season’ s greetings (jigi
Time (jibun
)
)
Observation (kans
Aspect (omokage
)


  


)

In the Haikai kokinsh there is no real explanation offered as to the meaning
of these fifteen concepts, and we will have to turn to a few earlier works to
get some sort of understanding of them. The earliest, and perhaps the most
distinct, explanation Shik gives us is found in the T zai yowa from 1702. In
this work the eight styles are illustrated by different links made to the same
previous verse:345
Today too, hearing the evening bell of this world
Ky mo ukiyo no bansh o kiku



This person (sono hito):
Thoughtfully turning the edges of the wooden pillow
Tsukuzuku to kimakura no kado mawashiite
This place (sono ba):
After the bath, flowering plants near the bamboo blind
Yuagari no sudare ni chikaki kusa no hana
Heavenly phenomenon (tens ):
The shadow of a flying bird, faintly, snatches of clouds
Tobu tori no kage mo kasuka ni kumochigire
Season (jisetsu):
The snow on the New Year’ s pine, quietly the year closes
Kadomatsu no yuki mo shizuka ni toshi kurete
Season’ s greetings (jigi):
In the rainy season, longing for the country of Mino, while travelling
Samidare no Mino koishiku mo tabi ni ite (138)

After these example links, Shik adds that there are also ways of linking
called observation (kans ) and time (jibun), but in this case the maeku, the
previous verse, may already be categorised as both observation and time. He
then continues with three examples of aspect (omokage), all verses which
directly make use of personal names from old war-chronicles like the Taiheiki and the Heike monogatari, probably inspired by the reminiscence in the
maeku of the opening lines of this latter work. We may thus note that in
Shik ’ s understanding, omokage had already come to mean a direct reference to a historical source.
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The above terms, from sono hito to omokage, are the eight styles, the
eight ways of linking. In addition Shik then mentions the facing link, mukaizuke, and gives one example, linked to the same maeku as above:
The young men eating, indeed it is auspicious!
Wakaishu no meshi kuyaru koso medetakere (139)

This way of linking is actually one of the seven names. It is a link used with
human themes where one person is turned facing another, often creating
some kind of comparison or contrast. Here the sombre person in the maeku
is faced by some healthier personage.
With this example, Shik ’ s discussion of linking ends and the remaining
six of the seven names are never mentioned. To find a more detailed description of these, we will have to turn to a much later work, the Haikai j ron
from 1719. This is Shik ’ s most ambitious attempt to write a theory of haikai. Large parts of the work deal with philosophical arguments based on a
complex mix of Buddhist, Confucian and Taoist ideas. His discussion on
verse-linking thereby becomes a part of a “ theory of changes” (henka no
ron) and is at times very disordered. Here, I will only try to extract what
directly concerns linking and in a simplified manner describe his theory.
Basically, there are only three methods of linking, and all the concepts of
the seven names and eight styles refer only to more minute detail within
these. The three methods are ushin (with heart), ashirai (embellishment), and
nigeku (escape verse). These are actually three of the seven names, but function at the same time as fundamental principles. Ushin was a concept originally used in waka poetics, where it designated a serious and refined style of
poetry, but Shik ’ s use of this word has only a very slight connection to its
older meaning. To link “ with heart” is to:
… look thoroughly into every detail of the shape and feeling of the previous
verse, and to be very careful about every word and character [when adding
346
the next verse]. (140)

It is, however, very important not to repeat what has been said in the previous verse, to tell the same story once again. (Shik refers to this as uwasa,
literally “ rumour” , or “ tale” .) The linked verse must gain independence,
must develop its own design or plot (shuk ). Often this is done by identifying the person who acts in the previous verse.
… samurai, peasant, craftsman, or merchant has various circumstances as rich
and poor, young and old. It depends on the person [of the previous verse]
(sono hito) if his character is noble or vulgar, and one sees and hears carefully the pattern of the clothes, the figure of the person, from what is unsaid
346
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in the previous verse, and one does not by oneself alter it in the least. If one
defines it all in accord with reason, it will be like seeing this person (sono
hito) and not even leaving out the single letters of the postpositions, one will
347
understand this as the above-mentioned ushin link. (141)

Here, the sono hito of the eight styles is used repeatedly, and it may thus be
understood as a subheading under ushin. I previously translated sono hito as
“ this person” , implying a meaning like: “ the person of the previous verse.”
In this explanation, I think it becomes clear that this is the way this concept
should be understood: the poet tries to understand what person there is in the
previous scene and then describes this person distinctly. Ushin might thereby
imply both deep-reading as well as the fact that we stay in the same scene, or
atmosphere, in the added verse.
In this case, the previous verse probably does not describe the looks of a
person directly, and so the person introduced will form a different aspect of
the scene. When, however, we have such a visible person in the previous
verse, the ushin link will use the technique of the facing link, mukaizuke,
which was introduced earlier. As Shik writes:
One should understand that the facing link is a separate name within the link
348
with heart. (142)

Within this link with heart, ushin, there is also a third category named kij ,
arouse feeling. This is used after landscape verses when the poet wants to
change to human matters and enters some subjective or emotional reaction
directed towards this landscape in the verse. Whereas the facing link is used
to put an end to a row of verses on human matters, the arouse-feeling link is
used when we want to add more such verses.349
The ashirai (embellishment) and nigeku (escape verse) are two names for
more or less the same matter. They are links that turn away in a new direction.
The escape link is light, the embellishment is heavy; that is the reason for
350
them having different names. (143)

That the escape is light probably means that it has only a slight bond to the
previous verse. The embellishment, then, forms a link that is more closely
connected. Shik gives us a short paragraph about the embellishment:
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Embellishment is used when the second previous verse is difficult [to avoid],
and one knocks out the bottom thoroughly by means of the person’ s (sono
351
hito) clothing or food, or various utensils and commodities. (144)

He also adds that in a renku of one hundred verses, sixty or seventy should
be embellishment verses. This is to secure variety and development. Here
again, the sono hito (this person) is used, and it seems that when the description is directed at this person’ s different belongings, the link becomes an
ashirai, embellishment. The relationship to the second previous verse is
difficult when there is a risk that its theme will be returned to if the previous
verse is too closely adhered to. To knock out the bottom probably means to
leave the world of this second previous verse in a definite way.
The escape link is hardly explained at all by Shik . All he says is, when
linking to matters like rain and wind, cold and warm weather, embellish with
time or season.352 These are also two of the eight styles, which in this case
thus are ordered under the escape link.
Finally, there are two more concepts, the remaining ones of the seven
names, the beat link (hy shi-zuke) and the colouring (irodate). Shik explains the “ beat” as the impetus of the tone, which supposedly refers to some
sort of rhythmical intensity. He then explains “ colouring” as the combination
of the keshiki (
), a word which may mean “ outward appearance” or
“ scenery” . This may sound like a more general and broad principle, but this
colouring is then illustrated by a reference to a waka by Minamoto no Yorimasa (1104-1180) in which there is actually a combination of different colours; green red and white.353 Thus it seems to be a matter of the direct use of
colours in a verse.
As we have seen, some of the eight styles are more closely associated
with one or another of the three methods. In the Haikai kokinsh , we learn
that Shik meant that the names and the styles designated two aspects of
every verse link, and actually belonged together. In this late work he describes some of these relations. “ This-person” links are all with heart. “ Thisplace” links are mostly embellishment. “ Time” and “ season” may be of different kinds, either with heart or embellishment. “ Season’ s greetings” is only
described as related to the specific circumstances of the linking party and the
concept of greeting, aisatsu, which has become popular in much modern
criticism. “ Heavenly phenomenon” is mostly escape links, and “ observation”
and “ aspect” are not specifically connected to any of the names.354
In the work Haikai j ron, the older concepts that Shik had used in his
youth, reverberation, running and scent, are only mentioned in passing as
names used in the J ky -era (1684-1688), but when later in the Haikai j ron
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ibensh he added commentaries to this work, he connected these to his later
theories:
Reverberation (hibiki) is the arouse feeling, running (hashiri) is the
beat/… /what is called scent (nioi) is what is comprised in the space between
two verses, be it all the hundred verses in a hundred-verse sequence. In waka
355
it is called suggestiveness (yosei); in haikai it is called scent. (145)

Here for the first time, nioi becomes the great all-encompassing concept as it
is commonly used today. It is also identified as the old concept yosei (
),
which today is normally pronounced as yoj , a word meaning aftertaste,
suggestiveness or lingering tone, and which in fact might be understood as a
word for aesthetic experience.
To summarise this short investigation of the Shichimy -hattai theory, we
may put the different concepts together in a simple chart to show their positions. The chart in Table 5 is inspired by one made by Miyamoto Sabur .356 I
have, however, developed it a little further, and entered the relationship between the eight styles and the three methods.



Table 5. The Seven Names and the Eight Styles
Three methods:

With heart

Embellishment

Escape verse

The seven names
(ways of composing):

With heart
Facing link
Arouse feeling

Embellishment
Beat
Colouring

Escape verse

The eight styles
(ways of linking):

This person

This place

Heavenly
phenomenon

Season; Time; (This person?)
Observation; Aspect
Season’ s greetings (aisatsu)

1.3.2.2. The Reception of Shik '
s Theories in the Eighteenth Century
I mentioned earlier that this Shichimy -hattai theory became very influential
in the eighteenth century. This is in fact a simplification that will need to be
elaborated. Several of the more important works from this time which deal
with haikai-theory mention this theory, but not necessarily in agreement.
One example is the work Moto no shimizu (1767) by the scholar Sary an
Riichi, in which this theory is described as something that might be of use
for beginners in the art, but nothing that Shik had meant to be taken seriously, and certainly not a part of Bash ’ s original thinking. 357 A similar
355
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negative stance is taken by Kihaku in his Sh mon mukashigatari, in which
the old story of Bash throwing away his theory of linking is opposed to
Shik ’ s limited ideas.358 Such deliberate statements, however, were written
as criticism turned against an actual situation in the contemporary haikai
world, thereby proving that Shik ’ s influence was still very great.
Interesting in this context is the debate between Setch an Ry ta and
Isaoka Gant , which was a result of the publication in 1745 of the renku
collection Edo nijukkasen. In 1751, provoked by the boastful attitude of its
authors, Ry ta wrote the Yukioroshi, a critical study of some of the verse
links in the collection. Here, he mentioned the Shichimy -hattai, which he
definitely regarded as a theory developed from Bashô’ s teaching. Recognising that this theory was only meant as guidance for beginners, he still,
somewhat illogically, criticised the renku in the Edo nijukkasen for not following this tradition.359 None of the authors of the Edo collection came forward to defend their work, but instead an outsider, Gant , launched a severe
attack on Ry ta in his Tade surikogi. This was written soon after Ry ta’ s
work, but not published until 1771. It then received a direct answer in the
Chihachikoku, published by one of Ry ta’ s disciples in the same year, and
finally Gant added his Ichiji hannya the following year. Especially in this
second work, Gant is very explicit when commenting upon the Shichimy hattai. He writes that such a theory has nothing to do with Bash , or his
great followers Kikaku and Ransetsu, and that all of it was a product of
Shik . He also denies that it should be of use in teaching and makes a comparison with Buddhist training; to learn a terminology like the Shichimy hattai corresponds to the novice’ s bookish study, but even for a novice meditation will be the only way to enlightenment.360
It is noteworthy that, whereas most writers tend to accept the Shichimy hattai for pedagogical reasons, it was precisely such reasons that made
Bash discard a similar theory in the first place. So it seems that Gant again
was the one who had the deepest understanding of the original thought of
Bash , even if he was probably wrong when he insisted that there was no
connection whatsoever between Shik ’ s and Bash ’ s ideas.361
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We do not know Buson’ s opinion on these matters. His friendship with
Gant and the many similarities between their theoretical writings suggest
that Buson would have taken his side in this debate. Buson never wrote anything on the Shichimy -hattai, but in a general manner his view of Shik ’ s
ideas was clearly negative:
Shik ’ s theories may use many thousands of words, but they are all useless.
362
Among them I select but one or two. (146)

On the other hand, among Buson’ s disciples there was a Hyakuchi who
wrote a short and sketchy treatise in which all of the shichimy -hattai were
named and explained with examples.363 Kit , with whom Buson definitely
agreed on many points of poetics, used several concepts from the Shichimy hattai and also “ the three methods” without hesitation. It is therefore not
very likely that any strong dislike of these existed within the Buson group. It
must, however, be added that Kit ’ s use of them, as we will see, is again
excused as being “ guidance for beginners” .
1.3.3. The Method of Self and Other

Above we have treated the most influential concepts of verse-linking developed within the early Bash school. A somewhat different approach to
verse-linking is found in the treatise Tsukekata jita-den (The Method of
Linking Self and Other) written by Tachibana Hokushi, a poet Bash met on
his journey to northern Japan. Hokushi treats verse links according to their
perspective. He discusses three-verse units and shows how development may
be attained through change of perspective. I will quote a few passages from
the beginning of his treatise so that we will become acquainted with the concepts he uses. All verses are by Hokushi himself.364
The Method of Linking Self and Other
Not to be shown to others; don’ t even trade it for a thousand pieces of gold!

362

Facing the inkstone, while raising a bamboo screen
Suzuri ni mukai sudare agetsutsu

self

The pear trees blooming all over – evening drizzle
Nashi no hana saki sor taru y -kosame

place

Surprised by the pheasant, a group of women
Kiji ni odoroku onna hitomure

other

Buson zensh 4, p. 247.
iso 1998, pp. 104-106.
364
Hokushi’ s treatise was published as a supplement to the Yamanaka mond . For the quotations discussed here, see Yamanaka mond , pp. 1057-1061.
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When the middle verse in this way is without human feeling, one should
compose the verses, dividing in self and other. Whichever way it turns, the
middle verse should be viewed from both directions. (147)

In this first example, we recognise the basic division of subject matter,
which is used throughout this treatise. First, there is the division between
“ human feeling” (ninj
) and “ without human feeling” , or “ place” (ba
); “ human feeling” may then have two different perspectives: “ self” (ji )
and “ other” (ta ). We start with the first person perspective of the person
in front of the ink-stone, moves on to the landscape outside, and then to
some people described in third person. This creates a development that always continues, without turning back to where it started.









Again:
By the bonfire for the dead, the widow seems to shed her tears other
Okuribi ni ama ga namida ya kakaruran
A wind through pines, far away; where the water ends
Matsukaze t ku mizu no yukusue

place

Perfectly sober at dawn, in a deserted mansion
Sappari to yoi no sametaru ake yashiki

self

Here, there is also a division between self and other. However, if there is a
continuation of four or five verses without human feeling on the front of the
first sheet, one usually extends [the place] with one more verse, before linking [the self-verse]. (148)

In this example, the development is reversed, but otherwise the same principle is followed. Hokushi’ s last comment is rather unclear. I have translated it
according to Minami Shin’ ichi’ s translation into modern Japanese, but the
text is actually ambiguous here. 365 Hokushi does not tell us which theme
should be extended. The point is probably, as always, to avoid too much
movement back and forth between themes in every other verse. After a long
passage of four or five pure landscape verses, this problem would become
extra conspicuous if we turn to a human theme in one verse, then at once go
back to a landscape theme, and then once more return to the human theme. If
one of these is extended with one verse, the development will be more balanced, but that might also be achieved if the first human theme is extended.
Perhaps Hokushi’ s lack of specification means that either way is possible.

365

Fallen tiles – the storm calms down in the pines
Ochigawara arashi wa matsu ni shizumarite

place

Have forgotten it all, the dream at dawn
Mina wasuretaru akegata no yume

self

Yamanaka mond , p. 1058.
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The touch of the sleeping basket feels autumn is near
Dakikago no tezawari mo haya aki chikaki

self

Or:
Blowing the gruel while nursing – it’ s getting a little dark
Kanby no kayu fukimawasu kokuragari

other

When one links a self-verse to a verse without human feeling in this manner,
one may either link a verse with the self of this person (sono hito), or else
compose the verse by bringing forth another person, and make one see or
hear [this person] from [the point of view of] the self-verse. There is no other
way to link here. (149)

The “ sleeping basket” is a basket of bamboo that was embraced when sleeping to make the night a little cooler in summer. We should note here that
Hokushi uses the term “ this person” (sono hito), which suggests a similarity
to Shik ’ s terminology. It is interesting that the alternative third verse actually does not have any definite perspective. It just describes actions, which
might well be understood in a first-person perspective if the verse is read in
isolation. It is only in this context, following a verse of someone waking up,
that the picture of a person sitting at the bedside will be more likely understood as from the outside perspective of the sleeper. Still, I do not think this
gives the only explanation of what makes a verse “ other” , and I will return to
this question below.
The roadside pines stand exposed, scattering their dew
Namiki arawa ni matsu no tsuyu chiru

place

When the moon sinks, a beggar carrying a starved child
Iru tsuki ni yasego dakitaru monomorai

other

Without even looking aside, the vigour of a blacksmith
Wakihira mo minu kaji ga ikioi

other

When one links, making two other-verses face each other in this way, the
onlooker is standing somewhere beside, and one should know to compose
both verses as seen [by an outside onlooker]. There is no distinction between
human matters and human feeling. One should consider the self-other of the
previous verse well.
Or again, [with a different third verse]:
Reddish hair hangs disordered over the face
Kao ni midaruru kami no akagare

embellishment of other

This is an embellishment of this person (sono hito). One should know that
here too the onlooker stands beside, because one cannot anyhow link a self[verse] to the beggar.
Or again:
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A busy morning, when one bids farewell to the spirits of the dead
Sh ry okuru asa wa sewashiki
This is a self-verse of the person who sees the beggar. This is called selffacing. There is no other way to link here. (150)

Here again “ this person” (sono hito) is mentioned, and there is also a reference to facing, which is probably similar to the “ facing link” by Shik ; one
person is faced by another. It becomes quite clear here that “ this person”
may well be compatible with “ embellishment” . In this case “ this person” is
not just a person suggested in the previous verse, as in Shik ’ s theory, but a
person directly mentioned in the verse. When the whole body of the person
is already there in the previous verse, the most convenient way of development of this same person, without being repetitive, will be to go into details.
It would be interesting to know why Hokushi finds it impossible to add
the “ self” of the beggar. He just states it as a fact. In a renku context lack of
development is always regarded as bad. If we add the subjective experience
of the beggar, this would create a mood that does not differ much from the
wretched outward impression of this same person. An embellishment also
stays with the same person, but is perhaps not repetitive in the same manner
as a self-verse might be, since it moves its focus to another part of the picture.
This, I think, emphasises the fact that self and other is not simply a matter
of perspective. Self also demands some amount of subjectivity, of a perceived experience, while other is just objective, in the sense that it is merely
a combination of objects. It is probably this difference, which may often be
extremely subtle, that helps to define the “ blowing the gruel” verse earlier as
“ other” . If we look at all the self verses encountered here, it becomes clear
that nearly all of them have some reference to how the situation is experienced: sobering up, forgetting a dream, feeling a cool touch of bamboo or
experiencing a busy morning. It is only in the very first example that a selfverse consists of objectively described actions, and the absence of a subject
would suggest a first-person perspective. One might object here that the act
of sobering up, or forgetting a dream, are just actions objectively described,
or that the act of facing an inkstone actually describes a certain subjective
feeling, and this is actually the point I want to make. These categories are
not clear-cut and absolute, as in some modern theories of point of view; they
are pliable and are formed by their contexts, but as such, they are very idiomatic to the poetry they are applied to.
Hokushi’ s treatise continues with more examples, but I will not continue
discussing them here. My object here is to give a background to theories
discussed in the next chapter, and the examples above are enough to give a
general picture of the linking method using self and other.
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1.4. A Few Words of Conclusion
In this chapter, we have become acquainted with some of the theories of
verse-linking that were discussed in Bash ’ s age, and the age of his disciples. As mentioned at the outset, the aim was not to give a full account of
these theories; that would require a study of its own and would comprise a
more thorough study of many more poems, but even a general survey of this
kind may end with a few conclusions. The first is that we cannot feel really
comfortable with the nioi concept as synonymous with Bash -style verselinking. Even used in the modern way, as a generic term, it will only be a
word for a certain aesthetic attitude, which is after all extremely difficult to
discuss. What we found was that Bash -style linking comprised many more
terms, some of them quite concrete and simple, which showed a view of
linking that was not based on the rules that had been inherited from classical
renga. It was also quite clear, notably in the case of the omokage concept,
that many of these terms underwent a change of meaning, and there seems
not to have been any certain way to understand them that was shared by the
haikai community. A more systematized theory, like Shik ’ s seven names
and eight styles, was probably nothing more than an attempt to put some
order in a wild-growing terminology, and does not present a truer picture
than any other such collection of terms.
We have here moved over a period of time from the late seventeenth century to somewhere in the middle of the eighteenth century. The next chapter
will deal with a treatise written at the end of the eighteenth century, which in
many cases discusses similar questions to those we have encountered here. It
will, however, now and then be much more concrete and detailed in its explanations, and a study of this work will help to give us some deeper insights
into how people in this age thought about and understood linked poetry. But,
of course, this is just one voice among many.
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2. Kit '
s Treatise on Verse-Linking
2.1. Introduction
The Tsukeai tebikizuru (Guidelines for Verse-Linking) was first published in
Kyoto in the eleventh month of 1786. The preface is by Kit himself and the
postscript is by his disciple Ky kod Kad . The circumstances around its
publication are fairly clear from the postscript, if we believe the story Kad
tells us. It seems that the work was published on Kad ’ s initiative, and one
almost gets the impression that he did not have Kit ’ s permission. This was
probably not the case, though. If we look at the last page of this work, there
is a list of new titles by the publisher. Among these we find that a sequel to
this work was actually planned. We do not know if this sequel was ever written, since it was never published, but the very fact that such plans existed
shows that Kit probably wrote deliberately for an outside audience.
Among Kit ’ s numerous writings and editions of contemporary poetry,
there are four works which are mainly devoted to haikai theory. Beside the
Tsukeai tebikizuru, he wrote the short Ten’ in ron (A Theory of PointMarking), which was published in the same year of 1786, the Shin z dansh
(New Collection of Idle Talk), published one year earlier, and the Yado no
nikki (Diary of an Inn), written in 1776 but not published until modern times.
Among these, we find a few commentaries on single poems and verse links
in the Shin z dansh , but it is only the Tsukeai tebikizuru that directly, and
in a practical manner, deals with composing and interpreting of linked poetry.
The Tsukeai tebikizuru has a short preface in which Kit explains the
background of the work. It begins with a section of general theories in which
he distinctly marks what is traditional and what is his own. Then follows a
discussion of concrete examples: the linking of the first two verses, the linking of the third verse, and then the continuance within a renku, using large
sections of the two kasen in the Momo sumomo collection. Finally, there are
a few comments on some specific problems.
The following translation of the work aims to follow the original text as
closely as possible, that is, it focuses on the contents of the text rather than
on its stylistic qualities. Any words added are marked with square brackets.
As this work names a large number of technical terms, I have chosen to add
the Romanized Japanese word in ordinary brackets, following each such
term. This is to avoid confusion, as some of these terms may be translated
differently by other scholars. The same principle is followed in a few other
cases when I have found it necessary to insert the original Japanese in connection with the translation. Verses and poems quoted are all accompanied
by the Romanized original without brackets. The few words which are part
of the rule-system are not translated, as they are explained in the third part of
the introduction.
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It must be added that even a literal translation will be nothing but an approximation of the original, and usually it results in very unnatural language.
I have anyhow found it necessary to follow this procedure. The focus of my
investigation of this theoretical work is its arguments and ideas, not the style
of the text, so it has been important to show how Kit '
s arguments are construed, and which parts have been inferred and added by the translator.
I have divided the translation into several short sections, and to each such
section I have added explanations and commentary. The beginning and end
of each such section is marked by short lines, making it clearly discernible.
The added explanations will deal with background facts that may be necessary for understanding the text. The commentary is intended as a critical
discussion in which the theories expressed in the text will be interpreted and
their consequences will be considered and put in a wider context. As the
general background of the linking theories of the Sh mon has already been
treated in the previous chapter, I will focus here on Kit ’ s views and arguments.

2.2. Translation and Commentary
1. Preface
_____________________________________________________________
Guidelines for Verse-Linking
The Guidelines; Preface by the Author
Since olden times there exist not a few treatises on haikai, but there is much that
is difficult to understand about the meaning of linking and the like when it is
written in a book. You should therefore meet with skilful persons, attend many
gatherings, listen to discussions and clear up your delusions. Then you will understand and see it all through, and for the first time you will know what haikai
is.
If, however, you are unlucky and do not find a [suitable] person to instruct you,
there will be no way to correct your faults, and instead you will listen to vicious
and misleading theories of others and you will suffer [as if] being infected by a
disease.
There is probably nothing else to do but to choose a superior teacher, gain direct
oral instruction, devote yourself to training and [thereby] reach insight naturally.
Now, talking about hokku, even when not searching for [instruction from] a master, there are certainly artists that take their heart as a teacher, creation as a
friend, and stand independently.
What is called verse-linking was in ancient times patterned after the rules of
renga. Warped into haikai style it was made into the mode and meter of the “ old
style” . However, after Bash it departed from these standards and for the first
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time [a unique] verse-linking of haikai occurred. In this way, as it closely resembled ancient renga, there were many things that were different from this old style
of haikai.
Nowadays people say that the Bash -style is the only [kind of] verse-linking
practised in the world, but dividing it into various tributary streams, separate
schools have become established, and what oneself prefers is named “ the right” .
As for these preferences, broadly speaking, some take the Minashiguri and make
it the single way of improvement, some take the Sumidawara and call it the peak
of development.
Such ideas must certainly be said to be narrow. However, in general, [such people] make a collection from the time of Bash as their model, and imitate it. Or
else, when talking about the rules [of linking], they learn the seventeen articles,
the twenty-five articles, or otherwise the seven names and the eight styles, or
learn from a book like the Uyamuya no seki, but there are not a few disciples that
cry like Mo-zi by the silk thread, or become bewildered by the crossroads like
Yang-zi. Therefore I have come up to this project [to write a treatise on linking].
Here in this volume, I will take verses from modern poets, quote traditional
names, and also by adding [theories] of my own, I will explain the meaning of
verses and give an account of the effect of continuity. Among the verses included there will be a few by the ancients, but I use them if they accidentally
agree with the idea [discussed].
I am doing this solely for the sake of showing hints on verse-linking to the beginners among my disciples. It is certainly right, as it is said, that one should not
debate with other schools.
Humbly written by Yahantei Kit
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The Minashiguri (The Hollow Chestnut) and the Sumidawara (The Charcoal Sack) are two important poetry collections associated with different
stylistic developments in the art of Bash and his direct followers.
The Minashiguri was edited by Kikaku and published in 1683. It is the
first important collection of the Bash school, showing a definite turning
away from the Danrin and Teimon styles. Its postscript is by Bash himself,
declaring that haikai is a serious art. The style of the poetry in this collection
is often exaggerated and wild, even harsh. It uses many Chinese expressions
and shows a free attitude toward the form, often exceeding the number of
beats in the verses. This style became associated with Kikaku and city-style
haikai. In the late eighteenth century, Hori Bakusui advocated the study of
this collection as the most effective way to revitalize the haikai of his age.
The Sumidawara was published in 1694 by the poets Yaba, Kooku and
Rigy . It is usually regarded as the most important collection from Bash ’ s
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later years, showing his late karumi (lightness) style. As a style of simple
directness, often depicting idealized countryside scenery, it became very
influential throughout Japan, especially outside the city areas. In a somewhat
diluted form, this style was propagated by Shik and his followers and became the origin of the Mino and Ise schools, the main schools of the much
criticized “ countryside Sh mon.”
These two collections, the Minashiguri and the Sumidawara, may thus be
said to represent the two extremes of the haikai debate in Kit ’ s day. It is
clear that Kit finds any such limitation to a single style very unsatisfactory.
The haikai-treatise Uyamuya no seki was published in 1764. Written as if
it transmitted the secret tradition of Bash , it was soon thought to be spurious. As a whole, its theories are similar to those found in Shik ’ s works.
Mo-zi and Yang-zi are two Chinese from the Warring States period (403221 B.C.). Mo-zi advocated universal love. He was sad when he saw threads
of silk being dyed in different colours, as this reminded him how people
became good or evil by their circumstances. Yang-zi advocated pure selfinterest. He cried by the crossroads, as it reminded him how people, all starting from more or less the same point, would either turn good or bad.
As is obvious from the context, Kit does not use these two ancient Chinese to express any ideas of morality; they are simply working as two examples of bewilderment.
The stories of Mo-zi and Yang-zi were well known from the M gy , a
Chinese reader used in Japan since ancient times. It is, however, interesting
to note that Mo-zi and Yang-zi were used in the same manner by Shik in
his Haikai kokinsh , where he talks about the difficulty of finding the right
kireji.366
Commentary:
The preface by Kit not only explains why he wrote this treatise, it also
gives a picture of his views on teaching and shows where he positioned himself in the contemporary haikai world.
The best way to learn haikai is obviously to befriend skilful masters, but
the point is not to learn the style of a certain teacher, it is to take part in haikai gatherings and listen to discussions there, that is, to study the creative
process by hearing different opinions. Kit adds that the goal is to do away
with “ your delusions” , those fixed ideas and preconceptions which often
become obstacles for our understanding. Again, it is the unbiased and flexible approach to composing and understanding that is stressed, and not that
one should learn certain rules and conventions. An important point here is
that not only reading renku but also composing renku is a process of interpretation, formed by a communal discussion. It is doubtful whether any notion of an original intention of the author will have relevance in this context.
366
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If the meaning of a poem from the beginning is an open question, we cannot
understand it as something stated with the intention to communicate a certain
matter from one person to another; we should rather understand it as an invitation to take part in an investigation. This is certainly not a unique trait of
haikai poetry; it might be argued that all works of art are intended not to
have any fixed intention, that this in fact is one special characteristic which,
for instance, makes a literary work different from a scientific report; but
nonetheless, this characteristic is very pronounced in haikai.
One very important point which is stressed in this preface is that the way
of linking verses underwent a significant change under the influence of
Bash . Whereas older styles of haikai, especially the Teimon, which is the
school usually referred to as the “ old style” , more or less directly incorporated the linking techniques of classical renga, Bash -style linking meant
something different.
If we look at treatises written in an earlier age, we find almost an obsession with rules and classification of words. Some of this is still present in the
collections of seasonal words that have been repeatedly published up to
modern times, but most works on linked poetry later than Bash are more
concerned with aesthetic questions and the expressive and semantic relationships which connect the verses. It is also clear, as has been mentioned earlier, that most of the concepts of linking that came into use after Bash were
new and had little to do with the renga tradition.
The development of linked poetry may be described in three different
ways. If we regard themes and language as central, we will identify an important difference between renga and haikai and put old style haikai and the
haikai after Bash in the same group. If we see the ambition of creating a
serious art as central, we will put renga and Bash -style haikai in the same
group. If, however, we make what Kit does here and put renga and oldstyle haikai in the same group, one will focus on the attitude towards rules
and the principles of verse-linking and understand the Bash style as a
movement turning away from the classical dictionary of rules.
The last two sentences of the preface tell us a matter that will be important for our further reading. This treatise was obviously written neither as a
rulebook, nor with the purpose of giving complete and definite interpretations of poetry. It was solely written for teaching purposes, to give guidance
and advice to beginners in the art, and will only be a starting point for our
further understanding.
2. Traditional Names; the Beginning of a Renku
_____________________________________________________________
Traditional names - and in addition my own theories:



Hokku – Heaven
Waki – Earth
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Daisan – Man
Hokku – Raise
Waki – Receive
Daisan – Turn
Daishi – Join
Hokku – Guest
Waki – Host
Daisan – Dinner partner
Daishi – Cook

My own theories:
Hokku – With heart
Waki – With heart
Daisan – Embellishment
Daishi – Escape
Hokku – Scenery, or the other side
Waki – Scenery, or the other side
Daisan – Human feelings, or this side
Daishi – Human feelings, or this side
Hokku – Human feelings, or self
Waki – Scenery, or other
Daisan – Scenery, or other
Daishi – Human feelings, or self
Daigo – Human feelings, or self

Hokku – Scenery, or function
Waki – Raise feeling, or body-function
Daisan – Human feelings, or body
Daishi – Scenery, or body-function
Daigo – Raise feeling, or body
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The origin of the traditional names is unclear; I have not found them in any
other source, but they may have been part of the oral tradition. We should
note that the designation “ name” here is not particularly adequate. This section does not deal with the introduction of terminology but with certain principles or methods that may be used when composing the beginning of a
renku sequence.
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The division into scenery (keiki) and human feelings (ninj ), as well as
the division into self (ji) and other (ta) is the same as the one we found in the
Jita-Den by Hokushi. This shows that the theory of Hokushi, or at least a
similar theory, was used by Kit and his group.
Body (tai ) and function (y
) are two terms that were already used in
old renga theory. Tai is sometimes rendered as “ essence” and y sometimes
as “ attribute.” 367 An explanation of their meaning in renga is made by Konishi in the following way:





Tai designates what is intrinsic and fixed, while y refers to the extrinsic and
changeable. For example, in the category of Mountains, peaks, hills, caves,
foothills and valleys are all tai, while suspension bridges, waterfalls, timber
and charcoal kilns are y . The tai of Shores includes oceans, inlets, bays,
swamps, rivers and springs, while y includes waves, water, ice, tides, and
ice houses. The tai of Dwellings includes villages, huts, gates, eaves, and
windows; the y , gardens, facades and bamboo blinds.368

As this explanation makes clear, the division into tai and y is not based on
any clearly distinguishable criteria. Why, for instance, should a waterfall
become y when a spring is counted as tai, or why will a window be tai
when the façade is y ? It is easy to imagine that early masters of renga recognised the opposition between concepts like fixed and changeable, essence
and attribute, body and function, substance and appearance, and used this to
create variation within a single theme. When this became part of the rule
system, it inevitably turned into fixed categories under which words were
arranged, and not always in a rational manner. As Konishi describes tai and
y here they are just subcategories under larger categories such as Mountains, Shores and Dwellings, which are part of the rules, and words are just
sorted under each category, sometimes quite arbitrarily.
In haikai of the Teimon school, linking using the tai-y relationship was
disliked, but it was later accepted again within the Bash school. As we remember, Kit himself stated in his preface that linking after Bash became a
unique haikai way of linking, so it is not very likely that he is talking about
old renga theory. It is the tai-y relationship as a more general idea; whatever interpretation we give it, which makes sense here, not the sorting of
words into categories.

Commentary:
This section obviously deals with the introductory verses of a renku. It describes not only the first three verses but also treats the disposition up to the
fifth verse. In contrast to modern commentaries, in which usually nothing
367
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but the relationship between adjacent verses is treated, this shows evidence
of an interest in the development of longer sections in a sequence.
These examples all follow a basic principle of continuous development.
When using extremely general terms like “ scenery” and “ human feelings” it
will naturally not be possible to describe development with these two words
alone, but what we should note is that when these are used, the principle
followed is to always stay for a while in each category. When we move from
“ human feelings” to “ scenery” , we stay with scenery for two verses. Then
this “ scenery” will be sufficiently removed from where we started, so when
we return to “ human feelings” again, this will actually not be a return to
where we started but a further development.
One noteworthy parameter explored in some of these introductions is
movement in space. In the sequence: “ heaven – earth – man” we start far
away and come gradually closer. We find the same in the movement from
“ other side” to “ this side” . A development built on “ raise-receive-turn-join”
as well as the “ self” and “ other” uses direction and point of view.
In connection with the greeting concept (aisatsu), it is also interesting to
note the extended sequence: “ guest – host – dinner partner – cook” . It was
already a common practice in renga that the hokku should be composed by
an eminent guest and the waki by the host at the particular session. In this
sequence, however, it is clear that these relationships are not meant to be
taken literally, which would be almost nonsensical, or we would have to
interpret the fourth verse as always written by a cook. I think they are best
understood as describing the relationship between the verses in a metaphorical manner: the verses relate to each other like different actors at a dinner.
Here again, we may talk about a development in space: the guest and host
are the central figures at the party, while the dinner partner is more peripheral and the cook is somewhere outside.
3. The Five Waki
_____________________________________________________________
Traditional names
The five waki:
Correspondence (aitai)
Time (koro)
Pair (tai/tsui)
Addition (uchisoe)
Covering (uchikise)
_____________________________________________________________
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Explanations:
Here, Kit uses the word go-waki, literally “ five-waki,” but the more usual
term is the waki gotai or waki gotei
, “ the five styles of the waki” .369
These five ways of linking the waki seem to have been part of old renga
theory, but in haikai they are first found in the writings of the Teimon
school. They are actually different from these five by Kit . The common set
is as follows:



Correspondence link (aitai-zuke
Addition link (uchisoe-zuke
)
Difference link (chigai-zuke
)
)
Heart link (kokoro-zuke
Time ending (koro-domari
)

    


)

The aitai-zuke was sometimes named tai-zuke, that is, the same as the tai
that has become a separate category in Kit ’ s list. Both refer to a link where
the waki forms a pair with the hokku.
The koro-domari is obviously the same as Kit ’ s koro. It is a link where
the waki becomes a direct reference to the season of the hokku. Traditionally
such a waki was expected to end with the actual word koro, “ time” .
Uchisoe, the addition link, is a link where the waki adds more detailed
material to the scene of the hokku.
Uchikise, here translated as covering, is a link where a larger scene is
added to a more limited one.
The kokoro-zuke, the heart link, was often omitted from the original set,
which was then referred to as waki-shid “ the four ways of the waki” .

Commentary
Here, Kit introduces a set of concepts which he calls traditional, but it still
looks very different from what is commonly known about this tradition. The
fact that two terms, aitai and tai, which elsewhere are known to designate
the same matter, are treated here as separate concepts, shows that even the
understanding of these concepts is different. This is an example as good as
any that even the traditional cannot be understood as fixed and established in
one single form.
It is questionable how important concepts like these were in actual practice. Already a century earlier, in his renku commentary the Shokaishi
Hy ch , Bash had dismissed them as obsolete.370 For such teaching purposes as Kit ’ s here, any usable set might be constructed. We may compare
with his contemporary Shirao, who mentions fourteen different kinds of waki
369
370
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links in his treatise Haikai sabishiori. Of them, only three, uchisoe-zuke,
kokoro-zuke and koro-domari, are from the common old set of five.371
4. Linking Devices; Design; the Difference between Old and New
_____________________________________________________________
Similarly [traditional]: linking devices; design; the difference between old and
new





Cool

Hot

Cold

Riverside - old
To wipe the veranda - middle period
Leg of a crane - new
A field of small pines - old
Scarlet crepe - middle period
A caged eagle - new
Sobering up - old
Newly-plastered stove - middle period
Teeth of a salted red snapper – new

_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Linking devices might also be translated as “ linking things” (tsukemono
). This term refers to such single things, or words as were used as the basis
for linking by the Teimon school.
Design refers to the whole setup of a poem; the disposition of its material.
The Japanese word is shuk (
), which is sometimes translated as “ plot” .
The three periods of time: old, middle period and new, most certainly refer to the three different epochs of haikai-linking that Bash had discussed in
his theory of the three changes of linking: kotoba-zuke of the Teimon school,
kokoro-zuke of the Danrin school and nioi-zuke of the Sh mon school. The
context here of haikai-linking, as well as the head of this section, referring to
linking devices and design, makes this the most plausible interpretation.







Commentary:
This section is interesting in that Kit tries to give concrete examples that
will make us understand the different philosophies of linking that had existed
within the haikai movement. I would say that this is almost a unique instance
in Edo-period haikai theory.

371
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The question then arises how we should interpret these examples. I will
try to make a reading that will help us to make relevant distinctions.
It is probably best to regard these examples as examples of what might be
used in a link to the adjectives on the left. Cool, hot and cold might be understood as a theme used in a previous verse, and the riverside or the caged
eagle and so on will then be a word in, or the design of, the following verse.
All the old examples will then be what a Teimon poet would choose. One
might expect that they have something in common that would be typical of
word links. In Japanese, all of them are single words; even the lengthy clause
“ a field of small pines” is a single word, so they might easily be used in a
word link, but that is also true of some of the other examples, so it would be
nice if we found some other characteristic that would make them extra suitable. What they have in common is that they do not refer to things that are
by themselves cool, hot or cold; they refer to places or situations where one
may experience coolness, hotness, or coldness; one does not usually touch
the riverside with one’ s hand, but being there it feels cool. We may also add
that none of these words necessarily need to be cool, hot, or cold, but if they
are, they are very well suited to these qualities: when it is hot, a field of
small pines, with no shadow and no wind, will be extremely hot, and on a
cold winter morning, sobering up will be an extremely cold experience.
It is also my impression that there is something very predictable about
these words. It will, of course, be hard to prove this point, but just as coolness by the riverside seems to be a very common summer theme, these
words with their respective qualities all seem commonplace. It is likely that
Kit felt the same, as he chose these words as examples of the mainly conventional old style of haikai. A commonplace quality would anyhow make
them suitable for the mechanics of word links and the conservative ideology
of the Teimon.
In comparison, the three examples of the middle period, presumably the
Danrin style, are odder and more sophisticated. They may be understood as
referring to matters which, by direct touch, might feel cool, hot or cold, but
that is only one side of the matter; they may also function as similes for these
qualities. We feel the coolness of the wet cloth when wiping a veranda, that
is true, but cleaning up also gives a fresh feeling that may be described as
cool. The scarlet crepe may feel hot when we touch it, but its colour and
texture also has a “ hot” look. The still wet plaster of the stove is freezing
cold to the touch, as it dries up, but we may also describe its flawless snowwhite colour as “ cold” . In connection with the Danrin style and its g gen
concept, an understanding of these examples as similes might seem the most
plausible. However, continuous narrative was also common in this style, and
perhaps another aspect of it is more relevant here: its originality and “ down
to earth” quality.
The three examples of the new style are all very typical of the Bash
school and its nioi links. They are three examples of synesthesia; the stimu239

lation of one sense elicits an experience of another sense. Here, visual impressions will help the reader recall feelings of temperature. Even the middle-period examples might be understood in this way, but there we had at
least some direct connection to the cool, hot and cold. In this case, we need
to abstract the feeling behind to find a connection. A caged eagle may give
an impression of a desire to get out and be free, and the same may be said
about hotness: it may be felt as a desire to get out of one’ s clothes, of one‘s
body itself, or just to get out of the unbearably hot situation.
5. The Waki and the Daisan
_____________________________________________________________
An old saying goes:
It is an established rule that the waki always ends with a substantive, but depending on the hokku, it also happens that it will end with a postposition. From the
beginning [of linked poetry] its main function has been to take those mountains
and rivers, grass and trees, birds and beasts that have been left untold by the
hokku, and expand the scenery of the hokku.
An old saying goes:
The reason for saying that the waki must end with a substantive is that it is composed as if creating a complete waka [in combination with the hokku]. Being
well joined, [making the two verses] become like a single poem, is what is called
the waki appearance. One should also know its limitations.
An old saying goes:
The daisan is neither a hokku nor a hiraku. As a custom concerning this verse, it
has become established that it should end with one of the four postpositions: te,
ran, mo nashi, or ni.
An old saying goes:
The reason for prescribing the end letters of the daisan is that, even if its form is
like the hokku, as it does not stop at its end, it will produce an effect upon the
following verse.
When one understands this principle, one will understand that one should not
limit [its ending] to the te or ni characters. If, however, one does not understand
that this verse should look like a daisan that even if put among hundreds of
verses would be recognised as a daisan, one had better choose the fixed end
words. Sayings that there is a tradition in the world of a daisan ending with a
substantive, [like] the first cherry blossom or the hototogisu, or else talk about
words like osaeji or kakaeji, are suppositions of ignorant people.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The most common postpositions used at the end of the daisan are te, ni and
sometimes ran. The first two, te and ni, are conjunctions, and placed at the
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end of a verse they will give it an open end, as though hanging in the air,
with a strong drive forwards. The presumptive inflection ran completes the
sentence but is probably felt suitable here because of the vagueness it gives
the statement. The negative predicate mo nashi, “ is not even” , is hardly ever
used. It probably has a similar function.
The word osaeji refers to postpositions used in the middle of a verse to
express doubt or questions. In the Sanz shi, there is a statement about such
words: when they are used in the daisan, it should end with an inflection like
ran, but the daisan may end in this manner even if there is no osaeji used in
it. There is also reference to an old theory about the use of words expressing
doubt in the hokku; in such cases, the daisan should not end with ran or the
like.372 Whether this is the kind of “ talk” that is criticised in the old saying is,
however, unclear.
The word kakaeji designates a postposition that is used in the middle of a
verse, when there is a kireji both in the upper part and at the end of a verse.
Its function is to separate these parts, to give the verse a better disposition.373
I have not found any theory discussing the use of kakaeji in the daisan.
Whatever such a theory might tell us, it is anyhow discarded here and described as a misunderstanding.
Recent research by Chino K ichi has identified some of the sources of
these statements. The second and the third statement are almost identical to a
text found in the Kikaku j shichi j , “ The Seventeen Clauses by Kikaku” ,
and the fourth has much in common with a passage in the Nij go kaj , “ The
Twenty-five Clauses” .374 These two works, the first published as the original
teachings of Kikaku, the second as the original teachings of Bash , are regarded as later forgeries. (Today “ The Twenty-five Clauses” is generally
counted as one of Shik ’ s works.) But even as forgeries, they do form a part
of the tradition.
The origin of the first “ old saying” is unclear, but it might also be based
on a paragraph found in “ The Twenty-five Clauses” in which the substantive
ending of the waki is discussed: this substantive ending is described as something taught to beginners, and we learn that there is actually no such rule; the
end of the waki is determined by its interaction with the hokku. In this paragraph in “ The Twenty-five Clauses” , there is also a statement that the waki
should add whatever “ grass and trees, mountains and rivers that have been
left untold by the hokku” .375 This is almost directly quoted in Kit ’ s text.
Commentary:
The matters discussed in this section are often encountered in haikai theory
after Bash . In a well-known text like the Kyoraish , the hokku-waki rela372
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tionship is described as similar to the upper and lower verses of a waka
poem, and the substantive ending of the waki is called an old rule of renga
which is not valid for haikai.376 Even the Sanz shi, which indeed has a long
section expounding all sorts of rules, some of them from the renga tradition,
still ends up with the conclusion that there are situations when other alternatives become more natural. Here, Bash is quoted as saying that the most
important thing is the interaction between the waki and the hokku, and that
the ending of the waki is relative to this interaction.377
It is clear that Kit preferred a standpoint that did not overemphasise the
importance of rules. All the sayings he quotes here tell the story we have
heard many times before: rules are not there for their own sake, and whenever there is a need, we may feel free to make adjustments to them. The
more general principles of the hokku and waki forming a single poem, and
the turn in the daisan are, however, not questioned. What we see here is, I
think, a difference between a basic idea of what a renku is, which is definitely adhered to, and petty rules concerning small details, which may easily
be discarded.
6. Kit ’s Theory of the Waki and the Daisan
_____________________________________________________________
My own theories:
The beginning by the hokku is received by the waki; it becomes a two-verse beginning and end. By making [the first two verses] into the form of a single waka,
one establishes the proper function of the [waki] verse. Therefore, irrespective of
its ending being a substantive or a postposition, the principle of the waki is to arrange the unity [of the first two verses]. In this way, one starts the verses afresh
from the daisan, but there is still the previous verse called waki and the second
previous called hokku. Thus, by turning in a new direction, one takes care that
the meaning will not turn back again. This is, moreover, the place where one
starts to link forwards on the arranged unity of the hokku and waki. Since the
continuity [of a renku] gradually begins from the daisan, there is significance in
its ending letters. That is why one says that the daisan is the most difficult place
in a sequence.
If one very thoroughly acquires a skill in the method of the waki and daisan,
there will be no difficulties, even if one continues linking hundreds or thousands
of verses. Therefore, if the waki is not good and the daisan is bad, one must realize that the overall conception from beginning to end will not be in good order.
To gain freedom in verse-linking one must first study the linked continuity of
these two verses.
_____________________________________________________________
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Commentary:
This is Kit ’ s own elaboration of the basic principles behind the first three
verses in a renku. It is noteworthy that, throughout this paragraph, he again
and again emphasises the reasons behind them. The unity of the hokku and
waki and the turn of the daisan are not just arbitrary conventions but conventions with a specific end: the “ overall conception” of the sequence which
must “ be in good order” . This good order is, of course, the continuous
change in ever-new directions, which is central to all renku poetry. The importance of the daisan is best understood in this context, since it is in this
verse the development into ever-new directions starts.
Kit ’ s argument here illustrates well his view of the function of the za,
the meeting place. An inspired interaction between the poets at the gathering
will result in an interesting sequence, whereas a failure at the beginning will
destroy the atmosphere and not produce anything valuable. The theory proposed by Ogata Tsutomu about the za as a place that by itself would construct meaning, based on the previously stored and shared knowledge of the
partakers, has no place in Kit ’ s theory.378 What is shared by the group is a
general and vague ideal of development, which has to be regained in evernew ways at every meeting.
7. Traditional Terms of Linking; Styles and Names
_____________________________________________________________
The traditional names of the eight styles:
Relation (yose)
Intention (kokorozashi)
Observation (kans )
Return (uchikaeshi)
Deception (azamuki)
A verse that pushes out the feeling of the previous verse (maeku no j o oshidasu ku)
A verse that takes a word (kotoba o toru ku)
Spirit (iki)
Similarly [traditional]: the seven names of composing:
With heart (ushin)
Facing link (mukaizuke)
Arouse feeling (kij )
Embellishment (ashirai)
Escape verse (nigeku)
Beat (hy shi)
Colouring (irodate)
Similarly [traditional]: the eight styles of linking:
378
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This person (sono hito)
This place (sono ba)
This time (sono toki)
Weather (tens )
Observation (kans )
Time (jibun)
Season (jisetsu)
Aspect (omokage)
Similarly [traditional]: the three styles:
With heart (ushin)
Embellishment (ashirai)
Escape verse (nigeku)
Similarly [traditional]: the five characters of taking reverberation (hibiki):
Aspect (omokage)
Sentiment (kan)
Scent (nioi)
Move (utsuri)
Effect (hataraki)
Similarly [traditional]: eight verses in sequence:
See, see; hear, hear; think, think; act, act
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The first set of eight styles is identical to that found in the Kikaku j shichi j ,
“ The Seventeen Clauses by Kikaku” . The following seven names and eight
styles are almost identical to the Shichimy hattai by Shik . There is, however, one difference: in the eight styles, Kit leaves out the jigi (season’ s
greetings) and replaces it with sono toki (this time). It seems that this sono
toki was used by some of Shik ’ s followers with the same meaning as jibun
(time).379 Perhaps there was some confusion of terms, but we may agree with
Chino K ichi that Kit ’ s use of this term in his commentaries later on shows
that this was not just a matter of carelessness.380 Kit clearly had his own
understanding of this term and knew how to use it in practice.
The three styles, ushin, ashirai and nigeku, are the same as the three basic
ways of linking discussed by Shik . As noted earlier, these are older terms; it
is only their combination in a set of three that may have originated with him.
In “ the five characters of taking reverberation” , it is easy to recognise several of the terms associated with the concept of nioi-zuke. Nevertheless, kan
(sentiment) and hataraki (effect) are not words used commonly in this context. Kit ’ s use of the word hibiki (reverberation) as the comprehensive term,
in place of the more common nioi (scent), is also noteworthy.
379
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The disposition of eight verses in sequence has no definite source. In a
treatise dated 1692 by Sait Nyosen (1644-1715), the Tsukeku kokoroe no
koto (Matters to be Understood when Linking Verses), similar patterns are
recorded. A continuation of: “ see, see, hear, hear, say, say, move, move” (
) is recorded, as well as the shorter: “ see, hear, think, act”
381
(
). Although a contemporary to Bash , Nyosen was a follower
of the Teimon in Kyoto. One may wonder if Kit really knew this centuryold and obscure treatise, but from whatever tradition he picked up his very
similar theory, he must have found it interesting enough to include in his
own work.
The word translated as “ think” in this set of terms is the verb omou, which
also has meanings like “ love” , “ long for” , “ wish” and “ feel distressed” . It
refers to thought in a subjective and emotional context.






Commentary:
Buson, as well as his followers, is often associated with the lineage after
Kikaku and the so-called city haikai. They are seen as opposed to the rural
haikai that developed under the influence of Shik . Especially Kit seems to
have been a great admirer of Kikaku, but in this section he still draws heavily on Shik ’ s works. This is once more an example of the lack of dogmatism, the openness to use anything valuable, which was the philosophy of
Buson, and which at times was also expressed by Kit .
Some of the terms here will be explained later on when Kit uses them in
discussing concrete examples. Many of them were also discussed in the previous chapter. The last set of terms illustrating how to deal with eight verses
in a row will not be explained further. Words like see, hear or think may be
understood in various ways, but at least they show that there existed an interest in discussing the development of sections longer than only two-verse
units in renku. One may also understand this set under the basic division
between scenery and human feeling, where see and hear may be the observation of scenery, and think and act the description of human matters. The
development from passive observation to thoughts and feelings, and further
to outright action, forms a crescendo of gradually increasing movement.
8. Kit ’s General Reflections on Linking
_____________________________________________________________
My own theories:
Above we have taken the divisions in self-other, body-function, human feelingscenery and have created names covering verses from the hokku to the fourth or
fifth verse. The continuity of a sequence and the arrangement of four or five
verses are matters we may well understand with this method.
381
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Moreover, in a sequence it is not good to take verses expressing human feelings
and insert a scenery verse between them, or to take scenery verses and put a human-feelings verse between them. This is popularly known as kannon-biraki and
is something that is abhorred. Or when [several units of] two verses of human
feelings are weaved with [several units of] two verses of scenery, like a striped
texture, the sequence may have continuity and it may be said to be quiet, but
there will be no stirring in it.
If a scenery verse is put forward, one should absolutely pair it with another
[such] verse, and thereafter one should expect a verse of human feeling or arouse
feeling. This is popularly called the method of extension.
Again, when two human-feeling verses are made into a pair and one passes over
to the third verse, one may use the so called facing-link method, separate self and
other, and continue with human matters for four or five verses. If one does not
use such an amount of modulation, it will look as though there is no core in the
sequence. In old collections there are already sequences in which human feelings
continue for five or six verses. One ought to reflect well [over this fact].
Again:
Some verses may be called scenery verses, but since they include the characters
for see, hear, think or act one says that they are related to human matters and
they will happen to form a prohibited relation to the second previous verse. Of
course it depends on the verse, but even with verses on the flower or on the
hototogisu there is no way one will not [try to] avoid seeing or hearing [when
linking the next verse]. When one is scrupulous about every bit, the linking will
fall down into sheer scrutiny and the sequence will lose its tone. There is a heart
(feeling) of the verse and there is a heart (thought) of the poet. Among verses
that look like “ scenery” , there are verses with feeling. Among verses that look
like “ feeling” , there are verses with scenery. One should discuss this matter only
when well aware of its meaning. One might, for instance, know this by the fact
that there is something called ground words in old tales and prose fiction. Isn’ t it
also a help that one will understand that linking verses in a sequence is to be skilful in making up fabricated stories.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The word kannon-biraki was already used in old renga theory. Its meaning,
as explained in the text, is that one verse of a different theme is surrounded
by two verses of the same theme. Such a structure will result in a short circuit of the development and will make the sequence repetitive. Literally, this
word means “ opening the Kannon” and refers to the opening of the double
altar doors on both sides of a statue of Kannon.
Where Kit writes about the heart of the verse and the heart of the poet,
the word “ heart” is written with two different ideographs, but in both cases
their pronunciation is added in phonetic script as kokoro (heart). The heart of
the verse is written with the character usually pronounced j
, which
means both “ feeling” or “ emotion” , and “ sense” , “ meaning” or “ circum-
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stances” . The heart of the poet is written with the character i , which
means “ intention” , “ thought” and also “ meaning” . The “ heart” pronounced
as the same word is shown here to mean one thing in connection with the
poem and another in connection with the poet. It is tempting to interpret this
passage as a statement about the meaning or expression of the poem as separated from the intention of its creator, but in the context here, Kit seems to
be talking about something else. The heart of the poem may simply refer to
those feelings that are described directly in the poem, by direct reference to
some specified emotion which belongs to the personage in the poem, while
the heart of the poet probably refers to the subjective point of view of the
poet, which may be suggested even by seemingly objective scenery.
Ground words, ji no kotoba, are more commonly named ground text, ji no
bun. These words are the part of a prose text that is not dialogue or monologue but the narrative of events and description of scenery. The point Kit
wants to illustrate by referring to this term is probably that even an outside
view of a situation may suggest the presence of a human mind.



Commentary:
This last section of Kit ’ s “ own theories” ends the first part of the treatise.
By way of conclusion, he enters into a discussion in which he finally puts his
own theories into question.
Initially, he presents a sketch of a method that may be used to understand
the development in a renku. In the first place, this was probably thought of
as a method of composing, but since its goal is to help us understand, it may
also be used for interpretation. In Kit ’ s own explanation, the basic two
categories are scenery and human feelings. Human feelings are then subdivided into self and other, and also varied by use of the facing-link. The human-feelings category thereby has more possibilities of variation, a fact that
will make possible a continuation in the same category for four or five
verses. Kit ’ s mentioning of the fact that such extended continuation of human feeling may already be seen in older collections is motivated by this
being a violation of older rules of linked poetry. The old collections referred
to here are probably those published in Bash ’ s age, and Kit ’ s aim may be
to stress the distinctiveness of linked poetry after Bash ; the gradual abandonment of the old rules, here resulting in the greater dominance of themes
related to human matters.
However, even the very coarse division of verses into categories like
scenery or human feelings is not to be taken for granted. On the one hand, if
a verse about a singing bird is followed by a verse describing a person listening, this may result in a tedious repetition. On the other hand, if we care too
much about all such sorts of relationships, this will also destroy the development of a sequence. This shows that the use of simple categories will only
be a clumsy tool, which may be of some help for a start, but in the end, every
verse will be a unique statement demanding an individual understanding.
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The merit of the coarse division proposed by Kit is that it leaves much
space for such an individual reading, which would not be possible under the
much more detailed and “ dogmatic” rule system of classical renga.
9. The Leavings of the Ancients
_____________________________________________________________
Apart from my own theories presented above the rest are the leavings of the ancients, and there is no merit in taking up the brush again [and write about them].
In what I write below, I will apply traditional names, quote verses and use plain
language for explanation, or add kana. My main aim is to give guidance to beginners.
This is therefore not something that should be seen by a person skilled in haikai,
and I will only reflect here on matters that may be of help for my disciples.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
This section marks the beginning of the second part of the treatise. It is interesting to note once again a derogatory statement about the ancients, which, I
believe, shows a common attitude among creative haikai poets. This statement clearly falsifies the supposition by Chino that the second treatise
planned by Kit would concentrate on old rules and conventions.382
As in the preface, Kit emphasises that the interpretations which follow
are only thought of as guidance; hence one should not regard them as correct
or final statements. Not even in those cases when he writes about his own
verses will it be possible to read his explanations as true descriptions of his
intentions. They are just suggestions meant as reading help and cannot be
used to give us a historically correct understanding.
10. Examples; the Hokku-Waki Link

10.1. The Kite’ s Feathers
_____________________________________________________________
How to link the waki to the hokku:
The kite’ s feathers preened in order – first winter shower
Tobi no ha mo kaitsukuroinu hatsushigure

[Kyorai]

A gust of wind, and the leaves become quiet
Hitofuki kaze no konoha shizumaru

[Bash ]

The hokku is a combination of the first winter shower, the topic (dai), and the
kite, the design (shuk ). Then, saying “ the preened feathers” is the composition
(kuzukuri). In the waki “ a gust of wind” is linked to the “ first winter shower.”
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Then, “ the leaves” becomes the tie to the kite, and the “ become quiet” is combined with the word “ preen,” and this becomes the composition of the verse.
This is a waki called “ addition” (uchisoe).
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The waki and hokku quoted here belong to the first renku in the fifth part of
the haikai anthology Sarumino (The Monkey’ s Raincoat) which was published in 1691. This anthology is generally regarded as the most important of
those associated with Bash ’ s group. Especially this first renku is often used,
even in modern introductions to renku, as the most typical example of the
art, and there are several translations of the work into English.
In Kit ’ s explanation, there is the word combination, which reads toria) in Japanese. This is an important structural concept in haiwase (
kai poetry related to words like juxtaposition or superposition. It refers to the
joining together of somewhat detached parts. Hokku are usually made up of
two such parts, which interact in various ways.

  

Commentary:
In this analysis, three terms are introduced, which I have tentatively translated more or less literally as “ topic” (dai ), “ design” (shuk
) and
“ composition” (kuzukuri
). In this context, such terms, of course, have
specific meanings designating the different functions of the parts that make
up a verse. The following explanations of these terms are based on what may
be inferred from Kit ’ s use of them. These are just my own tentative explanations, aiming at a first level of understanding, and they will be modified
later on.
Here, the topic, dai, is the seasonal word, the first winter shower (hatsushigure), but this dai should not be confused with the modern term kidai,
used to designate such seasonal words. As will be clear later on, the topic in
a verse is not necessarily a seasonal word. What it designates is a part of the
verse that is larger, that hangs over, or becomes a background to the rest of
the verse. It is the part that is superposed on the other parts. Here it is the
cold rain that passes by, covering the whole scene, and also, as being a reference to the weather, becomes the background, and, as mentioned, invokes
the season, which also may be understood as a background.
The design, shuk , refers to a smaller and more focused detail, which
plays the role of a sort of actor inside the scene; in this hokku it is the bird
that endures the cold weather. A kite sitting on a branch in the rain makes a
simple picture, but it is no more than a statement of unconnected facts. The
function of the part named composition, kuzukuri, (more literally “ the composition of the verse” ) seems to be that it gives some sort of connection between the topic and the design; it gives a reason why these two matters are
put together by making them interact. When the feathers of the bird are
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shown as neatly in order, this enhances a contrast to the rain, which might
drench the feathers and put them in disorder. Instead their water-repellent
quality becomes conspicuous. There may also be a connection between these
unmoving feathers and the shortness of the shower, which soon clears up,
and they also suggest that the bird sits perched in a tree.
When the hokku is analysed in this manner, and divided into three parts,
the corresponding three parts of the waki will be easily discernible. The
verses may be understood as connected by the similarity of their parts. A
shower and a gust of wind are chilly and passing phenomena, the kite and
the fallen leaves have similar colour and texture, and the verb, the action of
preening resembles the act of becoming quiet.
10.2. In the Town
_____________________________________________________________
In the town, the smell of things – summer moon
Ichinaka wa mono no nioi ya natsu no tsuki

[Bonch ]

“ It’ s hot! It’ s hot!” gate by gate the voices
Atsushi atsushi to kadokado no koe

[Bash ]

In the hokku, the summer moon becomes the topic. “ In the town” is the design,
and the “ smell of things” ties together the design with the topic of the nightly
hour of the moon and becomes the composition. “ It’ s hot! It’ s hot!” in the waki
is linked to the summer night. The moon is [placed] in the middle between the
two verses. Then, where it says: “ in the town” one receives it as: “ gate by gate” ,
and the “ voices” ties feeling towards the people who say “ the smell of things” .
This is a “ this place” [link].
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The two verses discussed here are quoted from beginning of the second
renku in the fifth part of the “ Monkey’ s Raincoat” .
Commentary:
The interpretation of the link’ s structure here does not differ much from the
previous example, but we may notice how the simple formula starts to break
down. The moon is only part of the link indirectly, through its association
with the summer night, and is described as hovering between the verses.
This gives an interesting mimetic effect, and also shows the limits of any
single formula of interpretation. This link is not tied together by the use of
likenesses; it is rather based on a development in the waki of the subject
matter in the hokku.
We should note the special sense of the word feeling here. Feeling is tied
to the description of smell in the hokku by the mention of voices. In this
context, it seems, feeling means that a subject or a human being becomes
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conspicuous in some way. The waki itself is a strong expression of the feelings of the townspeople, and that defines the sensual experience in the hokku
as a part of their experience.
This link is defined as “ its place” , which presumably refers to the development and more detailed description in the second verse of the place in the
first verse.
In one place the word “ receive” (uku
) is used to describe the act of
linking. It makes the compositional process vivid; an idea is thrown out and
then caught by the next writer.



10.3. Silently Listening
_____________________________________________________________
Silently listening to the wild geese; such simple elegance!
Karigane mo shizuka ni kikeba karabizu ya

[Etsujin]

In the habit of serving sake - the moon these days
Sake shiinarau konogoro no tsuki

[Bash ]

This hokku has the title “ The night at Fukagawa” and it is a verse of greeting.
Thus the waki too is a waki of greeting. These two are good as models when exchanging poems. The interpretation is as follows: one receives [the hokku] where
it says: “ These days we hear the wild geese crying, but when one comes and listens in the silent hut Bash -an in the Fukagawa area, the refined simpleness becomes impressive” and the waki is not in the manner of a host who says things
like: “ These days I serve wine” but more like: “ Since there is a welcome visitor
who has come from afar, these days I have learned a little how to offer wine” .
The moon [may be] called an auxiliary moon, and is an embellishment for the
sake of the season, but since the time is a moonlit night, it must not necessarily
be an auxiliary moon but also has a tie to the wild geese in the hokku.
This is a waki called correspondence (aitai).
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The verses quoted are the hokku and waki from the sixth renku in the anthology Arano (Wilderness) from 1689.
Fukagawa was one of the suburbs of Edo. Bash lived here for many
years in a small hut named the Bash -an, after the banana tree (bash in
Japanese) planted in its garden.
The word translated as “ auxiliary” reads joji (
) in Japanese. It is a
word which normally refers to a group of Chinese characters which have no
distinct meaning but are used to give a statement greater intensity; they are
somewhat similar to the Japanese kireji. What Kit means is probably that
the moon may be understood as an addition that emphasizes the season but
has no direct connection to the general theme of the verses. Still, he does not
insist on this reading.
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Commentary:
The concept of “ greeting” (aisatsu
), which is regarded by some modern critics as the very basis of haikai poetry, is usually undefined, and therefore very hard to discuss.383 In practical use, this concept mostly leads to an
allegorical reading, where a secondary reading with a definite greetingcontent is found behind the literal meaning. In this example, however, Kit
makes nothing but a direct literal reading, which as such becomes the greeting. The description of the host’ s dwelling as a poetically impressive place is
answered by an attitude of this host, which shows that the guest is most welcome. Kit ’ s way of discussing the waki shows that this greeting is not just
an empty formality. He focuses on the verb narau, which has two meanings:
“ to learn” and “ to be in the habit of” , and he decides that it is the first meaning that is relevant here. To learn means that one has acquired something
new, in this case a new behaviour, and here it implies that this is inspired by
the visitor and shows the respect and affection that is felt for him. If I change
my own behaviour to show my friendship for another person, this becomes a
strong expression of my sincerity. A purely formal greeting, expressed in a
mechanical way, does not affect me in this manner. What Kit shows us is
how an understanding based on the greeting concept may help us to understand important nuances in a poem. This reading may be compared with a
standard modern interpretation, like the one in the Nihon koten bungaku
taikei, where narau is interpreted in its other sense as “ become used to” or
“ be in the habit of” .384 The verse is identified as a greeting, but this is no
more than a redundant classification and is not used to intensify the reading.
In an allegorical interpretation, the greeting concept may help to give a
poem additional meaning, but it is questionable whether this always leads to
a more thorough understanding. Allegory is mostly used when there is no
possibility to understand the literal sense as a greeting. This is not unproblematic. If a failure to understand a verse in a desirable way leads to a mode
of reading that freely replaces the literal meaning by anything that suits the
desired preconception, this will not result in an interpretation of the original
poem; it will just be replaced by another text which is then interpreted. Subtle details in the original poem, like the use of some odd grammar, a special
choice of words or some striking rhythm, will be ignored directly once a
secondary meaning is established, and we may even maintain that this blocks
any possibility to reach a deeper understanding. Kit shows here that an
interpretation based on greeting may be used in a much more fruitful manner, using the literal meaning of a poem. This will be more demanding than
allegorical readings based on free association, since there must be something
that justifies it in the text; a detail like the verb narau discussed above,
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which brings forth an intensified expression of the feeling incorporated in a
greeting.
In modern renku criticism, we sometimes encounters the view that there
is always a greeting intended in the link of the hokku and the waki. We may
note that Kit explains eight different examples of such links but describes
only one of them as based on greeting.
Kit names this link aitai (correspondence), a word which usually refers
to verses forming a pair using subject matter belonging to the same category.
There is no such clear-cut correspondence between the two verses here, and
it seems he applies this term in a freer manner. The verses form a pair as two
greeting verses; the aesthetic appreciation of the cries of the wild geese also
corresponds to the act of moon viewing while drinking sake. The moon and
the wild geese belong to the same season, autumn, but they belong to different categories in the old rule system.
10.4. Rape in Bloom
_____________________________________________________________
Rape in bloom – the moon eastward, the sun westward
Na no hana ya tsuki wa higashi ni hi wa nishi ni

[Buson]

Mountain’ s foot far away, a heron moving in the haze
Yamamoto t ku sagi kasumi yuku

[Chora]

The waki here is a verse that ignorant people will regard simply as a verse in
which [the poet] has not done his best. It is, however, a waki that answers the
hokku extremely well. To say “ the moon eastward, the sun westward” is to determine the time in the afternoon of a lengthy spring day, about the tenth [of the
month]. That one sees the moon rise already in daytime means that this is a landscape where there is nothing but the rape flowers in full bloom, covering the entire surface. Since it is a situation in which one turns one’ s head from west to
east, the waki uses the word “ move” , and great skill is at work. The waki links
the foot of the mountain to the act of looking from east to west, and the haze is
an embellishment of the rape flowers.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This example is from a renku in the collection Zoku akegarasu (The Crow at
Dawn; Continued) published by Kit himself in 1776.
Commentary:
As in the previous example, Kit abandons the tree terms, topic, design and
composition in his analysis. This is probably because of the odd structure of
Buson’ s hokku. We might state that the rape flowers are the topic, the moon
and the sun the design and the movement from east to west the composition,
but that does not explain this structure. The movement is, in fact, not stated
by the verse, only expressed by it. The design, in my interpretation, is made
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up of two parts, which imitates the movement by naming directions in succession. I would not say that the movement is implied, since it is very concretely expressed by the structure of the verse, but it is still something that
comes out as a mood or a feeling of the verse. Using the shape-feeling dichotomy, the movement here ought to be part of the feeling.
Kit ’ s description of the link follows the same principle as in the first two
examples; separate parts of the hokku are connected to separate parts of the
waki. The main principle here is one of spatial extension: the rape flowers,
covering the whole surface, disappear in the haze far away, and the panorama over the sky eventually reaches the distant mountains. In Kit ’ s reading the movement seems to have two functions: it opens up the panorama
and, as the general situation of the hokku, it is also connected to the waki by
the movement of the heron.
10.5. A Peony Scattered
_____________________________________________________________
A peony scattered, fallen on top of each other; two-three petals
Botan chirite uchikasanarinu nisanpen

[Buson]

May the twentieth, in the moonlight at dawn
Uzuki hatsuka no ariake no kage

[Kit ]

The hokku makes the beauty of the peony as its image and the scattered twothree petals of the declining flower are written as “ fallen on top of each other” .
This is the composition. The design is where the characters “ two three petals”
have been used compactly, and it is combined with the peony, which is the topic.
The waki determines the season of the hokku, making it the twentieth day of the
fourth lunar month, and watching the hokku closely one also determines the time
by saying “ moonlight at dawn” . The dew glistens on the scattered peony, the
dawning moonlight is beautiful, and it looks like an image of fine weather.
If one interprets this [link] as if the twentieth day has been determined due to the
fact that the peony has another name, “ the grass of the twentieth” , the value of
this waki will decrease greatly.
This is a waki named covering (uchikise) and the link is “ this time” .
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This example is from the first renku of the collection Momo sumomo (Peach
Plum) of 1780, published by Buson. The fourth lunar month corresponds
roughly to May. The season is summer.
Commentary:
The hokku follows neatly the topic-composition-design structure, but the
link to the waki can no longer be read as parts linked to parts. A context or
background of time and season is added to the whole situation in the hokku.
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The uchikise (covering) is a waki which adds such a wider view to a more
focused hokku. We should also note that Kit stresses that not just any circumstances are added. The waki is composed to interact in a dynamic way
with the hokku to engender different associations, like the dew on the
flower, the special light at dawn and the clear sky. Kit states that this is a
link based on the close watching of the hokku, and this means that the time
and season are not just added in an arbitrary manner.
The part of Kit ’ s commentary where he introduces an alternative reading
is extremely interesting, since it displays with great clarity two different
modes of reading and also shows which of these modes he preferred. Kit
does not deny that this alternative reading is possible; he does not state that it
is wrong or a misunderstanding. He is well aware of the second name of the
peony, “ the grass of the twentieth” , and as the waki was written by him, it
will be hard to deny that he chose the date of the twentieth precisely because
of this second name. What he tells us, however, is that even if a reading is
possible, even if it explains facts about what inspired the poet, it does not
follow that this results in a reading of high quality. This also shows that this
point, the value of the poem, is the field of interest for the reader. Kit would
never argue as he does here if he did not believe the main motive of interpretation to be the search for an understanding that makes the poem valuable.
The point is not the sheer possibility of an interpretation, or its intelligibility,
but the quality of the reading it results in.
The inevitable question will then be: what makes a poem valuable, what
gives it high quality? To understand how Kit might have answered this
question, it will be necessary to deal more concretely with the two modes of
reading he uses. His first reading, the one he prefers, may be characterised as
an impressionistic description of a certain scene, while his second reading
seems more like the solution of a riddle. The impressionistic reading is
formed by several associations connected to the words, through their referents. The peony, its petals, the dawn and the moon suggest drops of dew and
beauty. The moon on a clear sky suggests fine weather. The date and the
flower suggest the season. Not only the disparate but connected elements,
but also words like time, season, weather and beauty refer to a picture that is
not well defined but diffuse and which spreads all around. Beauty obviously
refers to an aesthetic quality.
Kit ’ s second reading, the one he dislikes, follows one single line of analytic thought. In the hokku there is a peony. The peony has the secondary
name “ the grass of the twentieth” . In the waki the date the twentieth is mentioned. This similarity creates the link; the peony is linked to the date. This
link works well within the realm of language conventions, and there is no
necessity to investigate the referents of the words used. Once the two names
of the peony are known and associated, the solution of the riddle is grasped.
The names may just remain without content; the interpretation will work
even if the words are treated as signs without meaning.
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From the point of view of interpretation, a very pronounced difference between these two ways of reading becomes identifiable. The first reading will
force us to start an investigation into our experience, will force us to search
for connotations and relationships based on all those memories we have of
peonies, flowers and summer mornings. This reading will never reach a final
solution; it will grow and deepen and also affect our way of looking at the
world. The second reading, however, has only one fixed answer, which is
entirely based on a well-established convention. Thus this discussion may be
seen as a concrete application of theories discussed in earlier chapters (notably the fueki-ry k theory).
It is also possible to see a connection here to Reuven Tsur’ s theory of
emotion in poetry introduced earlier, where a distiction was made between
holistic and diffuse cognition, as opposed to the linear processes of analytic
thinking. 385 The holistic, intuitive and diffuse corresponds quite well to
Kit ’ s first reading, which might be described as a holistic effort to grasp the
whole scene, while linear thought processes seem to have formed his second
reading.
We may recall here that Tsur, in his discussion on meditative poetry,
noted that holistic and diffuse elements are typical of both meditative experiences and emotional effects. This is opposed to goal-directed intellectual
reasoning, which is linear. It is precisely this opposition we find between
Kit ’ s two readings, showing clearly the difference between the ideals of the
Sh mon and the Teimon, between nioi-zuke and kotobazuke.
We might object that the hokku here is clearly linear in structure. This is
true; in fact, all verbal statements are linear, since linearity is the very nature
of language, but this does not mean that our understanding must be linear. If
we just read the verse as a plain statement of analytic logic, that the petals
fall from the flower, and because of this they are piled on top of each other,
we may, if we share Kit ’ s views, agree that such a way of reading is not of
much value. It will end up in the dreaded question: “ yes, and so what?” often
posed by people with no taste for haikai. The hokku will become emotionally alive only if we try to grasp it as a totality, if, for example, we listen to
the repetitive rhythms in words like chirite, or kasanarinu, or in the paratactic compactness, noted by Kit , of the counting figures in ni-san-pen (twothree petals).386 The movement created depicts a large scope of time, hours or
days, marked by the petals falling one by one, which is eventually answered
by the reference to time, a certain date, in the next verse.
The point to be learned here is that our understanding will be formed by
the way we choose to read. It is also clear that, for Kit , an emotionally in-
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tense reading was valued higher than an interpretation based on intellectual
reasoning.
In modern writing on this link, two scholars who are not familiar with
Kit '
s treatise cannot refrain from referring to “ the grass of the twentieth” in
their interpretations.387 Readings of this kind are indeed very common, and
are at times described as in the haikai spirit. In a way, it is understandable; a
scholar forced to spell out the meaning of a poem in rational prose may find
such a definite and simple answer to a riddle easier to explain than diffuse
and evasive emotions, but we should be aware of the distorted picture this
gives us. An interesting example here is Ishikawa Shink , who quotes Kit ’ s
text, but still cannot refrain from using the flower’ s secondary name in his
discussion.388 Like most scholars, he respects the opinion of the author, and
this forces him to give this witty reading a deeper meaning. He explains the
etymology of “ the grass of the twentieth” ; it is a name which refers to the
peony’ s long period of staying in full bloom. This makes the witty pun more
than just a pun and interacts with the passing-of-time theme.
10.6. Standing for a While
_____________________________________________________________
Standing for a while, still more it snows on the road at night
Tatazumeba nao furu yuki no yomichi kana

[Kit ]

Behind me someone coming, the voice cold
Waga ato e kuru hito no koe sabu

[Chora]

The hokku is an image of someone walking in the night when the fall of snow
grows violent. As he becomes tired of walking, he stops for a while to look, and
he feels the snowfall increasing more and more. Not being able to stay standing,
he is helplessly just about to go on. “ Snow on the road at night” is the design,
and the character for “ all the more” is the focus of the verse.
In the waki, going or standing helplessly in the heavy snow, walking at night, he
believes himself to be alone, but then there is someone coming from behind,
muttering: “ damned snow!” The voice seems so very cold. This is a verse that
arouses a deep emotion. “ The voice cold” (koe sabu) is an abridgement of “ the
voice sounds cold” (koe sabuge naru). Even if the reason for saying that the waki
should end with a substantive is that there should not be any words left [after its
ending], this verse leaves out the words “ sounds cold” , but since its inner meaning ends well, these two verses settle as a unity, regardless of the [omitted]
words. One had better look at [verses] like these to understand what is called to
end and not to end.
This is a correspondence waki and the link is “ with heart” .
_____________________________________________________________
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Explanations:
This hokku-waki sequence is found in the winter part of the collection Zoku
akegarasu (The Crow at Dawn, Part Two) from 1776.
Kit notes that the waki does not have a proper ending. The final word
sabu is the stem of the adjective sabushi (cold) and does not make a complete predicate. (It might be translated as “ coldness” .) The implied ending
Kit suggests, sabuge naru, becomes a final predicate. The meaning of this
ending is that the coldness is not felt directly but inferred from an outside
observation; something that is part of another person or creature seems, or
looks, or sounds, cold.
Commentary:
Kit names this waki an aitai-waki, a face-to-face waki, and the link is of the
ushin (with heart) category. Here it is even more evident that Kit ’ s definition of the aitai is not so much a matter of pairing matters belonging to similar categories as a matter of two people meeting, somewhat like the facing
link. Here, one person turns around and directly faces another person. In the
greeting link discussed above, which was also defined as face-to-face, the
relationship was similar; a guest and a host were directly facing each other.
It is more difficult to imagine what ushin might mean in this context. If
we feel content with a definition of ushin as a very close correspondence of
mood between the verses, this may work well enough; one cold and shivering winter scene is followed by another. Both verses are also closely tied
together, if we read them as a narrative. The definition of ushin given by
Shik might be understood as a link where the linked verses follow each
other word by word, but this example would rather suggest that ushin refers
to a very tight relationship between the verses, which does not necessarily
mean a similarity of structure. Perhaps a slight similarity exists in the general
layout of both verses. In both verses, the starting point is a self which has its
attention directed outwards, first towards the falling snow and then towards
another person coming from behind. The snow falling down and the person
coming correspond inasmuch as both approach the spectator and both bring
with them the coldness of the scene. Using the ji-ta theory, the hokku might
be described as self-scenery and the waki as self-other. The link creates a
turn of direction in the same scene.
There is one modern commentary to this link in the new Tenmei haikaish . The editor here states that the hokku is based on an old poem from the
Gyokuy sh , a fourteenth-century imperial collection of waka poems.389 This
collection contains a poem about snow in which the expression “ all the
more” is used. The snow is here likened to cherry blossom, so the editor
insists that even in Kit ’ s verse such a simile is intended.
389
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We should note the discrepancy between the modern scholarly reading
and the one made by Kit , who seems content with the material his poem
offers. I must confess that, even after long consideration, I have not found
any way to make a reference to cherry blossom relevant in this link. The
single reason for making such a reference seems to be a desire to display
erudition, and this is no longer an interpretive activity.
10.7. Winter Forest
_____________________________________________________________
Winter forest, a night when the moon enters into the marrow
Fuyukodachi tsuki kotsuzui ni iru yo kana

[Kit ]

This verse: old Tu’ s frozen intestines
Kono ku R to ga samuki harawata

[Buson]

In the frozen night under the sharp moonlight in the hokku, a design is made of
the withered wintry trees desolately bare, and saying that it is a night when the
light of the moon pierces flesh and bone is composed into: “ it is as if the moon
shines through the marrow!”
The waki does not adhere to the scene or expression of the hokku as is usual. Instead, its design is an appraisal of the hokku [saying] that its shape looks like a
poem by Tu Fu. The frozen intestines are also old Tu’ s poetic sentiment, given
as an embellishment of the season. This is an exceptional waki and if one does
not have the utmost skill one will not think of [a combination like this].
In the haikai of the Ji’ in collection [there is a similar example]:
Legs of a heron – a pheasant’ s feet patched together
Sagi no ashi kijihagi nagaku tsugisoete

[Bash ]

This verse must be seen as by Zhuang-zi
Kono ku S ji o motte mitsubeshi

[Kikaku]

[The previous verses above] were made by using these as a model.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This link marks the beginning of the second renku in the Momo sumomo
(Peach Plum) collection.
Tu Fu (712-770) is the great Chinese poet of the Tang dynasty, at times
described as the greatest of all Chinese poets.390 The epithet “ old” was used
to distinguish him from the slightly later Tu Mu (803-852), who was named
“ little Tu” .391 Tu Fu’ s work seems to have been much admired by Bash , and
borrowings are detectable in many of his poems.392
390
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The Ji’in collection is a collection from an early stage in Bash ’ s career;
it was published in 1681.
Zhuang-zi is the Chinese Taoist philosopher from the fourth century B.C.
Commentary:
When Buson writes “ old Tu’ s frozen intestines” , these intestines are explained by Kit by the word shich (
), which means something like
“ poetic sentiment” or “ the spirit of composing poetry” . In writing this, he
uses the postposition mo which gives a nuance of “ even in the word intestines” or “ the intestines too,” that is, he interprets it as having a double
meaning. I have therefore kept the literal meaning in the translation, as it
makes a possible link to the previous verse more evident (intestines
marrow). This might, in fact, be treated as an old-fashioned word link, and it is
interesting to see how an exceptionally odd way of linking, outside any rule
or convention, may coexist with the most conventional of all. Kit , however,
reads this word as an embellishment (ashirai) to the season, and thus not as a
link to “ marrow” . It is thus again an example of making a choice when interpreting; instead of a mechanical or witty reading, his choice is directed towards expressive qualities, how the frozen spirit or stomach interacts with
the winter landscape.
As Kit notes, this way of linking, whereby the added verse makes an
evaluation of the previous verse, had been used earlier. In addition to the link
he mentions here, we may recall a similar link by Saikaku which was discussed previously in connection with kokorozuke.393



10.8. An Example of Wakiokori
_____________________________________________________________
1. There is also a [kind of] haikai in which one sets up a hokku by a deceased
master and begins to link [new verses] starting with the waki. This is what is
called wakiokori.
After the cherry blossom the lingering spring has five days left
Hana no ato mada aru haru ga itsuka aru

[Y shi]

Not seeing this blossom; a sleeve in the spring rain
Sono hana mizaru sode no harusame

[Kit ]

When the cherry blossom in the hokku has already been scattered completely,
the spring still has its last four or five days left, and hereafter in the interval until
it enters the fourth month [one wonders] how this spring will appear. Linked to
the [already] passed cherry blossom the deep lingering thought of spring is the
design of the verse. There is no reasoning (rikutsu) whatsoever in the number of
five days.

393
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In the waki, reflected in this scene and included in the greeting, is a feeling saying: “ [this author of the hokku was] a person I never met, but I had heard of his
name and haikai, and for a long time I had felt a desire to see him.” Against what
has been left out by expressing past and present in “ after the cherry blossom”
and future in “ five days left,” the passed-away blossom is added, and the sentiment is stirred, saying: “ I didn’ t see them,” lamenting: “ by now I only wet my
sleeves” tying it to the “ sleeve in the spring rain.” The characters for “ blossom”
and “ spring” are used in the hokku and that they are used deliberately in the waki
[shows] the style of wakiokori. However, this does not mean that one always
uses characters from the hokku in a wakiokori verse. One must only understand
the distinction well between those now living and the old master, and make the
waki in one’ s heart.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The figure “ 1” at the beginning of this clause marks that this section deals
with a slightly separate matter. This “ one” character is frequently used in
texts and letters to mark off certain sections. It is always the character for
one that is repeated, even if several sections are marked in succession.
The hokku and waki here are from a renku in the Zoku ichiyamatsu zensh (The One-Night Pine, Part 2; First Collection) published by Kit in
1785. The author of the hokku was a deceased master named Y shi. According to the preface to this renku, he was a poet from Edo, but I have not been
able to trace any further information about him.394
Commentary:
Kit ’ s description of wakiokori is clear enough and need not be developed
further. One point to note here is the quality of greeting that exists in this
kind of link. When Kit adds his verse, his regret of scattered flowers also
becomes an allegory for his regret at not having met the deceased poet.
Whether we should read it as an explicit allegory or just as a subtle implication is a matter of personal taste. It is, however, interesting that Kit does not
simply put forward the possibility of a double meaning; his interpretation is
more directed towards discussing the emotional effect of the verses, and how
this interacts with the actual autobiographical situation. This indicates that
even if a reading is based on the greeting concept, it will necessitate a thorough interpretation of the expressive qualities of the poetry.
In one place, Kit refers to rikutsu (reasoning) and this again shows his
preferences when it comes to choosing a mode of reading. It is taken for
granted that reasoning is something disagreeable, as this hokku is praised for
having none of this quality. We may, however, infer that the passage he refers to, the “ five days,” might be criticized by some people as reasoning,
since he specially focuses on it and almost defends it. It is possible to read
this verse as a simple argument of linear reasoning, like: “ after the cherry
394
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blossom scatters, there follow five days of spring before the first day of summer” . Obviously this is not the way Kit reads it. For him, the five days help
to engender “ the deep lingering thought of spring” ; they are part of a totality
which creates the mood of the parting of the season, the passing of time, and
whatever complex associations they may have.
The wet sleeves (wet with tears) make a really worn-out expression for
weeping and mourning. It is noteworthy that Kit still sees this conventional
meaning as tied to the literal meaning of wetness in the spring rain. It is
again a search for the totality of expression in which several parts interact,
and not an analytic reasoning in which the wet sleeves are seen as symbolising the tears, which then becomes the final and definite meaning.
10.9. About Dream Verses
_____________________________________________________________
Again, when starting with a dream verse, one recognises the verse seen in a
dream as composed by a god, and below it [in place of the author’ s name] one
writes the honorific mi-character. The master who has received the verse in his
dream composes the waki, and then one continues one after another. There are no
fixed rules here either. One understands the hokku as a verse by the god and uses
its heart when composing the waki. Thus this becomes just like the wakiokori.
Matters like “ dream verses” , “ offerings and celebrations” , “ linking the end of the
hokku to the first letter of the waki” , “ using the five-sound system” , or “ the tenrhyme row of voices” and the like, are best left to the discrimination of the master present at the occasion.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The honorific mi-character ( ) is a character often used as a prefix to
words related to the imperial house or, as here, Shinto deities.
The five-sound system (goon s ts
), sometimes called the
five-rhyme system (goin s ts
), was an old technique of creating
connections between words in poetry based on relations between the sounds
of the phonetic kana script. The kana characters may be ordered in vertical
rows of five sounds (i.e. a-i-u-e-o; ka-ki-ku-ke-ko; sa-shi-su-se-so; and so
on), creating a chart of fifty sounds. Using this order, connections might be
created between, for instance, noki and naku. 395 The ten-rhyme row of
voices (j in rensei
) refers to the horizontal rows in the same chart
(i.e. a-ka-sa-ta-na-ha-ma-ya-ra-wa). Usually this is named “ the row of
voices” (rensei, or renj
), or “ the five-rhyme row of voices” (goin
renj
). It is basically similar to the five-sound system, creating,
for instantce, a connection between the end of naki and the beginning of
hikage (ki-hi).396
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Commentary:
This section, as well as the preceding one, discusses a few details concerning
renku written on formal occasions. Sometimes renku were written at a shrine
or a temple, as a sort of offering, and there were a few special rules for these
situations, some of which are named here by Kit . The fact that these, as he
writes, could be left to the discrimination of the master in charge of the session, shows the lack of single standards, which in turn means that, even on
such formal occasions, the rules were quite loose.
Here the third part of the treatise ends.
11. Linking the Daisan to the Hokku and Waki

11.1. A Pile of Charcoal
_____________________________________________________________
Linking the daisan to the hokku and waki:
A pile of charcoal – one hardly thinks of being on a voyage
Okizumi ya sara ni tabi to mo omowarezu

[Etsujin]

Enjoying the snow, the pine all night
Yuki o motenasu yosugara no matsu

[Chisoku]

The fisherman’ s child - blowing his shell to tell of a whale
Ama no ko ga kujira o tsuguru kai fukite

[Bash ]

As the hokku is a picture of a traveller being entertained by the fireside, the waki
makes an addition and links the scene of the garden. The daisan is turned facing
these two verses. Saying that one hears the sound of [someone] blowing a shell
to tell of a whale gives rise to a different matter. It is a link that interprets the
previous verses as [depicting] a lodging at an inn by the sea. It becomes a turn
since it gives rise to outside matters.
This is a facing link.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
These verses are found in the collection Chidori gake (Zigzag Stepping
Stones) published in 1712. Many of the poems in this collection are, however, of an earlier date. The renku quoted here was probably written in the
J ky era (1684-1688).
The waki is classified as an addition, which is the uchisoe from the five
ways to link.
The shell in the daisan refers to a kind of trumpet or horn which was
made of an empty shell and used to blow signals.
The facing link is the mukaizuke of the seven names.
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Commentary:
The main point of this commentary is to show us how the direction changes
when the daisan is added. This is accomplished by the use of the facing link,
mukaizuke (
). The verb mukau is used in this term has several meanings: to turn toward; to face; to head for, and is often used when English uses
prepositions like toward, for, to and at.
This mukaizuke is the only of these terms that has been investigated thoroughly. There is an article by Miyamoto Sabur in which this technique of
linking is discussed in connection with several verses from Bash ’ s age.397
The typical characteristic of this link is that it puts two human beings in a
position facing or confronting each other, either literally or by means of juxtaposition. In the example here, one might get the impression that the third
verse is linked to a verse with scenery, and that the description as a facing
link would be inappropriate; Kit himself states that the waki just adds the
scene of the garden. A careful look at the first two verses will, however,
reveal a human subject very much present here as well. The verb “ think” ,
omou, and “ enjoy” , motenasu, both imply a person present and are typical of
the “ self” perspective. The third verse introduces a completely different person who is seen, or heard, from outside; this is the “ other” perspective. A
traveller, a temporary guest with a taste for beauty, is contrasted here with
one of the local inhabitants, a young boy, who has also been awake all night,
but for totally different reasons.
This daisan is also a good example of how change is achieved by defining
the situation. In the first two verses, we may be anywhere. They depict a
travel experience, but its location is left unnamed. The third verse establishes
this open spot as a village near the sea, as whale fishing is mentioned, probably in the Kii area (in modern Wakayama), and this in turn opens up for a
different development.



11.2. Under the Tree
_____________________________________________________________
Under the tree – soup and fish and cherry blossom
Ki no moto ni shiru mo namasu mo sakura kana

[Bash ]

The sun setting tranquilly, it is fine weather
Nishibi nodoka ni yoki tenki nari

[Chinseki]

A traveller scratching lice on the road, spring is passing
Tabibito no shirami kakiyuku haru kurete

[Kyokusui]

In the hokku we are having a good time beneath the cherry flowers, admiring the
scenery and saying: “ even the soup and the fish” . To this an addition [link] is
397
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made and the time is determined with “ the sun setting tranquilly” , smoothly telling the waki.
In the beaming sunlight, on this quiet day of spring
Hisakata no hikari nodokeki haru no hi ni
Why should, without peace at heart, the cherry blossom scatter?
Shizugokoro naku hana no chiruran
If one compares [the verses of the renku] with this waka, they are even more interesting.
To the season, expressed by the setting sun in the west and the calm weather, the
daisan raises human feeling. “ A traveller” becomes the design, and “ scratching
lice” finishes the composition and displays the figure; it is well linked, as it does
not change the season with “ spring is passing” .
This is probably such a daisan that even among one hundred verses will be recognised as a daisan.
Even if this hokku correctly speaking includes human matters, it is mainly a
scenery verse. The waki is an ordinary landscape verse but since an extension of
this landscape would weaken the overall structure, mankind has been introduced
firmly. Therefore it is certainly an “ arouse feeling” link.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This example is quoted from one of the more famous renku led by Bash . It
is from the Hisago (The Gourd) collection of 1690.
Chinseki is better known by his pseudonym Shad .
The waka quoted by Kit is from the second volume of the Kokinwakash
anthology, but it is probably better known from the famous selection in the
Hyakunin isshu, where it is number 33. It is by Ki no Tomonori (850-904).
The fish in the hokku is actually Namasu, a dish of raw, sliced fish in a
vinegar sauce. The waki may seem to have no reference to the season, but
the word “ tranquil” is actually counted as a spring word.
Arouse feeling is the kij from the seven names.
Commentary:
There is not much to be added to Kit ’ s lucid commentary here. We should
note that he again uses the terms design and composition when talking about
the structure of the daisan.
Here is one of the very few instances where he refers to an older poem in
his reading. He says that it will be interesting to compare Bash ’ s hokku to
an ancient waka. The word used here is teriawasu, which in a literal sense
means “ let them shine against each other” . To enjoy poems by comparing
them is widely different from the modern practice, which always treats such
relationships in terms of allusion, or of one poem being based on the other. It
is again the holistic and emotional reading, a totality enjoyed in the light of
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another totality, which contrasts with the linear and reasoned interpretation,
stating that this refers to that, this is based on that.
11.3. As it Cries
_____________________________________________________________
As it cries and cries, blown by the wind – the skylark
Naku naku mo kaze ni fukaruru hibari kana
[A noble] adjusting his headgear, by the grove of cherries
Eboshi o naosu sakura hitomura
In the cold dawn, sunlight scorches the mountain – raising the screen
Yama o yaku ariake samuku misu maite
From the hokku, a scene of a skylark rising against the spring wind, the waki
arouses the feeling. It makes a reverberation of the skylark in the hokku, and displays the shape [of a man] as it says: “ adjusting his headgear,” and it adds the
place with the grove of cherries. The daisan focuses on the man who adjusts his
headgear and recalling a detached palace or the like, the link is the raising of a
bamboo screen.
This daisan, its composition and the selection of the design show skill of execution.
This is a “ this person” link.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
I have not been able to identify these verses. If these were verses from
Bash ’ s age, they would probably belong to one of the major anthologies
associated with him. As this is not the case, we may guess that they are some
verses written by poets in Kit ’ s group.
The eboshi, the headgear of an ancient nobleman, suggests a scene from
Heian times, a common subject in eighteenth-century romanticism. The interest in the play of light in the daisan, even more enhanced in the original
where the word ariake is used, meaning dawn when the moon is still in the
sky, shows some influence from Buson’ s works, and this makes it plausible
that these links were written by some of his followers.
Commentary:
Several linking concepts are used in this interpretation. “ Arouse feeling” in
the waki is clearly shown to mean not more than an addition of some sort of
human reaction to a scene. There are no explicitly emotional words used in
this verse, only the introduction of a human subject, which is not even mentioned directly in the original, only implied by the reference to the special
sort of headgear. Kit also uses reverberation, hibiki, to describe this link.
The skylark struggling in the wind is somehow thought of as being echoed
by the act of adjusting the headgear. The wind and movement, the effort to
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defy this wind and the direction turned upwards, against the sky, are such
associations that may be imagined around both of these acts, to make them
reverberate. It is again noteworthy that the simple seasonal link between the
lark and the cherry blossom, based on an established convention and intellectually discernible, is not even mentioned by Kit . He reads the cherry
trees as an addition of the place.
The term “ its person” seems not to mean much more than that it describes
something more, here another action, of the person introduced in the previous verse. Such a term has quite low explanatory value but may be used if
we search for a quick and effortless understanding. To really enjoy the daisan we need to recall all sorts of associations that are linked to the special
headgear and the bamboo blind, both suggesting an aristocratic milieu, and
the interaction (similarity?) of movement: adjusting the headgear
raise the
screen. We should note that Kit specifically mentions the act of raising the
screen as being a part of the link. It is thus not a link based on simple wordassociations, as might be the case if the link was limited to the headgear and
the screen, but on a whole complex of matter and action.
11.4. Hiding the Corpse
_____________________________________________________________
Hiding the corpse below a bamboo hat – withered pampas grass
Nakigara o kasa ni kakusu ya kareobana

[Kikaku]

The pocket warmer is cold, all voices are frozen
Onjaku samete mina kôru koe

[Shik ]

From outside the lamp it grows lighter, by sea and mountains
Andon no soto yori shiramu umiyama ni

[J s ]

In the hokku Kikaku expresses the grief of burying his old master. The waki
takes this meaning and says: “ the pocket warmer is cold,” and “ all the voices are
frozen” probably states the great sorrow of all the disciples. The daisan is interesting where it makes a turn and links a traveller’ s lodging [to the scene]. It interprets the whole waki as a cold night that begins to dawn, builds up the design,
and its merit lies in the overall design of the single verse, written as: “ from outside it grows lighter by sea and mountains.”
This is an embellishment link. It is because both the hokku and the waki are
“ with heart.”
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This example is from a renku written soon after Bash ’ s death. It was published in Kareobana (Withered Pampas Grass), a collection published in
honour of the deceased master in 1694.
There is a word in Kit ’ s texts which I have translated as overall design.
), which normally, when talking about works of art,
It is the word sakui (
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refers to the intention of the work as well as the conception or design. As he
just quotes the main part of the verse to explain what this sakui is, it seems
he means by this word something like “ the whole that is expressed” , or “ the
overall idea” .
Commentary:
As all the examples in this section are concerned with the linking of the daisan, it is interesting to note that this is an example of a daisan that functions
in accordance with a theory proposed by hata Kenji. Adhering to the greeting theory, his idea is that the hokku and waki describes reality, and the turn
in the daisan means a turn into an imaginary world.398 In this case, we actually know something about the historical situation, and we may presume that
the hokku and waki describe the actual circumstances when Bash was buried, his coffin covered by his bamboo hat, and the quiet voices of disciples
who had gathered. Even if the details may not be historically correct, we
may grant that these verses express the emotional state of the situation.
I do, however, think that it is quite clear by now that such a function of
the daisan was not general in the Edo period. In Kit ’ s few examples, we
have already encountered reference to imaginary worlds in the waki. It
should also be noted that the hokku: “ under the tree” by Bash , quoted
above, was originally used in a different renku and was thus not describing
the present reality at the place of composing.
Another objection is that even if we know, as here, that there is, in fact, a
development from the real to the imagined, this does not really matter very
much. Knowledge of the story of Bash ’ s death would probably affect our
understanding, at least a little, but that would happen even if this story was
pure fiction.
When Kit writes that the daisan “ interprets” (in my translation) the waki
as the coming of dawn after a cold night, he uses the verb mikomu (
),
which actually means “ to see intently into,” or “ to watch closely.” (It has a
similar meaning as the verb miiru, which we encountered earlier in the Kikigaki nanokagusa.) I would here again like to stress the special approach used
when reading this poetry, where it is the deepening of understanding that
gives rise to development in new directions. When modern critics write
about this, they all too often tend to describe it as simply a matter of
polysemy, as in the following example by Naoki Sakai:



Even if the polysemy of a word in the first stanza is perceived, its semes cannot be determined when we examine the stanza in isolation. If someone puts
another stanza after it, then we suddenly recognize a seme that had been pre399
viously dormant: the words in the first stanza now carry a new meaning.
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While Kit writes about the deepening or enriching of the waki, the modern
writer is concerned with limitation: the determination of “ semes” . This is as
good an example as any of how semiotics all too often tends to become a
blind alley. If we fail to read this poetry as expressive statements, the only
thing left to investigate will naturally be its meaning. The problem is that an
expressive effect does not need a definite meaning to come into existence;
such an effect may well come out of an entirely nonsensical statement, and
the search for meanings will often become pointless.
When discussing puns and metaphors, the same problem occurs. Such devices are often treated in terms of ambiguity. In an analytical investigation,
this may be helpful; for practical reasons a dissection of separate layers of
meaning, one by one, may be inevitable, but such a procedure does not show
us how a literary work affects us. When we, like Sakai here, say that the
words in a verse, by the addition of another verse, “ carry a new meaning” , it
means that we have already forgotten what we read just a few seconds earlier, and that is utterly impossible. The effect when reading will rather be one
of a richer totality. In a purely linear and intellectual argument we may of
course turn from one meaning to another and decide that we leave an earlier
meaning, but the experience of reading will not work in this manner. This
brings us back to the question of the mode of reading; the linear mode contra
the holistic and emotional. I think it is important to realize that an analytical
investigation is not an interpretation. It just tells us something about the
structure of a limited part of the work. The way in which we experience the
work will, with few exceptions, be very different.
11.5. Even if Torn
_____________________________________________________________
Even if torn – dew on leaves upon leaves of the banana plant
Yaburete mo tsuyu no hakazu no bash kana
Outside the althaea, thinned plants looking through the hedge
Mukuge no soto mo kaki no mabikina
Morning fish – in the capital they will use it for the moon [-viewing party]
Asa no uo miyako wa tsuki ni mochiyuran
In the hokku one feels the sentiment of the torn banana plant and composes the
poem with the “ dew on the leaves.” Saying “ the hedge of the althaea” the place
is joined and the pun on “ thinned plants” [kaki no ma
mabikina] becomes the
composition of the verse. Then, in the daisan, human feelings are raised in the
place, the field outside the hedge. At the seashore close by there are some caught
fish, and it is a poem where one imagines a scene far away, thinking that over
there in the capital it would be just fine to use [the fish] at a moon-viewing party.
In these [examples] one had better [try to] understand the effect the ending of the
daisan has on the following verse.
_____________________________________________________________
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Explanations:
I have not been able to find the source of these verses.
The identification of the season as autumn is entirely based on the conventions of seasonal words. The dew and the banana plant are autumn
words, as well as the althaea (rose of sharon) in the waki, and the moon in
the third verse.
Commentary:
Following Kit ’ s reading the development of the verses becomes a movement in space. The hokku and waki describe a very close-up scene in a garden, and the viewpoint is evidently from inside since the field outside is seen
through the hedge. This inside scene is then answered by a self-perspective
out there, where the thoughts are directed even further away to the capital. It
is very common for a renku to start with an introductory description of a
scene where, in the third verse, an actor is introduced. This example is rather
peculiar since it starts by describing a scene but then introduces the actor in a
scene outside this first scene. This probably gives extra impetus to the
movement away. This is, moreover, reinforced by a development through
different worlds, from the shut-off garden (belonging to a recluse?) to the
life of an ordinary fisherman, and away to the bustling and elegant city.
Kit puts extra stress on the ending of the daisan. This ending is -ran, a
presumptive inflection which is a common ending of the daisan. A presumption, a thought turned towards some matter, has an effect on the following
which is different from the more usual conjunctive -te ending, which is simply an ending hanging in the air. It may be that it is this difference Kit
wants us to recognise, but his statement is certainly not clear.
11.6. About a Daisan Ending with a Substantive
_____________________________________________________________
About a daisan ending with a substantive
The frosty month – storks standing desolately in a row, and…
Shimotsuki ya k no tsukuzuku narabi ite

[Kakei]

A wintry morning sun, it is so pitiful
Fuyu no asahi no aware narikeri

[Bash ]

Oak, cypress, by the mountain hut, fallen leaves
Kashi hinoki sanka no tei o konohafuri

[J go]

In the hokku the storks are standing in a row (narabi itare nari). -te corresponds
to –tare. The waki goes on to say: “ aware narikeri” and more than a substantive
ending it resolves well. With an ordinary daisan ending [with -te], the threeverse development would be uninteresting. The hokku says: “ frosty month” and
in the waki the “ wintry morning sun” comes out. These two verses begin and end
as a single idea, and as there is no scent [left] to link the daisan, one relies
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slightly on the word “ morning sun,” embellishing it with the evergreens of oak
and cypress. Since one gives the verse its melody by saying: “ by the mountain
hut, fallen leaves,” the appearance of the daisan is furnished, and with an uncommon ending the verse’ s pattern is well arranged. You should use your heart
and listen when it says: “ fallen leaves,” following the: “ oak, cypress.”
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
This example is quoted from the fifth renku in the collection Fuyu no hi (A
Winter’ s Day) published in 1685. The hokku is by Kakei, the waki by Bash ,
and the daisan by J go.
There is a statement in Kit ’ s commentary about the inflections -te, used
in the poem, and –tare, used in his own text. I have translated it that -te corresponds to -tare, but the word used by Kit is not really “ correspond” . He
uses the character , which may be pronounced han or kaeshi, and here
probably means “ replacement” or “ turn” . Among other things, this word is
used to designate a certain practice by which the pronunciation of a Chinese
ideograph might be illustrated by the use of a combination of several other
ideographs. This is commonly known as hansetsu but may also be shortened
to han or kaeshi. By associating to this word, I understand Kit as meaning
that -te is a turn (variant?) of -tare, or used with the same meaning, replacing
it.
The inflection -tare gives emphasis to an established fact: the storks are
(or were) indeed standing there.
In my translation I have ended the first verse with “ and… ” to suggest the
unresolved ending with -te, but of course this does not make a good translation.



Commentary:
The main problem discussed here, a daisan ending with a substantive, is a
matter that only makes sense in a language which, like Japanese, ends its
sentences with a predicate. In an English translation most verses end in a
substantive, but in the original Japanese there is a much greater diversity, a
diversity which is used to enhance the development in linked poetry. In any
renku we may recognise an interest in creating variation through different
verse endings.
As we have seen, the most common disposition is to end the hokku with a
substantive or a predicate in its final form, to end the waki in a substantive,
and to end the daisan with an unresolved predicate or a postposition, which
also makes the verse hang in the air. Here the hokku ends in this unresolved
manner, and the waki also ends in a predicate, so it would be tedious to repeat something similar in the daisan. Whether tediousness of too much repetition is a universal principle or not, this at least conflicts with a basic aesthetic principle of renku.
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What this example illustrates, then, is that principles like the te-ending of
the daisan are not rules but depend on the circumstances, the environment in
which this verse is placed.
Here again it is noteworthy how Kit interprets the link; he does not adhere to an explanation based on the conventions of seasonal words or the like
but turns to the perceptible qualities of the subject matter, which comes to
life through dynamic interaction. The link between the waki and the daisan
is formed by the sunlight, which is answered by its reflection on the leaves
of oak and cypress. His reading of the daisan refers openly to its emotional
qualities, and he also notes its melodic character, probably the paratactic
structure which is quite pronounced in this verse.
12. About the Continuation of a Sequence

After several examples dealing with the beginning of a renku sequence, Kit
now enters into the main part of his treatise. Here he explains what happens
inside a sequence, using two- or three-verse units as examples. These are all
quoted from the Momo sumomo (Peach Plum) collection. This collection
comprises only two renku and a short preface.400 There are only two authors,
Buson and Kit .
These renku are not really representative of the Buson group; it is more
adequate to describe them as its peak achievement. They were not written in
the traditional way at a single gathering but were composed during a period
of several months, from March to November, 1780, when the poets exchanged letters and met now and then. It is difficult to judge how common
such a practice was in this age, since we usually know very little about the
circumstances when a sequence was composed. Among the renku Buson
took part in, there is at least one other example, the renku he composed with
Ry ta in the 1780s, which came into being through a correspondence between Edo and Ky to.401 Such examples are interesting as anticipating modern renku over the internet.
12.1. Hill-Fields
_____________________________________________________________
About the continuation of a sequence
Previous [verse]:

400
401

Hill fields, the paddy fields; time to reap the early rice
Yamada no oda no wase o karu koro

[Buson]

By the evening moon, passing late behind – a flock of great tits
Y zuki ni okurete wataru shij kara

[Kit ]

This preface is translated and discussed on pp. 151-152.
Buson zensh 2, p. 534.
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This is a link called extension of the landscape. It is called “ season” (jisetsu) in
the eight styles.
By the evening moon… …
Lamenting autumn, alone leaning against the door
Aki o ureite hitori to ni yoru

[Buson]

This is [the method of] “ arouse feeling” (kij ). Human feelings are made to face
the scenery in the previous verse, from which the feeling is raised. This is a link
called “ observation” (kans ) in the eight styles.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
These short explanations necessitate further reflection. Kit uses many of the
terms encountered earlier. “ Extension” and “ human feelings” are found in
Hokushi’ s Tsukekata jita-den, “ season” and “ observation” in the eight styles
and “ facing” and “ arouse feeling” in the seven names. To put labels on different matters in this manner has little explanatory value as such, but as these
labels are put in context here, this gives us an opportunity to understand
them, and thereby the verses, better. We should remember that Kit ’ s main
aim was instruction, and that explanations which may seem insufficient may
have had the purpose of stimulating interpretive exercises.
Let us first consider the word extension. In the original, there is actually a
verb used, nobasu, to extend, to stretch, to prolong. To extend a landscape
obviously means some sort of further development of this landscape, but the
question to be asked is: why is not development, addition, embellishment, or
definition used instead? Reading the verses, we may recognise a shift of
perspective over the link; the first verse looks at the paddy fields, the ground,
and this may be a look upwards, that is true, since this is a mountain scene,
but the added verse turns even further upwards to the sky. Thus the extension is not an addition of further detail or a fixation of undefined matter in
the previous verse but a shift to an adjacent picture.
The second word used to describe this link is “ season.” A reader with a
taste for semiotics may note that there is a connection based on the convention of seasonal words, between moon (autumn) and rice reaping (autumn).
A more sophisticated reading that really makes an interpretation of the poetry and not just of isolated words will see these verses as whole expressions
of autumn mood. In the first verse, we may recognize the repetitive rhythms
of both repeated words and sounds, which may be felt as enforcing the abundance of the rice harvest, or perhaps suggesting the waving heads of grain in
the fields. We may wonder why the shadow of birds passing over the sky at
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dusk would be expressive of autumn mood. A comparison with Bash ’ s
famous hokku about the crow on a single branch against the autumn sky
anyhow shows the existence of a similar autumn theme, but without movement. 402 The loneliness of a single creature, or even a flock of creatures,
against the sky may express autumn loneliness, which is indeed a common
theme.
The number of the birds is not specified in the Japanese; it may be one
bird or several. Great tits usually appear in flocks, so the plural seems most
close at hand in English. In one commentary on this renku, Za no bungei,
there is a note about the possibility of reading the being “ late behind” as
describing a single bird trailing behind its flock. This is, however, dismissed
as opposed to the character of the bird, and “ unsuitable for the large panorama of the evening moon in the sky” .403 Instead, the birds are seen as late
for the moon, which has already risen. Personally I do not see any reason
why both of these readings could not be active at the same time. Even a
flock of birds may have a few latecomers, which would enliven the movement.
When the third verse arouses feeling, this obviously refers to the introduction of a human subject; here it is by the use of verbs that describe human
actions. Especially the verb ureu (lament, mourn) designates a strong emotional experience. Kit writes that these human feelings are made to face the
scenery, which is interesting since facing mostly refers to one human turned
towards another. Even if this example is not called a facing link, I think, it
will be wrong to too dogmatically limit the meaning of facing to the encounter of two people. Here, a person reacts to the landscape; feelings are aroused
from this encounter, which may aptly be described as “ observation” .
The three verses are all autumn verses, but there is a development from
the richness of the season to a more negative and depressed mood.
12.2. Lamenting Autumn
_____________________________________________________________
Lamenting autumn… …
With closed eyes, slurping bitter medicine
Me futaide nigaki kusuri o susurikeri

[Kit ]

By saying “ lamenting autumn” and “ leaning against the door” in the previous
verse this is seen as a sick and dizzy person, and it is this that makes up the design.
402

My translation of this well-known poem is as follows: “ On a bare branch, the crows are
perching – dusk in autumn” (ijk6lmonprqLsoqNtum8v ). Usually one understands this
poem as depicting a single crow, but it is actually undefined in Japanese.
403
Za no bungei, p. 194.
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In the eight styles this is [a link] of “ this person.”
With closed eyes… …
Sending it back to Taima; a letter in the bundle
Taima e modosu furoshiki ni fumi

[Buson]

By the neighbour, still the voice of an oil vendor
Tonari nite mada koe no suru aburauri

[Kit ]

These are links in which human feelings continue for three verses. The previous
verse [adds] the function of the person in the second previous verse. Taking this
function, one says: “ I have something that I want to send back to Taima. Who
will come?” Receiving the function of waiting for a person, the design in the following verse is set up with the “ oil vendor” . Using “ by the neighbour” as the
composition of this verse, different matters become raised.
This is called a “ facing link” in the seven names.
By the neighbour, still… …
Three feet deep, the snow at dusk
Sanjaku tsumoru yuki no tasogare

[Buson]

This is an embellishment link, adding the hour of dusk to the oil vendor. “ Three
feet deep, the snow” is the composition of the verse.
This is the “ embellishment” in the seven names.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The term function used here is part of the dichotomy tai-y (body-function)
explained above.
Taima is the name of a temple in the southwest part of the Nara prefecture. A famous product of this temple is a very bitter stomach medicine.
The oil vendor is an itinerant salesman of oil for lamps. This is not a seasonal word but is often encountered in cold and wintry circumstances.
There are five verses in this section; the first is obviously an autumn
verse, the three following are without season, or z , and the last is a winter
verse.
Commentary:
The four links here are described as: “ this person” , link by “ function” , “ facing link” , and “ embellishment” . The first two concern the behaviour and
actions, and perhaps looks, of the person introduced earlier, while the two
following first turn to another person and then to the outside scenery.
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The styles (this person) are usually defined as specifying what is linked,
and the names (facing link, embellishment) as how it is linked. The fact that
these are used here at the same level of interpretation, with the addition of
yet another category (function), suggests that such distinctions are rather
forced. The addition of details of a person, as when “ this person” is used,
specifies the object of the link, but that in turn also explains something of
how the verse is linked.
Kit ’ s interpretations of the first two links are interesting as these both
describe a general impression that may be seen as a summary of the matters
introduced in the verses; details are read as suggesting a whole, in the first
verse, a sick person, in the second, the act of waiting. If the relationship between the verses is to be understood as a body-function relationship, we
should note that the “ body” , the sick person, is suggested by this person’ s
actions, while the function of waiting is suggested by its object, which is
made up of an action (sending back) and an object (the letter).
A comparison with modern commentaries reveals a somewhat different
emphasis. In the Buson renku kenky , the sick person is described as a man
from Taima, now a traveller sending some clothes back home and waiting
for someone to bring them there. Taima is a famous place connected with the
legend of Ch j hime (an old story originating in the Nara period) and it is
also a place famous for its peonies, which in turn becomes an association to
the hokku of this renku, the theme of which is a peony.404
Nomura Kazumi first suggests that Taima should be pronounced T ma, as
these characters are pronounced when referring to a place in the Hitachi area,
northeast of Edo. In this case there might be a pun on t (far away) and ma
(distance). Eventually Nomura decides on Taima in the Nara prefecture and
writes that, according to the Buson renku kenky , a very bitter stomach
medicine was produced in this place. (This is in fact not mentioned at all in
the Buson renku kenky .) Finally, he decides on an interpretation that this is
a person originally from Taima who has been sent something from his parental home. Out of gratitude, he feels that he cannot really receive it, and in the
same way that he would shut his eyes when taking some bitter medicine, he
sends it back.405
In the Za no bungei, the person is again defined as a native of Taima who
is sending something back home. Here, the legend of Ch j hime is stressed,
and the ancient flavour of the place name is seen as of Buson’ s liking. There
is no logical connection to the previous verse, but the “ wealthy poetical image” of the place is somehow seen as important. The letter suggests a convalescent person sending recent news.406 Kit ’ s interpretation is quoted in this
study but only in connection with the following oil-vender verse.
404

Buson renku kenky , pp. 353-354.
Nomura, pp. 290-291.
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Za no bungei, p. 195.
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Instead of interpreting the verse, Ishikawa Shink gives a short lecture on
medicine production in the Nara prefecture. The person has received some
medicine from this area, and as it has great effect directly sends back a letter
expressing thanks. Ishikawa flatly denies any relevance of the Ch j hime
legend, but like the Za no bungei, he quotes Kit when discussing the next
verse, more or less directly copying Kit ’ s interpretation.407
Finally, we have the Buson Zensh where the medicine theme is further
developed. Here, we learn that there was a practice among Buddhist monks
to take bitter medicine to overcome their sleepiness when reading the sutras.408 Taima is thus understood as the temple, and the association is not to
the medicine but to the monks there.
If we now return to Kit ’ s reading, we may recognise that he does not
make much of the place name; he just mentions it in passing, whereas in all
the later commentaries this place name becomes the centre of attention. It is
very likely that both Buson, who wrote this verse, and Kit , knew of the
famous medicine of Taima, as it is geographically close enough to Ky to,
where they lived. It is also very likely that Buson chose this place name precisely because of this knowledge, but once again we see that the reading
chosen is not based on this sort of knowledge. It is not surprising that scholars rely on learning in their readings, and I would therefore not say that we
have a modern reading contrasted with an Edo-period reading; it is rather
two different paradigms that conflict here: the scholarly and the artistic.
One intriguing matter is that two works that use Kit ’ s text in their interpretations fail to recognise that he discusses the whole three-verse unit. In
modern renku research, the one and only way to discuss verse links is as
two-verse units, and this may be an explanation; the critic is so bound by a
pre-established model that he forces a very different way of reading to fit
this model. It should, however, be added that in the probably first modern
commentary on this renku, written by Ebara Taiz and also quoting Kit ,
these verses are discussed as a three-verse unit.409
In two instances, Kit writes about the “ composition” of a verse. It is the
words “ by the neighbour” in the oil-vender verse, and “ three feet deep, the
snow” in the following verse. Later on, he will explain that this “ composition” is the part of a verse that gives it its individuality, that makes it something more than just a continuation of the preceding. As I understand him,
this does not mean that this part is unconnected to the preceding, more that it
is the part that makes the verse stand out or work dynamically. If we recall
the description of the structure of a hokku earlier in this treatise, we may
recognise that this “ composition” referred to the part that made two disconnected matters interact.
407

Ishikawa 2002, pp. 121-122.
Buson zensh 2, p. 480.
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12.3. Three Feet Deep
_____________________________________________________________
Three feet deep… …
Hungry for prey, a wolf seems to be sneaking about the house
E ni uyuru kami uchi ni shinoburan

[Kit ]

The harelipped wife only crying and crying
Iguchi no tsuma no tada naki ni naku

[Buson]

The design of the beast hungry for prey is linked to the three feet of snow in the
maeku. [The time] is seen as sunset, and the composition is tied together with
“ seems to be sneaking” . The next verse interprets the previous [scene] as a
hunter and makes his wife face him. The design, the harelip, is a relational word
of the hunter. That the feeling is aroused with “ only crying and crying” makes a
picture of the wife alone at home crying: “ It must be because our trade is to kill
animals that I have this deformity. What a wretched thing it is!”
This is to make a story of the maeku. It is a facing link of feeling.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The word translated here as story reads uwasa in Japanese. Normally it carries the meaning of “ rumour” or “ gossip” , but in renku it seems to be more a
matter of developing a story, a short narrative, around the previous situation.
The presumptive inflection –ran which ends the second verse, was discussed earlier in connection with the daisan, the third verse. What should be
noted here is that it suggests an onlooker; a person thinking something like:
“ isn’ t there a wolf sneaking around out there in the dark?” 410
Commentary:
While most critics agree that the scene has now moved from the city out to a
small village or hut in the mountains, there is not much agreement about
several other details in the poem. The word uchi, here rendered as “ house” ,
is understood in this sense by most writers, but there are two exceptions.
Nomura states that this word means “ what is inside one’ s own heart” .411 This
is a possible interpretation, as the word carries meanings like “ inside” or
“ me” , but in this context it seems somewhat doubtful. Yet, Nomura claims
that the rest of the verse is so obvious that no further explanation is necessary.
An even more different reading is offered by Ishikawa. He understands
the word uchi as the substantive form of the verb utsu, which he guesses here
refers to the act of shooting with a rifle. Thus the hunter already enters the
410
411

A similar explanation is given by Ebara 1979a, p. 454.
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scene here, lying on his belly and waiting for his prey.412 This reading does
not alter much of the development, however, and I regard it as not very plausible, since it needs the invention of a very strained expression: the kamiuchi, which might be rendered as a “ wolf shoot” in English.
To understand Kit ’ s argument here, we have two options. He says that
the previous verse is seen, or interpreted, as a hunter, and this may mean
either that the wolf is reinterpreted as a human being, a hunter, or that this
verse expresses the hunter’ s point of view, suggested by the presumptive
inflection. Whatever reading we choose, or if we enjoy a blend of both simultaneously, this verse will be extremely difficult to classify. First, it is
introduced as a scenery verse, but with a new verse added, it turns out to be a
verse expressing human matters, which may be read as having either self- or
other-perspective. The link may then be both a facing link, that is, human
matters turned facing other human matters, and an arouse-feeling link, that
is, a link that arouses human feelings from non-human scenery. This is, in
fact, a good example of what Kit himself stated earlier, that one should not
bother too much about such classifications.
Another question concerns Kit ’ s description of the hunter’ s wife. In the
Za no bungei, Kit ’ s reading is criticised as illogical, since the woman obviously has suffered from her deformity since childhood, long before she was
married to the hunter.413 This view is, however, rejected by Ishikawa, who
notes that this kind of bad karma may be inherited from parent to child, even
through the third generation, so Kit ’ s reading becomes unproblematic.414 In
this reading, the woman is seen not only as a hunter’ s wife but also as a
hunter’ s daughter.
In my opinion, this question is of little relevance. As repeatedly discussed
here and in earlier chapters, renku linking ever since the end of the seventeenth century, had more and more turned into a way of linking that was
based on mood and expressive interaction. There never existed any intent to
make rationally coherent statements. When Kit writes about this verse, he
does not explain its meaning analytically but makes an interpretation of its
expression. He dramatises the scene, adding words to the thoughts of the
woman, to suggest the wretched mood of the scene. At least, this is how I
understand him.
It should also be noted that he mentions the existence of a word-to-word
relation between the harelip and the hunter. The expression he uses is yose,
translated here as “ relational word” . According to the Buson renku kenky ,
there is a Japanese proverb telling that a child of a hunter will be born with a
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harelip, and this may well explain this relation.415 (I have not, however, been
able to verify this from any other source.)
What makes this relation odd, and different from a common, oldfashioned word link, is that it is actually not a link between two words. The
hunter is never mentioned directly in the verse, only suggested, and it is to
this suggestion the word “ harelip” is linked.
It is thus clear that this kind of partial word association is recognised by
Kit , but also that it is just a small part of the interpretation based on the
verses as whole expressive statements.
12.4. The Harelipped Wife
_____________________________________________________________
The harelipped wife only… …
Bell-casting at the temple of cherry flowers, [I] cut off my hair
Kanei aru hana no mitera ni kami kirite

[Kit ]

This too is human feelings continuing for three verses. The person in the uchikoshi is the husband. The person in the maeku is the wife. Here the function (y ) of
this wife is made into “ self” and linked.
By careful interpretation of the woman having the deformity called harelip, the
design of this verse will have the [following] meaning: she has become tired of
this world, and to expiate the sins of her body, she visits the bell-casting ceremony and has her hair cut to become a nun.
This verse is of old the fixed place of the “ flower” and it is certainly the place
where one should make a verse of the “ flower” . However, since “ feeling” has
been aroused from the previous verse, the continuation becomes bad if one does
not link catching this feeling and there will be no merit to this link. The feeling
of the person must be linked after all. Thus, with the bell-casting ceremony the
“ flower” is added. Even in a difficult place [as here], the landscape of flowering
cherries by a mountain temple therefore appears naturally in the aftertaste. Having constructed it to become a flower verse, there lies a great effort in the composition, contracting [the scene] into “ the temple of cherry flowers” .
In the seven names of composing this is “ with heart” . The link is “ this person” .
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The aftertaste is the word yosei
, which at times is used to express a
concept similar to nioi, hibiki and the like.



415

Buson renku kenky , p. 355.
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Commentary:
The main point in Kit ’ s argument is the conflict between the earlier development, which has become a strong expression of human sentiment, and the
conventionally established position of the flower in this place, which usually
demands a scenery verse and a very different mood. The fixed places of the
moon and the flower were, in fact, not so fixed as Kit states; they were
often moved around quite freely, but what he shows here is that this old rule
would give a challenge, which in turn becomes a creative stimulus. In addition, this also illustrates the theory proposed by hata that the function of
the flower is to give a temporary relief to the sequence.416 I think this is precisely what happens here, as this verse follows a strong outburst of emotion.
Several terms are used to describe the link and this may help us to recognise something about their meanings. A turn from the “ body” of a person to
her “ function” also becomes a turn from “ other” to “ self” , and this becomes
defined as “ this person” . Even if the theme stays with the same person, all of
this creates great change.
12.5. Bell-Casting by the Temple
_____________________________________________________________
Bell-casting by the temple of… …
The departure of spring, declining westward
Haru no yukue no nishi ni katabuku

[Buson]

The lord of Noto, his bowstring sounding hazy, far away
Notodono no tsuruoto kasumu ochikata ni

[Buson]

The maeku here is an escape link, linking away with the landscape of a spring
evening, from the temple with the flowers and the bell-casting ceremony. The
next [verse] has taken the scent (nioi) of “ declining westward” and links the aspect (omokage) of the Heike [ships] floating in the western sea. With “ hazy, far
away” the verse is tied to “ the departure of spring” . This is called adjusting the
mood of the maeku [to the following verse].
This [verse] adds to the landscape, and the link is the “ aspect” of the eight styles.


_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The circle at the end of this section marks that Kit ’ s commentary now
leaves out six verses and takes a leap forward in the sequence.
416

Perhaps my interpretation of hata is somewhat free. His theory is that the flower brings
elegance and refinement to a context that would otherwise be base and common, thereby it
refreshing our hearts. hata 1998, p. 384-385.
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The Lord of Noto (Notodono) is one of the heroes from the Heike
monogatari. Like many of the other members of the Heike clan, he drowned
himself after the sea battle at Dan-no-ura in the western sea. As one may
understand from this verse, he was a famous archer.
The verb add in the last line is uchisou in Japanese, the same word used
in the “ addition” (uchisoe) of the four waki.
Commentary:
Here we receive a very clear description of the nature of an escape-link. It is
just a simple addition of the adjacent landscape, which here also gives the
time and season. It is like changing the angle of a camera. A slight movement in time or space, where we still have continuity, will thus be regarded
as the simplest way to find a new development, and a very loose and distant
link. In the Buson renku kenky , it is noted that over-serious human themes
had continued for a while now, and therefore this escape was necessary.417
Several commentaries, however, find something more in this verse. The
sun declining westward is seen as a reference to the Buddhist western paradise, and this would somehow make a link to the woman taking holy orders.418 A reading of this kind is more reasoned and lengthy as it deals with
symbolism and double meanings. If, on the other hand, we follow Kit and
understand this as a simple escape, it will give change to the development.
Kit ’ s reading of the last verse makes it clear that the “ aspect” (omokage)
meant by the late eighteenth century a direct reference to an ancient source, a
personage or happening from history. It is also clear here that an allusion in
this sense is not some sort of “ guess the source” activity, comparable to riddle making. In Kit ’ s explanation this allusion is inspired by the scent (nioi)
of a phrase in the previous verse, that is, its mood makes us recall a drama
from the past, where we find a correspondence to this mood. Here, I agree
with the reading proposed by Ishikawa, in which the feeling of devastation is
recognised in the maeku, to which is linked this military commander of the
Heike, defeated and going under in the western sea.419
This, however, only gives half a link. As Kit explicitly writes, there is
also a tie between the two clauses “ the departure of spring” and “ hazy, far
away” . The analysis is again based on a division of the verse into units,
which are seen as linked to their corresponding units in the next verse.
To avoid misunderstanding, we should note that Kit always writes about
whole clauses, units of several words in combination. It is possible to read
this link in a more mechanical fashion as a pure word link. The west in “ declining west” might then be seen as linked to the implied west of the western
sea where the defeat of the Heike takes place. Similarly “ spring” in “ depart417
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ing spring” might be seen as linked to a seasonal word for spring: “ haze” in
“ hazy, far away” . This is, however, not the way of reading chosen here,
where the expressive effect of the combination of words is sought after.
It is also interesting that Kit nowhere refers to the conventional association to the western paradise, which would be quite relevant in association
with the sad end of the Heike. He may have regarded it as such a commonplace that it would be self-evident, without him mentioning it, but there may
be another reason which is more in accord with haikai principles. If the declining sun in the western sky is understood in its literal sense, the connection with the ancient tragedy may provoke the reader to inquire into how the
mood of a sunset interacts with the sad end of the Heike clan. It makes the
reader perceive on the skin, so to speak, why the paradise was originally
imagined as far away in the west; the cliché is brought back to life.
12.6. While the Sun is Shining
_____________________________________________________________
Previous [verse]
While the sun is shining, again hail falls
Hi wa sashinagara mata arare furu

[Kit ]

The boy I love, appear soon! In the procession for the new hall
Mishi koi no chigo neriideyo d kuy

[Buson]

Where the maeku here says “ while the sun is shining, again” there is a scene of
the time passing. Thereby a picture comes before one’ s eyes of someone being at
the place of the feast. The [verse beginning: “ the boy] I love” arouses the feeling
saying: “ The boy that I have fallen in love with will probably appear in the procession of the feast today, properly dressed. I would certainly like to see it.” It
expresses the desire of the person who says: “ appear soon!” and is the composition of the verse.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Even though the protagonist is not defined in the second verse here, it is
generally believed that this verse expresses homosexual love. The reference
to a young boy seems to have such implications.420
Commentary:
One verse expressing the passing of time through the changes of weather is
followed by the subjective feeling of impatient waiting, which also is related
to passing time. In this way a pure scenery verse may give rise to the love
theme. Actually, there is not much to connect these verses when it comes to
420
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word associations or similarity of structure. Their way of interaction will
only become comprehensible when they are read as expressive totalities.
This shows how post-Bash renku offers much greater variation when it
comes to linking, and actually would have a far greater potential to survive
as an art than the older forms of linked poetry.
12.7 The Boy I Love
_____________________________________________________________
The boy I love…
They touch my head, those hateful people
Tsuburi ni sawaru hito nikuki nari

[Kit ]

Here the person who waits for the boy is interpreted as a female. The design is
her appearance coming with her hair beautifully dressed. The people who touch
her head are those that have gathered at the place for the feast of the new hall.
Since it is in the midst of [the crowd], where everyone eagerly wants to see more
than the others, [the scene] is embellished with the unthinkable situation of people touching her hair. Like the feeling of the woman, it is the appearance of the
extreme dislike of the hair being touched that is made into the composition of the
verse.
It is lightly stated as: “ those hateful people,” but the verse has a very deep feeling.
This is a link with heart (ushin), which has self and other in this single verse.
They touch my head…
Even in the dark before the full moon, the world is in a hurry
Izayoi no kuraki hima sae yo no isogi

[Buson]

It is advisable to appreciate this way of linking thoroughly. By saying “ boy, appear soon!” there is just the heart of someone waiting in the second previous
verse. As the design in the link is built by: “ they touch my head,” this person becomes faced, and when it says “ even in the dark the world is in a hurry” , the
sight is expressed of someone who in the dark bumps into [the girl’ s] hair. By
saying: “ the world is in a hurry,” one escapes rinne in the three verses. The character for “ world” is important.
This is the link called: “ pushing out the feeling of the previous verse,” and it also
makes a turn by establishing the time.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The word rinne refers to a situation when a linked verse turns back to the
theme of the second previous verse and the development stagnates.
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Kit deliberately states that the person waiting for the boy by the link is
interpreted as a girl, and this indicates that he understood the undefined subject of the previous verse was a homosexual man.
Commentary:
These three verses may all be understood as describing the same scene, the
crowd viewing the ceremony at the temple. The development described by
Kit moves through different aspects of this scene, from the heart, or mind,
of the person, to a more definite picture of her as a girl, which is then faced
by the crowd all around, moving on to the human world beyond. The importance of the word “ world” probably comes from its function here to leave the
specific scene and refer to humans in general.
Kit names the two links, the first “ with heart” and the second “ pushing
out the feeling of the previous verse” . Unfortunately, he does not motivate
his choice of terms, and we cannot but guess what understanding he had of
them. Shik '
s definition of the link “ with heart” , where every detail of a
verse was linked to the next, seems applicable to some extent. The uchikoshi
(the second previous verse) and the maeku (the previous verse) are both
emotionally loaded and subjective, and their subjectivity is in both cases
provoked by an interest directed towards other persons.
The meaning of the link named “ pushing out the feeling of the previous
verse” is unknown. As mentioned earlier, this term belongs to the tradition
of Kikaku, but no further definition of it seems to be left to us in writing. If
we confront this term with the example offered by Kit here, we may at least
note one thing. The maeku shows us one specific situation where a certain
unpleasant experience of a crowd of people is described. The link takes this
very same theme but makes it into a general reflection over the society of
men. As a generalisation, it will be more abstract than the concrete situation
in the maeku, and to “ push out the feeling” may perhaps be understood as
abstracting a certain mood in the link. But this is, of course, nothing but a
speculative guess.
12.8 Even in the Dark
_____________________________________________________________
Even in the dark before the full moon… … … … …
Thumping the shikoro hammer at Banba, Matsumoto
Shikoro utsu naru Banba Matsumoto

[Kit ]

The shikoro is a fulling block. Banba and Matsumoto lie between tsu and Zeze.
The link is an embellishment in which one observes the “ world in a hurry” in the
“ dark before the full moon” and by allusion (omokage) to [a Chinese poem] like:
“ the evening fulling blocks are busy,” the fulling blocks are established as linking items (tsukemono).
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This is called “ this season” (sono jisetsu) in the eight styles.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Banba and Matsumoto, as well as Zeze, are names of wards in the city of
tsu, which lies at the southwest end of Lake Biwa in the mi district (present-day Shiga prefecture). Banba and Matsumoto lie some hundred meters
apart.
Banba is actually misspelled by Kit . The characters he uses,
,
should actually be written as:
, if it is this Banba between tsu and Zeze
421
he insists on. There are several places which bear the same names, but the
specification he makes definitely refers to these two wards, which were
probably neighbouring villages in the eighteenth century.
The short line of a Chinese poem quoted comes from a work by Du Fu,
which is found in the T shisen anthology.422
The shikoro is a hammer used in the process of making cloth soft and
glossy. It was pounded on a stand made of stone or wood named kinuta
translated here as “ fulling block” . This kinuta is a classical autumn theme of
Chinese origin; the thumping sounds heard from afar were regarded as reinforcing the lonely mood of late autumn. As Ishikawa notes, the word kinuta
belongs to the refined world of classical poetry, but shikoro is an ordinary
word, and therefore haikai.423
As explained earlier, linking items (tsukemono) refer to single words
used as a basis for linking.
In the eight styles, the term “ this season” (sono jisetsu) is actually rendered simply as “ season” (jisetsu).





Commentary:
Interpretations of this link follow several different paths. In the Buson renku
kenky , the place names are identified as from the city of tsu, but there is a
proposition that they might refer to one single place. Here, the world in a
hurry in the previous verse is seen as well matched by the busily pounding
fulling blocks.424 This interaction of a hurried scene and the busy work is
also recognised by Nomura, who, however, sees Banba as the post-town
Banba far away on the eastern shore of Lake Biwa.425 In the Buson zensh ,
the link is understood as making a turn from the hurried scene of the town to
the night work of the squalid outskirts.426 The Za no bungei sees the world in
a hurry as being restricted to the pounding of fulling blocks. Here, Banba is
421
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again explained as the town on the eastern shore of the lake, and the lonely
tone of these place names is seen as being well matched by the busy sounds
of the kinuta.427 Ishikawa’ s reading also recognises the interaction between
the hurried world and the busy work, but he also sees a connection between
the short time before the moon rises, in the maeku, and the short distance
between tsu and Zeze, implying a short time of travel, in the added
verse.428
In spite of the fact that Kit himself has left us an explanation of his own
verse here, it seems to be extremely difficult for modern scholars to reach an
agreement as to which Banba he refers to. We cannot avoid wondering how
this verse would have been interpreted if this commentary by the author had
never been written. These places, Banba and Matsumoto, have never been
well-known places carrying some specific poetic connotations. For a person
not living in the area, they will probably have no connotations at all, and
perhaps this is their main function here, to act as two small and unknown
places passed on the road, where people are busily working. It is reinforcement by repetition; over there the fulling blocks sounded, and now they
sound here too. Even if we do not know anything about the geographic position of these places, their being mentioned in rapid succession would imply
that they are places we pass one after another in a short time. Anyhow, there
will be no particular difference, even if we identify the places as being far
away from each other. The verse will then turn into a description of an experience grasping a wider scope of time: yesterday the fulling blocks were
busy in Banba and today they are busy in Matsumoto. The repetitive function will, however, be more or less the same. It is only in the reading proposed by Ishikawa that the correct identification of the places becomes important (or at least an understanding as places close to each other).
Kit himself does not tell us why he chose these names; he just gives us
information about the places he had in mind, but not about their significance.
If we follow my proposal earlier that their function is mainly to reinforce the
busy mood by repetition, we may recognise that the rhythm of these names,
formed by alliteration, not only strengthens this repetitive quality but also
functions as an onomatopoetic expressions of the thumping sounds of the
fulling blocks: Banba – Matsumoto.
The commentary made by Kit , however, focuses on another matter. He
defines this link as an embellishment (ashirai), and this means that he sees it
as an addition of concrete detail to the more general picture in the previous
verse. Most modern critics note that a hurried theme in the maeku is answered by a busy theme in the link, but Kit '
s reading differs from this in
that it describes how this is accomplished, as a development from the more
general and abstract to the more concrete.
427
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Another point to notice is Kit '
s use of allusion. He quotes a line from a
Chinese poem in which the kinuta is described as busy, and he writes that
from a poem like this the subject matter to be linked is settled. Allusion in
this sense seems to be used as a source of inspiration for the poet, and not as
a clue given to the reader. The quotation is also marked as indefinite. Kit
does not write that his verse alludes to this specific poem but that it alludes
to a poem like this, that is, to any poem with a similar theme. This shows an
attitude towards allusion that is hardly ever found in modern scholarship,
where allusion is almost always treated as a definite reference to a specific
poem.
An interesting fact about this example is that the allusion here is found as
inspiration to use the kinuta as a busy theme. Conventionally, kinuta was
regarded as a theme which associated with the lonely mood of autumn,429 but
in spite of this, Kit has found a precedent in the tradition for his use, and
this shows that even if we refer back to the vast tradition to find help for our
understanding, it will be impossible to find any simple rules to guide us.
Kit names this link “ season” . Such a link, of course, uses the established
conventions of seasonal words: the almost full moon of the sixteenth day as
well as the fulling blocks are autumn words, even if they might be experienced at any time of the year. (These are not just arbitrary conventions, they
are based on what is typical or most impressive in a certain season; even a
convention usually has its rational reasons.) Thus, knowledge of the convention may help us to understand why this link may be named season, and we
may notice that both verses adhere to the same season (it is not a matter of
establishing an undefined season in the previous verse). This, however, does
s own commentary
not help us understand much of this link; indeed, Kit '
focuses on different matters, showing that the terminology inherited from
Shik , the eight styles, is not very useful when describing links of this kind.
12.9 The Shikoro Hammer
_____________________________________________________________
The shikoro hammer… … …
A palanquin bearer’ s partner is missing, autumn rain
Kagokaki no b gumi taranu aki no ame

[Kit ]

Establishing the place of the maeku, the palanquin bearer is made the design. The
“ partner is missing” becomes the composition, which takes the transfer (utsuri)
of the maeku. The autumn rain is made the seasonal embellishment and covers
the two verses.
This is called “ this place” in the eight styles.
_____________________________________________________________
429
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Explanations:
A palanquin carried by two men, one in the front and one in the rear, was
commonly used for personal transports in the Edo period.
Commentary:
As this example shows, in a link of this kind (“ this place” ) some new aspects
of the place in the previous verse are simply added. While the maeku is not
more than an empty background here, a person is introduced on the stage. A
background phenomenon like the autumn rain is seen as covering both
verses. This seems quite similar to an earlier example, where the summer
moon was described as hanging between the verses.
The difficult part to understand is how the “ partner is missing” may be
understood as taking the transfer from the maeku. This “ transfer” was one of
the terms associated with scent links, and this would imply some correspondence of mood expressed by this detail. Most critics identify some correspondence with the miserable and lonely mood of the poor and countrified
place of the maeku.430 Ishikawa more or less agrees with this view but adds
that there is something lacking in such a reading. Because of the short distance between Banba and Matsumoto, palanquin bearers were hardly ever
used, and with this sudden rain, even if bearers were sought for, it would not
be easy to find any. It is even imaginable that this wretched place has a
shortage, not only of bearers, but of all sorts of things.431 This shows that
Ishikawa has a tendency to search for explicit logic even when terms like
utsuri are used. A simple correspondence of mood, exploring the faintly
sounding and lonely aspect of the kinuta is rejected in favour of a lengthy
argument, which becomes so cumbrous that even the humorous aspect of
this link is lost.
12.10. A Palanquin Bearer’ s Partner
_____________________________________________________________
A palanquin bearer’ s partner… … …

[Kit ]

Both kite and crow sit turned away
Tobi mo karasu mo achira mukiiru

[Buson]

This is called the escape verse in the eight styles. Here, we also find what is
called an arrangement of four or five verses. Thus, starting from the verse of the
new-hall ceremony, one says “ touching the head,” answers “ the world in a
hurry,” establishes the place with the “ fulling blocks” and brings out mankind
with the “ palanquin bearer” . Since these [verses] are all body (tai) or function
(y ) of human feelings, in this place, one escapes by embellishing with animals
430
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in the weather of autumn rain. However, to turn them away becomes the design
of the verse.
This is the escape verse of the three styles.


_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
With this commentary Kit leaves this kasen and moves on to the second
kasen of the Momo sumomo collection. The last verse here is the 32nd in this
sequence, leaving four more verses before it ends.
Commentary:
The escape and the embellishment seem to be closely related. Here the escape is described as a certain kind of embellishment that turns away from a
theme that has continued too long. This seems particularly to be related to
the theme of human feelings/ human matters.
Once again, we may note that understanding renku is not just a matter of
looking at adjacent verses. Long passages of this kind are, however, never
discussed by modern critics.
A hasty reading may give the impression that Kit ’ s discussion is somewhat inconsistent. The link with the fulling blocks, earlier called “ season” , is
described here as establishing the place, and the following link called “ its
place” is seen to bring out the person. What is important to understand is that
a term like “ its place” always refers back to the place introduced previously.
It names a further development of a place already introduced earlier. The
link of the palanquin bearer will therefore never be called “ its person” . It is
only the following link that may have this function. Here we might, for example, see the detail of the birds sitting turned away as an expression of the
bearer’ s psychological state, and from this point of view we might classify
this link as “ its person” . But saying this, it is important to add that this is not
what Kit does here; he seems to read this link as an addition of landscape,
where this landscape answers to the situation of the palanquin bearer: a misseven nature turns its back. It is noteworthy that he makes an
ing partner
extra comment on the turning away of the birds. The addition of the birds is
just a simple embellishment to escape the human theme, but the core of the
verse lies in their action, in the words “ turned away” . Ishikawa reads Kit as
saying that it is in this detail we find the haikai spirit.432
One peculiar aspect of the last three verses above is that their overall
mood, a sabi kind of lonely autumn mood, and usually an extremely serious
theme, is combined with comedy. That this is not only the modern reader'
s
impression is shown by a comment on these verses by Buson himself, in one
432
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of his letters, in which he finds Kit ’ s verse of the bearer very amusing, and
writes that he will add something suitable himself.433
12.11. Longing for Spring
_____________________________________________________________
Previous verse:
Longing for spring, takes out a paper for writing
Haru natsukashiku j shi toriide

[Buson]

The second nun, nearby in the haze, she lives in seclusion
Ni no ama no chikaki kasumi ni kakure sumi

[Buson]

In this maeku [the subject] longingly recalls the past and takes out and looks at
something like an old sheet of poetry. The next verse is linked, interpreting this
picture as something like a lady who has previously served at court but has now
escaped the world and lives in a place just outside the capital.
The link is “ this person” .
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
In translation I have repeated the words “ something like” twice in this text.
This may sound clumsy and rather strange, but I have done so to clarify a
detail in Kit ’ s argument. This “ something like” stands for the word nado in
Japanese, a word used to make a statement less definite. It is used frequently
in this text, notably when discussing allusiveness, and shows that Kit '
s attitude towards interpretation was to give suggestions and not final answers. As
a contrast we may note that this kind of flexibility is seldom given by modern critics. Behind this lies, I think, a difference in interest. A reading focussing on mood, expression and aesthetic effects will not bother much about
what a poem actually means, but once a reading concentrates on semantics
and the semiotic part of language, finding out the meaning will be extremely
important.
This link is named “ this person” . The verse takes the undefined self in the
maeku and develops it further in a suitable way as a female living in seclusion. Links of this kind may possibly be described as simply saying something more about the contents of the maeku. The poet then imagines what
kind of person, place or time it is and adds something likely to it.
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12.12. The Second Nun
_____________________________________________________________
The second nun, nearby… …

[Buson]

Closing in the seventh hour, at the gate, the sound of knocking
Nanatsu kagiri no mon tataku oto

[Kit ]

As the maeku states “ nun” , the design is established as a temple. That the gate
has been locked in the seventh hour becomes the composition of this verse.
This is called “ this place” in the eight styles. With “ knocking” one raises the
feeling of [what is] outside.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
This link is defined as “ this place” and, as might be expected, it tells us
something more about the place of the maeku, where not only a description
of the person was introduced but also a few words about her whereabouts,
that is, about place. To understand a nun as living in a temple is quite reasonable, and a temple normally has a gate. This is trivial; what gives this
verse some individuality is that it relates how this gate is shut in the seventh
hour, and supposedly this is why Kit calls this part the composition. The
sound of someone knocking moves away from the place towards outside
matters.
In the last comment, written in smaller characters, the word j is used. I
have tried to be consistent and always translated this word as “ feeling” , but,
as mentioned in another place, its meaning is wide and comprehensive, and
in this context “ circumstances” or “ matters” would perhaps be more adequate.
If we look back over the three verses here, we may recognise the develother of the same person + place
the same
opment as follows: self
place + movement away from this place. It is then not surprising that we
encounter someone coming from outside in the next link.
12.13. Closing in the Seventh Hour
_____________________________________________________________
Closing in the seventh hour… …

[Kit ]

When the rain holds up, has the rescue come with provisions?
Ame no hima ni sukui no kate ya okuri kinu

[Buson]

Toward the maeku, which describes the gate that does not let people pass after
the seventh hour, [this verse] is made into a design of military provisions. “ When
the rain holds up” becomes the composition of the single verse.
_____________________________________________________________
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Commentary:
A gate may belong not only to a temple but also to a castle, and it is this
possibility that is explored here.
Again a comment on the composition is found here, and we may note that
it concerns the part of the verse which has no direct connection to the maeku.
It would thus be the part that gives this verse some amount of independence.
12.14. When the Rain Holds up
_____________________________________________________________
When the rain holds up… …

[Buson]

They like the antler bow, the men from the coast of Noto
Tsunoyumi tashimu Noto no urabito

[Kit ]

The soldiers in the maeku, who carry the supplies, are determined as being people from the coast. It is a scene of troops bearing antler bows and the like. To
make a conjecture of the Noto peninsula becomes the composition of the verse.
Verses without composition all become reports on the maeku, or else stories
about the preceding, and do not stand [on their own]. The reader had better consider the places in this text where I have given, and will give, notice about the
composition.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Noto is a part of modern Ishikawa prefecture. The peninsula stretches out
into the Japan sea. In the Edo period this area was regarded as a kind of hinterland.434 The people from this area might be regarded as fierce and hardened from their experience of handling fishing boats in the stormy North
Sea.435
Commentary:
Kit is quite explicit about the importance of the composition part of a verse.
Without this composition, he writes, the verse does not stand, and I suppose
this means it will not have any individuality or independence. Judging from
his examples, it does not seem, however, that this composition necessarily is
the part that leads to development into new directions.
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12.15. They Like the Antler Bow
_____________________________________________________________
They like the antler bow… …

[Kit ]

A female fox, in deep bitterness she looks back
Megitsune no fukaki urami o mikaerite

[Buson]

Reinterpreting the previous people, who like the antler bow, [into hunters, this
verse] determines the fox as a linking item (tsukemono). The “ deep bitterness”
gives the verse its feeling. Constructing the shape by saying: “ looks back” becomes the composition of the verse.
The way of composing is “ with heart” and the link is an embellishment with
animals.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
Reading this explanation, we cannot but wonder about Kit ’ s use of his terminology. Earlier, the two terms “ with heart” and “ embellishment” were
classified under “ ways of composing” , and as two different ways, but here
“ embellishment” has become a sort of link. This shows that the terminology
had a considerable slackness, giving us a good example that the meaning of
language is not formed by previously made definitions but by how it actually
is used, by the contexts where it occurs. And of course, we should remember
that “ ways of composing” also referred to linking, but from a slightly different angle.
Understanding this link as an embellishment is perhaps not so difficult. It
is much like the verse of the kite and crow we read earlier; first, we have a
scene from the human world, and to this some suitable scenery of nature is
added, but in this case nature looks back at man.
It is more difficult to grasp how this link may be described as “ with
heart” , and unfortunately Kit gives no explanation. It may be that his understanding of the “ with heart” concept differed from Shik '
s original definition, which anyhow seems impossible to apply here.
One peculiar aspect of this link by Buson is that it uses a very strong emotional word mostly used in connection with human themes. This deep hatred
may be seen as a direct answer to the strong and fierce people from the Noto
peninsula. Even bows made of antlers must be regarded as especially hard,
shooting arrows with ruthless power. Several critics explain the hatred of the
fox by relating how her husband has been killed by one such arrow.436 Such
a rational explanation may have some explanatory function, but I see no
necessity to make this explicit. There may be many reasons for this hatred.
436
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12.16. A Female Fox
_____________________________________________________________
A female fox… …

[Buson]

Hanging over the sleeping face, locks in disorder
Negao ni kakaru bin no fukudami

[Kit ]

The deep bitterness in the maeku is interpreted as a fox that has bewitched a human, and a design is made of something like a court lady who suffers from [being possessed by] an evil spirit. The figure of the sleeping face with the disordered locks hanging over it is made the composition of the verse. “ Fukudami”
means that the hair is loose and disordered. It is a word that is often used in
[tales] like the Genji [monogatari].
This link is a link of “ arouse feeling.” It is because the maeku has no human feelings.

_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The reference to the old classic Genji monogatari is to point out that both
theme and language adhere to the style of Heian-period court poetry. There
is no direct allusion in this verse.
Commentary:
Here again, the term “ human feelings” is best understood as “ human matters” , and “ arouse feeling” consequently as “ arouse human matters” . It cannot be denied that the previous verse expresses strong feelings, but they are
not human, and this seems to be the point here, to describe the development
from a non-human theme to a human theme.
12.17. Hanging over the Sleeping Face
_____________________________________________________________
Hanging over the sleeping face… …

[Kit ]

Out of pity it seems, the poem was composed in her place
It shi to kawarite uta o yominuran

[Buson]

Pointing to the person in the previous verse, the word “ pity” is made to work.
With a reply poem by [the court lady’ s] ghost-writer, the verse is linked toward
[her] servant.
A person criticized [this] verse and said:
From its first word this verse starts as “ self,” but as the end with “ yominuran” is
a word that points from an “ other” [point of view], there is both self and other in
the single verse.
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I answered:
Even when saying “ the poem was composed in her place” , the notion of self is
very vague. This is why I made it end with “ yominuran” .
Among linked verses in haikai, verses ending with “ -ran” are always best
watched in the heart. In medieval renga and old style haikai [such verses] were
disliked.
This is a reverberation which takes the words of the maeku. It is a facing link.


_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
At this point Kit skips four verses before he continues his commentary.
The situation of a lady servant acting as a ghost-writer for her mistress is
very common in ancient stories. Again this implies a Heian-period theme.
The ending -ran expresses a supposition of an outside onlooker; yominuran might be translated as: “ it seems [someone] composed [the poem]” .
Commentary:
In this argument, renga and old style haikai (Teimon haikai) are again put
together and described as having similar ideals. In such older styles strict
rules determine what is right or wrong, good or bad, but in the haikai of
Kit '
s age this is determined by the heart, by the poet'
s subjectivity. I see this
as the basic stance of much haikai after Bash , reappearing in one way or
another in all the theories associated with this style.
To understand this link as a facing link is simple. One person acts on behalf of another with concern and pity. It is not only a matter of two persons
facing each other; the state of one affects the attitude of the other, and it is
probably this that makes it possible to talk about reverberation here. What
Kit writes about is, however, a reverberation that takes the words of the
maeku, and the meaning of this is obscure. The word “ words” in poetics
usually implies some formal aspects of the language itself, like its tone or
rhythm, but there seems to be no such interaction here.
12.18. Enduring a Headache
_____________________________________________________________
Previous [verse]:
Enduring a headache – the light of the late sun
Zuts o shinobu osoki hi no kage

[Kit ]

Taken away to become the wife of a rustic – a journey in spring
Hinabito no me ni torare yuku tabi no haru

[Kit ]
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The maeku is seen as a person who, in the warmth of the spring sun, has no
pleasure in the heart, with the head feeling heavy and full of gloom. Then there is
the picture of a journey by a courtesan or a prostitute, who has been bought out
[of servitude by a customer] and is taken away to a far-off country.
This link is “ this person.” It is an aspect (omokage) of someone like Wang Zhao
Jun.
Taken away to become the wife of a rustic… …

[Kit ]

Left by the water, a single wine shop
Mizu ni nokorishi sakaya ikken

[Buson]

On the kitchen-god’ s shelf, the cock of dawn crows
K jin no tana ni yoake no tori naite

[Kit ]

The maeku links the place to the travel scene of the uchikoshi. The design of the
verse is the scene where, among all the houses being swept away by the flood,
only one single wine shop has been left. The next verse puts the flood in the present. It is seen as the scene of the interior of the home, which has been left by the
water when the flood has drawn back at dawn at last, and making the cock crow
on the kitchen stove becomes the design. Saying: “ on the shelf” , and then making it “ the cock of dawn” becomes the composition of the verse.
This is the time link in the eight styles.
On the kitchen-god’ s shelf… …

[Kit ]

The New-Year courier is given something
Seibo no hikyaku mono toraseyaru

[Buson]

Here, seeing the hour of dawn in the maeku, the design of a New-Near courier
who is leaving on a journey becomes established. The figure of giving him
something like a tip makes the composition of the verse.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The late sun, or a late day, is a spring word in haikai. It refers to the impression, after the short days in winter, that in spring the days are long and
weary.
Wang Zhao Jun was a court lady of the early Han dynasty in China. In
the year 33 BC she was forced, for political reasons, to marry a barbarian
king far away in the northern lands.
The K jin, the kitchen god, or god of the oven, had a shelf above the
oven in the kitchen, where it was celebrated.
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Commentary:
In all of these commentaries Kit explains the links as evolving through a
movement in space. It starts with some travellers, moves on to the scene
behind them and then further into the interior of a house shown in this scene.
From there a movement out starts again, with someone departing. The time
is also used by the last three verses, but more as a unifying function. The
crowing cock marks the time of dawn, which is the time when the water has
drawn back, and also tells when it is time for the courier to go.
One should note the use of the word omokage here. It is evident that it is
somehow connected to a reference to an old story, but I find it difficult to
describe this as an allusion. Kit ’ s actual interpretation of the verse in question is that it describes the fate of a prostitute. This fate then becomes a simile for the fate of a Chinese court lady, or more precisely: the simile for the
fate of someone like a certain Chinese court lady, since this reference is just
a suggestion and not fixed. The point to learn here is that what is important
is the certain mood engendered by this human drama. It may be a prostitute
in Japan or a court lady in ancient China or anyone else suffering from a
similar destiny, but it is the abstracted mood uniting these different personages that works in the link.
12.19. The New-Year Courier
_____________________________________________________________
The New-Year courier… …

[Buson]

Yasumasa’ s term of service, has half of it elapsed?
Yasumasa ga nin mo nakaba ya suginuran

[Kit ]

In this verse Yasumasa is the person who was appointed to serve as governor of
the Tango district. In those days, when one talked about one term, it happened
that one was sent as a governor from the capital to different provinces for three
years at a time. The meaning of the link is that one understands the New-Year
courier in the maeku as someone who has come from the Tango district, and Yasumasa’ s appointment is taken as the design. The composition of the verse is tied
to the year-end in the maeku, and written as “ has half of it elapsed” . The end of
this verse first puts a question with ya and puts -ran at the end, following the
fixed rule. It is certainly a verse that becomes a story about an “ other” .
On the whole, with a design of this kind, there is no established method for
working out the person or place. One only watches the maeku very carefully, and
be it Tosa, be it Tsurayuki, it is all up to the poet. As Tango had a rather good
transfer to the previous New-Year courier, in this verse [the poet] thought of Yasumasa. When one has not watched the maeku carefully enough, one will state
superfluous matters, and it will be something that is disliked.
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This is the method of taking the aspect (omokage) of the maeku, and the work
(hataraki) of this single verse.


_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The name Yasumasa refers to Fujiwara no Yasumasa, a military commander
of the middle Heian period.
The ending -ran was previously introduced as a presumptive inflection,
but as explained here, it may also be used in conjunction with the particle ya
to form a question, which of course becomes a kind of presumption. In any
case, this ending suggests a perspective from the outside, here someone wondering about Yasumasa’ s term of service.
Commentary:
Here, Kit ’ s main concern is omokage, allusion to ancient matters. Again,
his basic attitude is that there are no fixed ways to do this, it is just a matter
of what the poet feels suitable when appreciating the maeku. This may not
seem very helpful to the critic, but in fact I think it is. What Kit tells the
reader is to look carefully into the maeku to understand why a certain place
or person is mentioned in the link. The reference is not just entered to show
off erudition or mark some sort of exclusiveness, it is motivated by connotations coming out of the previous verse. It is noteworthy that Kit not only
writes about omokage here, he also mentions transfer (utsuri) and work
(hataraki), and these are all terms from the theory of linking by reverberation and scent, and linking by mood, that is, aesthetic terms. If we want to
understand this theory as coherent, then omokage must also be seen as referring to the expression of a certain mood. When Yasumasa is mentioned, we
do not need a lecture in Japanese history, rather we need the ability to deduce a certain flavour from whatever we know of his life and fate. Omokage
does not necessarily demand an informed reader; it is much more important
that this reader is a sensitive and feeling reader.
It is also clear that omokage in this case refers to something pertaining to
the previous verse, where there is no reference to a specific historical matter.
Perhaps this omokage should be understood as some sort of suggestiveness,
which in turn may give rise to recollections of historical or literary matter. In
an earlier example it functioned as a simile, but here such a description
seems less adequate.
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12.20. The Wild Rose
_____________________________________________________________
Previous [verse]
The wild rose, white, after the yellow kerria
Ibara hana shiroshi yamabuki no ato

[Buson]

In the passing shower, a green tree frog jumps over the hedge
Murasame no kakiho tobikosu amagaeru

[Kit ]

Throwing it, folded in three, the straw mat
Mitsu ni tatande h ru samushiro

[Buson]

In the maeku the hedge is tied to the wild rose and the kerria in the uchikoshi.
The passing shower is the design of the verse, and the green tree frog makes the
combination (toriawase) of the season. The next link is “ arouse feeling” . Receiving the extension of the landscape in the single previous verse, human feelings
are made face [the scene]. The folding of the straw mat in the sudden rain ties
together the composition of the verse.
To say: “ throwing it folded” to the “ jumps over the hedge” will certainly become
the “ beat” , as it is called in the seven names.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Kit '
s commentary makes a fresh start here, but actually these three verses
follow directly after the verses in the previous section.
The yellow kerria (yamabuki) is a seasonal word for spring. The wild
rose (ibara) is a summer word, and so is the green tree frog.
Commentary:
At the beginning of this treatise, when Kit started to make comments on
concrete examples of links, a very neat and simple structure based on topic –
design – composition was introduced, a structure which, however, was soon
shown to be valid in only a few cases. Still, two of the terms used to describe
this structure, the design and the composition, have been used throughout
this treatise. I gave some tentative explanations of these terms when they
were first introduced, explanations that do not really seem to be valid any
more. Earlier, the significance of the composition was discussed by Kit
himself and found to have vital importance for the dynamics of a verse. The
term that becomes problematic here, and in some of the following commentaries, is the design.
The explanation I offered for this design was that it meant a smaller detail, or a more focused part, of a verse, but here this is inadequate; then the
jumping frog, and not the rain, would become the design. My translation of
the word as design may also be questioned. This word, shuk , is normally
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rendered as “ plot” , “ plan” , “ idea” or “ device” . A dictionary explanation
gives two main meanings with relevance to literature; it may be the part
which heightens the effect or deepens the interest of a text or, in drama, it
may be the part that develops the narrative, as opposed to the static background situation.437 Perhaps it is best to understand this design in the sense of
elaboration, both of effect and of drama.
In the links discussed here, I see the sense of design as a dramatic elaboration as most relevant, and it seems design not only means the design of a
single verse but also in relation to other verses. The passing shower is a
simple addition to the scenery and may make the flowers more interesting,
but it also adds some action and movement and lets the drama evolve as it
becomes the reason for the straw mats to be folded and thrown out of reach
for the rain. The frog also gives action to the scene, but it does not give any
reason for the drama to develop; it interacts in a different way, described as
beat here, where one hasty rhythm is echoed by another; jumping leads to
throwing.
The designation “ human feeling” clearly takes the meaning here of “ human matters” . The last verse implies a human actor, but this verse has no
words expressing emotion. “ Facing” is used as in an earlier example, not as
one person facing another, but as one person facing scenery. One way to
understand this term would be to see it as the link of a person who, in one
way or another, reacts to the maeku. In the previous example of facing, a
servant reacted to her mistress, and here we encounter a person reacting to
the sudden rain. The facing of two persons is then not just an encounter, but
an encounter that stimulates the person added by the link.
The comment on the composition is interesting here in that it does not
mark a certain part of the verse; it is used to designate how the verse is tied
together. We might then infer that the part named composition is the part
that ties the verse together and makes it work dynamically. This then makes
the verse “ stand” and gives it its independence.
12.21. Throws it Folded
_____________________________________________________________
Throws it folded in three… …

[Buson]

Accepting a draft from the western districts – early evening [Kit ]
Saikoku no tegata uketoru ko-hi no kure
Observing the maeku, where it is said that one throws the straw mat, [the next
verse] is linked, making this somewhat busy look into something like an evening
scene of a wholesaler dealing with western Japan.
This is “ this place” .
437

K jien, p. 1231.
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Accepting a draft… …

[Kit ]

A poor funeral party, going quick-footedly
Mazushiki s no ashibaya ni yuku

[Buson]

The maeku is seen as the front door of a wholesaler at dusk. To make the funeral
procession pass by becomes the design. The word “ quick-footedly” makes the
composition of the verse, which is tied to “ poor” .
This is a time link.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
I must confess that the eight styles give me a great deal of trouble. In the two
links above, there is first “ this place” and then “ time” . I have tried to explain
“ this place” , “ this person” and “ this time” as a link that says something more
about the maeku regarding place, person or time, and as an explanation this
is vague enough to meet most situations. It works well here; we look at the
verse of the straw mat and imagine what place this may be, and then add
something suitable to it. The busy impression of the thrown mat may recall a
shop at the busy closing time in the evening, but then the time becomes a
qualifying agent for the place. The place is this place at this certain time. It is
therefore not strange that the Za no bungei sees this as linking the time.438
The next link is defined as “ time” . We may understand this as some kind
of interaction based on the aspect of time. In the verse of the wholesaler, it is
some hour before sunset. The link will then add something that suits the
mood of this time, here some poor people in a funeral procession. This
“ time” probably means that it is the time that is relevant to the mood of the
scene, but Kit '
s own explanation is mostly concerned with place and people; he writes about the street in front of the wholesaler and the actions taking place there.
One problem concerning the terminology is that there is not only the link
named “ time” but also the one named “ this time” . As was recognised earlier,
the term “ time” was not part of the original eight styles, but an addition by
Kit himself. The fact that he uses both “ time” and “ this time” in his commentaries suggests that he identified some difference between them.
He uses “ this time” only once, and “ time” three times. When “ this time”
is used, the maeku is a verse with undefined time; it is Buson'
s hokku of the
scattering peony. In that case, the link defines the time, and this gives some
extra richness to the expression of the maeku. “ This time” might therefore
designate a link that determines the time of a previous verse when this is not
settled.
438

Za no bungei, p. 129.
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In the three examples of “ time” , two have the time defined by the maeku,
but one defines the time by the link. Therefore this “ time” cannot be a term
designating a certain time already established in the maeku and further developed by the linked verse; it must mean something else. My proposal is
that “ time” is not a matter of where a certain time is determined, but a matter
of interaction based on the time aspect of a verse. In a link based on “ time” ,
both verses, whether they mention a certain time or not, connote a certain
time, however vaguely. When there is an evening scene, with the moon
eastward and the sun westward, a heron flying away in the distant haze may
also be understood as expressing an evening mood. Its flying away may imply returning home to its nest, and distant mountains may imply sunset and
long shadows. In the same way, a single house left by the flood may suggest
the early morning when the cock crows. The single house is what is left the
day after the disaster. It may be what is seen in the morning when people
inspect the damage and also suggests the beginning of something new. The
same may also be said of the interaction between the evening hour in the
verses above and the poor folk in a hurried funeral procession. The hasty
way in which this sorrowful matter becomes settled may suggest the gloomy
hour before sunset, the only time free for poor people.
12.22. A Poor Funeral
_____________________________________________________________
A poor funeral… …

[Buson]

On one side, a field stream flowing – autumn wind
Katagawa wa nogawa nagaruru aki no kaze

[Kit ]

Grasping the whole picture of the maeku, the design is made into a small community on one side of the road, close to a field. The autumn wind is an approach
(yose) to the funeral. There is an aftertaste between the two verses, of the impressive landscape at dusk, in the time of the eighth month.
This is a landscape link of the season.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
Not a word is mentioned about the time in these verses, but Kit still identifies connotations to the time of sunset. This proves, I think, that there was
some relevance in my discussion of the previous link.
Several words used here, like “ whole picture” , “ aftertaste” and “ landscape” , refer to the experience of a totality; the verses read as wholes. There
is, however, one word, yose, which names a word-to-word relation, that is, a
word link. These two ways to approach verse links are found in several
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places in this treatise and show that they were not regarded as conflicting
with each other.
12.23. On One Side
_____________________________________________________________
On one side, a field stream… …

[Kit ]

In the moonlit night, lightning far away
Tsuki no yogoro no t ki inazuma

[Buson]

The season of the autumn wind over the stream in the maeku, is carefully
watched, and by the faint flash of lightning in a night when the moon is seen
through the clouds, the design which adds pathos becomes the composition.
This is the “ weather” of the eight styles.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
Looking back some five verses the development is described as: beat – place
– time – landscape – weather. Every link has explored different aspects, but
the whole continuation has a very deliberate direction, from the hasty
movement of a detail gradually outwards to the distant sky. Somehow such
directed development seems to be important for the shape of longer sections
in a sequence.
The last two verses are pure landscape verses (with an implied village on
one side of the road), but it is clear that they are regarded as having a strong
emotional contents. It is interesting that this expression of pathos, which is
never named directly in the text but is engendered by the addition of the
design, is named the composition.
12.24. In the Moonlit Night
_____________________________________________________________
In the moonlit night… …

[Buson]

Looking up, an empty carriage makes one shudder
Aogimite hito naki kuruma susamajiki

[Buson]

Watching the landscape in the maeku, one decides on the design of an abandoned
empty carriage, to the lonely scene of the autumn night. The feeling is raised
with the figure of [someone] looking up.
This is the method of taking the emotion of the maeku. The link is “ arouse feeling” .
_____________________________________________________________
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Commentary:
We may wonder why Kit felt it necessary to introduce an entirely new
method here. Since almost all links in this style of renku interact by means of
mood and expression, we might as a general principle speak of a method of
taking the emotion of the maeku. In many of the earlier examples, links were
based on the mood of a certain aspect of the verses, like time, place or season, and it may be that Kit means that there is no such specific connection
here; there is nothing that connects these verses except the “ emotion” . Loneliness is answered by abandoned emptiness.
Two different words referring to some sort of sentiment are used here,
“ emotion” (kan) and “ feeling” (j ). As used here, the “ emotion” refers to the
general expression engendered by the objects in the poem and felt by the
reader. The “ feeling” refers to some sort of presence of a subject inside the
poem, in this example someone looking up, and reinforced by the adjective
susamaji, which expresses a chilly and frightening experience. (As pointed
out earlier, this feeling also has a non-emotional sense as “ circumstances” ,
which makes it much more comprehensive than the English word.)
12.25. Looking up
_____________________________________________________________
Looking up… …

[Buson]

The stone as a sign will be thrown at any moment
Aizu no tsubute ima ya utsurashi

[Kit ]

Seeing the empty carriage in the maeku as suspicious, a design is made of a secret abduction of a princess, or the like. The “ stone as a sign” is the composition
of the verse.
This is the link called “ to push out the feeling of the maeku” .
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
In this case the design exceptionally becomes the drama which is implied by
the verse but not stated explicitly in it. This design part is shown to be the
drama of the verse, not the details and actions, and not the background.
The link “ to push out the feeling of the maeku” was encountered in an
earlier example. There, my guess was that it meant some more abstract development of a concretely expressed feeling in the maeku, but this seems not
to apply here. Perhaps it is much simpler; we just take a look at the maeku
and reflect over what kind of circumstances we have here, and then we make
these circumstances become the linked verse. It is a matter of adhering to the
same situation. In this case, “ feeling” should perhaps have been translated as
“ circumstances” .
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12.26. The Stone as a Sign
_____________________________________________________________
The stone as a sign will be… …

[Kit ]

In the shared bed, watching the sleep of Asura
Soibushi ni Asura ga min ukagaitsu

[Buson]

The flowers in the jar fall fluttering
Motai no hana no hirahira to chiru

[Kit ]

One sees the person in the uchikoshi, who thinks of throwing a stone, as a
woman, and makes a design of the shared bed. Asura is a word stated as a simile.
It is, for example, like the ancient brigand chief Shuten D ji, or perhaps one
should see [the scene] as someone like Tokiwa no Mae sleeping together with
Kiyomori. In the next verse one sees the place of this scene. By the pillow of
someone drunk by sake and well asleep, an adornment of cherry flowers arranged in a jar is made the design and linked. One pays attention to the woman in
the same bed, who watches the sleeper in the maeku. Since she is about to aim
[at him] with a dagger or the like, there is an aftertaste of the fright in her heart,
scared even when the flowers in the vase fall fluttering. It is because of places
like this that one says that escape links will only be mastered by the skilful. As
those who do not know verse-linking of the Sh mon do not understand this great
effort, they wonder what kind of link this is. “ This verse is nothing at all” , they
end up saying. Even if one sees a good haikai sequence, it will be incomprehensible if one does not learn this meaning well.
The explanations of continuity above use selected quotations from the two haikai
sequences in the “ Peach Plum” [collection] (Momo sumomo). The whole volume
should be compared and studied in this collection.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Asura is the name of a frightful devil-like deity borrowed from Indian mythology. In Buddhism they were demons fond of war and fighting and living
in one of the underworlds.
Shuten D ji figures in a legend from the early Heian period. He was a
brigand living in the mountains of central Japan, but he is usually depicted as
some sort of ogre or demon. The abduction of women and his being killed
while drunk and asleep are ingredients of this legend.
Taira no Kiyomori was the ruthless military commander of the Taira
clan, who in practice ruled Japan in the second half of the 12th century. Tokiwa no Mae was married to one of Kiyomori’ s enemies, but she was forced
to become his mistress after her husband had been killed in a battle.
Commentary:
This is the end of Kit ’ s commentary on the two kasen in the Momo sumomo
collection. He delivers a short lecture in defence of the linking style of the
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Sh mon in which the basic principle of this style becomes very clear. I
would name this principle interaction. The addition of a verse is neither
based on some conventional connotations of the words, nor is it a simple
development of the scenery with the addition of some decorations; instead, it
is an addition of something that takes the expression of the maeku and makes
it work with even greater effect.
This was written more than a century after Bash ’ s death and we may
wonder why it was necessary to take a defensive stance like this. It seems
that even in Kit ’ s time old rules and conventions belonging to early haikai
and renga were still very much alive and used by poets. Indeed, much of
them is used even today in scholarly writing.
13. About Change Link of Famous Places and Place Names
_____________________________________________________________
About change link of famous places and place names
Previous [verse]:
On the paper kerchief, writing a renga of the capital
Hanakami ni miyako no renga kakitsukete
Night falls in tsu – the bell of Mii sounds
Kururu tsu ni Mii no kane kiku
Or again:
Soon forgetting the dance songs of Ise
Ise no ondo mo wasuregachi naru
In the bay of Nanba, until catching a cold – a boat of the moon
Nanbae ni kaze hiku made o tsuki no fune
The way of linking is mainly like this. In both [examples] one [verse] is a tale,
one is the present.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
I have not been able to identify the sources of these examples. As they do
not belong to any of the more famous renku from the haikai tradition, one
may presume they were written by poets in Kit '
s group.
In texts from this age, the capital (miyako) always means Kyoto. The
town tsu at the southwest end of Lake Biwa was encountered in an earlier
poem. Mii is a famous temple just north of this city.
Ise is the name of an old province which is part of the modern Mie prefecture. It is also the name of the city close to the famous shrine here, which
is the religious centre of Shinto worship. Nanba is the old name for Osaka.
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Commentary:
The problem illustrated here is the linking of one famous place to another.
The principle followed is very simple. If one verse tells about a place
through some literary medium, a poem, a song, or just through some reminiscence, the other verse describes a place as experienced here and now. It is
not enough to link one place to another, which would stop the development,
and here change is achieved through the different ways by which these
places are experienced.
It is interesting to note that even a famous place might be understood as a
present reality and not just as a culturally loaded artefact. As we remember,
this possibility was denied to the people of the Edo period by some modern
scholars. This example shows that such a theoretical standpoint will make
reading of renku monotonous and tedious, as it denies possibilities of change
and development.
14. About Repeated Words

14.1. The Aronia Flower
_____________________________________________________________



About repeated words:

The aronia flower, squeezed on a silver plate
Kaid no hana shiboru ginzara
In the shadow of the flowers, the aronia branches cut and scattered
Hana no kage ni kaid no eda kirichirashi
The maeku describes the action of squeezing juice from the aronia flower on a
silver plate. The following verse is a description of the branches of the aronia
that are cut and scattered in the shadow of the flowers. The previous [verse] is
about the corolla of the aronia, the following about its cut branches. The
“ shadow of the flowers” [hints at] other rooted trees. There the sh ka (correct
flower) becomes separate and is not connected with the aronia.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The term sh ka, the “ true flower” , or “ correct flower” , is used to designate
when the word hana (flower) is used in a way so that it may be counted as
hana no j za (the place of the flower). This may exclude a metaphorical use
of the word and also reference to flowers using their names and not the word
hana.
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Commentary:
The section beginning here discusses the situations when an exact repetition
of words occurs. Since many of the examples quoted are verses in which the
word “ flower” (hana) is used, a part of the discussion turns out to be a discussion of the use of this word.
In writings about Japanese poetics we often encounter the opinion that
“ flower” , which originally designated all sorts of flowers, gradually evolved
to become a designation of the cherry blossom. From a purely semantic point
of view this may be true, that is, the flower may be seen as a signifier for the
cherry blossom. The rich connotations of this word are, however, much more
complex than the simple naming of a certain plant. In the theory proposed by
hata Kenji, this word, as it is used in poetry, has become an expression of a
quality that gradually evolves by the process of reading poetry and cannot be
taught or explained.
These are extremely diffuse matters, but some of Kit ’ s comments here
show that there is some relevance in hata’ s theory as a description of Edoperiod thinking. To put it simply, even Kit sees “ flower” as distinctly different from “ cherry blossom” .
In the example above, we first encounter the aronia flower, a certain
flower specified by its name. This is just a flower of a plant, without any
further poetical connotations. It is in the second verse that we find the word
“ flower” stated independently. Here, this “ flower” becomes something that
covers the whole picture. Kit does not make this into anything great and
dramatic; he is certainly more relaxed than hata; he just writes this implies
other trees. The idea here is that “ flower” implies a fond of flowers, or a
mass of flowers, just like Japanese cherries in full bloom; it gives a sort of
overwhelming effect in which the question of kind and species is beside the
point. In the above example, hana might well refer to aronias, even though a
critic convinced about the importance of conventions would probably insist
that they are cherry blossom.
14.2. Later than the Flowers
_____________________________________________________________
In a verse where the character for flower and the character for cherry blossom are
used, when composed in such a way that the flower and the cherry blossom do
not become one, [the flower] becomes a sh ka. For example:
Later than the flowers of the world, a single mountain cherry
Yo no hana ni okurete ichiboku yamazakura
Here “ the flowers of the world” is the past. The “ mountain cherry” is the present.
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A muddy road by the flowers’ mountain trail – first cherry blossom
Michi nukaru hana no yamaguchi hatsuzakura
Here the “ flowers’ mountain” is the body. “ First cherry blossom” is the attire.
Or again:
The time of the [cherry] flowers – when watching, the world is at peace
Hana no koro ukagaeba yo wa shizuka nari
The world is at peace, a spring when people swarm
Yo wa shizuka nari hito mururu haru
The previous verse is one that relates that, when one goes on excursions here and
there and looks around, while the cherries are in full bloom, this is really a
peaceful period. The following verse receives this and repeats the words that this
is really a peaceful period. It strikes back with “ a spring when people swarm”
and links the crowd of the populace. It is because this verse is an ageku that it
has used this mood all the more.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
I have not been able to identify the origin of these verses. The first two examples actually do not have repeated words; “ flower” and “ cherry blossom”
are used, which are two words with the same referent. The same cherries are
given different roles each time.
Commentary:
The second example shows some interesting terminology. Kit uses a dichotomy of body (tai) and attire (yos i). This is reminiscent of the body –
function dichotomy but shows a desire to find a more flexible and adequate
terminology.
The last example shows the repetition of a whole clause, which, if I understand Kit rightly here, gives this link an emphatic quality. It will be like
saying “ amen” and is thereby naturally suitable for the ageku, the last verse.
The repetition of words is rarely found in renku poetry. All of the examples discussed here are exceptional. Perhaps one should understand Kit ’ s
aim as being to show that even such extreme situations may be handled in
various ways.
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15. Problems Concerning the Flower-Verse
_____________________________________________________________
When three autumn verses continues after the moon on the back of the first
sheet, and one moves on to the flower, the verse before the flower will be an autumn verse. Then one must consider [the situation].
Dew, mist, wild geese, deer, sumo and the like can be made into autumn as well
as spring. Thereby one should tie it to the season and hand it over to the flower
verse.
When one continues linking spring to a winter verse, or when one goes on and
links a different season to a verse which contains just the moon [as the only seasonal word], one should study the maeku well and embellish it so that the season
does not get forced.
_____________________________________________________________

Commentary:
This is a discussion of the problems which may occur when the “ wrong”
season is used before the place of the flower. It would of course be simple to
let the flower verse be in another season, or just move it to the next verse,
but placing it in the “ correct” position may give an interesting challenge to
the poet, as shown in the last example of the treatise.
16. When the Harvest Moon Comes out in the Verse before the Flower
_____________________________________________________________



When the harvest moon comes out in the verse before the flower

In a sequence from the collection Hanatsumi by Kikaku [the following verses are
found]:
Harvest moon, a fine day; a traveller received with sake
Meigetsu hi yoshi sakamukaebito

[Bokutaku]

“ Send back Kaguyahime!” flowers falling in the sky
Kaguyahime kaese to sora ni hana furite

[Kikaku]

The “ sakamukaebito” (a person received with rice wine) in the maeku, [is derived from what] popularly is known as “ sakamukae” (a reception by the slope).
It means to receive a person who has come home from a journey. Therefore “ a
fine day” is placed before it. Kaguyahime is linked to the harvest moon by the
scene in the Taketori monogatari. It is where, in the fifteenth night of the eighth
month, the people of heaven in great numbers descend from the capital of the
moon to receive Kaguyahime. Two thousand guards are dispatched by the Emperor and made to defend her, but in the end she will dress in celestial raiments,
enter the carriage and ascend to heaven. This is made the composition in the
verse by “ flowers falling” . These are verse links unheard of in the past and the
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present, and they certainly do not match ordinary means. One should appreciate
this with great care.
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
The etymology of the word sakamukaebito is derived from the pun on the
first two syllables of the word. Saka may refer either to rice wine, normally
sake, or to a slope, that is, the road of a journey.
The Hanatsumi (Flower picking) was a collection of poetry published by
Kikaku in 1690.
The story referred to here, the Taketori monogatari (The Tale of the
Bamboo Picker), is the oldest extant work of prose fiction in Japan. The
beautiful girl Kaguyahime is the main character of this work. The scene
described in detail by Kit is the final climax of the story and the part which
is relevant to Kikaku’ s link.
17. Postscript
_____________________________________________________________
One day there came a friend from another part of the country. When we held a
haikai linking party, he picked out a small book, looked in it secretly and put it
back in his pocket. After a while he picked it out again, and then hid it once
more, and this was repeated several times. I asked him: “ What is that book you
have there? It seems that you are unwilling to show it to others.”
He did not answer and diverted the matter by talking of other things, but somehow I managed to persuade him and finally I was allowed to read it through. He
said: “ I studied haikai following Master Yahan, but for a long time I had few opportunities to leave my home town and get instruction in the art. I deplored this
deeply and at last I received this [book]. At that time, the master said: ‘You
should absolutely not show this manuscript to others. I have always disliked using my brush for the sake of an argument. Your deep persistence has, however,
impressed me, and this is why I give this to you.’ Therefore I have kept this as a
secret for myself. What do you intend to do by snatching this book away from
me?”
I answered: “ Today it is said that it is the haikai of the Bash school that is practised in the world, but those that are well versed in its matters do not exceed the
number of the five fingers of the hand. Therefore, if this book is to be a base for
guiding beginners and broadening the way, I would like to print it and show it to
cultured men in this world. If the crime of betraying the master will not be light,
I will receive the thirty blows in your place.”
By saying so, I finally managed to put it in print.
Written by Ky kod Kad
In the sixth year of Tenmei, the first day of the eleventh month
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A list of recent publications by the Ky kod :
Guidelines for verse linking, second part; to be published soon
Bash , Kikaku, Ransetsu; a theory of point-marking
Twenty kasen by T sei
Collected hokku by Buson; first part
Peach plum, two kasen
The sequel of the One Night Pine; two volumes
The New Collection of Idle Talk
The Basket of Japanese and Chinese Chips of Wood; to be published soon
Four kasen in One Night, second part; to be published soon
A Travel Diary of the Capital; to be published soon
Kikaku'
s Inscription on the Picture of the Ten Buffaloes; to be published
soon
The Last Days of Old Master Buson
The Heian Bookstore
Itsutsuya Sh bei
Tanaka S bei
_____________________________________________________________

Explanations:
Yahan is short for Yahantei and refers here to Kit , who inherited this name
after Buson'
s death. He was the third Yahantei after Hajin (S a) and Buson.
The expression “ The thirty blows” normally refers to the blows of a stick
received from a teacher during meditation as a part of Zen-Buddhist training.
Here it seems to be used in the sense of some sort of punishment.
The treatise ends with a list of works related to haikai issued by the same
publisher. I have not been able to identify all of them, but several have already been quoted in earlier chapters. They seem mainly to be works written
or edited by Kit .
Guidelines for Verse Linking, second part (Tsukeai tebikizuru k hen),
seems to have been planned by Kit as a sequel to the present work. It is not
extant and was probably never written.
Bash , Kikaku, Ransetsu; a Theory of Point Marking (Bash Kikaku
Ransetsu ten'
inron) consists of short texts on point marking by the above
authors, edited by Kit and followed by a text by him on the same subject.
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Twenty Kasen by T sei (T sei nijukkasen) seems to be a collection of
early renku of Bash . T sei was the pseudonym used by him before he
changed it to Bash .
Collected Hokku by Buson; first part (Buson hokkush shohen) is
probably the spring and summer parts of the Buson kush .
Peach Plum, two Kasen (Momo sumomo nikasen) is of course the collection quoted extensively in the present treatise.
The Sequel of the One Night Pine; two volumes (Zoku ichiyamatsu
zengo nihen) is a collection of poetry by Kit and his group. It was intended
as a sequel of a collection edited by Buson'
s teacher Hajin (S a), which was
named the “ One Night Pine” .
The New Collection of Idle Talk (Shin z dansh ) is a collection of renku
and prose written by Kit . It is inspired by the similar work Z dansh written by Kikaku a century earlier.
The Basket of Japanese and Chinese Chips of Wood (Wakan kikuzukago) is unidentified.
Four Kasen in One Night, second part (Ichiya shikasen k hen) is a collection of renku by Kit and his group. It is a sequel to the “ Four Kasen in
One Night” (Ichiya shikasen) written many years earlier by Buson, Chora,
Ranzan and Kit , which will be discussed in the next chapter.
A Travel Diary of the Capital (Karaku hibi kik ) is unidentified.
Kikaku's Inscription on the Picture of the Ten Buffaloes (Kikaku j gy zu gasan) is obviously a text by Kikaku. I have not found any details
about this work.
The Last Days of Old Master Buson (Bu sh en no ki) was written by
Kit after Buson'
s death, describing his last days and hours.
Commentary:
Whether this postscript gives us a true story of the reasons for this treatise
being written or not, it shows that inside the haikai community, there were
always potential conflicts hovering in the air. Kit states very clearly that his
reluctance to write this work was not motivated by his will to keep the tradition secret but by his fear of being drawn into a conflict.
Despite the hegemony of the Bash school at this time, there were obviously plenty of reasons for a dispute to arise. If we judge from Kit ’ s own
writing, the main opposition seems to have been between those who focused
on old rules and conventions, and thereby on haikai as a social practice, and
those who, like Kit , focused on haikai as an expressive art.
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Part Three: Modern Critique

1. Modern Commentaries on Buson’s Renku
Although most studies of Buson’ s oeuvre mention something about his
renku, and at times even add some commentaries on one or two of his sequences (usually from the Momo sumomo collection), there are very few
works that entirely focus on these poems. Apart from pure editions of Buson’ s renku, full-length studies in which we find substantial commentaries
and interpretive critique of verses and verse links do not mount to more than
a limited number. These are all works published in Japanese. Outside Japan,
research on Buson’ s renku is limited to a couple of commentaries published
in studies whose focus lies elsewhere. These are usually not more than obedient paraphrases of this or that Japanese commentary and do not add anything substantial to the critical discussion. The works that really deal with
Buson’ s production of renku are the following, listed here in chronological
order:439
Buson renku kenky (Buson Renku Research); a work published in 1962
by the Renku Research Society (Renku kenky kai). This is a record of a discussion of several of Buson’ s renku made by a group of six scholars. As
different opinions are expressed, this work leaves many questions unanswered and open and leaves space for the readers to draw their own conclusions. (This work will hereafter be referred to as Renku kenky kai.)
Buson renku zench shaku (Complete Commentaries of Buson’ s Renku);
published in 1975. This is a one-man study written by Nomura Kazumi. It is
not really a study of the complete renku of Buson, but it still deals with quite
a large number of them. (This work will hereafter be referred to as Nomura.)
Za no bungei; Buson renku (Literature of the Meeting Place; Buson’ s
Renku); published in 1978 under the supervision of Teruoka Yasutaka. This
work consists mainly of commentaries written by Takeishi K ji, Wada
Toyoji and Yano Masateru, and is accompanied by a short essay by Teruoka
himself. Some of the commentaries in this work are also used in the Nihon
koten bungaku taikei, whereby they have become a common source of reference. (This work will hereafter be referred to as Za no bungei.)
439

In addition, I have found eleven short articles that to some extent deal with renku by Buson
and his group. Most of them are sketchy and use a very general point of view, and I have not
used them in this comparison.
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Kono Hotori; Ichiya Shikasen Hy shaku (Here Nearby; Commentaries on
Four Kasen in One Night); published in 1980. This is a study of the Ichiya
shikasen by Nakamura Sachihiko. It is a very thorough study, which at times
enters into theoretical arguments that go far beyond the four renku in this
collection. (This work will hereafter be referred to as Nakamura.)
Tenmei haikaish (Collection of Haikai of the Tenmei Era), the 73rd volume of the Shin Nihon koten bungaku taikei, published in 1998. This is actually not a study of Buson’ s work but a commented collection of haikai anthologies of his age. Almost half of this volume is, however, dedicated to
publications of the Buson group, including many renku, and I think it should
be included in this list. The scholars behind this work are: Yamashita Kazumi, Tanaka Michio, Ishikawa Shink and Tanaka Yoshinobu. (This work
will hereafter be referred to as Tenmei haikaish .)
The second volume of the Buson zensh (Collected Works of Buson);
published in 2001. This is the most complete edition of Buson’ s renku, accompanied by short commentaries, which are the collaborative work of five
scholars: Maruyama Kazuhiko, Nagai Kazuaki, Nagashima Horiaki, Mitsuta
Kazunobu and Mitsuda Tatsuo. (This work will hereafter be referred to as
Buson zensh .)
Buson no f kei (Buson’ s Landscape); published in 2002. This is a collection of six renku commentaries and a short essay by Ishikawa Shink . (This
work will hereafter be referred to as Ishikawa.)
In the following, I intend to make a comparison of the way these works
have treated verse links and longer parts of sequences written by Buson and
his followers. My aim is not to display a series of full quotations from these
scholars but to make a critical inquiry into the several modes of reading, the
theoretical stances that may be detected behind their arguments. As a critical
inquiry, this will often result in the development of new readings and not
stop at a simple rewriting of earlier interpretations.
One sequence is quoted in full and is left without many of my own comments. It is there to be read more swiftly, without too heavy commentary, so
that the reader may enjoy the broader development but still be aware of some
possible ways of understanding it.
I have selected the renku to be studied here to show as great a diversity as
possible. Some are written in collaboration with outsiders, some with the
inner group of Buson’ s disciples. Several different styles of expression are
represented, from early works, to works from his mature and late periods.
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2. Enquiry
2.1. Hashidate ya
This renku was written in 1755 in Miyazu, a port on the coast of the Japan
Sea, just north of Kyoto. Buson lived here between 1754 and 1757 and
seems mostly to have been engaged in painting during this period. Very
close to Miyazu lies the famous scenic spot Ama no hashidate, referred to in
the hokku. Ama no hashidate is a sandbar about 3 kilometres long and covered with pine trees which stretches out into Miyazu Bay, almost connecting
its two shores.
The poets taking part in this session seem mostly to be from the area. One
exception, apart from Buson himself, is the author of the hokku, Unrib ,
who was an old acquaintance from Buson’ s early years in Edo. Chikkei is
known as a priest from the Kensh ji temple in Miyazu; he also figures as a
character in one of Buson’ s prose works.440
Hashidate – a brushstroke in the sea; wind through verdure
Hashidate ya umi ni hitohake aoarashi (151)

Unrib

All existing commentaries on this renku find great interest in the word
aoarashi (blue wind). In a normal dictionary translation this is rendered as
“ wind blowing through verdure” 441 but according to the Buson zensh this
word actually had two meanings: ao , the blue colour, sometimes also
refers to green, so here it refers to the deep-coloured foliage of trees in summer, but in the sense of blue colour it may also express a wind under a clear
blue sky. It is also noted that today this word is related to early summer, but
in older saijiki (collections of seasonal words) it was counted as late summer.
The Renku kenky kai has a discussion about the origin of this word. It is
found in the Heike monogatari and in the Wakan r eish but seems not to
have been used very much. Nomura quotes three hokku from the late seventeenth century in which the word is used but notes that it was used neither by
Bash nor by Buson.
The discussion is thus mainly philological, but there are also some remarks about the structure of the verse. All commentaries agree that it is
composed by the use of a simile; Ama no hashidate is likened to a brushstroke, which gives the impression of the wind through the pines. The merit
of such readings is that they give a dynamic unity to the verse, which is tied
together by its movement. The stretched, slightly curved sandbar may be
associated with movement in many ways; the brush implies a swift move-



440

For the commentaries on this renku, see: Buson zensh 2, p. 115; Buson renku kenky , pp.
96-99; Nomura 1975, pp. 49-50.
441
WWWJDIC.
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ment, leaving its trace over a paper, and the wind through the foliage both
moves by itself and makes the aspect of the trees become swaying and dancing. It is therefore interesting to note that in the Renku kenky kai one of the
discussants, the haiku poet Ogiwara Seisensui, fails to see this dynamic force
and dismisses the verse as bad. He says the meaning and rhythm do not
match: if the wind came like a brush, all would be well, but it does not even
bring rain, so it is badly composed. What disturbs him is also, perhaps, that
the verse is divided into three parts, which may give it a somewhat limping
quality, but that is also a matter of how we read. The kireji ya may well be
understood as only having a rhythmic function and the break will then be
before the last five beats, or we may read the last twelve beats as a unit, like
“ a brushstroke of wind through the sea” .
This verse actually exists in another version in which the brush has been
replaced by a “ single line” :442
Hashidate – a single line in the sea; wind through verdure
Hashidate ya umi ni hitosuji aoarashi (152)

Written so, much of its dynamic force is lost, since a line has no direct connection to movement. Then it becomes a very plain description of the scenery “ as it is” . It is difficult to know which version is the revised version. If
Unrib had ideals of simpleness and plainness, he would probably have
erased the all too drastic simile, which then might be understood as an adjustment to Buson’ s more dynamic style, but these are things we do not
know anything about.
In the other version, the slight alliteration on the h-sound which is found
in the version used here is totally erased, and it is not very likely that an accomplished poet would revise his work with such a result. That would point
towards the verse from Miyazu being the revised poem, and it would then be
a so-called haramiku, a verse prepared prior to the renku session.
Next follows the waki:
Even the staff is taken care of, the inn of summer shade
Tsue mo azukaru natsukage no yado

Ginsh

The general opinion found in the commentaries is that this verse expresses
the warm welcome received at the inn. It is the experience of the traveller
who has seen the landscape in the first verse. It is only in the Buson zensh
that we find a reference to a possible greeting here. Unrib is a guest from
afar who is welcomed with these words by Ginsh , the presumed host at the
party.

442

This version is quoted by Taniguchi 1982, p. 296.
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We may note here the kind of greeting verse we find in Unrib ’ s hokku; it
says something in homage of the place, here the famous scenery, and it also
adheres to the present season. The kind of greeting (aisatsu) we find in the
first two verses does not demand any search for allegory and reference to
specific personal matters; it is just a description of scenery and the expression of a welcome.
The Renku kenky kai (it is again Ogiwara) argues that this act of leaving
your staff would imply a departure for a sea voyage; the staff will no longer
be needed and the inn here is actually a ship. This opinion is criticised by
Nomura, who stresses that there is definitely a reference to an inn in the
verse, and not to a ship. Instead, he sees this act as an expression of the firstclass reception received at this inn.
We thus have three different ways to approach this verse: one understands
it in its social function as a greeting, another uses a reasoned interpretation
that introduces outside material and yet another reads it literally, thereby
focusing more on the mood it expresses. The only interpretation that mentions something about the link to the hokku is the first, which refers to the
greeting theme, but it hardly develops this further. The basic reading followed by all seems to be that of a narrative: a traveller comes to Ama no
hashidate and lodges at an inn (or on board a ship).
Using Kit ’ s method of analysis (topic – design – composition), we may
detect a few more aspects of the link. Both the hokku and the waki define a
certain place: Ama no hashidate and the inn. In both, we find a word referring to coolness in summer: the wind through verdure and the summer
shade; these are both seasonal words. In both, we also find some sort of activity: painting with a brush and the handing over of a staff. These parts may
be understood as being, one by one, linked to each other.
We may also recognise the principle of starting with a broad perspective
and moving closer (heaven – earth – man). Here, however, human matters
already enter in the waki.
Easy to clean, happy with the laundry
Arai yoki sentakumono no ureshikute

Buson

The general opinion is that this verse describes a maid at the inn who washes
the laundry left by the traveller. In the Renku kenky kai there is a short discussion around the possibility that it is the traveller who is happy with his
cleaned clothes. In the end, however, the male critics voicing their opinions
in this work decide on that this is a description of very typical female psychology, especially of Japanese women, who are described as very fond of
doing the laundry.
There is also a comment about this verse that it is linked too much, that is,
too closely, to the waki, and that this is typical of Buson and his age; the link
is too easy to understand, too logical, which makes it weak.
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Nomura and the Buson zensh do not make such evaluative statements;
they just note that there is a quality of swiftness of cleaning/drying implied
in these words, perhaps associated with light clothing in summer.
It is interesting to note that all the critics find it necessary to define who
the subject of this verse is. The supposed weakness of this link is actually a
result of this procedure; it is only when we see this as an employee at the inn
taking care of the laundry that the link to an employee at the inn taking care
of the staff becomes too simple, but then we have entered a good deal of
circumstantial material into the verse, which will be our own addition, and
the critique of the link will turn out to be a critique of our own interpretation.
If we take a look at Buson’ s verse without adding extraneous material, we
may note that it is extremely vague and limited and has moved on to a completely different scene, from the experience of travel to household work. It
also differs strongly from the preceding one in that it is a strong outburst of
subjective feeling in which the only tangible matter is the laundry, and the
rest expresses a subject’ s judgement of this. The link to the previous verse
seems mainly to be based on the general mood of the verses and on narrative
development. The relief of coolness in summer and of reaching one’ s destination is answered by the general freshness (cleaning – laundry – happiness)
of Buson’ s verse. As a dramatic development, it is quite natural that a traveller after a long journey wants to clean his dirty clothes, whether he does it
himself or lets the maid do it, but such a reading will make it illogical that
these clothes are easy to clean, so we may recognise that Buson was more
interested in adhering to the mood of the sequence than in focusing on the
logic of the narrative.
The development in the first three verses may also be described by the
terms “ place” (the scenery of Ama no hashidate), “ other” (the description
from outside of the service at the inn) and “ self” (the first person experience
of the laundry). It therefore shows a well-balanced continuation through
several perspectives.
One question is how we should deal with the comments on female psychology. It would be easy to dismiss them as the common chauvinism of
middle-aged male scholars of the mid-twentieth century, but I think there is
something more to be understood here. In Buson’ s poetry, different aspects
of household activities are common themes. The fact that until he was about
forty years old Buson lived more or less as an itinerant beggar-monk suggests that matters like washing clothes and cooking were part of his own
everyday experience, and for him there was probably no need to introduce a
female personage into this verse. It is also important to note that the verse
tells us about a happy feeling because of the present circumstances, that the
laundry is easy to clean. This actually suggests a person who usually dislikes
such work but is happy here with its easiness. In short, the experience of a
person following an academic career, with his wife at home managing the
household, may not be the most functional point of reference for understand320

ing poetry made under completely different circumstances, and this is one
very strong argument why we should be sceptical about over-scholarly interpretations.
When asking for news, even two-three times again
Tayori o toeba mata nisando mo

Keiry

There is a consensus that this verse relates to the talk of the woman doing the
laundry. The Renku kenky kai is quite confused about the meaning here. One
identifies the first part of the verse as asking a question, and the second part
as the answer: “ that happened two-three times since then” . This reading is
also used in the Buson zensh , but Nomura makes a slightly different interpretation. He sees the woman as a newly-wedded wife who asks for news
from her home village, and every time she asks, the same answer is repeated.
It is an interpretation that would suggest anxiousness or insistence.
In my opinion we again stand to gain much if we avoid making too explicit an interpretation. Repeated questioning may not only suggest anxiousness but also surprise and astonishment: “ is it really true?” This may in turn
be associated with the happiness of the laundry that was unexpectedly clean;
a slight relief followed by surprise, which in a next step may then recall anxiousness, the theme of the next verse. It is also possible to read the repetitive
questioning as echoing the repetitive movements of washing.
In addition, we may mention the comment in the Buson zensh on a word
link between happiness and the reception of a letter. This last matter is, of
course, rather anachronistic, since this is a word link found in an entry in the
Ruisensh , the seventeenth-century dictionary of such word relations, which
no longer had relevance in Buson’ s age. In fact, the idea of pre-defined, conventionally established word relations would demand that these very words
are used, but here we find no reference to a letter. When we connect the act
of asking for news to the reception of a letter, we are already engaging in an
associative, and free, interpretive process which no longer follows the conventions of the Ruisensh , and it is not even certain that they were ever
obeyed as such.
I have not expounded all these possible readings to prove that this verse
must be read in all these ways; my proposal is that our reading will be a diffuse mix of all these connections, and that there is no necessity to define this
reading in any specific way. It will be enough to leave it as an abstract structure of different moods which interact in a diffuse way with the preceding
and the following. If we do this, we will find that it answers Buson’ s verse in
yet another way. His verse is for the most part made up of what in this age
would be called “ shapeless” material, of the subjective expression of emotion. Keiry ’ s verse then is not subjective in this outright manner but uses
words that are almost entirely void of meaning. We know that news is asked
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for, but not what news and by whom, and we know that something is repeated, but not what and under which circumstances; it is all unqualified.
Had just let [her/him] carry the lantern – evening moon
Ch chin wa motaseta bakari yoi no tsuki

Chikkei

Nomura sees this verse as structurally corresponding to the previous verse,
but not describing the same place. Here we have someone who has let his
apprentice carry a lantern, but just for the sake of having a lantern; there is
actually no need for it in the moonlight. In the previous verse someone has
sent a letter to relatives living far away, and repeatedly receives the answer
that all is well; life is bright and cheerful. Nomura’ s idea of the link seems to
be that unnecessary worries about one’ s family in the previous verse are
answered by unnecessary caution of the darkness in this verse.
In the Buson zensh , this is understood in connection with the yabuiri
theme, the short holiday of young, poor people, who were employed as servants, often far from home. Here, it is a parent who lets the child carry a
lantern when departing for service, but thinks that this will probably not be
needed on this bright night. The previous verse is reinterpreted as the gossip
at the place of employment. Here, we are also informed that there is the saying of “ a lantern on a moonlit night” , which means that there are unnecessary worries. This reading sticks to the principle of narrative development.
Another nuance of the word bakari (just now) is discussed by the Renku
kenky kai. The reading here is that someone has just now let another person
hold the lantern, but then the moon comes out and it is all felt to be unnecessary.
I think this reading focuses on something important, even if it is not
grasped by the critics in the Renku kenky kai. Both the previous verse and
this one by Chikkei have a break in the middle where expressions are used
which in certain circumstances may carry the meaning of “ when” . The ba in
toeba (when asking) is, I would say, answered by bakari (just when [I let
him carry the lantern]).
The Renku kenky kai also adds some evaluative statements to this verse,
following the same pattern as encountered earlier. First, the person who lets
someone carry the lantern is defined as the owner of the inn (in the wakiverse) and then the sequence is criticised as lacking development; it just
sticks to the same scene. Again, the scholars find fault with their own readings but blame the authors for it, and this shows well the many pitfalls of
normative and evaluative criticism. This verse might be placed almost anywhere if we find the old inn boring. There is nothing to stop us from reading
it as describing a nobleman accompanied by his servant in the streets of
Kyoto, or whatever.
It is noteworthy that, with the exception of the hokku, all of the verses
would be classified in the human-feeling category. (In fact, even the hokku
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would fall into this category if we understood the simile by the literal meaning of the brushstroke.) It is actually not until the twelfth verse that we once
again encounters a pure scenery verse, and in the whole thirty-six verse sequence there are only four or five verses that might be read as such.

2.2. Summer Night
The following is a sequence of twenty verses written in 1775. The participants are all from the inner group of Buson’ s followers. The single commentary on this work is found in the Buson zensh .443
Summer night – back after having beheaded a guardian deity
Mijikayo ya jiz o kirite modorikeri

Buson

Through the leaves of a silk tree, the moon behind rain clouds
Nemu no hagoshi ni amagumo no tsuki

Hyakuchi

At intervals it is heard, a flute of alluring charm
Taedae ni kikoyuru fue no yukashikute

Gasoku

Past the golden room, going through the silver room
Kin no ma o sugi gin no ma o yuku

Gekkei

While young, he has been chosen as one of the doctors
Wakaki mi o kusushi no naka ni erabarenu

Hyakuchi

Happy, swinging a hoe in the garden field
Enpo ni kuwa o irete ureshiki (153)

Buson

The commentaries of the Buson zensh mainly read these verses as a continuous narrative, which constantly takes new directions, but in a few cases
remarks are made about how the similarity between certain words and expressions interact.
The narrative is largely as follows:
The “ guardian deity” in the hokku is a jiz , a small stone figure of a Bodhisattva often found standing in groups along the roads in the Japanese
countryside. There are many stories about how such figures, for different
reasons, are decapitated by some swordsman. The waki adds some suitable
scenery to such a story, and this story is then turned into another direction by
the sound of a flute. The scene is then defined as a sound heard in a mansion
of a wealthy person, where some suitable activity is then introduced: a young
person is chosen to be the doctor of the lord. To this happening is added the
scene of a medical garden.
Interaction based on simile and mood is found in a few places:
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• The description of the waki as adding a suitable night scene to the hokku
suggests a correspondence in mood between these verses, but this is not
developed further.
• The sound of the flute, which is only heard now and then, is seen as answering the moonlight in the waki, which again and again is hidden behind leaves and clouds.
• The flute and the quality of alluring charm are seen as linked by rank to
the interior of a nobleman’ s mansion. The sound coming from somewhere
charms the listener to move on deeper and deeper into the building.
• The dazzling view of the gold and silver screens inside the mansion is
transferred to the ceremonial quality of the fifth verse.
• To be chosen, as in the fifth verse, is answered by the expression of happiness in the sixth verse.
Even if it does not go into any detail, the commentary in the Buson zensh
gives quite a full picture of the development. It notices the changes of direction and reads both the narrative and the interaction as based on mode and
similarity.
It would, of course, be of some value to make a deeper investigation into
the relationship between the hokku and the waki. I have tried to understand it
according to Kit ’ s method by dividing it into topic, design, and composition, but I have found that this results in a very strained reading, which I do
not really believe in myself. Possibly the summer night might be defined as
the topic, the guardian deity as the design and the cutting activity as the
composition. The moon might then be linked to the summer night, but after
that I find it hard to continue, and I think this model will have to be discarded. The verses interact only as whole statements.
The correspondence of mood between the hokku and waki might be explained by reference to common conventions found in horror movies, granting that this has relevance for an Edo-period experience. Allowing some free
speculation, we may suggest that the flickering moonlight expressed in the
waki gives us a distorted view of the place, and that this distortion makes us
see all sorts of strange and ghastly creatures in the dark; the world felt as
unnatural horrifies us.
One of the problems of understanding this hokku and its waki is probably
related to the fact that the hokku has a somewhat odd structure. It is not built
on a juxtaposition of material but is made up of the kernel of a narrative.
Buson’ s verse, even if it does not refer to any specific story, may be described as the compression of a drama. This is a special genre which is often
found among his verses and has at times been described as “ in the style of a
novel” (sh setsu-f
).444 Thus, this first verse is not a description of
impressions but of action, and more conceptual than perceptual.
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To understand the development throughout these six verses a category of
story-verses will be useful. Using this category and a few others encountered
earlier, I suggest a description of this part of the sequence in the following
way:
Hokku – story; summer; self
Waki – visual scenery; summer; place
Daisan – auditory impressions; arouse feeling; other-self
Fourth verse – action; visual impressions; self
Fifth verse – story; other
Sixth verse – action; arouse feeling; self
Several verses fall into the self-category, and even if Hokushi may protest in
his grave, there seems to be a necessity to distinguish between an objective
or implied self, as in the hokku and the fourth verse, where actions are stated
without naming a subject, and a subjective self, as in the daisan and the sixth
verse, where we have a direct outburst of subjective emotion (here marked
by then addition of “ arouse feeling” ). There are, of course, other possible
ways to describe the development here, but my suggestion above gives a
clear picture of how variation is achieved.
One more detail should be noted: the fourth verse has a peculiar repetitive
rhythm, especially when read in Japanese. In renku, the fourth verse is usually described as light and swift, and it will often be given this kind of repetitive structure.

2.3. Thinner and Thinner
When studying the following renku, I will focus on how the links have been
discussed. There is a clear tendency among critics to write lengthily about
the meaning of single verses, forgetting the connection between them, and it
may therefore have some value to highlight precisely this part of a sequence.445
This renku was published in 1772 in the anthology Sono yukikage (The
shine of this snow). This is the earliest of the great anthologies associated
with Buson and his followers. It was actually published by Kit in remembrance of the death of his father, Kikei, but the main aim of this publication
seems to have been to display the works of this group of poets.
In this renku the poets collaborating are Buson, Kit , and Chikugo. This
Chikugo later changed his signature to Ranzan, by which we will encounter
him in a later sequence.
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The following commentaries are from: Buson renku kenky , pp. 226-232; Buson zensh 2,
pp. 201-202; Ishikawa 2002, pp. 14-19; Nomura 1975, pp. 117-118; Za no bungei, pp. 36-38.
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Thinner and thinner, the moon too vanishes – midnight coldness
Kakekakete tsuki mo nakunaru yosamu kana

Buson

In autumn silence, utai one song
Aki shizukasa ni utai ichiban (154)

Kit

The peculiar song style of the n theatre is named utai. This way of singing
is also practised just as singing and does not necessary refer to the performance of a play.
Ishikawa:
The link is based on aisatsu: Kikei is gone, and the days pass as the moon
gets thinner, reinforcing the lonely feeling. This is echoed by a reference to
utai singing, which was practiced by Kit ’ s deceased father.
The link is partly a development of the landscape: when autumn deepens
(the passing of time) and it gets colder, the insects become quiet, and in this
quietness the author sings a song remembering his father.
Nomura:
When the moon grows thinner, the night colder and quieter, one pours out
one’ s heart in a song.
Za no bungei:
The awe-inspiring spirit of singing deepens the mood of the cold and silent autumn. The waki gives sound and movement to the silence of the
hokku.
Buson zensh :
The singing is a description of the host entertaining his guest. It is another
way to treat this as a greeting link.
Renku kenky kai:
The hokku is dynamic, so the feeling of a quiet life is added. “ One song”
means one booklet of songs, which suggests a relaxed mood when singing
throughout the night. The silence in the waki is too strong an expression. It is
superfluous, since it is already implied by the coldness of night in the hokku.
Commentary:
In this particular instance, we know something about the historical circumstances of the publication (but actually not about the composition of the
poem) and we may therefore give some amount of plausibility to the reading
which refers to the deceased father of Kit . This reading, however, does not
explain very much of the link, and a pragmatist might well state that it is
utterly uninteresting for a reader with no emotional bindings to the persons
involved.
It is interesting that all the commentaries understand the singing as happening close by, and performed by the implied first-person subject of the
poem. It might be possible, however, to understand the waki as describing
the sound of the song as something heard from afar. This will make the link
tighter: the thin crescent of the moon in the empty space is echoed by a distant song in the silence of autumn. Then the silence will be the auditory an326

swer to the open space and not a superfluous addition. Instead of a direct
close-up, there will be a more gradual development, moving closer in the
same spirit as the heaven-earth-man principle. The singing in the waki is in
this case seen as a sound impression, and a part of the landscape; the first
outright reference to mankind occurs in the daisan.
Vines and weeds – even the vendor of muddy sake comes no more Chikugo
Yaemugura dobiroku-uri mo mikagirite

Ishikawa:
No one visits this poor dwelling, and even the sake vendor is coming no
more. Therefore the subject of the verse cannot even take pleasure in drinking and he comforts himself singing a song.
Nomura:
The place looks so poor and deserted, overgrown with vines, that even the
sake vendor turns his back to it and departs singing a song. This link is a
“ reversal link” (gyakuzuke
) in which one reads the previous verse as
following after the present verse.
Za no bungei:
This verse defines the previous one as the pleasure of someone living in
poverty and adds the circumstances of this person. It adds a worldly touch
with the reference to the sake vendor.
Renku kenky kai:
This verse develops the mood of the waki by adding desolated and miserable circumstances. Two reasons are given to explain why the sake vendor
turns his back on the place: he has either been refused too many times or he
abandons the place as it looks too poor and the one inhabitant will probably
not buy anything.
Commentary:
The interpretation of Ishikawa is based on reasoning and tries to combine
the verses by explicit logic. It makes sense as a plausible explanation, but
there is nothing in the poems that by necessity demands precisely this reading.
Nomura’ s reading is simpler and limits itself to the material found in the
verses. The singing is now reinterpreted as being heard from afar and this is
connected with the distant movement of the sake vendor. It is not so much a
reasoned solution of a riddle as a description of how one impression is answered by another related impression.
There seems to be a general view that the mood of this verse answers well
to the waki, but it is only in the Za no bungei that one notices that the mention of the sake vendor gives this verse some independence. We may here
recall the argument by Kit about the “ composition” and how this was important to make the verses create their own worlds; a linked verse should not
just be a comment on the previous.
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Distant peaks are high, remote mountains are low
Enzan takaku t yama hikushi

Buson

Ishikawa:
This link establishes the desolate place as the borderland where mountains are piled upon mountains and not even a vendor of cheap sake is seen.
The inhabitant here has deliberately chosen to live in seclusion, and enjoys
watching the landscape, painting and poetry.
Nomura:
This link is a facing link (mukaizuke). The reasons for this are as follows:
the landscape is far beyond the dwelling in the daisan, and the mountains, be
they high or low, suggests a happy-go-lucky kind of character. The landscape thus describes a person who is probably understood to be facing the
sake vendor; he does not come any more, but that is all right with this person.
Za no bungei:
The distant landscape is added to the miserable peddler.
Buson zensh :
The link defines the dwelling in the previous verse as a hut deep in the
mountains.
Commentary:
It is interesting to note that even the very simple addition of a landscape
may be understood in so many different ways, from so many different perspectives. This shows that the meaning of poetry of this kind will be forever
undefined and open. It is, in fact, doubtful whether any reader in the act of
reading ever goes all the way down to a definite and detailed interpretation.
Since so many possibilities are always potentially open, the mind will not
stop at a certain point but rather experience a diffuse multitude of these possibilities.
There is one aspect of this verse which is not easily rendered in translation. In the two places where I have written “ distant peaks” and “ remote
. These
mountains” , the original actually uses the very same characters:
characters are marked with short vertical lines, the first time to the right, and
the second time to the left. These are markings for the pronunciation, in the
first case the Sino-Japanese enzan, in the second case the Japanese t yama.
This almost plastic modelling with sound, rhythm and the visual qualities of
the writing system is well recognised by every critic who has written about
this sequence, but not one single writer has found that this affects the link; it
is just discussed as an aspect of the verse as a separate unit. In my view, the
oddity of this verse actually has a vital impact on the development. From the
point of view of thematic development, not very much has happened in this
fourth verse. We might well still be moving in the same landscape as in the
hokku. There has been some movement from distant background to close
foreground and then away into the distance again, with a slightly different
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angle. Buson also gives this movement a twist, in that his verse begins with
the high, and more distant, mountains, and then moves back to the low, and
closer, mountains, but what makes this verse a real step forwards in the development of the sequence and not just an adherence to the same scenery is
the strikingly different structure of the verse.
As mentioned earlier, the fourth verse should have some amount of lightness, enhancing forward movement. The repetitive rythms may be regarded
as typical of this verse, although it often has a very different structure. We
might call such rythms conventions for the fourth verse but should not forget
that they are not arbitrary; they are there to enhance the development. We
should also note that if this is a convention, it produces a highly unconventional use of language here.
Morning calm; even the sailors wear noblemen’ s caps
Asanagi ni kako mo eboshi o kitarikeri

Kit

Ishikawa:
The reference to sailors and the caps of noblemen suggests a departure by
boat and the milieu of Heian-period aristocrats. This is probably an omokage
link, alluding to the Tosa nikki (The Tosa Diary). As the weather is calm, the
mountains are seen far away and this increases the interest of travelling.
Za no bungei:
To the fresh and rather formal landscape in the previous verse is added
the sea voyage of some court noblemen. The well-pressed and gaudy mood,
suggested by the caps, corresponds well with the clear sky of the distant
view in the maeku.
Nomura:
This is not the beginning of a journey but midway, and the distant mountains in the maeku are not those always seen but unfamiliar ones.
Commentary:
Wherever there is a reference to a sea voyage in a Heian-period setting
critics always tend to refer to the Tosa Diary. We might argue, of course,
that any educated reader in the Edo period would directly recall this wellknown work when reading a verse like the one in question. However, the
situation here would rather suggest a voyage to a far more remote place than
the relatively close Tosa (that is, close to Kyoto, the capital). Indeed, the
limitation of the scene to a specific travel record, which is almost a commonplace, will totally erase the fascination of a voyage into the unknown, a
quality which othervise could be found in this link.
The diary too, is enough to write on a fan
Niki mo gi ni kakite kototaru

Chikugo
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Ishikawa:
Having no paper the happenings of the voyage are written in outline on
the limited space of a fan. The fan responds to the noblemen’ s caps making
us imagine the character of the person writing. As the Tosa Diary is alluded
to in the previous verse, this link is lacking in variation.
Za no bungei:
This is the picture of someone writing a record of one day of a seavoyage. The fact that there is enough space on the surface of a fan shows
that nothing dramatic has happened. The allusion to the Tosa Diary suggests
that the writer of this diary too is a man.
Renku kenky kai:
It is in this link that we associate the previous verse with the Tosa Diary.
To state that it is “ enough” to write the diary on a fan echoes the morning
calm in the maeku; nothing worth telling has happened.
Commentary:
In the case of Ishikawa, we once more encounter the case of a critic who
blames the text for an interpretation the critic himself has made. If we discard the reference to the Tosa Diary, there will be quite enough development
and change. There has been movement from the distant landscape out into
the sea, and to some actors in the scene, and here we end up in a written text,
or inside the head of the writer, which is not only very close but also inside a
very different element.
Just right this shade below trees – young wisteria leaves
Kukky no ko no shitakage yo fuji wakaba

Buson

Ishikawa:
The voyage by boat in the second previous verse is changed here into a
journey on land. Someone rests in the shade and quickly writes a few notes
on the fan, so that it soon may be used to cool the body. The word “ is
enough” is skilfully drawn into this link.
Za no bungei:
The place where the diary is written is added.
Nomura:
While taking a short rest in the shade, the diary is smoothly written and
finished.
Renku kenky kai:
The feeling of a traveller is expressed. The fan in the maeku is a summer
word, so this is received as a summer scene.
Commentary:
Here again Ishikawa turns to explanatory logic. Still, he has an important
point here, which is more concerned with expression. This link is not just an
extension of the narrative. There is a good deal of subtle interaction between
the verses that enhances their effect. The word “ is enough” is not just echoed
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by “ just right” in the linked verse, it may also be seen as intensified by the
cool shade under the fresh foliage.

2.4. Over my Head, or Over my Feet?
The second kasen published in the Akegarasu collection was written a few
years prior to its publication, in 1772. It was a so-called ry gin, a renku written by two persons, in this case Buson and Kit . This renku starts with winter verses, describing a life in poverty.
Should I pull it over my head, or over my feet? – old quilt
Kashira e ya kaken suso e ya furubusuma

Buson

There’ s a voice in the frost, under my bedding
Shimo ni koe ari waga toko no moto

Kit

Painfully weaving a basket of bamboo full of joints;
Fushi shigeki take o ajika ni kumiwabite

Kit

The regular badger has stopped coming
Higoro no tanuki kozu narinikeri (155)

Buson

Most commentaries agree that the hokku and waki describe a wretched
dwelling on a cold winter night, that the daisan describes the night work of
the person living there, and that the fourth verse determines the place as a
small village in the mountains.446
A quite lengthy reading is made by Ishikawa, who inquires further into
the mood of these verses.447 He notes that the bamboo, which is full of joints,
and thereby difficult to work with, together with the implied frozen fingers,
reinforces the unpleasantness of the situation. To explain the fourth verse, he
constructs a short story to fill the gaps with some detail. When the fourth
verse is added, the working person is turned into someone who enjoys this
work. This time, however, the bamboo is hard to work with and his face
becomes strained and severe. The badger, who has regularly visited him for
a friendly talk, is surprised by this angry face and comes no more. This explicit and detailed story may be contrasted with the short note in the Za no
bungei, where this waiting for the badger is seen as an expression of the
loneliness of the life in the mountains.
Beside the general simple strategy to see every link as an addition that determines what has been left open in the previous verse, we may again note
how two basic strategies are followed: one reasoned, filling the empty spaces
with logic coherence, and another more diffuse, which sees the verses as
concrete expressions of more abstract moods. Ishikawa constantly oscillates
446
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Za no bungei, pp. 51-52; Buson zensh 2, p. 216.
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between these two strategies but shows a slight preference for the reasoned
manner, which gives definite and final interpretations.
What is lacking in all of these commentaries is an analysis of the extended development that passes over a sequence longer than only two verses.
This might be achieved by starting to investigate the perspective used in the
verses (following the principle of self and other). The first three verses are
clearly self-verses; in the waki there is even a direct reference to this self in
the word waga (my). The fourth verse is harder to classify. We may understand it as a scenery verse, which it is in the strict sense of the term, but if we
understand some empathy in Buson’ s words, an expression of consideration
towards the badger, we may define it as an other-verse; the badger may be
seen as a person, and almost human, viewed from an outside perspective.
Within the first three self-verses the development may then be traced
through the different aspects of the place that is explored. In the hokku, coldness is described through the psychological state of the self, who is bewildered, not knowing what to do to escape the freezing temperature. The waki
describes the same coldness by means of sound perceptions from the outside
world. In the daisan the self has left the bed and is now engaged in some
activity, which like the coldness causes this person trouble. While most
commentaries describe this person as the same as in the hokku and waki, I
would, as I believe Hokushi would have done, prefer to describe it as a self
of another person. The self is definitely placed in a new situation, and for
analytical purposes this becomes a different self, whether we regard it as the
same person or not. To understand the development, there is actually no
need to define this person in any specific way. We may leave the question
open; it may be one person or three different persons, the definite change of
situation in the daisan will be there anyway.
If we now once more view the development, we may easily describe it in
terms of spatial movement: in the bed and inside the mind (hokku) – the
close vicinity of the bed (waki) – still indoors but another place (daisan) –
outdoors far away (fourth verse). It is then not surprising that in the fifth
verse Buson looks out into the dark night and up to the moon in the sky:
Before the moon rises, the night feels deeper – this sixteenth night

Izayoi no kokochi fuketari yoi nagara

Buson

On the sixteenth night of the moon calendar, the moon is still bright, but it
rises late. At this time, the darkness is felt with greater intensity. The word
izayoi is ambiguous, referring both to the dark moonless night and to the
moon, but here the expression that the night “ feels deeper” suggests that the
moon has not yet risen. Among other things, I understand this verse as a
verse about thoughts about the moon which is not present, as this gives a link
to the maeku, which expresses similar thoughts about someone who has disappeared. Ishikawa, however, typically gives this verse a reasoned explana332

tion: the badger comes no more because of this dark night.448 One problem
for Ishikawa is, however, that a reasoned interpretation must stand up to
reason. Then we cannot deny the fact that the moon eventually will rise, and
that this night does not give the badger any reason for disappearing permanently.
Towards the end of this kasen, there is a passage in which Buson gives
four verses in a row, followed by Kit giving four. Buson never wrote a dokugin, a solo renku, so this passage here is quite unique in his production.
(Kit , however, wrote at least one solo sequence.) Buson’ s verses begin in
the 28th verse and end in the 31st:
I say this noble duty to guard the palace
Riky t toku shugo m shitsuru
Well then, let’ s empty the sake in the decanter
Ide saraba hisage no sake o tsukusu beshi
If maybe there’ s a shortcut here close by
Moshi kono hen ni chikamichi ya aru
All alone his life as a priest, planting the rice
Tada hitori h shi naru mi no ta o uete (156)

In the Za no bungei, these links are described as follows:449 first, there is a
picture of a guard at a detached imperial palace; he is respectful and diligent.
This is followed by the appearance of a drinking party of these guards. The
special decanter, the hisage, corresponds in rank to the imperial country
villa. The inviting phrase at the beginning of this verse is used by the next
link to suggest some people going on a pleasure jaunt and asking for the
way. The conversational style corresponds to the similar style in the previous
verse. With the next verse the surroundings are added, defining the scene as
a far-off place where few people are passing, and a suitable person, the
lonely monk, is linked.
Ishikawa’ s reading focuses more on the conversational style, which in
fact already begins in the verse of the guardian.450 This verse starts with an
utterance which may carry quite different meanings, depending on the context, like: “ at your service” or “ I say, this is great” . (The word m shitsuru
has the basic meaning: “ I say humbly” .) This is answered in the next verse
by an invitation: “ come on, take a drink; you must be tired after your long
service; drink it all” . In the third verse follows a declining utterance: “ I am
busy, but all right, if there is a shortcut somewhere in the vicinity I will have
time to stay and drink” . Finally, in the fourth verse, this conversational de-
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velopment comes to an end; this link adds a description of the circumstances
of the person, the lonely monk, who is questioned about the way.
In the Buson zensh , there is a note that this conversational style is typical
samurai talk.451 The place where we ask for the shortcut is defined here as a
roadside tea house.
Nomura’ s reading is different as it takes the verses as juxtaposed units, as
persons reflecting or contrasting with each other.452 In the first verse, the
person continues his guard persistently; in the second the person drinks up
all the sake. These are two examples of “ persistence” that echo each other. In
the third verse, the person hastens along the road of life; in the fourth, the
person lives strongly all by himself. I understand this to be a kind of facing
link, even if Nomura does not use this term; a contrast between two different
human fates.

2.5. Kono hotori
The collection of renku named Kono hotori (Here close by) is one of the few
collections of haikai made by Buson himself. (It was usually Kit who prepared and edited the poetry collections of the Buson group.) This collection
was published in 1773 and comprises four kasen, all written by the four poets Buson, Kit , Ranzan and Chora. According to Buson’ s preface to this
collection, these four renku were written during one night when Buson, Kit
and Chora visited Ranzan at his sickbed. Ranzan seems to have been very
weak; he died soon after, and he only contributed a few verses, but it was
actually on his initiative that they spent the night composing poetry.
In the following, I will study commentaries written on the entire first
kasen in this collection. My point of departure is the commentaries written
by Nakamura Sachihiko, and I have added statements from other scholars
where I have found them expressing different opinions.453 My focus is on
how the links are discussed. I have not quoted all instances where these critics insist on some specific literary source or allusion behind these verses. As
I have argued elsewhere, and will argue here again, in many cases there are
few reasons to regard the search for such sources as an interpretive activity.
Those instances I have quoted are those few which have some slight explanatory value.
Saw the susuki; is there no hagi, here close by?
Susuki mitsu hagi ya nakaran kono hotori (157)
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Nakamura:
The pampas grass, susuki, and the bush clover, hagi, are both seasonal
words for autumn. On the surface, this hokku expresses a person’ s inquiry,
searching for the flowering hagi somewhere in the landscape. However,
since it is a hokku it must also carry a secondary meaning of a greeting to the
host on the occasion of composing. Buson, the most eminent guest here, uses
these plants allegorically; the old and dying Ranzan, the host here, is likened
to the colourless and withered susuki, and the young newcomer Chora, just a
visitor in Kyoto, is likened to the more colourful and fresh hagi. Ranzan has
always been there but is somewhat lacking in colour, and we want the more
flowery hagi.
Commentary:
The reading proposed by Nakamura shows well the problems we encounter if we insist on a theory based on aisatsu (greeting). Like any other interpretation based on a fixed and predefined theory, we often have a tendency
to find what we look for and ignore those facts that do not fit the model. To
use allegory in this case is practical, as it gives us great freedom to introduce
whatever meaning we like into a poem. What we get here, however, is not a
greeting in any ordinary sense of this word but a very rude comment on the
host. Ranzan, sick and dying, is likened to the bleak and colourless, and
thereby almost described as dated and boring. I do not find it very likely that
Buson would have intended such a meaning; it seems to be a typical construct of twentieth-century scholarship.
From the point of view of the style of these poets, this allegory will also
be very inadequate. In Ranzan’ s verses and poems, we find much of the romanticism of the Buson group, and they may well be described as rich and
colourful; Chora, however, even if he certainly was a greater poet, preferred
simplicity and more subdued nuances. 454 Seen in a historical context, the
allegory becomes pointless, and it is hard to find any reason why the concept
of greeting should be used at all, since in the first place it would only be
justified by some sort of historicism.
Aroused from the wind, in the evening of autumn
Kaze yori okoru aki no y ni

Chora

Nakamura:
When the evening wind starts blowing the pampas grass and the bush
clover start moving violently. The time of the hokku is established and wind
454

There are but few comments on Chora’ s work. Ogino Kiyoshi is one of few modern critics
who have showed interest in his poetry. Although Ogino himself is fond of Chora’ s style, he
writes that many people probably would find it insufficient, bleak, and plain. Ogino 1971, p.
253.
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is added to the scene. The waki should actually be composed by the host, but
here we have three guests, so the first three verses will be given to them. The
allegorical greeting meaning here is that Chora comes like the wind and
takes part in the back-to-Bash movement now in full action here in Kyoto.
We may feel the competitive tension between Chora, who belonged to the
Mino school and had his own group, and Buson’ s group.
Commentary:
I do not find Nakamura’ s insistence on aisatsu here very convincing. The
principle of greeting in haikai, as far at it concerns the allotment of roles at a
haikai party, means simply that the hokku is written by the guest and the
waki by the host. When several poets gather in a session, there are, of course,
several guests, but still the host composes the waki; it is only the most eminent guest who takes part in the greeting procedure. When this clear allotment of roles is no longer seen, as in the majority of renku written after
Bash , we might as well understand this as a sign of the obsolescence of the
greeting principle. On formal occasions, the guest-host division may still be
adhered to, but then the principle is very clear; greeting means: hokku –
guest, waki – host. The idea of a greeting based on allegory is, in fact, another matter. Allegorical readings exist but are not very common in Edoperiod writing, and I have not found that they were ever discussed under the
concept of aisatsu. The association between aisatsu and allegory seems to be
later and is probably a modern development. The insistence that aisatsu in
this sense should be found always and in every renku exists only in some
modern scholarship.
Still, there is one merit in Nakamura’ s reading that is probably unintentional but tells something about the relationship between the verses. In the
hokku, we have an expression of wanting, we desire something more colourful. This desire, which is directed outwards, is answered by the wind, a
movement, coming inwards; it is a simple structure of question and answer.
Even if, in the end we discard the allegory, it may help us to abstract qualities in the verses that show how they are linked, not as a coherent narrative,
but from the point of view of mood or abstract form.
After the last ferry, must find an inn, under the crescent moon
Fune taete yado toru nomi no futsukazuki

Kit

Nakamura:
Now it is late and no more boats are setting out. One reason to this may
be the wind that has started to blow violently. The daisan is the place where
a renku starts to develop into different worlds, so it is often made into a
travel verse. When the hokku is an autumn verse, it is common to compose
the waki as a moon verse. Here, it seems that Chora hands over this responsibility to Kit , and this again makes us feel the tension between the poets,
challenging each other.
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In a renku, the greeting is finished in the hokku and waki, but somehow
we feel that Kit encourages the party to move on with ease.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : wind – boat; evening – lodging
when on a journey.
A traveller’ s journal; one step, one change
Kik no moy ippo ippen

Ranzan

Nakamura:
This link takes the previous verse as a line from a traveller’ s journal. Here
the verse is by the host, but as it is the fourth verse it is not necessary to look
for a greeting hidden in it, but the “ one step, one change” should be understood as praising the three preceding verses. It is like saying “ hey, this is
getting fun” .
Nomura:
This verse describes the memories of the traveller who missed the boat in
the previous verse.
Commentary:
Here again is a fourth verse built on repetitive rhythms; it is almost
bouncing. It is a good example of how a fourth verse moves forwards. Although semantically it looks back to the beginning of the renku, its rhythms
contrast distinctly with this beginning.
Tsurayuki’ s daughter, it was when she was still a child
Tsurayuki ga musume osanaki koro nare ya

Chora

Nakamura:
The traveller’ s journal in the maeku is associated with Tsurayuki, the
writer of the Tosa diary, one of the classical Japanese travel records. In this
record there is the story about his daughter, who died when she was a small
child, far away in the province of Tosa. The word ya ending the verse has a
slightly exclamatory meaning.
The combined meaning of the two verses in this link will be obvious of its
own accord if we understand the link according to “ this person” and “ this
time” of the “ eight styles” . This is an omokage link, but it does not follow
the theory of omokage found in the Kyoraish , since the name of the person
alluded to is openly mentioned. There is probably reverberation intended
between “ one step” and “ was a child” .
Nomura:
Is there really any relationship between the childhood of Tsurayuki’ s
daughter and the “ one step, one change” of the travel record? Is it a lightly
made escape link? Perhaps it says that Tsurayuki’ s daughter was taken on a
voyage when she was still a small child.
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Za no bungei:
The remembrance expressed by “ it was when she was still a child” corresponds well with the sight full of changes described by the words “ one step,
one change” .
Commentary:
Nakamura’ s usage of terminology differs significantly from Edo-period
usage. In his usage, the term “ this person” is not a development of the person
in the previous verse but just an addition of a person. I also doubt his usage
of “ this time” here, since this verse does not establish the time of the scene,
only a diffuse notion of remembrance.
Nakamura’ s comment on the omokage concept largely corresponds with
my own view. I do not, however, see Chora’ s overt reference to a historical
person as a misuse of this omokage. As I argued earlier, this term was
probably used with a different meaning in the eighteenth century.
It is interesting that Nakamura sees this link as easily understandable,
while Nomura admits that he has difficulty in understanding it, offering a
very prosaic and descriptive reading. Nomura’ s failure is probably due to his
search for logic continuity, while Nakamura is content with the looser connection achieved through the addition of parameters not found in the maeku.
Nakamura’ s suggestion that the witty rhythm in the maeku would interact
with the childishness in the link might be seen as contradicting the reading of
the Za no bungei, which is more serious and sad. I do not think, however,
that it is necessary to make a choice between these readings; I see them as an
example of the polyphonic richness that exists within this kind of poetry.
The latticed shutters are heavy, as it’ s raining
Hajitomi omoku ame no furereba

Buson

Nakamura:
The shutters have become heavy because of the rain, and the person who
tries to raise them in their heaviness is the small girl in the previous verse. It
is extremely skilful to link the small girl to the feeling of the heaviness of the
shutters. The allusion to the aristocratic milieu of the Heian times in this
previous verse is developed by the reference to the latticed shutters of a palace and the use of an ancient expression like furereba, which is often found
in classical poetry.
Nomura:
Tsurayuki’ s thoughts about his own daughter are likened to thoughts on a
rainy day when the shutters are down.
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Za no bungei:
The place is linked to the state of recollection in the maeku. The dark and
oppressive mood was probably linked to this maeku with the sad story of
Tsurayuki’ s daughter in mind.
Commentary:
While both Nomura and the Za no bungei focus on the sad mood suggested by the allusion in the maeku, Nakamura turns to explanatory and reasoned logic. One problem such a reasoned reading will give us is that we
would expect it to be reasoned and rational to the very end. Then we will
realise that the architecture described in this verse will make Nakamura’ s
reading impossible. These shutters are safely protected under the eaves and
will not become heavy because of the rain in any material sense. Even cool
reason will conclude that the heaviness here refers to a mood, or an emotional state. This reading also misses that Tsurayuki’ s daughter is only present in somebody’ s memories, and a link directly to her as a person present
on the scene will just be a pure word link, which will give only a partial explanation. Nakamura will also, in spite of his keen interest in all sorts of
intertextuality, deny the relevance of the allusion in the previous poem. What
we get when we identify the allusion is the sadness and regret associated
with the memory of a lost child, and if we do not use this mood in our reading, the allusion will lose its raison d’ être.
The evening gets late, bowstrings sound for his lordship’ s illness
Sayo fukete yuzuru naraseru on-nayami

Ranzan

Nakamura:
The sounding of bowstrings was an old ritual used to ward off evil spirits;
it was practised in the Heian period in the houses of court nobles. To the
shutters shut for the rain in the maeku is linked the interior of a palace, making the scene even more depressed and heavy.
Themes from the Heian period have continued for three verses. In this
verse, we enter into the back of the first sheet and here more dramatic
themes are allowed. Ranzan’ s introduction of the theme of illness may be
due to his own suffering at this time.
Za no bungei:
The solemn scene of the meigen (the sounding of bowstrings) is linked to
the gloomy mood of the nobleman’ s mansion, and the time is determined.
Heian period aristocratic themes have continued for three verses, and this
makes the development dull.
I too have seen fifty springs and autumns
Ware mo isoji no shunj o shiru

Kit
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Nakamura:
A verse like this is classified as “ recollection” (jukkai) and is made to
match the sickness in the previous verse. The problem here is to decide
which person it is who looks back on his or her fifty years. If we decide that
it is the sick person, then court themes of the Heian period will have continued for more than four verses, and this makes the sequence stagnate. If this
is interpreted as a person who recalls the past fifty years, when seeing the
dying person in the maeku, this verse will open up for new development.
Then this verse may be classified as “ arouse feeling” , as a verse reacting
emotionally to the previous one.
Let’ s dress you too in a hood, old brazier
Nanji ni mo zukin kish zo furubioke

Buson

Nakamura:
People in this era usually retired around the age of fifty. Even lay people
entered priesthood and shaved their head. In winter they usually protected
their bald head by wearing a hood, and here the idea is that this old brazier,
my companion for fifty years, looks just like my shaven head, so I want to
dress it, too, in a hood.
Since this verse addresses the brazier as if it was a living thing, it may be
seen as a kind of facing link. The “ I” in the maeku is faced by the brazier.
Za no bungei:
The recollection in the maeku is turned towards the old brazier. The feelings and attachment towards this utensil are expressed. “ You too” here corresponds to “ I too” in the maeku.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : old person – hood; the aged –
brazier.
The beloved lotus is withered, without trace
Aiseshi hasu wa karete ato naki

Chora

Nakamura:
The previous verse shows an indoor scene of an eccentric person in retirement. The link depicts the scenery outside of this dwelling.
Za no bungei:
This is an omokage link, referring to the Chinese Song-dynasty literati
Zhou Maoshu
(1017-1073) (in Japanese: Sh Mo Shuku), who loved
the lotus flower.
Commentary:
Nakamura’ s interpretation actually starts with a lengthy discussion of
various Chinese poets and intellectuals who wrote about their love of certain
flowers. The existence of such a Chinese tradition, as well as the story of
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Zhou Maoshu, may of course have influenced this verse, or it may not; the
love of flowers is quite common among human beings even outside the field
of literature. A line of associations, based on this kind of learned reading,
might be that an eccentric idea expressed in the maeku makes us recall the
eccentric scholar Zhou Maoshu, and this in turn results in some scenery associated with this Zhou. Such an explanation of the link, however, does not
do much more than solve a riddle. A stronger interaction is achieved if we
focus on the overall mood of these verses. Both express a situation where a
subject is looking at something old or withered with affection. In the maeku
we hear the subject’ s voice, which acts positively on the old brazier, while in
the linked verse it is more a matter of passive regret; the object of the subject’ s affection is no longer there. Together with the movement from an indoors scene to the outside scenery, this slight difference gives change and
development to the repetition of a similar idea.
Come here little bird; I miss the bush warbler
Kotori kite yayo uguisu no natsukashiki

Kit

Nakamura:
By the pond of the withered lotus small birds come visiting, and the poet
addresses them, inquiring of the bird of early spring.
Za no bungei:
The mind of someone waiting for spring is linked to the outward scene of
wintry desolation.
When serving a cup of sake, the country girl escapes
Sakazuki saseba niguru agatame

Ranzan

Nakamura:
The maeku is seen as a garden scene where someone is waiting for spring
to come. A banquet is held, and probably the bush warbler will come and
sing. The linked verse depicts a common scene on such an occasion; a man
from the city invites a country girl to drink, but she is shy and runs away.
The address to the bird in the maeku is answered by the somewhat forced
serving of sake in the added verse; this is a kind of hibiki.
Nomura:
This country girl is as shy as the bush warbler.
Za no bungei:
The maeku is determined as describing the garden of a farm in the provinces. This is turned into human matters by linking the scene of a drinking
party.
While young, he is appointed as vice-minister of Hitachi
Wakaki mi no Hitachi no suke ni hoserarete

Buson
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Nakamura:
This verse ends with the particle te. According to an old renga treatise by
S gi, the Renga hidensh , such verses should be read as adverbial phrases
and be placed before the previous verse in the interpretation. (Nakamura
gives no reason why this single statement from the renga tradition should be
valid for haikai, or linked poetry in general.)
This spring a young prodigy has been appointed as the new vice-minister
of Hitachi. At a banquet held in his honour he sees a beautiful young girl and
offers her a cup of sake, but as it is their first meeting she is embarrassed and
runs away, to the great amusement of the whole party.
Buso zensh :
Perhaps there is some association between agatame (country girl) and the
implied agatameshi (appointment of service in the provinces).
One petal falls from the double-flowered cherry tree
Yae no sakura no rakka ippen

Kit

Nakamura:
The two previous verses are read as one single unity; in old commentaries
(two verses in one chain) or niku ichii
this is named niku ichiren
(two verses – one meaning). This link adds the background scenery to the banquet scene created by the two preceding verses.
Nomura:
The double-flowered cherries make the new appointment of the viceminister a bit sad.
Za no bungei:
The brilliant scenery of the magnificent double-flowered cherries is
linked to the bright and splendid human matters.





Bearing an arrow, the stag comes and lies down – in the hazy night
Ya o oishi ojika kite fusu kasumu yo ni

Chora

Nakamura:
The maeku is the place to which this stag has come and prostrates itself.
In the faint light of the cherry blossom, a single petal is falling down on the
dying animal, as if in mourning.
Nomura:
Both the previous and this verse describe a sad scene.
Za no bungei:
The maeku is seen as giving a tinge of pathos, and a suitable dramatic
scene is elaborated, linking the time.
Even spring is deep beyond, a mountain temple beneath the moon
Haru mo oku aru tsuki no yamadera
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Buson

Nakamura:
The place where the stag falls down dying is close to a temple deep in the
mountains. At last, spring has reached this distant place, and it is a night
when the moon is seen through the haze. This is an “ its place” link.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : arrow (bow) moon.
The wine in the big jar has unexpectedly become vinegar
game no sake wa itsushika su ni narinu

Kit

Nakamura:
The temple in the mountains is a carefree place where spring now has
come with unexpectedly warm weather. The cherries are in full bloom, and
this night the moon is beautiful. The monks, deciding to make a feast beneath the moon and flowers, open the big jar of sake which was brewed this
winter, but after doing so they realise that it has all turned into vinegar. Both
monks and lay visitors from afar are disappointed, and regret that this jar
was probably stored in a bad place.
Nomura:
A wasteful story; it is like the spring which still hides behind the temple
in the mountains.
Za no bungei:
The mountain temple without a sign of life is turned into human matters.
With no visitors coming, the sake prepared for the season of the cherry blossom has unexpectedly turned into vinegar. The passing of time in the clauses
“ even spring is deep beyond” and “ has unexpectedly become vinegar” corresponds well.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : watching the moon – sake.
The five-foot sword is forged and ready
Goshaku no tsurugi uchi setari

Chora

Nakamura:
The extraordinary length of the sword suggests that it has been made for
some ritual purposes. It has taken a long time to forge it, a long period of
abstinence for the smiths, and this is linked to the time which passed when
the wine became vinegar in the previous verse.
Nomura:
The maeku describes something happening unawares, this verse describes
something happening at last; both are about time passing.
Za no bungei:
The big jar is placed facing the extraordinary long sword.
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The great Manj is moving to Tada – the weather is fine
Manj no Tada no watamashi hiyori yoki

Buson

Nakamura:
Manj , usually known by the name Minamoto no Mitsunaka, was a military commander of the tenth century. After his resignation he moved to his
castle in Tada, in the Settsu district.
In Bash -style renku, the reference to personal names should not be taken
too literally; the reference here is to a person like this Manj , and to the
grand scene of such a man moving with his entire household.
The link may be understood as the sword being finished just in time for
the ritual move of residence. The pure mood of the maeku is answered by the
fine weather and the gallant procession of the former soldier. Somehow it
seems that Buson had something more concrete in mind when he wrote his
link, but it is hard to say what this is. Links based on nioi and hibiki should
actually not be read too concretely. The right way to comment on them is to
leave them hazy and diffuse. But even this does not make a good interpretation. Many famous swords are associated with the Minamoto house, but
there is no direct connection to any of these. Perhaps an especially splendid
sword was needed as an offering for the new dwelling at Tada.
Nomura:
The day when Manj is moving the weather is fine, and the sword he will
carry is also finished.
Za no bungei:
There is a tradition that Manj when moving to his new castle sent for
skilled artisans from southern Japan, and made them forge two swords, Higekiri and Hizakiri, which were kept as treasures of the house.
The fine weather corresponds well to “ forged and ready” in the maeku; it
has the same feeling of sufficiency.
Beyond fresh leaves, white clouds of an open sea
Wakaba ga sue ni oki no shirakumo

Kit

Nakamura:
Since human matters have continued for three verses, here the background landscape is added. Perhaps it was possible to see Osaka Bay in this
way from Tada in the Edo period.
Za no bungei:
The scenery is attached to the human matters in the maeku, and the season
is determined. The fresh leaves are in the foreground and the white clouds on
the open sea form the background.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : fine weather – clouds are rising.
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On the branches of a pine, the wisteria still flowering purple
Matsu ga e wa fuji no murasaki sakinokori

Chora

Nakamura:
The combination of wisteria and pine tree was common in waka poetry.
This verse adds the nearby scenery to the distant view in the maeku. Since
human matters continued for several verses earlier, the poet tries to add one
more scenery verse here.
Buson zensh :
Word links according to the Ruisensh : clouds – purple.
After reciting the prayer, there is only death
Nenbutsu m shite shinu bakari nari

Buson

Nakamura:
There is a genre of religious paintings depicting the coming of Amida
Buddha to welcome the spirits of the dead. Common in such paintings is the
picture of a hermitage where a person is sitting in prayer. In the garden outside this hermitage there are always some pine trees with wisteria hanging
from the branches. Above in the sky, Amida Buddha descends on purple
clouds.
Buson, who in his youth had studied painting at different temples, must
have known of these conventions and used them in this link.
In the H j ki, a collection of essays dated 1212, there is also a sentence in
which the wisteria is likened to the purple clouds of the descending Amida,
but it is probably based on the same convention.
Nomura:
This link is based on the sentence in the H j ki.
Recalling the old days when the Empress visited our temple
Waga yama ni gok no mukashi shinobarete

Kit

Nakamura:
As this verse ends with the te particle, it is best to read it as coming before
the maeku. The verse describes the thoughts of an old Buddhist priest in
retirement who has reached fulfilment in his training; with no regrets he is
ready to meet his death. The previous verse described an ordinary layman
who had left the world, but here this is turned into the beautiful last years of
an eminent old priest.
Za no bungei:
The person in the maeku is determined as an old priest from the Enryakuji
temple on the Hiei Mountain just northeast of Kyoto. This is probably an
omokage referring to Jien
(1155-1225), who was the head priest of this
temple and also an accomplished poet.
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The words “ there is only death” in the maeku are answered by “ recalling
the old days” .
Waiting for the runaway crane, but it does not return
Nigetaru tsuru no matedo kaerazu

Chora

Nakamura:
On the occasion of the imperial visit one received words of praise. These
were like this crane which never returned home. One remembers them with
regret and longing.
Nomura:
The previous verse expresses satisfaction, this verse disappointment; this
is a facing link.
Za no bungei:
The old priest living up in the mountains is associated with the Chinese
recluse Lin Hejing
(967-1028) (in Japanese: Rin Wa-Sei), who used
to entertain his guests by releasing a crane over the famous West Lake near
his dwelling. This is a link based on the interest in the Chinese classics, but
in the maeku there was a reference to Jien, and earlier one to Sh Mo Shuku,
and one cannot deny that it gives a heavy impression.
“ Recalling the old days” in the maeku is responded by “ waiting but it
does not return” in this verse.



Without a penny, I wrote a poem on the wall
Zeni nakute hekij ni shi o daishikeri

Buson

Nakamura:
The theme of a runaway crane introduced by Chora in the previous verse
is of Chinese origin. This is here taken up by Buson with another Chinesestyle theme of a poet writing a poem on a wall. (The word shi refers specifically to poetry in Chinese.) In the collection of Tang-dynasty poetry called
s age, one finds several famous
T shisen, which was well known in Buson'
buildings where such poems might have been written on the wall. In a poem
by Cui Hao
(in Japanese: Saik ) about the “ Tower of the Yellow
Crane” , the Huang he lou
(in Japanese: K kakur ), there is a description of a crane which departs and never comes back, and this seems to
be the place in question here.
There is also a kind of yose between the words “ runaway” and “ without a
penny” , though not in a direct literal sense that someone without a penny
runs away in the night, which would be base and vulgar. It is more a matter
of “ transfer” (utsuri) from the runaway crane to the vagabond poet.
Nomura:
The poet writes on the wall because he has no money to buy paper. The
maeku describes the contents of his poem.
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In the Edo period money paid during imprisonment was named tsuru
(crane). Thereby a possible link exists between the crane and the coins (here
rendered as pennies).
Za no bungei:
The aspect of poetic craziness is linked to the recluse who has lost his beloved crane.
Commentary:
In almost all of the commentaries there is a reference to the “ Tower of the
yellow crane” . In the Za no bungei this story is told in the following manner:
Long ago in China there was a tavern where an old man, instead of paying
for his drink, painted a yellow crane on the wall and made it dance accompanying the singing of the other guests, while he collected a lot of money
from them. Then he expressed his gratitude and mounted the crane, and it
flew away and disappeared into the white clouds.
If we grant that the “ Tower of the yellow crane” was well known by educated people in Buson’ s day, it may well be that he found inspiration from it
when he wrote his verse. Still, it is undeniable that this story and Buson’ s
verse have very little in common, that Buson’ s verse actually tells a very
different story. If we believe that the clue to this verse and the previous one
lies in this old story, then we will have to accept that an interpretation is only
a partial matter that ignores the main part of the poetry it pretends it interprets. And the result is that what is not even present in the poem will be regarded as more relevant than what is actually there. It then turns out that the
interpretation we have made is not an interpretation of the poem at all but of
a very different text, which lies outside the poem we intended to comment
upon, and that must be regarded as a failure; we have missed the target.
The problem here is that we have confused the source of inspiration with
the intention of the poet, which in turn is confused with the meaning this
poem has for a reader, be it the poet himself. If we keep these matters apart,
all of them may be acceptable fields of investigation, but by finding an answer to one of these matters, we do not find the answer to the others.
However, investigating the source of inspiration is not without problems.
As I have argued elsewhere, when we state that a poet was inspired by a
certain text when he wrote this or that poem, we state something that may be
true or false; we state something about a historical fact. Unless we have
some proof that Buson was in fact inspired by this story, the only thing we
can say for sure is that we do not know, because here we have no additional
proof at all, and the slight correspondence between the story and the verses
may in fact be a coincidence. Such problems are not encountered if we focus
on the interpretation of what actually is there in the poem, the world it creates without reference to external texts, which by being external by definition are not part of the poem.
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The woman who brings the light is lovely
Hi o mochiizuru onna uruwashi

Kit

Nakamura:
This is an embellishment link (ashirai) whereby the hitherto unused lovetheme is introduced, changing the meaning formed by the relationship between the maeku and the uchikoshi. This verse might still be understood as
having a Chinese theme; it might be a picture of the daughter of a rich family, coming with light to a teacher or young student living in the house. (Nakamura discusses several Chinese sources and notes that in this age Chinese
popular stories, drama, and novels where translated and widely read in Japan.)
Nomura:
In a poem by the Chinese poet Li He
(791-817) a wall, light and
hanging flowers are put in the same line. From this source the light and the
woman seems to have been associated with the wall in the maeku.
Za no bungei:
The time of the maeku is determined as the time when one lights the
lamps. The thematic stagnation which has continued in four verses is turned
here into a faint love universe.



Falling fluttering on the black hair – night snow
Kurokami ni chirachira kakaru yoru no yuki

Chora

Nakamura:
The black hair is the hair of a woman and also a love word. When love is
introduced, this theme must continue for at least two verses, and words defined as love must be used. However, a skilful master like Bash might, as
related in the Kyoraish , find it sufficient with love expressed without such
conventionalised words.
The situation described here is of a woman waiting for her lover to come.
There is the sound of a knock at the door, and she opens and looks out when
the snow is falling, looking white even in the night. This is no longer a Chinese theme.
Defeated in the lawsuit, driven away from the lands
Utae ni makete shory owaruru

Buson

Nakamura:
The person driven from his home is accompanied by his wife and child
and escapes in the darkness of evening to avoid the public gaze. Even the
weather is without pity in the sudden changes of life. The black hair may
belong to the wife or the daughter, and one even imagines the aspect of a
small child crying in the cold night. The time is linked to the scene in the
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maeku. (By time Nakamura probably means the occasion when this happened.)
Nomura:
This verse and possibly the two previous verses describe situations borrowed from the Soga monogatari, a story of revenge existing in many different versions.
Even in the sunburnt paddy fields, this year the rice grows thick
Hiyaketa mo kotoshi wa ine no tachinobishi

Kit

Nakamura:
This verse reinforces the regrettable feeling of being driven from one'
s
land. This year, even the fields which were usually dry and produced little
crop promise a bumper harvest, and this makes it even more vexing that it
has all been lost.
These fields are probably close to the border of the protagonist’ s former
lands, making one imagine the sad departure of this person.
Nomura:
This is a facing link turned towards the complete misfortune of the
maeku.
Za no bungei:
Word link according to the Ruisensh : lawsuit – new rice fields.
The festival dishes are served, in a row under the moon
Matsuri no zen o narabetaru tsuki

Chora

Nakamura:
The expectation of a rich harvest in the maeku is linked here to the autumn festival this year. Celebration and joy are added to the feeling of gratitude towards the gods.
A small peddler – in the happiness of autumn, dancing as he goes
Koakindo aki ureshisa ni tobiaruki

Buson

Nakamura:
This verse makes the time move forwards. At the end of the festival there
is a drinking party, and even a passing peddler is invited in. He is now leaving, happy and drunk.
Za no bungei:
A personage appropriate to the abundance of the autumn festival is drawn
in the picture. Receiving the benefits of the festival, business is also at its
best, and the peddler walks around merrily.
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“ Let’ s share the umbrella” , teasing an old hag
Aigasa sh to uba ni tawarete

Kit

Nakamura:
In this link a concrete situation is added to the comical peddler in the
maeku. It is quite common that a peddler would be joking with an old country woman.
This is the second place where a love theme is introduced into the sequence, but this time it is done in a light fashion.
Za no bungei:
The words: “ in the happiness, dancing as he goes” are received concretely
by the word: “ teasing” .
In the past as well as now, it’ s all the same lovesickness
Inishie mo ima mo kawaranu koigusa ya

Chora

Nakamura:
These are the words of a person who has seen the jest in the maeku. Perhaps one might identify some “ reverberation” between the words “ old hag”
and “ in the past” , but it is not necessary to go as far as that.
Za no bungei:
This is an escape link without effect.
What old tale is it, which she hides and does not show?
Nani monogatari zo himete misezaru

Buson

Nakamura:
The person who secretly reads an old tale, probably a love story of the
Heian period, thinks, as in the maeku, that it is all the same as today. This
makes this person even shyer and he or she does not show this book to others.
Za no bungei:
The deep emotion expressed by “ in the past as well as now” is answered
by “ what old tale is it” .
Buson zensh :
Word link according to the Ruisensh : the past (mukashi) – old tale
(monogatari).
At dusk, when thoughts linger with the blossoms of Kisagata
Kisagata no hana omoiyaru y magure
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Ranzan

Nakamura:
The person absorbed in reading in the maeku realises it has grown dark,
and suddenly recalls the cherry blossom of Kisagata described in Bash '
s
Oku no hosomichi. For a while this person is lost in these thoughts.
Here in the last verse before the ageku, a blossom verse must be added,
and this is skilfully done.
Nomura:
In Bash ’ s poem of Kisagata from the Oku no hosomichi, there is a reference to the famous ancient Chinese beauty Xi Shi
(Japanese: Seishi).
The link to the tale in the maeku is through her name in this poem.
The maeku seems to describe a woman reading, but this verse is more like
a man thinking of cherry blossom.



The mountain hototogisu of Shiga, in the haze of spring
Oboro ni Shiga no yamahototogisu

Kit

Nakamura:
According to Kit ’ s own handbook of linking, this is exactly the way to
link famous places. The verse about Kisagata describes the “ rumour” about
this place and the verse about Shiga describes the present here and now;
when one sees the landscape here and hears the bird singing, one’ s thoughts
are with the blossom at Kisagata.
Nomura:
In the 16th volume of the Many sh , there is a fisherman’ s poem which
begins with a reference to the mountains of Shiga and ends with a word expressing remembrance (shinobu). The lingering thoughts in the maeku are
thus connected with the remembrance in this poem, which in turn is connected with the linked verse through the reference to the mountains of Shiga.
Buson zensh :
Word link according to the Ruisensh : cherry blossom – hototogisu.

2.6. Lamenting the Frost
The kasen “ Lamenting in the frost” was published in 1777, but was probably
written some two years earlier.455 It was incorporated in the Shin minashiguri
(New Hollow Chestnut), the collection of Bakusui, which was intended to
revive the style of Kikaku’ s Minashiguri (Hollow Chestnut) published a
century earlier. This style which is associated with the earliest works of
Bash in which he and his followers turned to an independent way of writing, is often regarded as difficult and enigmatic, free of form and somewhat
extravagant, using many Chinese expressions.

455

Buson zensh 2, p. 357.
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In this kasen, Buson and a few of his favourite disciples try out this way
of writing, so it will give us an example of this style. It is, of course, not very
different from the ordinary style of Buson and his followers, which may
often become quite flashy, but here the verses seem to be slightly more extreme than usual. The commentaries used here are the Buson zensh and
Nomura.456
Lamenting in the frost, the cricket wrings its beard
Shimo ni tanzu k rogi hige o nigirikeri

Tairo

The garden’ s brocade; its withered grass is cut
Sono no nishiki no kusagare o tatsu (158)

Kit

Buson zensh :
In the hokku the cricket’ s weak voice in the frost sounds like a lament.
The waki determines the place as a garden. The brocade refers to the coloured leaves of autumn. When working in the garden, one suddenly sees this
scene.
Nomura:
The frost in connection with the beard in the hokku implies a grey beard,
and a person getting old and dying. It is a personification of the cricket. It is
singing while the grass is cut.
Commentary:
While there is not much to object to in these readings, they do not explain
much more than we already understand from reading the poem. Nomura
mentions the expression for hoariness, frost in the hair, which gives us some
extra knowledge, but in fact the dying and withered mood of the hokku will
be obvious even if we do not know about this almost dead metaphor. Something more interesting to note is that there is a cricket still alive in winter; a
very unlikely scene, which will heighten the effect of the verse by its lack of
plausibility.
To enjoy this link fully, we should search for a way to read the verses as
whole statements, even if it may be difficult. The point is to abstract the
general mood which is built by the totality and see how it is answered by the
linked verse. We may then see the hokku as the last desperate struggle of a
creature soon succumbing to the cold. The waki works actively in the same
circumstances. It is more colourful; the richness of the withered colours is
stressed, and the cutting is deliberate and forward-moving. The defensive
hokku is answered by a direct attack in the waki.
The ringing of an axe; ceremonially starting to rebuild the old temple
T t to koin ni ono o tehajimete

456

Buson zensh 2, p. 357-358; Nomura 1975, p. 234-236.
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Kit

Buson zensh :
The scene of the waki is changed into a desolated garden where the reconstruction of a mansion has been started.
Nomura:
The withered grass is cut down and the reconstruction has begun.
Commentary:
I would here prefer to follow Nomura. After clearing the space, a destructive movement, the direction turns by the constructive activity of building.
While colour is used in the waki, here sound dominates by the use of onomatopoeia (which is not present in translation).
Selling oneself for clothes, dressing in the shimmer of hot air
Mi no shirogoromo kager o kiru

Tairo

Buson zensh ; Nomura:
The word mi no shirogoromo refers to clothes received in payment for
selling oneself into bondage. This verse alludes to the n drama Jinen koji, in
which a small girl makes an offering of such clothes to a temple. Here this is
made to the temple in the previous verse.
Commentary:
The reference to the n drama gives one possible point of connection to
the previous verse, but just one, and this makes this link into a pure word
link. As often in such cases, the reading becomes much like the solution of a
riddle. The aim is only to find some sort of rational connection, not to investigate the mood or flavour. When links become difficult, critics often have
recourse to this simple procedure, but that does not make an interpretation of
the poem, only a few comments on a single word.
I propose here that we should not look for continuity of the narrative but
instead search for qualities like reverberation. In the maeku we have the
thumping sounds of the axe, which may be understood as reverberating in
the shimmering air. There is also a subtler similarity between the ceremonial
beginning of the reconstruction of a temple and the act of selling oneself. In
both cases, there is a definite start of a new situation in which someone will
be tied by certain obligations for a period of time in the future.
Tired of the fish bait, the moon haze between the waves
Uoe ni akite namima ni tsuki oboro

Tairo

Buson zensh :
The shimmering air in the previous verse is seen as a river bank where
someone is fishing all day long.
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Nomura:
The fish, tired of the bait, are floating on the waves, where the hazy moon
is shining; just like the shimmering air rising from the clothes in the previous
verse.
Commentary:
The desire to normalise the strange and enigmatic here leads the critic to
see connections that do not exist. To associate the hot shimmering air with a
river bank will not be clarifying at all. In summer, a river bank will be cool
and refreshing, and the least likely place to see the shimmering of air. We
might talk about some sort of contrast link, but the previous verse does not
actually describe a hot place.
I prefer Nomura’ s reading here; the shimmering has the blurred sight and
fluttering movement in common with a hazy moon among waves, and this
gives a definite correspondence between the verses. We might develop this
reading further by noting that the act of selling oneself is an act of resignation, of giving up, and this corresponds well with being tired of something,
even if the fish bait is somewhat strange. I do not, however, see any need to
specify that it is the fish which are fed up with the bait. If we search for an
abstract mood, we may leave this matter open.
Rich in willows, rowing a solitary boat
Yanagi ni tomite kogu hitoribune

Kit

Buson zensh :
The fisherman in the maeku is now placed in a boat.
Nomura:
A few willows are added to the river in the maeku. In opposition to the
words “ tired of” the words “ rich in” are used.
Nomura then presents a very strange argument: he writes that there is an
expression: “ the crossroads of the willows” which is used to signify the redlight district. In this red-light district, one rows a boat all alone, he says. I am
not sure what he means here. There is an idiomatic expression in Japanese
“ to row a boat” , which means “ dozing” or “ taking a nap” . Possibly Nomura
has this sense in mind. The verse would then describe someone taking a solitary nap somewhere in the red-light district.
Commentary:
In this case a reading as a simple development of the scene seems to be
without problems, but we do not need to place the fisherman in the boat; this
verse may as well describe the picture he sees from the side of the river. The
contrasting interaction between “ tired of” and “ rich in” is also conspicuous.
It is harder to understand the relevance of Nomura'
s reference to the red-light
district. He offers no explanation why this reference is necessary, or what it
would explain. It is again an instance of poetry read as a riddle. This is a
possibility offered here, which perhaps may amuse some readers, but we
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should also note that it does not clarify the link; this reading is only possible
when the verse is read in isolation.
Dad’ s shoes; inserts his feet into a hollow trunk of a tree
Chichi ga kutsu utsuhogi ni ashi o sashiorosu

Buson

Buson zensh :
The oarsman is identified as the father. He puts on his shoes and departs
for work, probably as a ferryman. From the willow comes the association of
the hollow tree trunk.
Nomura:
The pronunciation of the first word is written in phonetic script as jii,
which means grandfather. In a poem by Du Fu, “ Ascending the Yueyang
), there is a line stating that “ I am old
tower” (Deng Yueyang lou
and sick and have a lonely boat” . From there we get the chain of association:
solitary boat
old and sick
old and weak
grandfather. To put on
clogs made of a hollow tree is like rowing a solitary boat (that is, dozing off)
in the red-light district, miserably and reluctantly.
Commentary:
It is not uncommon that the pronunciation of the Chinese ideographs is
written in phonetic kana script beside these characters, sometimes to give a
reading different from the ordinary. It is unclear where Nomura has found
the reading jii to the first word, but it is probably a later addition in some
modern edition used by him. The Buson zensh , which is based on the original edition, has no such reading marked, only the short vertical line to the
left (used in kanbun, Chinese texts to be read in the Japanese way) to mark a
Japanese pronunciation; here the reading chichi (my dad) is suggested,
probably because the Chinese characters used designate an informal or intimate word for a father. Thus there is nothing in this verse that points towards
the meaning of “ grandfather” , so Nomura’ s reading turns out to be based on
a misunderstanding.
This does not mean that this reading is uninteresting, even if it undoubtedly is irrelevant. It has all the typical sophistication of learned and reasoned
interpretations; it has a reference to an obscure literary source, an extended
chain of associations, and an understanding of the link as a word link. But in
spite of this sophistication, it is all based on this embarrassing misunderstanding, and this shows that even if everything seems to fit so well together,
this may just be an arbitrary coincidence, which does not prove anything.
We do not need such complex reasoning to understand that this verse expresses a lonely feeling, which interacts with the previous verse. A father
putting on his clogs is probably leaving from home. It may be that he is going to work, but it would be more impressive if he was going on a voyage, in
a lonely boat on the river of willow embankments. Especially the intimate
word for father shows that this is viewed by a member of the family, and
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may express sympathy for the father departing, reinforced by the poverty of
the clogs. Then, of course, there is the word link between the willows and
the hollow tree trunk, and possibly also to the form of the boat, but I find this
of lesser importance for our understanding.
The filial child is cooking fugu in the kitchen
K shi kuriya ni fukuto o ch zu

Buson

Buson zensh :
The filial child is linked facing the father, who is now seen as living in
poverty.
Nomura:
The filial child comes as an association to the grandfather. He cannot but
obey the wishes of his grandfather and is cooking the fish in the kitchen;
miserably and reluctantly like the clogs in the maeku.
Commentary:
It is no doubt adequate to read this as a facing link, but just stating that
one person is facing another is not much of an explanation. If we understand
the maeku as the perspective of a child viewing a father with sympathy, we
may see this verse as expressing similar sympathy and concern, but now
seen from the outside. The fugu is an exclusive fish which needs to be prepared with great care; otherwise it will be deadly poisonous. A child preparing this for a parent may, of course, be understood in several ways, but in
this context it will take the meaning of great effort and concern towards the
parent.
I find it hard to see anything miserable in this verse, and typically Nomura does not explain his comment here, he just states that this is the way it
is.
In the dark night of phantoms, balls of thrown snow
Maboroshi no an’ ya ni yuki o utsu tsubute

Kit

Both commentaries combine the word tsubute (thrown stones) with the snow
(yuki) to make the Japanese word for snowball (yukitsubute). They understand this verse to describe snowballs being thrown from the dark. Both also
refer to the proverb “ stones thrown on a dark night” which refers to a sudden
attack, or something difficult to defend oneself against. This is then associated with the fugu; as it may be deadly poisonous, eating it is like gambling,
one cannot control the outcome.
In commentaries like these, the critic’ s main aim seems to be the normalising of the abnormal in a piece of language. Kit ’ s verse actually breaks up
the conventional use of language. The snowball, or literally “ snow-stone” , is
expressed by a phrase which would correctly be translated as: “ stones which
throw snow” . This breaks up the proverb, which also becomes distorted by
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the qualification of the dark night. When we say “ the dark night of phantoms” , this will reinforce the literal meaning of “ dark night” and weaken the
secondary function of its being a part of a proverb. Both a proverb and a
word like “ snowball” are originally metaphoric expressions. By being conventionalised and incorporated in normal language, they become dead metaphors. We do not usually reflect on their original meaning; the mechanics of
convention directly brings us their figurative meaning. When, however, one
writes in the way Kit does here, the metaphors are brought back to life
again. Then we see the night and the stones which are thrown, which turn
into snow and the abstract feeling of a sudden attack, which then interacts
with the previous verse. In this way, a proverb may become poetry, and it is
rather disappointing that a common practise of interpretation is to actively
look for ways to kill this poetry. This is a very strong argument why we
should avoid any reference to conventions as part of an interpretive act.

2.7. Examples of Wakiokori
2.7.1. While Singing

The kasen “ while singing” (nakinagara) is an example of the so-called wakiokori (or wakiokoshi), a renku starting with a hokku by a deceased master.
This kasen was written in memory of Buson’ s teacher S a, and as might be
expected, one of his poems is used as hokku. It was published, and presumably written, in the third year of An’ ei. We have already encountered the collection of which it is a part; it is the one called “ The past as now” (Mukashi o
ima), the preface of which we read in an earlier chapter.457 Commentaries to
this sequence are found only in the Buson zensh and by Nomura.458
While singing, a cicada crosses the river – in the sunshine
Nakinagara kawa kosu semi no hikage kana

S a koji

But few are going; a shop selling jelly noodles
Yuku hito mare ni tokoroten no mise

Buson

On the screen, there is a hokku in Danrin style
Tsuitate ni Danrinf no hokku arite

Tomon

Yesterday'
s truth; today winter rain passing
Kin no makoto ky shigurekeri (159)

Hyakuchi

Our two modern commentaries have found two fundamentally different
ways to interpret these verses. Nomura’ s reading is simple; it sees the first
three verses as a description of the place. He calls the hokku a shasei poem,
a simple straightforward sketch of the scene. The waki adds some more de457
458

See pp. 140-141.
Buson zensh 2, p. 313; Nomura 1975, pp. 205-206.
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tail to the description: a shop selling tokoroten, transparent noodles of jelly,
which are eaten cold as a snack in summer. In the daisan, the shop’ s screen
is described; it has a hokku in Danrin style written on it. Nomura states that
such a hokku is suitable for a shop of this kind, but does not explain this
further. Probably he refers to the lack of refinement found both in this simple
food and in the Danrin style of haikai; indeed, in this style such simple food
is a common theme.
In the same manner, Nomura finds the fourth verse “ suitable” to a Danrin
hokku but does not develop why this is so. It may be that he sees the Danrinstyle, being an old style, as the truth of yesterday, and as such a passing,
short-lived fashion. (This passing winter shower, shigure, is at times used as
a metaphor for passing phenomenon.)
Nomura also notes that there is a waka by Fujiwara Teika in which
“ truth” and “ passing winter rain” are used in connection, but he does not say
if this has some any significance for this verse.
In the Buson zensh , these verses are discussed as carrying secondary
meanings, recalling the old master and his position in haikai history. As we
saw in the example of wakiokori discussed by Kit earlier, at least to him,
such subtle greetings to the past were common in this particular kind of
linked poetry. It does not follow, however, that Nomura’ s reading is therefore wrong; it just explores another aspect of this poetry, and aspect which in
fact may be far more relevant for most readers, who after all have no personal relation to old S a. Nevertheless, in this case some interesting problems arise when we look for some secondary meaning in these verses, problems which are connected with matters treated in earlier chapters.
In the Buson zensh , the hokku, besides its literal descriptive meaning, is
understood as cherishing the memory of the old master: the cicada singing is
also the old master who composed such rich poetry, and its crossing the river
is also the master passing away to the afterlife. Since this poem was written
by S a himself, this metaphorical reading has no connection whatsoever
with the poet’ s original conception. This meaning is created only when Buson puts the poem into the new context in this anthology. Whether Buson
intended this result or not, it was not until it was placed here that this secondary meaning became a plausible possibility, which might be discovered by
the modern critic.
Knowing the practice of this age, I see it as quite likely that Buson intended this poem to have such a metaphorical function, and it may then be
seen as an example of the lack of definiteness of this poetry. Put in a certain
context, a poem might receive meanings which would no longer be evident
when it was taken out of this context.
Following the Buson zensh the waki comes to mean that the few people
passing the shop are actually the few followers of S a, who still continue to
uphold this master’ s style. It is noted that this verse has some similarity to a
hokku by Bash :
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This road; no one’ s going – nightfall of autumn
Kono michi ya yuku hito nashi ni aki no kure (160)

As so often, this is just mentioned without further discussion, but here, I
think, this reference to a literary source exceptionally carries a great deal of
meaning. Here again the context will be important. If we recall Buson’ s preface to this anthology, which also functions as a preface to this renku, we
remember that Buson discussed the sabi concept of Bash and ended his
argument by saying that in these renku he would not adhere to this ideal. It is
possible, in this context, to see Buson’ s waki as a continuation of this argument. The above hokku by Bash is one of his strongest expressions of sabi,
especially in its sense of loneliness. Nightfall of autumn (aki no kure) may
also mean late autumn; the sombre mood and total loneliness corresponds to
the decay of nature.
Buson’ s waki also has loneliness as its theme, but in a very different
mood. It is the loneliness of a salesman waiting for customers on a hot summer'
s day, and this loneliness is not so definite, not so total, because occas poem is almost ascetic, void of
sionally someone passes. While Bash '
every detail, Buson'
s verse mentions the very ordinary cold snack and the
shop where it is sold. Buson'
s verse is a good example of his search for the
deep in the trivial, the refined in the vulgar, here to enjoy the loneliness in
new and unexpected circumstances.
Now, all of this does not tell us much about how these verses are linked.
Our discussion has merely treated the verses as separate units, which only
have some thematic unity (describing the same landscape/cherishing the
memory of S a). I believe, however, that the connection between hokku and
waki can be discussed by means of one of Kit ’ s methods, as having structural correspondence. In the hokku, we have a singing cicada and sunshine,
typical of unbearably hot weather. This is combined with a river; flowing
cool water. In the waki, we find only a few people on the road, a common
view on a sultry summer’ s day; people are avoiding the heat. But here too is
a detail that gives coolness in this heat; the fresh, cold jelly sold at the roadside. Finally, we may also note a connection between the verb “ cross” (kosu)
in the hokku and the verb “ go” (yuku) in the waki.
In the Buson zensh , the daisan is also found to make a slight reference to
the deceased master. The theme of a Danrin-style hokku is seen as recalling
old S a'
s own teacher Kikaku, whose extravagant poetry is likened here to
this style.
I find this reading somewhat forced; it is true that both Bash and Kikaku,
in their earlier years, had some association with the Danrin movement, but
normally Kikaku is regarded as one of the great poets of the Bash school. A
reading that is simpler, and thereby more plausible, will treat this daisan as a
comment on the waki. As noted earlier, the juxtaposition of a more refined
theme (loneliness) and a base and commonplace theme (the jelly) is reminis359

cent of the Danrin style. A Danrin poet would, however, search for a humorous simile in this juxtaposition, and that is not found in Buson'
s verse here.
Another possibility would be to discuss this link in terms of rank. The Danrin style has much the same status as poetry as tokoroten has as food; it is
not taken too seriously. A single hokku, a few lonely characters, may be seen
as corresponding to the few people passing, and the shop will naturally be
linked to the screen. Then we may describe the link as: tokoroten
Danrin;
few
hokku; shop screen.
Returning to the Buson zensh and its commentary on the fourth verse,
we may recognise that, as in Nomura’ s commentary, here too is a reference
to the waka by Teika. This waka, in fact, tells us more or less the same story
as the renku verse and knowledge of its existence will therefore not help our
understanding unless we think that knowledge of such a similarity, as such,
is of great importance. If we do not, we may as well discard this knowledge.
A more useful comment in the Buson zensh is that this truth of yesterday
which is the passing phenomenon of today, may somehow be related to the
kyo-jitsu theory, which was first used in poetics by the Danrin poets. That
this verse in one way or another uses haikai poetics is undeniable in this
context, but there is probably no necessity to spell out its meaning in detail.
There are so many ways in which we may understand this verse as a comment on poetics and the development of haikai so that the picture gets blurred, and I think we should enjoy this blur and avoid destroying it by searching for a certain definite meaning.
Earlier, we found several instances in which the fourth verse was given a
special repetitive rhythm, and this structure is found here too. Two clauses
are just piled on top of each other, both beginning with similar words for
time: yesterday – today.
2.7.2. Hototogisu

The following example of a wakiokori was written under very different circumstances. In this example, Buson has used a hokku from an old master he
had never met in person. It is, in fact, a century-old poem written by Nishiyama S in, the leading master of the Danrin School; in Buson’ s age an important predecessor, but still just a figure from history.
This renku is the final poem of the “ Flower and Bird Collection”
(Kach hen). Short commentaries on it are found in the Buson zensh and the
Tenmei haikaish .
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Hototogisu – if even you demons sharpened your ears!
Hototogisu ika ni kijin mo tashika ni kike

S in

All the more, soon the clouds of a thunderstorm
Mashite ya majikaki y dachi no kumo

Buson

Mooring a boat, by the bay like a collar in the mountain pocket
E o eri no yamafutokoro ni fune yosete

Kit

Now again, hanging in the sleeves of the interpreter
Mata ya ts ji no sode hikaetsutsu (161)

Hyakuchi

The hokku, one of S in’ s most famous, is based on a direct quotation from
the text of the n drama Tamura. It is only the word hototogisu that is added
to make it into a complete poem. Needless to say, both commentaries notify
this source of the text. The Tenmei haikaish adds that there is a sentence in
the kana preface of the Kokinsh : “ make even the invisible demons feel the
pathos” , which is also alluded to here. (The word “ demons” is a translation
of kijin, superhuman beings, which are impossible to see or hear. A more
literal translation would be “ demon god” or “ divine spirit” .)
Having identified the text of the n drama, both commentaries find a direct explanation of the link to the waki: the first half of this verse (mashite ya
majikaki) is also found in the text of Tamura. The Tenmei haikaish further
tells us that the sound of thunder is implied in the waki. This y dachi, a violent downpour in summer, almost always follows after thunder. There is also
a note here that there is some interaction with Buson’ s own preface to this
collection, in which he writes a line explaining why he wrote this waki: “ I
woke up to the voice [of the hototogisu] above the clouds” . I suppose this is
understood as some sort of intertextuality within the text of the collection,
but I find it a little trivial; it goes without saying that a poet’ s comment on
his own poem refers to his poem.
In the Buson zensh , we learn that the waki adds suitable weather to the
song of a hototogisu. We also learn that the demons ride on the clouds of this
approaching thunderstorm. Neither of these explains very much. We would
at least like to know something about why this weather is suitable to the
bird’ s song. A tradition of the demons riding on clouds would give an explanation of the link as a word link, as a solution to a riddle, and that would
perhaps be enough for a reader with a taste for riddles and Teimon haikai.
There is, however, one problem here: this tradition is nowhere to be found,
which makes this reading very dubious. In the Buson zensh , this tradition is
just mentioned without reference to any particular source or story. I have
made some investigations of my own on this subject but not found demons
riding on clouds anywhere. Perhaps this is due to my own ignorance when it
comes to Japanese folklore, but I suspect that the critic writing in the Buson
zensh has confused the demons with the god of thunder, who indeed rides
on the clouds.
It seems that several questions concerning intertextuality and “ learned”
readings arise when discussing this link and its commentaries. First, we
might ask what kind of an interpretation we get when we refer to the old n
play Tamura. It is certain that both S in and Buson used words from this n
play. It was a common practice among Danrin poets to incorporate sentences
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from n plays in their verses, and there is nothing strange about Buson adhering to this old-fashioned practice here, since he incorporated this old
work into a new work of his own group. It may be seen as a polite gesture
towards the old master, or just a way to make the tone of the hokku reverberate. But what do we, as readers, understand when we know about this
circumstance? Two statements, both of which are quoted from the same
source, may be understood as connected through this source. If this is the
only point of connection, then the two verses may, without any problem, be
completely nonsensical, trivial, uninteresting and worthless statements, because what is important is that we, when reading, get an opportunity to refer
to our erudition. Interpretation is then seen as some sort of social game in
which we play around with our knowledge.
Once we start talking about interaction of style, expression or semantic
contents, the fact that these statements originate in a certain text will lose its
relevance. Any statement which uses already existing words originates in
other texts, and in extension the large text of human language, but the challenge of the interpreter is to understand the meaning it gets in the present
context. The knowledge that some of the words here come from Tamura may
have historical or etymological interest, but to understand their meaning we
must ask why precisely these words, and not some other part of the text of
this n drama, are used here.
A similar problem will be encountered if we try to understand this link
with reference to a supposed tradition of demons riding on clouds. I mentioned earlier that this tradition was probably spurious, but if that is so, does
it really matter? If we see the intertextual relation between two texts as the
most essential part of an interpretation, as the clue to our understanding, we
might even make up a suitable text of our own to create such a relation.
(This may sound extreme, but sometimes it is important to point out the extreme consequences of a method or theory, to show its limitations.) We may
object to a procedure whereby we make up our own source material, but
doing so, we will at once admit that we define an intertextual reference as
being intended by the author. It is only then that it will be necessary for a
certain text to allude to an older text, which was part of the author’ s cultural
heritage, and which the author might have known about. This will, of course,
give us back all the problems associated with intentionality, which explains
why this procedure will inevitably come to a dead end. (And stating that we
do not refer to the author’ s intention, but to his cultural context, does not
give us a possibility of escape here; the only reason to read a work in the
light of the author’ s cultural context is our belief that the work was written in
concordance with this context, that is, the intention of the author.)
Instead of making such cumbrous reasoning, we might just ask what correspondence there is between the demons and the signs of a coming downpour in summer. Buson himself explained that the hototogisu was heard
beyond the clouds. This single distinct voice becomes very effective when
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heard in the silence before the outbreak of a thunderstorm. Once again we
should note that it is a bird that is mostly heard but rarely seen. The demons
are even more mysterious. They cannot be grasped by our senses and are
hidden in mystery. This is relevant here since it might be likened to the feeling of a change in weather that is under way. When we say: “ it looks like
rain” , we do not know this for certain; it is a vague feeling, which may well
correspond to the feeling of the presence of a supernatural force. The existence of the belief in a thunder god shows, in fact, that the approaching thunderstorm has mystical implications, and it is only now when we have made a
full and thorough interpretation of the verse that we may find relevance in an
intertextual connection with such a tradition.
Thus it is mostly direct connections between the verses that explain the
link. What is left to note is the imperative in the hokku and how it is answered by the reinforcing word of agreement that introduces the waki. Both
are rhetorical statements, the first enforcing and the second reinforcing. It is
again a matter of direct interaction, which needs no reference to external
texts.
In the two commentaries, the daisan and the fourth verse are interpreted
in a simple manner, as an extension of the scene or place. In both, the daisan
is seen as depicting a boat seeking shelter beneath the mountain to avoid the
coming rain. Kit ’ s simile between the inlet and the collar is identified as
coming from a Chinese poem. In the Tenmei haikaish there is a comment
that the alliteration on the e-sound created by this simile corresponds to the
alliteration on the ma-syllable in the waki.
I have nothing to object to in this reading. We might add that this daisan
is a good example of a daisan that changes the subject and opens the way for
a new development. From the look up into the sky, and far away into the
unknown, this verse moves down through the landscape and settles on a
concrete situation in the foreground. The peculiar clothing metaphors, eri
(collar) and futokoro (breast pocket of a kimono), invite a change of topic.
Continuing to the fourth verse, we find the commentaries to be in conflict.
The Tenmei haikaish understands this verse as a picture from Nagasaki, the
single port open to foreign ships in this age. In the Buson zensh , this is seen
as a place somewhere on the Asian continent, referring back to the Chinese
allusion in the daisan. Both commentaries see this as a picture of someone
who feels insecure in a foreign land and relies entirely on his interpreter. A
link is also identified between the collar and breast pocket in the daisan and
the sleeve in this verse.
The critics’ preference for narrative development here makes them miss
one important aspect of this link. In the daisan, there is a boat seeking shelter beneath a mountain; in the fourth verse, there is a person hiding behind
his interpreter. In both cases, something insecure is relying on something
stable. The two verses have corresponding structures. Probably this brings a
dead metaphor to life. Yamafutokoro (the mountain’ s breast pocket) is quite
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an ordinary word in Japanese, describing the side of a mountain. In this link,
however, the association to clothes becomes vivid again, as it is juxtaposed
with someone hanging in the sleeves of his interpreter.
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3. Some Conclusions and General Remarks
The investigation of modern commentaries carried out here is by no means
exhaustive, but even as such, some reoccurring tendencies are recognisable. I
will try to summarise them here, to make it possible to see more distinctly
what may be learned from this investigation.
• All of these commentaries place a great emphasis on a critical discussion
of verses in isolation. For the most part, the interpretive activity focuses
on the meaning of the single verse and very little is written about the links
between verses. In my own investigation I have only shown this in some
detail when writing about the first renku in this chapter (hashidate ya),
but this circumstance is evident in every commentary. As stressed repeatedly, I have mainly focused on how verse links have been discussed, and
the shortness of most comments referred to above is because in most
cases, very little is said about the link. This contrasts distinctly with the
way Kit discussed this poetry in the Tsukeai tebikizuru, in which almost
any comment was concerned with the relationship between verses.
• A consequence of the previous point is that most commentaries distinguish the interpretation of verses and the interpretation of links, as if they
were independent of each other. This is especially clear in Ishikawa’ s interpretations, which deliberately divide these two activities into separate
paragraphs.
• There is a very strong tendency in all the commentaries to search, whenever possible, for literary sources of the poems investigated. I have only
mentioned a few of these instances in the investigation above, but they are
so numerous that the word “ obsession” is not an overstatement in this
context. This search is usually very disordered and it is often hard to say
whether it refers to allusion, intertextuality, etymology or just sources of
inspiration. Generally, when some slight similarity of vocabulary or structure between the verse and some other text is found, this is enough for the
critic to insist on a connection, but the meaning of this connection is
hardly ever explained. Generally, such connections are regarded as definite and true. The fact that all such intertextual connections are always
connections with older texts from the Japanese or Chinese tradition shows
that there is a general presupposition that these connections were intended
by the poets. This is a procedure different from the one followed by Kit ,
who always motivates his few references to other texts. In his case, it may
be an object of comparison, a source of inspiration or a reading in which
the reference is fully motivated.
• Related to the previous point is the great interest in names of places and
persons shown by all the critics. Whenever such names occur, they give
rise to detailed historical accounts which often replace the interpretive activity. Kit ’ s way of reading is here again different. He does not place
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much weight on these names, just mentions them in passing, and mostly
sees them as carrying some vague associations that are suitable for the
occasion. This makes his reading of such names integrated with the poem.
Two main strategies of reading are followed in the commentaries. The
most common is to search for a way to unite the verses in a coherent narrative. This is a procedure to make seemingly disparate statements spatially or temporally connected. Usually, this is accomplished by some sort
of reasoned argument, which is made to fill out the empty spaces between
the verses. The main object here seems to be to find logical coherence.
Only in few cases are attempts made to discuss how the narrative extension intensifies the expression of a verse (as in Ishikawa’ s discussion of
the cold fingers implied in the waki of the “ thinner and thinner” kasen).
The other strategy is to simply read the verses as separate statements, with
no logical coherence, which interact by means of their mood and expression, somewhat like chords in a piece of tonal music. This way of reading
is most common in Nomura’ s commentaries but still not very important.
It is rather strange that in a renku like the “ lamenting the frost” kasen,
where this kind of reading would be idiomatic, no critic uses it. As my
own attempt to use this strategy shows, such a reading opens up several
possibilities that will otherwise never be realised. Kit follows both these
strategies, but he clearly stresses that even a narrative development is
there to enhance the expression of the verses. I would also say that there
is not one single instance of such lengthy reasoning, in his work, which is
often encountered in modern writing.
A comparison of several different commentaries reveals instances of
agreement but also of great disagreement. Sometimes this is so great that
the interpretations seem to be arbitrary, even in matters of simple semantics. This is a sign of the great openness of the text, showing clearly that
final and definite interpretations are not possible. Some of the discrepancies might, however, be caused by the fact that many of these readings are
not readings of the actual poetry but readings of parts of it taken out of
context, or readings of external texts. As Kit noted in connection with
the “ a peony scattered” kasen, many readings may be possible, but some
will make the poetry more interesting, others will make it less interesting.
Most of the interpretive activities in the commentaries confine themselves
to the semantic aspect of the poems. There is very little discussion about
the perceptible qualities of these works, the rhythms and sounds, alliteration and rhyme, as well as the formal features of the written text. It is only
when there are some ingredients of spoken language that such matters are
touched upon, and some similarity of tone between the verses is recognised.
Not a single one of the commentaries shows interest in the broader lines
of development in this poetry. None of them go further than discussing
single links between two verses. Not even three-verse units are investi-
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gated. This is probably the most striking difference in the way of reading
practiced by Kit , who found it as natural to discuss an extended development as single links between adjacent verses.
In my own additions and comments on the different interpretations studied in
this chapter I have now and then used concepts and theories used in previous
chapters. This has often proved to be helpful, and opening up for richer and
more variegated understandings than those found in modern scholarship. In
this, I see the most valid argument for searching for the inside perspective of
an author. This is not a search for an original intention or some sort of mutual understanding. Nor is it a search for conventions of a certain age or society. It is simply an act of taking advice from a specialist in this kind of
poetry, a search for professional guidance.
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Final Words

In almost every chapter in this study, and in almost every context, there is
one theme that has showed up over and over again, the theme of change.
Change over time produced the quality of sabi and was also expressed in the
shiori concept. The gradually growing richness in experience, which was
Buson’ s alternative to sabi-shiori, may also be seen as a product of change,
of a different and more positive kind. Change was obviously also an essential part of the fueki-ry k theory and the many related theories inspired by
it, like Buson’ s “ circular-course” theory. Buson’ s rizoku theory, describing
haikai as the process of using the worldly to move into the unworldly, was
basically a theory of change, especially in its extension, where it described
the creative process as an amalgamation of the multitude of tradition, which
was to bear fruit as something completely new and unique.
On the level of single renku poems, change, of course, was an essential
structural element. Principles of composing as well as reading all demanded
a constant search for new developments, for new directions. This constant
change defied any single method of analysis and demanded great flexibility
of readers and critics. Change was achieved with thematic development,
with changes in grammar, with modulation through different styles of language and with the use of rhythm and tone colour, and this demanded a constant change of perspective.
In a way, change may be said to be typical of any creative activity, but
what makes haikai special is that this striving for change has become totally
integrated, as an essential basis of this poetry. Although efforts have repeatedly been made to stop all development, to set down rules and establish conventions to be followed, these have always ended in failure; the poetic activities have moved on to discover ever-new material and new manners of expression. The project of some modern scholarship to describe haikai as a
fixed, conservative and thoroughly traditional movement that can only be
understood in a specific cultural context will probably break down in the
same manner, as research grows in this field.
In the beginning, I discussed the need to use some sort of hermeneutic or
deconstructive method and made quite a free definition of what such a
method might be, and I believe that the nature of this poetry will demand this
approach more than ever. I have at times described the composing of this
poetry itself as a creative interpretive activity, and an understanding of this
will not be possible if we try to use some rigid system in which all the an368

swers are set from the beginning. There is, however, one drawback in using
hermeneutical or deconstructive methods; they are almost entirely limited to
the semantic aspect of language, and that is not enough for studying this
poetry. There is a need to incorporate other aspects of haikai related to its
expressive and perceptible qualities. I have tried to include some arguments
from cognitive poetics, represented by the writings of Reuven Tsur, and
these have proved to give us valuable insights into the mode of reading practised by Kit and other poets who shared his ideals.
My starting point was to study eighteenth-century haikai poetics not as
some odd curio from a strange country far away and in a strange age long
ago that could only be understood in its original context, but as theories that
may be discussed as valid on their own account. In fact, some fashionable
theories of the modern world could not meet the challenge of these ideas of
some Edo-period haikai poets, and that clearly shows the high level of theoretical discussion within the haikai community.
One important finding gained from this investigation is the very lucid description of Bash -style verse linking offered in Kit ’ s treatise. Instead of
the common view of the nioi concept as linking based on detached verses
associated by their mood, Kit described a method of interaction whereby
the link enhanced the effect of the verses. This interest in dynamic interaction was also discernible in Buson’ s later writings; indeed, this seemed to be
the main reason for his criticism of the slackness of style among his contemporaries. The common view of the old Buson as a composer of short intellectual witticisms or allegorical riddles was shown to be doubtful and should be
discarded completely if we grant some coherence to his poetics. An ideal of
dynamic interaction may also be helpful for the critic, since it will necessitate interpretations that show how every part in a verse, or a verse link, is
related to the whole, and what function it has.
We have encountered a wealth of terminology in these pages, but this is
still only a part of all the terms to be found in haikai theory. Many of these
terms are insufficiently explained in this study, but I do not see this as a failure. These terms were originally created to teach composition and not to be
names of perfect categories or universal structural concepts. They were used
in a flexible way, and it is probably best to understand them as vague suggestions, created with the aim of helping us start an investigation. We recognised an opposition between poets who believed in absolute and correct rules
and categories and poets who stressed the importance of a deeper understanding that cannot be described with a set of labels. Kit might be seen as
a pragmatist to be placed somewhere in between these two attitudes towards
poetry. He did use terms like the shichimy -hattai but anyway discussed
verses in a free manner, without limiting his interpretations to whatever designation he gave a link. Typically, the topic-design-composition method was
soon discarded when it did not work with the verses discussed.
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In many of the chapters, the discussion entered into a debate about
whether haikai should be read as descriptions of the outside world or as texts
referring to other texts in a specified Japanese and Chinese tradition. I hope I
have managed to show how either of these ideas on how haikai should be
read, indeed the very idea that haikai should be read in a certain manner,
will result in absurdity. The simple polarity between “ real-world” readings
and intertextualism had better be avoided, and a more flexible attitude
adopted which will be open to dealing with the full complexity of our reading experience. And this makes us identify a much more relevant polarity in
haikai research; the polarity between, on the one hand, scholars who believe
there is a specific historically and culturally correct context in which this
poetry was originally understood, and should be understood, and, on the
other hand, scholars who deny the existence and relevance of such a context
and regard interpretation as a creative search for possibilities, and judge
them according to the results they give. As repeatedly seen in this study, the
readings that pretended to be true Edo-period readings all too often turned
out to be creations of twentieth-century scholarship. The culturalism or historicism of such scholarship must be judged as a failure, as it cannot even
live up to its own pretensions. That is why I see this second type of scholarship as the future of haikai research, and I hope that this study will help to
stimulate a movement in this direction – at least to a small extent..
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Appendix

Important Persons Mentioned in the Text
Bakurin
Otsuy
Bakusui Hori Bakusui
(1718-1783), haikai poet and theorist. He
studied the haikai traditions of Shik and Otsuy but later became a severe
critic of their styles. Eventually his interest turned to the style of the Minashiguri collection and the early style of Kikaku. Bakusui was from Kanazawa, but was active in Edo, Kyoto and several other places.
Bash Matsuo Bash (1644-1694), haikai poet. He is often regarded as Japan’ s greatest haikai master. He was born in Iga Ueno, in modern Mie prefecture, where he already learned haikai as a child. There is a hypothesis that
he later studied haikai for Kitamura Kigin in Kyoto, but there exist no evidence to support this. In 1672 he moved to Edo, where he started to build up
his position as an independent haikai master. In his early work he mainly
followed the styles that were fashionable among his contemporaries, but in
the 1680s he started to develop his art to reach an artistically higher level.
From 1684 onwards he went on several long journeys to different parts of
Japan, and during these years he constantly searched for new means of expression.
(?-1714), haikai poet. One of the great
Bonch Nozawa Bonch
disciples of Bash . He had a straightforward impressionist style and is often
placed in opposition to the more conservative Kyorai.
Buson Yosa Buson
(1716-1783), haikai poet and painter in the
Nanga style. He is regarded today as the most important poet of his age, but
he was better known as a painter among his contemporaries. He grew up in a
small village outside Osaka. His parents seem to have died when he was still
a young boy. He moved to Edo in his early twenties and studied haikai with
Hayano Hajin, but he seems to have been self-taught as a painter. After Hajin’ s death in 1742 Buson spent much of his time in Ibaraki, the prefecture
just north of Edo. There he received support from many of Hajin’ s disciples
in the area, especially the prolific writer of haikai theory Isaoka Gant . Buson also travelled for two years in northern Japan, but in 1751 he moved
westward to Kyoto, where he eventually became the leader of a small group
of followers. He also travelled widely in his later years, but he always returned to Kyoto. Around 1760 he married and he had one daughter.
Ranzan
Chikugo
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Chora Miura Chora
(1729-1780), haikai poet. He learned haikai
in the tradition of Bakurin but seems not to have been particularly influenced
by it. His style was independent and cannot easily be placed in a certain
category. He spent his early years in the Mie and Wakayama area, but later
he travelled much and lived in many different places around Japan. He collaborated with many of the leading poets of his day. When he lived in Kyoto
in the early 1770s he had regular contacts with Buson and his group.
Ch sui Shirai Ch sui
(1701-1769), haikai poet. He learned haikai
from Ry kyo, a follower of Otsuy . He was mainly active in Edo.
(1657-1730), haikai poet. One of Bash ’ s
Doh Hattori Doh
great disciples. Like Bash , he was from Iga Ueno but became an active
follower of Bash rather late in life. He was an adherent of his master’ s late
karumi style. His writing on haikai theory, the Sanz shi, is often used as a
source of the Bash tradition.
Fujiwara no Kint
(966-1041), waka poet of the middle-Heian
period.
Fumikuni Nakamura Fumikuni (years unknown), hakai poet. He was one of
Bash ’ s disciples, mainly known for his contribution of verses in the renku
of the Sarumino collection.
Gant Isaoka Gant
(?-1773), haikai poet. He was a disciple of
Hajin and a close friend of Buson. His origin was in Ibaraki prefecture,
where he lived for most of his life, but he was also active in the Edo haikai
circles. Not much of his poetry is known, but he wrote some important
works of haikai theory.
Gekkei Matsumura Gekkei
(1752-1811), haikai poet and painter.
He studied both haikai and painting under Buson, but after Buson’ s death he
eventually left the Nanga style of his old master and turned to the shasei
style of Maruyama kyo. In spite of being one of Buson’ s most talented
disciples, in his last years he abandoned haikai. He was the founder of the
Shij school of painting.
Gion Nankai
(1677-1751), scholar, poet and painter. He wrote
poetry in Chinese and painted in the Nanga style.
Gotoba
(1180-1239), retired Emperor. He was one of the important
waka poets of the early Kamakura period and had great influence on this and
later ages.
Hajin Hayano Hajin
(1677-1742), haikai poet. He studied haikai
for Kikaku and Ransetsu. Originally from Tochigi prefecture, he lived most
of his life in Edo but also some ten years in Kyoto.
Hyakuchi Teramura Hyakuchi
(1748-1835), haikai poet. He was
one of Buson’ s disciples. His father was a disciple of Hajin. He lived all his
life in Kyoto. In later years he turned from haikai and devoted himself to the
tea ceremony. After Buson’ s death he became close to Ky tai.
(1524-1602), one of the last great masters of
J ha Satomura J ha
the classical renga tradition.
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J s Nait J s
(1662-1704), haikai poet. He was a disciple of
Bash and especially associated with the sabi style. He lived most of his life
in Shiga prefecture.
Kigin Kitamura Kigin
(1624-1705), haikai poet. He was a disciple
of Teitoku and was until the end of his life faithful to the ideals of the Teimon school. He published many works on haikai and also several commentaries on ancient classics. Originally from a small village in Shiga prefecture,
he lived most of his life in Kyoto.
Kihaku
(eighteenth century), haikai poet. He spent most of his life
travelling, but not much is known of his background. He edited several collections of haikai and wrote some theory.
(1661-1707), haikai poet. He is someKikaku Takarai Kikaku
times called the most talented of Bash ’ s disciples and has even been described as Bash ’ s equal, but his late style is generally criticised as being too
flashy and superficial. He was mainly active in Edo and is often seen as the
most typical representative of city haikai.
Kit Takai Kit
(1741-1789), haikai poet. He was the son of Takai Kikei, one of Hajin’ s disciples. Kit studied haikai under his father, but it
was only when he became a disciple of Buson that he started composing
haikai seriously. He was the editor of the majority of the publications associated with the Buson group. Most of his life he lived in Kyoto.
Kyorai Mukai Kyorai
(1651-1704), haikai poet. He was one of
the great disciples of Bash . Originally from Nagasaki he was raised in Fukuoka but later on moved to Kyoto. As a young man, he received a full training as a samurai, but around 1675 he gave up this earlier career and turned to
haikai. Kyorai’ s writing on poetics became extremely influential in later
ages, and even today our view of Bash ’ s teaching is to a large part formed
by his texts.
(1656-1715), haikai poet and
Kyoriku Morikawa Kyoriku
painter. As a poet, he was one of the great disciples of Bash , but at the same
time he was Bash ’ s teacher in painting. He wrote many theoretical works
on haikai, and especially his debate with Kyorai in the Haikai mond is famous.
Masahide Mizuta Masahide
(1657-1723), haikai poet. He was
one of Bash ’ s disciples. His style was regarded as rough and masculine.
Moritake Arakida Moritake
(1473-1549), haikai poet. He was
one of the first poets to focus on haikai. His style was more gentle and refined than that of S kan.
N in
(988-1058?), Buddhist priest and important waka poet of the
middle-Heian period.
Otsuy Nakagawa Otsuy
(1675-1739), haikai poet. He was the
founder of the Ise fraction within the Sh mon. A disciple of Iwata Ry to,
one of Bash ’ s disciples, he may also have received some direct instruction
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from Bash . Together with Shik , he is regarded as the main figure of the
rural countryside Sh mon.
(1654-1707), haikai poet. He was acRansetsu Hattori Ransetsu
tive in Edo, where he and Kikaku became the two most influential masters of
the Sh mon.
Ranzan Wada Ranzan
(?-1773), haikai poet. Originally from Edo,
he moved to Kyoto where he frequently collaborated with the Buson-group.
Riichi Sary an Riichi
(1714-1783), haikai poet and scholar. He
studied haikai under Ry kyo, a poet who had been a disciple of Otsuy , but
he was not particularly close to the countryside Sh mon. Riichi is mostly
known today for his writing on poetics and his detailed commentary on
Bash ’ s Oku no hosomichi, which has influenced all later commentaies on
this work.
Ry ho Nonoguchi Ry ho
(1595-1669), haikai poet and painter.
He was originally a disciple of Teitoku, but later he formed a separate group.
He lived most of his life in Kyoto.
Saigy
(1118-1190), Buddhist priest and waka poet of the early Kamakura period. It is a common view that his poetry had a strong influence on
the mature style of Bash .
Shad Hamada Shad
(?-1737?), haikai poet. He was one of
Bash ’ s late disciples.
Shik Kagami Shik
(1665-1731), haikai poet. He was one of the
ten great disciples of Bash . He came from the southern part of Gifu prefecture, the old province of Mino, so his followers are usually called the Minofraction of the Sh mon. Especially the late style of Bash influenced him.
He wrote several theoretical works on haikai, some of them presented as the
works of Bash , which were very influential in the eighteenth century. He
travelled all over Japan propagating his own style and had many followers
throughout the country.
Shinkei
(1406-1475), poet of renga and waka. His aesthetics is often
regarded as anticipating the mature sabi aesthetics of Bash .
Shirao Kaya Shirao
(1738-1791), haikai poet. He lived in Edo
and learned haikai from, among others, Ch sui. He was a prolific writer of
haikai theory.
Sh ha Kuroyagi Sh ha
(1727-1771), haikai poet. He was a disciple of Buson. In his young years he wrote poetry in Chinese, but under the
influence of Buson he turned to haikai. He was from Kyoto.
S a
Hajin
S gi
(1421-1502), renga poet. He is often described as the greatest
master of Japanese renga.
S in Nishiyama S in
(1605-1682), poet of renga and haikai. After
an early career as a renga master in Kyoto, he received employment at a
Shinto shrine in Osaka in 1647, and from that year he actively turned to haikai. He is regarded as the leader of the Danrin movement.
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S kan Yamazaki S kan
(died around 1540), haikai poet. He was
one of the first poets specialising in haikai. He edited many collections of
early haikai, often with very vulgar themes.
Taigi Tan Taigi
(1709-1771), haikai poet. He originally studied
haikai in Edo, where he followed different masters associated with the tradition of Kikaku. Later he moved to Ky to and became friendly with Buson.
For many years he collaborated with the Buson group. It is commonly acknowledged that, beside Buson, he was the greatest poet of his age, but not
much research has been done on him.
(?-1778), haikai poet. He was a disciple
Tairo Yoshiwake Tairo
of Buson. Not much of his work survives, but most of it is highly original.
He seems to have been a quarrelsome nature, but Buson supported him until
his early death.
(?-1744), haikai poet. He was a disciple of Kikaku. Beside
Tanboku
his profession as a doctor he had a great interest in the education of the
masses and wrote several works with this aim in mind.
Takai Kit
Kit
Teitoku Matsunaga Teitoku
(1571-1653), haikai poet. The central
figure in the Teimon school of haikai. He tried to bring some order into haikai and therefore wrote several rule books based on renga rules. He lived in
Kyoto and had many followers.
Tokoku Tsuboi Tokoku
(?-1690), haikai poet. He was one of
Bash ’ s favourite disciples. From Nagoya, he was active in the early years
of the Sh mon.
Toshinari Fujiwara no Toshinari
(1114-1204), one of the great
waka poets. In his poetics he stressed the importance of allusion.
Tsurayuki Ki no Tsurayuki
(868-945), one of the most important
waka poets of the early Heian period.
(1693-1761), haikai poet. He was a
Unrib Watanabe Unrib
disciple of Shik . Most of his life he lived in Shiga prefecture, where he was
active in rebuilding the famous Genj an hut of Bash .
Yay Yokoi Yay
(1702-1783), haikai poet. He was a follower of
the tradition after Shik , but with a humorous bent that was probably influenced by the Teimon. Especially his prose works have become famous.
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List of Terms
Ageku
Aisatsu
Ashirai
Daisan
Danrin
D guzuke
Eisha
Fueki ry k
Goj in
G gen
Haibun
Haikai
Haikai no renga
Haiku
Haku
Hana
Hana no j za
Han-kasen
Hashiri
Henka no ron
Hibiki
Hiraku
Hokku
Hon’ i
Hyakuin
Hy shi
Irodate
Ji
Jigi
Jisetsu
Jitsu
Jizai
J
Jo-ha-ky
Kand
Kannonbiraki
Karumi
Kasen
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Kattatsu
Keshiki
Ki
Kidai
Kigo
Kij
Ki no kotoba
Kireji
Kiyose
Kokorozuke
Kotobazuke
Kukazu
Kurai
Kyo
Maeku
Makoto
Miire
Mukaizuke
Mukei no tama
Nagori no ori
Nigeku
Ninj
Ni no ori
Nioi
Nioizuke
Omokage
Omote
Ori
Orihashi
Oritate
Rairaku
Renga
Renku
Ris
Rizoku
Sabi
Saijiki
San no ori
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Sansuiga
Sarikirai
Shasei
Shichimy -hattai
Shi-j
Shikimoku
Shinkeizu
Shinku
Sh mon
Sho-ori
Soku
Sono ba
Sono hito
Sono toki
Ta
Tatedai
Teimon
Ten
Tens
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Tsukemono
Tsuki no j za
Uchikoshi
Ura
Urautsuri
Ushin
Utsuri
Wabi
Waka
Waki
Wakiku
Yohaku
Yokodai
Yosei
Yoriai
Z
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The Original Titles of Anthologies and Treatises
Aki no hi
Arano
Chihachikoku
Chinj no hy
Edo nijukkasen
Enokosh
Genji monogatari
Genj an no ki
Gosan
Haidai seimei
Haikai ichiji hannya
Haikai j ron
Haikai kokinsh
Haikai koshiki
Haikai mond
Haikai sabishiori
Hanahigusa
Heike monogatari
H j ki
Ima no tsukihi
Kach hen
Kari nikki
Kikaku j shichij
Kikigaki nanokagusa
Kobunshinp
K ho haidan s k
Kokinwakash
Kono hotori; ichiya shikasen
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Kuzu no matsubara
Kyoraish
Kyoraish -kai
Kyoriku ribetsu no kotoba
Many sh
Minashiguri
Moto no shimizu
Momo sumomo
M gy
Mukashi o ima
Nana kashiwa sh
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Nij gokaj
Oi no kobumi
Oku no hosomichi
saka dokugin-sh
Ruik ji
Ruisensh
Sabishiori
Saga nikki
Sanseizu no san
Sanz shi
Sazamegoto
Shinhanatsumi
Shin z dansh
Shokaishi hy ch
Sh mon mukashigatari
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Shukuh
Shundei kush
Sumidawara
Tade surikogi
Taiheiki
Ten’ in-ron
T shisen
T zai yowa
Tsukeai tebikizuru
Tsukekata jita-den
Tsurezuregusa
Uda no h shi
Uyamuya no seki
Yado no nikki
Yahanraku
Ya-kana-sh
Yamanaka mond
Yama no i
Yukioroshi
Z dansh
Z ho hanahigusa
Zoku goron
Zoku ichiyamatsu zensh
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A Note on the Layout
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